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1. INTRODUCTION 
Polyethylene (PE) is the synthetic polymer which has the biggest market share today. It is 
one of the four most used plastics, which are all polymerisates based on olefins. The other 
important mass market plastics are polypropylene (PP), polystyrene (PS), and polyvinylchlo-
ride (PVC).[11,12] 

Polyethylene is mainly used for packaging but also regularly applied for wire insulations, 
containers (such as gas tanks, oil cans, cosmetic and detergent bottles), foams, but also as 
additives for road construction. Its main advantages are its low costs and the broad range of 
properties, which can be achieved by varying its chemical compositions.[11] Several types of 
ethene-copolymers are available, but this work covers only ethene homopolymers and 
ethene-/α-olefin copolymers. 

In general, polyethylenes are classified into three main groups according to their density and 
their production method. 

Low density polyethylene (LDPE) was first produced in the 1930s.[13] It is synthesized at 
high temperatures around 200°C and very high pressures (1400-3000 bar). To initiate this 
radicalic reaction the reactor contains traces of oxygen or oxygen containing substances (such 
as propionaldehyde). LDPE is long- and short-chain branched1. Both types of branches occur 
as a consequence of side reactions.[14-16] LDPE has an excellent processing behavior, as it is 
distinctly shear thinning and features very high strain hardening. Because of its broad molar 
mass distribution, which is a consequence of the radicalic reaction, its mechanical properties 
are not too good, which is mostly attributed to the low molecular components.[17,18]  

In the 1950s the first catalysts were developed, which were able to polymerize ethene (and 
propene) at conditions,2 which are less extreme than necessary for LDPE. They were named 
Ziegler-Natta-catalysts (ZN) after their inventors Karl Ziegler and Giulio Natta who were 
awarded the Nobel prize for their findings.[20-27] The ZN-polyethylenes are predominantly 
linear in their structure and do not have any sizable amount of short-chain branches3 unless a 
comonomer is added.[17] Thus high density polyethylene (HDPE) was introduced into the 
market. The high density is a consequence of the high crystallinity x of the material (typically 

                                                 
1 In this thesis branches are considered to be long-chain branches (LCB) if their length is above the entangle-
ment molar mass Me. Me is found to be around 1300 g/mol for PE. See 3.3 for further details. Short-chain 
branches (SCB) are branches shorter than Me. In the case of LDPE the length of the SCB is mainly 4 C.[14] 
2 Typically 70°C and less than 50 bar pressure[19]  
3 The backbiting process responsible for the butyl-SCBs in LDPE is very unlikely at the low pressure used for 
the solution or slurry processes which are applied for the synthesis of metallocene and ZN-catalyzed PEs. Thus 
SCBs have to be introduced by adding comonomer. 
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around 70%, LDPE: 40%). The crystallinity is mainly influenced by the number of branches 
which act as a distortion thus lowering the crystallinity. As the glass transition temperature of 
PE is below room temperature, the solid state properties are distinctly influenced by the de-
gree of crystallinity. [28-31] 

Later linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE) was introduced, which is a copolymer of 
ethene and higher α-olefins, mostly propene4, butene, hexene, and octene (using the low 
pressure catalytic process). ZN-catalysts are not able to polymerize longer α-olefins than oc-
tene. In LLDPEs the crystallinity and thus the mechanical properties such as yield stress, 
modulus, and puncture resistance is adjustable by the comonomer content. Generally, the 
mechanical properties of an LLDPE in comparison to LDPEs of equal crystallinity are supe-
rior, while the processing behavior is quite problematic due to the lack of strain hardening 
and the smaller degree of shear thinning (e.g. Gabriel[32]). This can be explained by the linear 
structure and the absence of long-chain branches in ZN-PE. One of the problems of ZN-
LLDPE is the inhomogeneous distribution of comonomer as a function of the molar mass[33] 
which may lead to partial phase separation.[9,28-30,34-36]  

In the 1990s a new catalyst group was introduced into large scale production. These catalysts 
were called metallocene (m) or single-site catalysts (SSC). The main advantage of these new 
catalysts was their highly controlled reaction. This leads to a narrow molar mass distribution 
(MMD) of Mw/Mn ≈ 2 and to a homogenous statistic distribution of comonomer in the chains. 
Also the necessary catalyst concentrations were so low that the residues of the catalysts are 
not problematic, as it is the case of ZN-systems, which contain about 2% non-polymer solids, 
which bars them from high-voltage insulation and medical applications in many cases.[17]  

The narrow MMD, namely the absence of sizable amounts of low molecular chains, improves 
the mechanical properties - especially the puncture resistance - further.[37,38] Additionally, 
these resins can be welded very well, as they do not have many short chains which tend to 
cause problems during welding.5 The degree of long-chain branching can also be adjusted. 
This leads to a combination of the advantages of ZN-PE and LDPE by avoiding most of their 
disadvantages. 

 

One of the main aims of this work is to examine the correlations between the molecular to-
pography and rheological properties of single-site catalyzed polyethylenes. The influence of 
the choice of the catalyst and the synthesis conditions such as temperature, monomer concen-

                                                 
4 Ethene-/propene copolymers are not called LLDPE but EP-copolymers 
5 For this reason many of these products are sold as sealing layers by Dow, which means that they are used as a 
coating on another film for better welding properties.[37] 
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tration, and hydrogen concentration on the topography of the samples is to be investigated in 
this work. 

The rheological properties are very useful for both the molecular characterization and the 
prediction of the processing behavior. This work aims at establishing connections between 
the polymerization conditions and rheological properties. The intent is to predict the outcome 
of syntheses and to forecast the processing behavior of metallocene catalyzed polyethylenes 
thus making the molecular design of new materials more reliable. 

The other main aim is to establish correlations between different rheological parameters. Sev-
eral rheological parameters are rather easy to measure (e.g. the characteristic phase angle δc), 
while the measurement of other quantities (such as the activation energy Ea and the linear 
steady-state elastic compliance Je

0) poses very large experimental problems. For this reason 
simple correlations being derived from fundamental theories or from empirical findings 
would be a great help in making the rheological analysis more reliable, as several different 
quantities would then be available for the analysis of a certain data set. It would also be ad-
vantageous to be able to calculate one quantity, which is rather complicated to measure, from 
another one, which poses less experimental problems. 
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2. EINLEITUNG 
Polyethylen (PE) ist das synthetische Polymer, mit dem derzeit größten Marktanteil. Es ist 
eines von den vier am meisten verwendeten olefinbasierten Kunststoffpolymeren. Darüber 
hinaus sind Polypropylen (PP), Polystyrol (PS) und Polyvinylchlorid (PVC) wichtige, häufig 
zur Anwendung kommende Kunststoffe.[11,12] 

Polyethylen wird v.a. als Verpackungsmaterial verwendet, es findet aber auch oft in der Ka-
belisolierung, als Containermaterial (wie z.B. für Benzinkanister, Ölbehälter, Kosmetik- und 
Waschmittelverpackungen), bei der Herstellung vom Schäumen und als Additiv für den Stra-
ßenbau Anwendung. Der große Vorteil von Polyethylen liegt in seinen niedrigen Herstel-
lungskosten und seiner vielfältigen unterschiedlichen Eigenschaften, die durch die gezielte 
Variation seiner chemischen Zusammensetzung erreicht werden können, begründet.[11] Es 
gibt eine Vielzahl von Ethen-Copolymeren. In der hier vorliegenden Arbeit werden aus-
schließlich Ethen-Homopolymere und Ethen-/α-Olefin-Copolymere näher betrachtet. 

Polyethylene lassen sich entsprechend ihrer Herstellungsmethode und ihrer Dichte in drei 
Hauptgruppen einteilen.  

Polyethylen niedriger Dichte (low density polyethylene (LDPE)) wurde erstmals in den 
1930er Jahren produziert.[13] Es wird bei hohen Temperaturen (T ≈ 200°C) und sehr hohen 
Drücken (1400-3000 bar) synthetisiert. Um die radikalische Reaktion zu starten wird der Re-
aktor mit Spuren von Sauerstoff oder sauerstoffhaltigen Substanzen (z.B. Propionaldehyd) 
versetzt. LDPE ist sowohl kurz- als auch langkettenverzweigt6. Beide Verzweigungsarten 
treten als Folge von Nebenreaktionen auf.[14-16] LDPE hat ausgezeichnete Verarbeitungsei-
genschaften, weil es eine deutliche Strukturviskosität und starke Dehnverfestigung aufweist. 
Aufgrund seiner breiten Molmassenverteilung, die aus der radikalischen Reaktion resultiert, 
sind die mechanischen Eigenschaften von LDPE nicht besonders gut, was hauptsächlich 
durch die niedermolekularen Bestandteilen verursacht wird.[17,18]  

In den 1950er Jahren wurden die ersten Katalysatoren entwickelt, die in der Lage waren so-
wohl Ethen als auch Propen unter Bedingungen7 zu polymerisieren, die weniger extrem sind 
als sie für die Synthese von LDPE benötigt werden. Diese Katalysatorklasse ist nach ihren 
Erfindern Karl Ziegler und Giulio Natta Ziegler-Natta-Katalysatoren (ZN) benannt, die für 
ihre Entdeckung 1963 den Chemie-Nobelpreis erhielten.[20-27] Ohne die Zugabe von Como-

                                                 
6 In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden Verzweigungen als Langkettenverzweigungen (LCB)  bezeichnet, wenn sie 

länger sind als die Verschlaufungsmolmasse Me. Für HDPE wird Me typischerweise mit 1300 g/mol angege-
ben. Siehe Kapitel 7.1.2 für weitere Details. Kurzkettenverzweigungen (SCB) sind solche, deren Länge kürzer 
als Me ist. Im Falle von LDPE beträgt die Länge der Kurzkettenverzweigungen meist 4 C.[14] 

7 Typischerweise 70°C und weniger als 50 bar Druck[19]  
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nomeren weisen die ZN-Polyethylene eine vorwiegend lineare Struktur und so gut wie keine 
Kurzkettenverzweigungen auf8.[17] Aus diesem Grund wurde Polyethylen mit hoher Dichte 
(high density polyethylene, HDPE)) auf den Markt gebracht. Die hohe Dichte ist eine Folge 
der hohen Kristallinität x des Materials (≈ 70%, bei LDPE x ≈ 40%). Die Kristallinität wird 
im Wesentlichen durch die Zahl der Seitenketten beeinflußt, die verformend wirken und da-
mit die Kristallinität senken. Da die Glasübergangstemperatur Tg weit unterhalb der Raum-
temperatur liegt, werden die Festkörpereigenschaften wesentlich von der Kristallinität be-
stimmt.[28-31] 

Später wurde lineares Polyethylen niedriger Dichte (linear low density polyethylene, LLDPE) 
eingesetzt, welches ein Copolymer von Ethen und höheren α-Olefinen, meist Propen9, Buten, 
Hexen und Okten ist, die m.H. des ZN-Prozesses hergestellt werden. ZN-Katalysatoren sind 
jedoch nicht in der Lage längere α-Olefine als Okten zu polymerisieren. Bei LLDPEs ist die 
Kristallinität (und dadurch die mechanischen Eigenschaften wie Streckgrenze, E-Modul und 
Durchstoßfestigkeit) durch den Comonomergehalt regulierbar. Im Allgemeinen sind die me-
chanischen Eigenschaften eines LLDPEs im Vergleich zu dem eines LDPEs gleicher Kristal-
linität besser. Die Verarbeitung von LLDPE ist hingegen aufgrund des Mangels an Dehnver-
festigung und der geringeren Strukturviskosität schwieriger.[32] Dies ist durch die lineare 
Struktur und die Abwesenheit von Langkettenverzweigungen in ZN-PE erklärbar. Ein Pro-
blem bei ZN-LLDPE ist der inhomogene Comonomereinbau als Funktion der Molmasse[33] 
was zu einer teilweisen Phasenseparation führen kann.[9,28-30,34-36]  

In den 1990er wurde eine neue Katalysatorgruppe in die industrielle Produktion eingeführt. 
Diese Katalysatoren werden Metallocen- (m) oder Single-Site-Katalysatoren (SSC) genannt. 
Der Hauptvorteil dieser neuen Katalysatorklasse ist ihre stark kontrollierte Reaktion. Diese 
führt zu einer engen Molmassenverteilung von Mw/Mn ≈ 2 und zu einem homogenen statisti-
schen Comonomereinbau als Funktion der Molmasse.[33] Außerdem sind die benötigten Kata-
lysatorkonzentrationen so niedrig, daß die Katalysatorenrückstände keine solchen Probleme 
bereiten, wie dies der Fall ist in ZN-PEs, welche ca. 2% nicht-polymerer Feststoffe enthalten 
und diese Produktgruppe häufig von Anwendungen im Hochspannungsisolierungsbereich 
und in der Medizintechnik ausschließt. 

Die enge Molmassenverteilung und der homogene Comonomereinbau verbessert die mecha-
nischen Eigenschaften – insbesondere die Durchstoßfestigkeit - weiter.[37,38] Außerdem kön-
nen diese PEs sehr gut geschweißt werden, da sie nur geringe Mengen an kurzen Ketten ent-

                                                 
8 Der sogenannte Backbiting-Prozeß, der die Butyl-Verzweigungen in LDPE verursacht, ist bei niedrigen Drük-

ken, die bei ZN-PE angewendet werden, sehr unwahrscheinlich. 
9 Ethen-/Propen Copolymere werden nicht als LLDPE sondern als EP-Copolymere bezeichnet. 
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halten, die sich beim Schweißen als problematisch erweisen können.10 Ferner lässt sich der 
Grad an Langkettenverzweigungen regulieren, wodurch die Vorteile von ZN-PE und LDPE, 
unter Vermeidung der meisten der Nachteile dieser beiden Produkte, vereint werden. 

 

Das Hauptziel dieser Dissertation ist die Korrelationen zwischen Molekültopographie und 
den rheologischen Eigenschaften von Metallocen-PE zu untersuchen. Der Einfluß des Kata-
lysators und der Synthesebedingungen wie Polymerisationstemperatur, Monomerkonzentra-
tion und Wasserstoffkonzentration auf die Molekültopographie ist eines der zentralen The-
men der vorliegenden Arbeit. 

Die rheologischen Eigenschaften sind sowohl für die molekulare Charakterisierung als auch 
für die Vorhersage des Verarbeitungsverhaltens sehr nützlich. Die hier vorliegende Arbeit 
beabsichtigt eine Verbindung zwischen den Polymerisationsbedingungen und den rheologi-
schen Eigenschaften herzustellen. Ziel ist es das Ergebnis von metallocen katalysierten Syn-
thesen vorhersagen zu können, um das molekulare Design neuer Materialien verlässlicher zu 
machen. 

Ein weiteres Ziel ist es Korrelationen zwischen verschiedenen rheologischen Parametern zu 
ermitteln. Da einige der rheologischen Größen relativ leicht meßbar sind (wie z.B. der cha-
rakteristische Phasenwinkel δc), während andere rheologische Parameter (wie Aktivierungs-
energie Ea und die Gleichgewichtsnachgiebigkeit Je

0) sehr schwierig zu bestimmen sind, wä-
ren einfache Korrelationen, die aus physikalischen oder auch rein empirischen Theorien ab-
geleitet werden, eine große Hilfe, rheologische Analyse zuverlässiger zu machen, da ver-
schiedene rheologische Größen für die Analyse eines bestimmten Datensatzes zur Verfügung 
stünden. Von großem Vorteil wäre es auch, wenn man aus einer leicht messbaren Größe eine 
andere schwer meßbare ableiten könnte. 

 

                                                 
10 Aus diesem Grund werden viele dieser Produkte als Siegelschichten von Dow verkauft, d.h. sie werden als 

Folienüberzug verwendet, um  z.B. die Verschweißbarkeit zu verbessern.[37] 
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3. LITERATURE SURVEY 

3.1. SYNTHESIS OF POLYOLEFINS USING METALLOCENE CATALYSTS 

3.1.1. Definitions and General Properties 
Single-site catalysts (SSC) are a group of catalysts with only one type of reactive center 
which means that their chemical structure is highly defined. Usually the structure is made up 
of a metal ion as the active center and one or several organic groups attached.  

The term metallocene, when used in the proper meaning, only refers to a subgroup of the 
single site catalysts, namely transition-metalloorganic complexes with two aromatic groups 
attached. However, in many publications it is used synonymously to SSC. Metallocene cata-
lyst precursors consist of one transition metal dichloride, mostly Titanium (TiCl2), Zirconium 
(ZrCl2), or Hafnium (HfCl2) with two aromats attached to that metal dichloride by complex 
bonds. In some catalysts the aromats are attached to each other. Because of these bridges 
they are called ‘ansa-metallocenes’. Another group of SSC are constrained geometry cata-
lysts (CGC) which is a half metallocene having one aromatic complex and one non-aromatic 
site attached. These catalyst precursors were the first to be discovered to produce long-chain 
branches among the SSC.[39,40] The InisiteTM-technology of Dow, for example, uses these 
constrained geometry catalysts.[41]  

However, all metallocene catalysts are precursors, as they require the presence of a cocatalyst 
to reach their full reactivity. Several cocatalysts (e.g. B(C6F4)3) were applied but basically 
only methylaluminoxane (MAO) is nowadays used commercially. It was discovered in 1975 
by Sinn and Kaminsky[42] as the consequence of a laboratory error.[19] Although it is used at 
large industrial scale today, the three-dimensional structure of the active species is still un-
known. It is believed to form clusters and cages of 3-10 molecules, which act as the cocata-
lyst. The activity of the single site catalysts is increased by a factor of 10,000 to 1,000,000 by 
MAO.[19] This means that the use of a SSC without a cocatalyst does not produce sizable 
amounts of polymer. 

The main problem regarding the use of single site catalyst systems is their susceptibility to 
oxidation and in some cases light.[19] Oxygen and water destroy the single site catalyst com-
plexes and MAO within seconds. Thus all the chemicals have to be stored under dry argon 
and under the application of standard Schlenk techniques. Light might open some of the 
complex bonds and, therefore, change the chirality (many SSCs have a chiral center) statisti-
cally, which leads to a mixture of catalyst molecules with a different chirality, which will 
have different polymerization properties, thus leading to a bimodal molar mass distribution. 
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3.1.2. Properties of Metallocene Catalysts 

Homopolymerizations 
Metallocene catalysts react according to the most probable mechanism for step-reactions 
described by Schulz and Flory.[43,44] This reaction has one single probability of non-
termination per reaction step p. For each reaction step one monomer of the molar mass M0 is 
added. The weight probability w(M)as a function of molar mass is given by[45,46] 

 ( ) ( ) 0
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2

2
0

1
M

MMw M p p
M

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟−⎜ ⎟
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The polymerization kinetics for slightly long-chain branched polymers can also be described 
by eq. (2.1) with sufficient accuracy although eq. (2.1) is only valid for linear polymers, 
strictly speaking, as the introduction of long-chain branches leads to a “copolymerization” of 
the monomer and the long-chain branches, which introduces more parameters and thus leads 
to much more complicated equations. The deviation in the molar mass distribution from eq. 
(2.1) is only relevant for highly branched systems, however.[45]  

The calculation of the number average molar mass Mn and the weight average molar mass Mw 
is given as 
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The width of the molar mass distribution (MMD) is often given as the polydispersity index 
Mw/Mn. For samples materials with a Schultz-Flory-type MMD[43-46] Costeux et al.[45] give 

 1w

n

M p
M

= + , (2.4) 

which leads to Mw/Mn of 2 for p→1, i.e. for infinite molar masses. As resolution of the SEC-
MALLS with respect to Mw/Mn is approximately 0.1, any molar mass Mw (for M0=28 g/mol) 
above 1000 g/mol (which already leads to Mw/Mn=1.9) can be regarded as an infinite molar 
mass when regarding Mw/Mn as given in eq. (2.4). 

The smaller polydispersities than 2 are caused by the fact that no smaller molar masses than 
M0 are possible. 

Besides ethene single site catalysts are also able to polymerize higher olefins.[47-50] So far the 
highest poly-α-olefin to be synthesized is poly(1-hexadecene) having the very high entan-
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glement molar mass of 199,000 g/mol,[51-53] which is equivalent to about ten times the num-
ber of monomer units required for one entanglement in comparison to polyethylene.[54-57] 
However, the only technically relevant longer polyolefins are polypropylene and polybutadi-
ene the latter one being mostly used in rubber applications (BuNa). Poly-1-butene is currently 
on the way to be introduced into the market.[58,59] 

 

Formation of Long-Chain Branches 
Long-chain branching in metallocene catalyzed polymerizations is believed to take place via 
a copolymerization route, with the incorporation of a vinyl terminated polyethylene chain11 
into a growing polymer chain.[60-63] These vinyl terminated chains are called macromonomers 
or macromers. Usually these terminated chains are produced by the catalyst; however, they 
can also be fed into the reactor by either another catalyst or added like a comonomer by an 
external feed.[47,64-66] This type of reaction was described by Read and Soares[67] theoreti-
cally.  

 Generally, the incorporation probability of olefins (which includes macromers) decreases 
with increasing length of the olefin because of steric and diffusion effects.[68] Also it has to 
be considered, that the solubility of chains decreases with their length, i.e. longer chains sim-
ply crystallize in the solution and thus are not available as macromers any more.[69] 

Investigation into the polymerization behavior of several metallocene catalysts revealed that 
the termination mechanisms are catalyst specific. Depending on the catalyst structure, the 
termination of chain growth occurred via either β-H-elimination, hydrogen transfer to the 
monomer, or by chain transfer to the cocatalyst. Further research indicated that catalysts with 
high vinyl selectivity and good copolymerization ability were the most prominent for produc-
ing polymers with modified rheological properties.[68,70] The chains terminated via β-H-
elimination or chain transfer to the cocatalyst can act as macromers because of their vinyl 
end group. Hydrogenated end groups do not contain a terminal double bond and are thus un-
able to act as comonomers.12 Hydrogenation of the end groups can obviously only occur 
when hydrogen is present in the reactor, thus the addition of hydrogen into the reactor for 
molar mass control also increases the probability of hydrogenated end groups and thus de-
creases the degree of long-chain branching. 

The formation of long-chain branched metallocene polyethylenes (mPE) was first reported in 
patent literature in the mid-nineties.[39,40] The first scientific papers covering this topic were 
published a few years later.[63,71-73] Evidence for long-chain branching in mPE was published 

                                                 
11 Vinyl end group = ethene end group (with a double bond) 
12 A schematic illustrating these reactions can be found elsewhere.[68] 
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by Wood-Adams et al.[73] using a combination of NMR, SEC, and shear rheology. Most con-
strained geometry catalysts found to produce LCB are either half-metallocenes[39,40] or ansa-
metallocenes[70,74,75]. The non-ansa-metallocene system Cp2ZrCl2, activated with either 
B(C6F4)3 or methylalumoxane (MAO), was also reported to produce long-chain 
branches.[40,63,75,76] 

 

Comonomers and their Interaction during the Formation of Long-Chain Branches  

Copolymerization Behavior 

Metallocene catalysts have a high affinity to incorporate α-olefins into growing chains.[47-49] 
In contrast, copolymerization of α-olefins with more than six carbon atoms using ZN-
catalysts proved to be difficult. Comonomer contents up to 50 wt.% have been reported by 
Walter et al.[77] for ethene-/ 1-eicosene 13  copolymers. Mäder et al.[50] demonstrated for 
ethene-/propene, ethene-/butene, ethene-/hexene, and ethene-/octene copolymers that co-
monomer contents between 0 and 100% can be achieved with single site catalysts. In metal-
locene-LLDPE comonomer is equally distributed as a function of the molar mass, in contrast 
to ZN-LLDPE, whose comonomer content is decreasing with increasing molar mass.[33]  

 

Formation of Long-Chain Branches  

The formation of long-chain branches depends on many different factors, including the pres-
ence of comonomers. If α,ω-dienes are incorporated, the additional terminal vinyl groups act 
as starting points for long-chain branching and thus effect a higher degree of LCB.[78,79] The 
result is a polymer with a highly branched high molecular tail (the amount of this tail depends 
on the content of the α,ω-diene).  

Initial investigations indicated that α-olefin comonomers decrease the amount of long-chain 
branches, as they tend to terminate the growing chain.[80] The resulting vinyl (terminal dou-
ble bond) group at the end of a macromer is believed to be sterically hindered from reintro-
duction into a growing chain by the short-chain branch residing at the 2-position14. Addition-
ally, vinyl terminated polymer chains are sterically hindered from incorporation as long-
chain branches due to the short-chain branches in the growing chain and in the macro-
monomer. Thus the degree of long-chain branching tends to decrease with increasing α-
olefin comonomer content.  

                                                 
13 1-eicosene: C20H40 
14 One could also regard this structure in a way that the vinyl-group is not terminal but resides at a position x 
carbons away from the chain end. 
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3.2. MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF POLYETHYLENE AND ETHENE-/α-

OLEFIN COPOLYMERS 

3.2.1. Metallocene PE 
As stated above the standard unbridged metallocene catalysts produce predominantly linear 
structures with a narrow molar mass distribution Mw/Mn of approximately 2. With the excep-
tion of the catalyst precursor Cp2ZrCl2 (one of the simplest possible metallocenes) no un-
bridged metallocene catalyst is known to produce long-chain branches.[40,63,75,76] 

Any distinct broadening of the molar mass distribution (in linear mPE) is produced by either 
side reactions or non-equilibrium conditions. The reason for the side reactions might be the 
presence of more than one kind of active center caused by impurities of the catalyst precursor 
or degradation products of the catalyst which can also act as active centers. Non-equilibrium 
conditions include changing temperature, monomer, comonomer, or other reactant concentra-
tions, but also other imperfect reaction conditions might lead to the broadening of the molar 
mass distribution. 

Jordens et al. found a broad molar mass distribution (Mw/Mn ≈ 3-4) for mHDPEs synthesized 
using the catalyst precursor bis(n-butyl cyclopentadienyl) zirconium dichloride 
((nBuCp)2ZrCl2) but did not comment on it.[57] 

Gabriel[32], Liu and Wood-Adams[81], and Wang et al.[82] reported that long-chain branches 
in mPE are mainly present in the high molar mass region. Gabriel concludes that the branch-
ing structure consists of mainly three arm stars and linear chains. A Monte-Carlo model, de-
veloped by Costeux et al.[45] and based on the today generally accepted reaction scheme by 
Soares and Hamielec[60], showed that the typical metallocene long-chain branched PE con-
sists of more than 50% of linear chains. It was also determined that – based on that reaction 
mechanism – more than 20 branches per molecule on the average are necessary to completely 
suppress the presence of linear chains.[45] 

Achieving such a high degree of branching in homopolymerizations is impossible with metal-
locene catalysts, but it is possible to reach very high degrees of branching using α,ω-dienes 
as comonomer. Read and McLeish[83] published a theoretical paper about the structures in 
long-chain branched PE based on reaction kinetics.  

Kokko et al.[78] achieved to synthesize a sample with a very high incorporation of α,ω-
dienes, which show an increased polydispersity index Mw/Mn of 10 because of a very pro-
nounced high molecular tail. This tail is believed to be highly branched, as the samples syn-
thesized under similar conditions with less or no α,ω-diene incorporated did not show that 
tailing (no SEC with MALLS was used in this study). Thus the nature of this tail is unclear, 
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however, this trend is described theoretically by Costeux et al..[45] This means, that a broad-
ening of the molar mass distribution can also be caused by a high degree of long-chain 
branching. The equation 

 ( ) ( )2 1w

n

M n n
M

= +  (2.5) 

was published by Costeux et al.,[45] which leads to an increase of the width of the molar mass 
distribution Mw/Mn to 22 for 10 LCB per molecule (=n). However, as all LCB-mPEs are a 
mixture of different species of chains this effect is not as dramatic as it might seem at first 
glance. 

 

 

3.2.2. Other PEs 
The molar mass distribution of ZN-polymers is broader than typically found for metallocene 
grades. This can be explained by the multi-site structure of the active centers of the ZN-
catalyst systems. Thus, several different active centers induce polymerization reactions si-
multaneously leading to a multimodal molar mass (and comonomer) distribution.[33] Often 
Mw/Mn is found to be around 4. Usually ZN-PE has a high molecular shoulder. Gabriel[32] and 
Janzen and Colby[84] presented evidence that in many samples these high molecular shoul-
ders are long-chain branched.  

LDPE has been investigated more frequently than other polyethylenes. Gabriel[32], Tackx and 
Tacx,[85] and Beer et al.[86] report that LDPE has a high molecular tail. Typically the polydis-
persity index is beyond 8. The degree of branching is found to be around 5-60 LCB/10,000 
monomer. 

 

3.3. RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES OF LINEAR AND LONG-CHAIN 

BRANCHED POLYMERS 

3.3.1. Viscous Properties in Shear 

Zero Shear-Rate Viscosity η0 of Linear and Short-Chain Branched Polyethylenes  
For exact definitions of the rheological quantities discussed here see chapter 5. 

Recently, much attention has been paid to the influence of long-chain branches on rheologi-
cal properties, but in order to be able to assess their effectiveness exactly, the influence of 
molar mass Mw and molar mass distributions on rheological properties of linear molecules 
should be known. 
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Especially the dependence of the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 on the mass-average molar 
mass Mw has been of growing interest during the last years as it allows some insight into the 
branching structure of polymers.[73,87-89] This is especially important, because long-chain 
branches have similar effects in shear flow just like a broadening of the molar mass distribu-
tion. Knowing the relation between the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 and the molar mass Mw it 
is possible to distinguish between the influencing factors, the molar mass distribution and the 
long-chain branching structure, in most cases. While the relation holds for samples of every 
molar mass distribution even small amounts of long-chain branches will very likely lead to 
it’s failure. 

The dependence of the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 on the mass average of the molar mass Mw 
of a linear polymer described by 

 0 1= ⋅ wK M αη  for >w cM M  (2.6) 
 0 2= ⋅ wK Mη  for <w cM M  (2.7) 
 c eM m M≈ ⋅  (2.8) 

is well known (e.g. Ferry[54]). α is reported to lie between 3.4 and 3.6. K1 and K2 are parame-
ters dependent on the polymer type and the temperature, Mc is a critical molar mass which is 
approximately two to three times (=m) the entanglement molar mass Me. According to litera-
ture Mc is around 3800 g/mol for polyethylene.[90] One prerequisite for using η0(Mw) for the 
analysis of long-chain branching, however, is that η0(Mw) is independent of the polydisper-
sity of the polymer. Otherwise more complicated correlations would have to be used to com-
pensate for the influence of the molar mass distribution. Wasserman and Graessley[91] for 
example proposed such an extension of eq. (2.6) by introducing in additional factor on 
Mw/Mz:  
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A relationship between η0 and Mw – dependent or independent of the polydispersity – can 
only be established by using polyethylenes which do not contain any long-chain branches. 
Metallocene catalysts offer the possibility to polymerize such samples covering a wide range 
of molar masses and molar mass distributions. 

 

Zero Shear-Rate Viscosity η0 of Long-Chain Branched Polymers  

Several studies on the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 as a function of the weight-average molar 
mass Mw showed that long-chain branched polymers do not obey such a simple law as linear 
polymers (eq. (2.6)). For a comparison to linear PEs the zero shear-rate viscosity enhance-
ment factor η0/η0

lin is defined. η0
lin is the zero shear-rate viscosity expected from the η0-Mw-

relation of linear polymers, i.e. η0
lin is calculated from the molar mass Mw applying eq. (2.6).  
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It was believed for some time that all long-chain branched polyethylenes come to lie below 
the η0-Mw-correlation for linear PE (i.e. η0/η0

lin < 1).[92] This was found for virtually all low 
density polyethylene melts. Laun[93] proposed a relation between η0 and Mw just like linear 
polymers but shifted to lower values for η0. Berstedt et al.[94,95] proposed that the zero shear-
rate viscosity is going through a maximum when varying the number of long-chain branches 
per molecule and keeping the molar mass Mw constant.15  

Wood-Adams[41], Gabriel[32], and also Janzen and Colby[84] showed that PEs with a low de-
gree of long-chain branching and very long LCBs often have zero shear-rate viscosities η0 
exceeding the η0-Mw-relation for linear PEs.16 Most of these samples with a low degree of 
branching were long-chain branched mPEs. Gabriel[32] also characterized several products 
synthesized with ZN- or Phillips catalysts lying above the η0-Mw-relation (although he had 
not been able to reach η0 for most of these samples due to the long relaxation times). 

Shroff and Mavridis[97] established an approach towards the detection of long-chain branches 
based on the differences of the influence of the long-chain branches on the melt viscosity 
(very distinct) and the intrinsic viscosity (almost none). A similar method was also suggested 
by Schausberger.[98] These methods, including the intrinsic viscosity, however, are less sensi-
tive compared to the dependence of the rheological behavior on the molar mass Mw. This is 
due to the higher exponent of the η0-Mw-correlation (α ≈ 3.4) in comparison to the Mark-
Houwink-relation[99] (a ≈ 0.5).  

This means that for samples with few long long-chain branches the zero shear-rate viscosity 
η0 increases compared to linear samples of equal molar mass (η0/η0

lin>1), while the zero 
shear-rate viscosity decreases for samples with many short long-chain branches (η0/η0

lin<1). 
However, so far no conclusive general approach has been published to predict the rheological 
behavior of LCB-mPE from their molecular structure being universal for a wide range of mo-
lar masses Mw and molar mass distributions. The model of Bersted et al.[94,95] (η0/η0

lin is go-
ing through a maximum for increasing long-chain branching concentrations) was only shown 
for a constant molar mass (Mw≈200 kg/mol) and MMD is not necessarily correct for other 
molecular compositions, taking into account that the molar mass distribution has a great im-
pact on the rheological behavior of long-chain branched samples.[100] The influence of the 
exact branching topography on the rheological behavior will be discussed in detail later in the 
section about model substances. 

 

 

                                                 
15 Auhl et al.[96] found such a correlation for β-irradiated iPP (but at varying Mw). 
16 This was also found for nearly monodisperse model polymers discussed later. 
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Viscosity function 

Linear Chains 

From the processing point of view the viscosity function is of importance. Therefore, its for-
mal description and the dependence of the parameters on molecular quantities are of interest. 
The viscosity function can be determined by stressing or dynamic-mechanical experiments. 
The latter mode was used for this work. 

For the description of the viscosity function of linear samples the “Carreau-Yasuda”-model 
(CY-model)[101 ,102] 

 ( ) ( )
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−
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n
a aη ω η λ ω  (2.10) 

was chosen as it allows the accurate numerical description of various types of viscosity func-
tions. This model was selected among the simpler models17 as it offers the greatest flexibility 
and thus the widest variation of the shape of the viscosity functions, which makes it very suit-
able for the description of viscosity functions in the terminal as well as in the shear thinning 
regime.  

η0 is the zero shear-rate viscosity, λ, a and n are parameters typical of a polymer. n is the 

exponent of the so-called Ostwald-de Waele-law ~ nτ γ . η0, the limiting viscosity of the 

“Carreau-Yasuda” formula, can be measured directly by adequate methods (see 5.2.1, p. 32). 
The parameter n can be determined if η(γ ) attained a constant slope in a double-logarithmic 

plot. If data at high enough shear rates are not available the parameters n, λ, and a can be 
obtained by a best numerical fit of eq. (2.10) to the experimental data.  

 

Long-Chain Branched Chains 

In the case of long-chain branched polymers the shapes of the viscosity function show a dis-
tinctly different behavior,18 which also applies to the storage and loss modulus as a function 
of frequency. 

As long-chain branches add longer relaxation modes to the melt the transition region from 
the Newtonian to the purely elastic regime is broadened distinctly. This is often accompanied 
by a plateau or minimum in the phase angle (as a function of frequency ω) which is equiva-
lent to the loss and storage modulus being approximately parallel over a few decades in fre-

                                                 
17 Other simple models: Cross model, Sabia model, Bueche model and Ellis model. These models have the same 
mathematical form as the Carreau-Yasuda model but most of them do not offer as much flexibility as the model 
used. 
18 Exceptions are pure star polymer chains which have a viscosity function very similar to their linear counter-
part.[103-112]  
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quency ω. This behavior will be discussed in detail later on. In these cases the viscosity func-
tion shows two transition zones (bends) instead of one in the case of a narrowly distributed 
sample.[32,87,113-118]  

It is problematic for the proper characterization of long-chain branched samples that the in-
fluence of long-chain branches in many cases is very similar to the influence of a broad mo-
lar mass distribution.[119]  

Recently an approach was proposed to separate the influence of long-chain branches and 
molar mass distribution by calculating the rheological data (of strictly linear chains) from the 
SEC-data and comparing the data to the measured rheological data.[120,121] The LCBs will 
reveal themselves in this case as distinctive differences in the calculated and measured com-
plex moduli functions. The opposite way of comparing the deviations in the molar mass dis-
tribution has also been successfully applied.[41,122] In this case the long-chain branches ap-
pear as a high molecular tail in the molar mass distribution, which is not detected by SEC.19 

However, these models connecting the molar mass distribution and the rheological data are 
not totally reliable yet. 

 

3.3.2. Linear Steady-State Elastic Compliance Je
0 

Linear Materials 
The linear steady-state elastic compliance Je

0 has been an issue of great interest from the 
early days of rheological measurements. Je

0 is defined as the terminal value of the reversible 
deformation of the sample after a shear creep test. Due to the high parasitic torque (the so-
called drift) of the early air bearings, a magnetic bearing was developed being able to per-
form quasi drift free measurements. The improvements of the air bearings made correct 
measurements of Je

0 with high-end air bearing rheometers possible. the shear linear steady-
state elastic compliance Je

0 and also the tensile elastic compliance De is sometimes measured, 
usually in the non-linear regime, however.[123-125] 

 Today not many groups still perform creep recovery measurements, probably because of the 
great improvements in the oscillatory mode of modern shear rheometers. For monodisperse 
linear polymers elastic creep recovery compliances Je

0 between 10-6 and 10-5 Pa-1 are typi-
cal.[56,126-129] For a closer discussion of these literature data see Gabriel.[32] 

Some authors found Je
0 of linear monodisperse polymers to be independent of the molar mass 

above a critical molar mass Mc
’ which is about 5.5×Me (or about 2.75×Mc) others find a de-

pendence of Je
0 as a function of M.  

                                                 
19 No serious attempt has been published yet to apply one of these methods to LDPE. 
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Molar mass independent values of Je
0 were published for anionic polystyrenes.[92,123,130-133] 

Nemoto[123] found the recoverable tensile compliance De to be independent of the viscometric 
molar mass Mv for nearly monodisperse polystyrenes. For molar masses below Mc

’ the linear 
steady-state elastic compliance Je

0 is directly proportional to the molar mass. Recently, this 
result has been confirmed for nearly monodisperse polyisoprenes.[134] This relation can be 
deduced from the extended Rouse-Theory[54] based on the tube model of Doi and Ed-
wards.[135] 

The group of Schausberger and Janeschitz-Kriegl[136,137] found, however, for anionic polysty-
renes, that Je

0 increases with molar mass without reaching a plateau at the highest molar 
masses obtained. Pechhold et al.[138] described these results sufficiently well using the mean-
der model, which is a rival model to the entanglement model generally accepted today.  

Calculations using the Milner-McLeish-model[112] (for monodisperse linear chains) imple-
mentend in the IRIS™-software show the opposite tendency for monodisperse polymers up 
to molar masses of 110×Me (higher molar masses cannot be calculated with this model due to 
numerical constraints), i.e. the Je

0 decreases with increasing molar mass for M>7×Me by a 
factor of about 1.5 in the molar mass range between 10×Me and 110×Me.  

This means that the subject of the molar mass dependence of Je
0 is still unresolved today 

even for monodisperse materials.  

The linear steady-state elastic compliance Je
0 depends strongly on the molar mass distribu-

tion. A broader molar mass distribution increases Je
0 by factors.[92,133,139] Masuda et al.[139] 

showed the increase of Je
0 for bi- and trimodal mixtures of anionic polystyrenes. The linear 

steady-state elastic compliance of the mixtures runs through a maximum at around 2 wt.% of 
the high molecular component which is higher by factors than Je

0 of the pure materials. Simi-
lar results were published by Pechhold et al.[140] for bimodal mixtures of polyisobutylenes 
and by Berger and Meissner[141] for bimodal mixtures of anionic polybutadienes. 

For polydisperse PE-samples with a high molecular component usually no linear value of Je
0 

could be found but Je showed very high values (up to Je≈0.1 Pa-1).[32,74,87,142-144] 

Gabriel[32] compared his data for the elastic compliances of linear samples of different molar 
mass distributions with different correlations concerning the ratios of different molar mass 
averages postulated in the literature[145-147] but found none that fitted his data sufficiently 
well. Thus he concluded that this matter requires further research. 

 

Long-Chain Branched Materials 
The introduction of long-chain branches led to an increase in elasticity. For anionic hydro-
genated polybutadiene Lohse et al.[132] found that Je

0 increases from approximately 10-6 Pa-1 
for linear samples to 1.5 to 3×10-5 Pa-1 for symmetric and asymmetric 3-arm stars. Masuda et 
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al.[148] found Je
0 of 4-arm PS-stars to be about 1 decade higher than linear PS (Je

0≈2×10-4 Pa-

1) independent of the molar mass, while Graessley and Roovers[111] determined an increase 
from Je

0=0.6×10-4 Pa-1 to Je
0≈6×10-4 Pa-1 with increasing arm length (Ma= 23,000 g/mol and 

Ma= 250,000 g/mol, respectively).  

Fujimoto et al.[149] reported Je
0 to be around 6×10-5 Pa-1 for comb-shaped PS. Roovers and 

Toporowski[150] found values of Je
0 which increased from 0.8×10-5 to 10×10-5 Pa-1 with the 

growing arm length of model comb and comb-star polybutadienes (Ma= 19,000 g/mol and 
Ma= 324,000 g/mol, respectively). 

It should be mentioned, however, that Je
0 was measured by frequency sweeps which means 

that the determination was rather inaccurate, leading to values which are too low because of 
the incomplete spectrum (see also Fig. 12-15, p. 221). 

For LCB-mPE an increase of Je
0 is found in comparison to linear mPE.[32,74,87,151,152] Typi-

cally elastic compliances between 5 and 20×10-4 Pa-1 are reported which means that the in-
crease is not very large in comparison to the possible effect of a small high molecular com-
ponent.[32,74,87,142-144,152] Thus it might be difficult to detect the effect of long-chain branches 
on elasticity in samples with a high molecular weight component. 

For LDPEs typically a linear steady-state elastic compliance Je
0 between 5×10-4 and 5×10-3 

Pa-1 is found.[32,87,153] This is somewhat surprising as linear melts with a comparable polydis-
persity can have a higher creep recovery compliance.[32,74,87,142-144] However, the calculation 
of Je

0 with the Pom-Pom-model20 also reveald a decrease of Je
0 with an increasing number of 

arms.[154] 

 

3.3.3. Viscous Properties of Monodisperse Long-Chain Branched Model 
Polymers 

Today, the best control of the branching topography possible is achieved with the living ani-
onic polymerization. However, the reaction speeds in anionic syntheses are very slow and the 
output is very small. According to Hadjichristidis et al.[155] the synthesis time is measured in 
the order of days to months, and not minutes or hours as in technical processes, depending on 
the desired molar mass and topography. Also, the typical output is less than 5 g, making a 
commercial use for these samples except for SEC calibration standards impossible.  

Styrene, butadiene, and isoprene can be polymerized with this method. Polybutadiene can be 
hydrated using lithium catalysts.[155] Hydrated polybutadienes are ethylene chains with ap-

                                                 
20 A pom-pom is a molecule consisting of two star-like molecules (with an arm length sa and a number of arms 
q) attached to each other with a crossbar of the length sb. 
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proximately 8 mol% ethyl side chains, therefore, they are equivalent to an ethene-/butene 
copolymer with 8 mol% butene content.[32,132] 

Star Polymers 
Star polymers are the simplest long-chain branching structure imaginable consisting only of 
one branching point with 3 or more branches originating from it. This simple structure also 
makes their synthesis relatively easy. For this reason star polymers were the first model 
branched systems to be reported in the rheological literature. 

Among the first evidence published concerning the failure of the η0-Mw-relation for long-
chain branched polymers was a study of Kraus and Gruver[156] on the rheological behavior of 
anionic (almost monodisperse) polybutadiene stars with η0/η0

lin below 1 for small molar 
masses (→ short arms) and above 1 for high molar masses. Besides polybutadiene[107,156,157], 
this correlation was also found for hydrated polybutadiene[132,158], polystyrene[110,111,159], and 
polyisoprene[105,160]. Gabriel[32] showed for these different systems that η0/η0

lin as a function 
of M/Me is independent of the polymer type. It only depends on the number of arms f per 
molecule (thus η0/η0

lin(M/(Me×f)) is universal). A four arm star, for example, shows values 
for η0/η0

lin below 1 for M < 50×Me while above that molar mass η0/η0
lin is found to be always 

greater than 1.[32] This is an indication of the comparability of the findings established for 
different model systems. 

Pearson and Helfand[109] reported the equation 

 0 exp
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞

′∝ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

a a

e e

M M
M M

α

η υ  (2.11) 

to describe the correlations found between η0 and M (Mw is almost equal to M for monodis-
perse polymers), where Ma is the arm length and Me the entanglement molar mass. α is found 
to be around 1 and ν’ around 0.5. This theoretical description was refined by Ball and 
McLeish[161] and Milner and McLeish[162] based on the tube model of Doi and Edwards.[135] 
The arm length can be calculated from the functionality f (number of chain ends per mole-
cule) and the molar mass M 

 =a
MM
f

 (2.12) 

With this theory the η0-Mw-correlation of star polymers can be described with sufficient ac-
curacy. The viscosity and modulus functions of the star polymers were found to be very simi-
lar to linear polymers in shape but exhibited a wider transition area, which is connected with 
an increase in the linear steady-state elastic compliance Je

0 by a factor of approximately 20 in 
comparison to linear monodisperse samples.[132] 
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Comb and Pom-Pom Polymers 
Besides star polymers which are rather easy to synthesize in a controlled manner several 
other topographies are described in the literature.  

The synthesis of pom-pom molecules seems to be very challenging as only very few publica-
tions are available (while many publications are available concerning the theoretical descrip-
tion of their rheological behavior). Archer and Varshney[163] reported the synthesis of polybu-
tadiene pom-poms with three arms on each side, Matsumiya et al.[164] also used polybutadi-
ene, Hadjichristidis et al.[155] published the synthesis of one hPBd-pom-pom with 5 arms. 
The synthesis of polystyrene pom-poms was reported by Knauss and Huang.[165] 

Nielsen et al.[166] recently reported the synthesis and rheological characterization of a 3-arm 
pom-pom in uniaxial elongation which showed a high degree of strain hardening. However, 
the strain hardening behavior of this pom-pom material did not satisfyingly fulfill the theo-
retical predictions so that the theory did not work completely satisfactory. The discrepancies 
between the theoretical predictions and the rheological data were mainly concerning the pre-
dictions for the necessary chain stretch for creating strain hardening. The experiments 
showed that the strain hardening started later than predicted. 

A special class of the pom-poms which are somewhat easier to synthesize are pom-poms with 
only two arms per branch point, called H-polymers.[155,167-174]  

The pom-pom-model of the McLeish-group[162] based on the tube model of Doi and Ed-
wards[135] is generally considered to be valid for describing linear rheological properties of 
this class of polymers. 

Comb polymers are defined to have one backbone with a length (in entanglements) with q 
arms with the length attached whereby the chain ends of the backbone also count as arms 
from their last branching point. 

First results on solutions of polystyrene combs were published by Roovers[175,176]. The first 
melt rheological measurements were published some years later.[132,155,169,170]  

For monodisperse comb polymers Inkson et al.[177,178] found an approximate relation between 
the molar mass M and the zero shear-rate viscosity η0. The correlation between zero shear-
rate viscosity η0 and molar mass Mw for both pom-pom and comb was found to exceed the 
η0-Mw-correlation for 3-arm stars in the case of 2 branches per molecule,[132] which is in 
agreement with the comb-model.[177]  

One problem about the characterization of long-chain branched chains is obvious from the 
model polymers, too. The maximum relaxation time τmax was always found to be distinctly 
increased in comparison to linear samples of the same M. This means that the necessary 
measurement time regime for capturing the full spectrum is much broader for long-chain 
branched polymers than for linear ones. 
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3.3.4. Temperature Dependence of Rheological Properties 
The temperature dependence of the rheological properties of PE follows the Arrhenius-type 
equation: 
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Where Ea is the activation energy, R is the gas constant, aT(T,T0) is the shift factor, T is the 
temperature of the measurement and T0 is the reference temperature. The activation energy of 
linear PE is found to be around 28 kJ/mol while slightly higher values of typically 32-
34 kJ/mol[32,56,75,89,132,179,180]are reported for linear mLLDPE. Vega et al.[88] reported an in-
crease of the activation energy Ea with increasing SCB-content. Higher activation energies 
(35-50 kJ/mol) for long-chain branched mPE are reported by several au-
thors.[32,70,71,75,88,89,118,181]  

For linear PE thermorheological simplicity was found, which means that the activation en-
ergy is a constant, i.e. independent of the frequency ω or and the relaxation time τ. For this 
reason rheological data determined at different temperatures can be shifted onto each other to 
form a master curve. 

The introduction of long-chain branches into mPE often lead to a failure of the thermo-
rheological simplicity indicated by a shift factor which is not constant. That means a master 
curve cannot be determined due to the variation of aT. 

Van Gurp and Palmen[117] proposed the plot of the phase angle as a function of the complex 
modulus δ(|G*|) as a check for the correctness of the data at different temperatures with re-
spect to each other (error in the geometry or the like) and for the presence of a thermor-
heological complexity. In the case of a thermorheologically simple fluid no dependence of 
the function of δ(|G*|) is found while a thermorheological complexity leads to a temperature 
dependence of the shape of δ(|G*|).[32,117,182,183] 

Gabriel developed a method to describe the thermorheological complexity which is based on 
the measurement of the shift factor aT at different values of the storage modulus G’.[32] 
Wood-Adams and Costeux[180] published a similar model but measured aT at different values 
of the loss modulus G” and determined the shift from a deconvolution of the relaxation spec-
trum. They state that the extrapolated activation energy of the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 
increases from the value of a linear sample to the activation energy of LDPE (≈57 
kJ/mol[32,180]) with growing degree of long-chain branching. 

The increase of the activation energy as a consequence of the introduction of long-chain 
branches is not limited to PE but also found in other polymers distinctly above the glass tran-
sition temperature Tg.  
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A higher activation energy Ea (in comparison to linear counterparts) was found for long-
chain branched polypropylene[96] and thermoplastic flouropolymers[182,184]. Several authors 
also reported increased activation energies for anionically synthesized hydrated polybutadie-
nes (hPDb) with a defined branching topography which are model substances for polyethyl-
enes, however, containing about 7 mol% ethyl-side chains.[132,158,179] The data found in the 
literature for hPBd is listed in Table 3-1. 
Table 3-1: Activation energies of hydrated polybutadienes with different topographies 

Topography Ea 
[kJ/mol] 

Reference 

linear 28 - 32 Lohse et al.[132] 
3-arm star 71 - 75 Lohse et al.[132] 
3-arm star 63 Raju et al.[158] 
4-arm star 39 - 50 Raju et al.[158] 

asymmetric 3-arm star 54 - 75 Bonchev et al.[179]

asymmetric 3-arm star 55 - 70 Lohse et al.[132] 
comb 71 - 77 Lohse et al.[132] 

comb (2 short arms) 35 Lohse et al.[132] 
pom-pom/H  51-66 Lohse et al.[132] 

The activation energies of the asymmetric 3-arm stars, H-type and the pom-pom samples 
published by Bonchev et al.[179] and Lohse et al.[132] increased with growing length of the 
shortest arm. The activation energy of a pom-pom increases with the arm length.[132] 

Other anionically synthesized substances such as polybutadiene, polyisoprene, and polysty-
rene are not regarded with respect to their thermal behavior as their measurement tempera-
tures typically are not very much above the glass transition Tg so that their temperature de-
pendence follows a WLF-dependence which renders a quantitative comparison to polyethyl-
enes impossible.21  

The introduction of long-chain branches into polyethylene and ethene-/α-olefin copolymers 
leads to an increase of the activation energy. The value of the activation energy depends on 
the length and the number of branches. In case of LCB-mPE distinct thermorheological com-
plexities were found which make the construction of a master curve impossible.[32,180] 

                                                 
21 The anionically synthesized samples with a defined branching structure of polybutadiene, polyisoprene, and 
polystyrene are not reported to show a thermorheological complexity. This is the consequence of the WLF-
behavior, which means that the temperature dependence is determined by the free volume of the sample which 
obviously does not depend on the topography. Thus the thermorheological behavior of samples following a 
WLF-behavior is not dependent on the topography.[111,128,129,168,170,173,185,186] In samples following an Arrhenius-
type dependence the chain mobility is the determining process for the thermorheological behavior.  
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4.  METHODS FOR MOLECULAR ANALYSIS 

4.1. SIZE EXCLUSION CHROMATOGRAPHY (SEC) WITH COUPLED 

MULTI-ANGLE LASER LIGHT SCATTERING (MALLS) 

All the SEC-MALLS-measurements were performed by I. Herzer and Dr. J. Kaschta (except 
for the repeated measurement of F8 and F9, which were also measured with the very similar 
SEC-MALLS setup at Basell by D. Lilge. 

 

4.1.1. Setup 
The molecular characterization was performed by a size exclusion chromatograph (Waters, 
150C), equipped with a refractive index (RI) detector and an additional infrared (IR) detector 
(PolyChar, IR4) using 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB) as solvent. The high temperature SEC 
(T=140°C) was coupled with a multi-angle light scattering apparatus (MALLS, Wyatt, DAWN 
EOS), which was also operated at 140°C. The schematic setup is shown in Fig. 4-1.  
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Fig. 4-1: Schematic setup of the SEC-MALLS. 

The samples were dissolved in TCB (2 g/l) at 160°C for three hours prior to the analysis. Ir-
ganox 1035 from CIBA was added to the solution in a concentration of 1 g/l in order to avoid 
degradation during analysis. The flow rate was chosen to be 0.5 ml/min in order to prevent 
mechanical degradation of the polymer in the columns. 300 µl of the solution was injected 
into a set of 4 SEC-columns (3 Shodex UT806M, 1 Shodex UT807).  
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Calibration of the RI- and IR-detector was performed with narrowly distributed polystyrene 
standards from Polymer Laboratories with molecular weights from 1 kg/mol to 11,000 
kg/mol. The Mark-Houwink constants for the universal calibrations were chosen as 
K = 1.21\10-4 and a = 0.707 for PS[187] and K = 4.06\10-4 and a = 0.725 for PE[188].  

The absolute values of the mass-average molar mass Mw and the radii of gyration were meas-
ured by MALLS. MALLS provided the independence from a universal calibration which is 
always a source of errors. The additional advantage of SEC-MALLS is that its sensitivity is 
proportional to the product of the concentration and the molar mass (i.e. c\M) which very 
much increases the sensitivity towards high molecular tails, which the rheology is very sensi-
tive for. 

 

4.1.2. Branching Analysis 
The branching analysis is conducted by MALLS, which not only measures the absolute 
weight average molar mass of the current fraction but also the radius of gyration. The physi-
cal background of the measurement of the radius of gyration is explained in detail else-
where.[82]  

The presence of long chain branches leads to a decrease of the radius of gyration <s2>0.5 [e.g. 
Beer et al.[86,189]]. The branching analysis is conducted via the Zimm-Stockmayer-theory.[190] 
Although this theory has been used for more than 55 years it still has to be considered with 
care as no proof has been published yet. The branching is described by the so called g-factor 
or branching index defined as 
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where <sbr
2> is the mean square radius of gyration of a branched chain and <slin

2> is the 
mean square radius of gyration of a linear chain of equal molar mass. As the presence of 
branching decreases the radius of gyration the g-factor will exhibit values g ≤ 1. 

The Zimm-Stockmayer-theory[190] relates the decrease of the radius of gyration, the g-factor, 
to the degree of long-chain branching. For a three functional branching point (i.e. a Y-like 
branching point) and a statistical distribution of the branches (which is the case for normal 
PE) the number of branches per molecule m can be calculated from 
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As seen from this equation22 the length of the long-chain branches does not play a role as the 
parameter m is just the number of LCB per molecule. The questions remain, however, what 
the minimum length of a branch has to be in order to become detectable and whether it is 
realistic to assume that there is no influence of the branch length on the geometry of the coil. 

However, Liu and Wood-Adams[81] postulated that for slightly branched molecules (1, 2, and 
3 long-chain branches) the Zimm-Stockmayer-theory (eq. (3.2)) is not correct. They pro-
posed more complicated equations which are difficult to handle because these equations are 
sensitive to topography, i.e. the exact structure of each molecule has to be known. Bonchev et 
al.[191] derived a corrected equation replacing eq. (3.2) for highlier branched systems. The 
more complicated equations proposed by these authors are only applicable to simulations as 
they contain several structural parameters relevant for each molecule.  

The average number of branches per 10,000 monomers λ can be calculated from 

 010,000= ⋅
m M
M

λ   (3.3) 

For a given λ the contraction factor g as a function of molar mass will decrease monotoni-
cally with increasing molar mass. 
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Fig. 4-2: Theoretical contraction factor g as a function of molar mass (calculated for M0 = 28 g/mol 
with eq. (3.2)). The data was only calculated for the molar masses accessible for the SEC-MALLS 
measuring PE. 

                                                 
22 This equation is only defined for monodisperse solutions. For polydisperse cases a slightly different equation 
applies.[190] 
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It is obvious from Fig. 4-2 that the lowest degree of long-chain branching which is still de-
tectable by MALLS is decreasing with increasing molar mass. When assuming for example 
that the successful detection of long-chain branches requires a contraction factor g below 
0.975 (i.e. <s2>0.5 is reduced by 1.26 %) a degree of long-chain branching λ of 0.01 
LCB/10,000 monomer requires a minimum molar mass of 1.7×106 g/mol, while for λ=1 
LCB/10,000 monomer only a minimum molar mass of 17,000 g/mol is required. This means 
that finding low degrees of long-chain branching in low molecular samples is almost impos-
sible with SEC-MALLS. 

Under the assumption of a statistical branching and constant segment lengths the average 
molar mass Ms of molecular segments between either two branching points or one branching 
point and one chain end can be calculated according to 
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By plotting the radius of gyration as a function of the molar mass the branching index can be 
detected as a deviation from the curve <slin

2>0.5 (M) representative for linear molecules. Ra-
dii of gyration smaller than 20 nm (≈ 70,000 g/mol for HDPE) cannot be detected by the ap-
paratus used. This issue does not pose any significant problem as typical mPE have only 
long-chain branches in their highest molecular masses (>Mw) which are well detectable by 
the MALLS. 

In Θ-solution <slin
2> is connected to the molar mass by 

 
0.52 0.5~linr M  (3.5) 

For non-Θ conditions the exponent changes. According to Tacks and Tacx[85] for polyethyl-
ene in TCB (1,2,4-tricholorobenzene) at 140°C eq. (3.5) becomes  

 
0.52 0.58~linr M  (3.6) 

For each material class the radius of gyration as a function of molar mass is different. Gener-
ally, also the comonomers have an influence on that correlation. However, Sun et al.[192] 
found that short chain branches do not change the radius of gyration for comonomer contents 
up to 20 wt.% for ethene-/hexene-copolymers. However, no comprehensive study was per-
formed for a LLDPEs with another comonomer (such as butene or octene). This means that 
the determination of a linear standard for PE can be expected to be sufficient for the LCB-
characterization of both polyethylene and the normal range of ethene-/α-olefin-copolymers. 
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4.2. NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE (NMR) 

The nuclear magnetic resonance measurements were carried out using two different methods. 

The melt-state NMR-measurements were performed on a Bruker Advance 500 dedicated 
solid-state NMR spectrometer23 operating at a proton and carbon Larmor frequency of 500.13 
and 125.75 MHz respectively. All measurements were carried out using a commercial 
Bruker, 13C-1H optimized, high temperature, 7 mm magic-angle spinning (MAS) probehead 
using zirconia rotors and rotor caps. Nitrogen gas was used for all pneumatics to limit ther-
mal oxidation. All measurements were conducted at ωr/2π = 3 kHz spinning rate at 150°C 
sample temperature, whilst compensating for thermal MAS effects. A closer description of 
the method can be found elsewhere.[193,194] 

The solution-state carbon-13 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (13C-NMR) spectra were obtained 
by a Varian Gemini 2000 300 MHz spectrometer24. Polymer samples were measured at 75 
MHz and 100 °C on 300 mg of polymer in 2.5 ml of 1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene and 0.5 ml of 
benzene-d6. 3000 scans were taken using the waltz-16 decoupling method.[195]  

Comparisons between these two methods indicated that the melt-state NMR produced slightly 
(≈10% higher) values for the comonomer content.[193,196] 

 

4.3. DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING CALORIMETRY (DSC) 

The thermal behavior of the polymers was measured with samples of about 10 mg with a 
Mettler-Toledo DSC 821e (University Hamburg), in a temperature range from 0° to 200°C 
using a heating and cooling rate of 20K/min.24 To determine the melting temperatures and 
enthalpies the second heating run was taken. The crystallinity was determined from the melt 
enthalpy. The enthalpy of fusion for perfectly crystalline PE was assumed to be 290 J/g.[197] 

In some cases DSC measurements were carried out on a TA Instruments, DSC 2920 at a heat-
ing rate of 10 K/min. 

                                                 
23 Measurements by K. Klimke and M. Parkinson (Max-Planck Institute of Polymer Science, Mainz) 
24 Measurements by C. Piel (University Hamburg) 
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5. RHEOLOGICAL METHODS 

5.1. SAMPLE PREPARATION 

Industrially available resins and laboratory scale samples were used. For the former no spe-
cial pretreatment had to be applied as they were already properly stabilized by the manufac-
turer. 

The laboratory scale samples were stabilized with 0.5 wt.% Irganox 1010® and 0.5 wt.% Ir-
gafos 168® or Irgafos 38®25 (CIBA SC). The samples were prepared in a hot press at 180°C 
under vacuum. The geometry for the disks used for most rheological experiments was 25 mm 
in diameter and 1 mm in height.  

 

 

 

5.2. SHEAR FLOW 

The principles of the different measurement methods and their advantages and disadvantages 
are discussed in the following section. The creep test is used for the determination of the zero 
shear-rate viscosity η0, while the creep recovery test is used for measuring the linear steady-
state elastic compliance Je

0 and to transform the time dependent elastic compliance Jr(t) into 
dynamic data. Oscillatory tests are applies for checking the stability of a sample, to determine 
the dynamic moduli between 1000 and 0.01 s-1 and to measure the onset of the nonlinear re-
gime.   

The choice of the geometry influences the quality of the results. As a standard a 25 mm paral-
lel plate geometry was used while for lower viscosity samples larger and cone/plate geome-
tries were found to be the better choice. For more details on this topic see chapter 12.1.1, p. 
197. 

All experiments were performed under nitrogen atmosphere to limit oxidative degradation. 

 

                                                 
25 Irgafos 168® (compared to Irgafos 38®) has the advantage of a higher melting point (leading to a less pro-
nounced tendency to lump during storage) and a simpler NMR-spectrum making the analysis of samples stabi-
lized with it less complicated. 
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5.2.1. Creep and Creep Recovery Test 
The start of the creep recovery test is the application of a constant stress τ0 for a certain time 
t0 (eq. (4.2)). At t0 the instantaneous ceases of the stress is the start of the creep recovery tests 
(eq. (4.3))  
 0=τ  for t’ < 0  (4.1) 
 0τ τ=  for 0 ≤ t’ < t0  (4.2) 
 0=τ  for t’ ≥ t0  (4.3) 
 t = t’-t0  (4.4) 
A scheme of the stress as a function of time is shown in Fig. 5-1. (top).  
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Fig. 5-1: Principle of the creep recovery test and the separation of the compliance.[32] 

The measurement quantity is the deformation during the creep test γ(t’) and the creep recov-
ery test γr(t0, t). The reversible deformation γr of the creep recovery test γr(t0,t) is defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 0, ,r t t t t tγ γ γ= −   (4.5) 

The creep compliance J(t’) and the elastic compliance Jr(t) are defined as 
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The creep compliance J(t’) can be separated into three parts (see Fig. 5-1. (bottom) for a 
scheme of this separation) 

 ( ) ( )0
tJ t J tψ
η
′

′ ′= + +   (4.8) 
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where J0 is the spontaneous compliance (which is very small (around 10-9 Pa-1) for not cross-
linked polymer melts[198]), t’/η is the irreversible viscous term, and Ψ(t’) is the viscoelastic 
(time dependent) term. η is the steady-state viscosity, which is the zero shear-rate viscosity 
η0 if the test is conducted in the linear regime. The zero shear-rate viscosity η0 can be deter-
mined from 
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The plot of the creep time divided by the linear creep compliance as a function of the creep 
time (t’/J(t’)) is used for the determination of the zero shear-rate viscosity η0. This is shown 
for the sample B11, an LCB-mHDPE with η0 = 18,600 Pa s in Fig. 5-2. 
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Fig. 5-2: Plot of the creep time divided by the creep compliance as a function of the creep time for the 
example of B11 in the linear range of deformation. 

The recoverable compliance Jr(t) can be separated in a similar way:  
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  (4.10) 

The limiting plateau value of the elastic compliance Jr(t) is called linear steady-state elastic 
compliance Je

0. It is reached for infinitely long creep and creep recovery times (t,t0 → ∞) and 
infinitely low stresses in the creep test, i.e. the stationary and linear (see 5.2.4) value of Jr(t) 
has to be reached 
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However, as no bearing free of any parasitic moment exists the creep recovery data has to be 
corrected, which is done in the appendix (chap. 12.1.2, p. 197). 
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5.2.2. Oscillatory Test 
At t = 0 a sinusoidal stress τ(t) is applied to the sample with an angular frequency ω 

 ( ) ( )ˆ sin= ⋅ ⋅t tτ τ ω  for 0≥t    (4.12) 

where τ̂  is the stress amplitude (see Fig. 5-3). In the steady state the time-dependent defor-
mation γ(t) is given as  

 ( ) ( )ˆ sint tγ γ ω δ= ⋅ ⋅ −   (4.13) 

where γ̂  is the maximum stress applied (see Fig. 5-3). The time dependent deformation γ(t) 

is a sinusoidal oscillation of the same frequency as the applied stress. The phase angle δ (Fig. 
5-3) is the angular difference between γ (t) and τ (t). 
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Fig. 5-3: Principle of oscillatory tests 

The magnitude of the complex shear modulus |G*(ω)| can be calculated from the ratio of the 
applied stress and the deformation amplitude as 

 ( )* ˆ
ˆ

=G τω
γ

  (4.14) 

The storage modulus G’ and the loss modulus G” are defined as  

 ( ) ( ) ( )* cos′ = ⋅G Gω ω δ ω   (4.15) 

 ( ) ( ) ( )* sin′′ = ⋅G Gω ω δ ω  (4.16) 

The magnitude of the complex viscosity |η*(ω)| is defined as 

 ( )
( )*

* =
G ω

η ω
ω

 (4.17) 
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In some cases the oscillation data are analyzed in terms of the complex compliance whose 
magnitude is defined as 

 ( )
( )

*
*

ˆ 1
ˆ

= =J
G

γω
τ ω

 (4.18) 

Analogous to the storage modulus G’ and the loss modulus G” the storage compliance J’(ω) 
and the loss compliance J”(ω) are defined as  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

*
2*

'
' cos= ⋅ =

G
J J

G

ω
ω ω δ ω

ω
  (4.19) 

and ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

*
2*

sin
′′

′′ = ⋅ =
G

J J
G

ω
ω ω δ ω

ω
  (4.20) 

For infinitely small angular frequencies in the linear viscoelastic regime the loss modulus or 
the loss compliance can be used to determine the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 and the storage 
compliance equals the linear steady-state elastic compliance Je

0: 

 ( ) 0

0
lim

→
′ = eJ J

ω
ω   (4.21) 
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G

Jω ω

ω
η

ω ω ω
 (4.22) 

The quantities η0 and Je
0 are the same as determined by creep and creep recovery tests. How-

ever, the approximation G”=1/J” is only valid for G”>>G’ i.e. in the proximity of the termi-
nal regime (ω→0). 

In order to perform correct rheological oscillatory measurements it has to be ensured that the 
oscillation has reached its stationary value. It was found that an oscillation of only one period 
is already sufficient to measuring correct data. For a closer description see chap. 12.1.3, p. 
200. 

 

5.2.3. Time-Temperature Superposition 
The time-temperature superposition principle states that a change in temperature will change 
the time dependent material behavior in a way that the curves are very much alike in shape 
but only differ in their time (or frequency) dependence. Thus the data can be shifted in a 
logarithmic time or frequency scale onto each other using a shift factor aT to form a so-called 
master curve. 

Depending on the distance from the glass transition temperature Tg the temperature depend-
ence of the rheological properties follows either a WLF or an Arrhenius type dependence. As 
the measurement temperature of PE (110°C < T < 230°C) is distinctly above the glass transi-
tion temperature the thermorheological behavior follows an Arrhenius type dependence de-
fined as  
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with aT: shift factor, R: gas constant, T: measurement temperature, T0: reference temperature 
(in this work T0 is always 150°C), and Ea: activation energy. 

For linear PE melts the activation energy is found to be constant in both shear and elongation 
and in the linear and non-linear regime. This is called a thermorheologically simple behavior. 
The shift factors aT for the thermorheologically simple samples were determined by (horizon-
tally) shifting G’(ω) and G’’(ω) including a vertical density compensation term bT. 

Many of the long-chain branched samples, however, show an increase in the activation en-
ergy Ea with decreasing G’ and G”, i.e. decreasing frequency ω, which is called thermor-
heologically complex behavior. The activation energy Ea determined from G’ exhibits differ-
ent values from the activation energy Ea determined from G” at the same frequency (at the 
reference temperature T0). This is a consequence of the change in the phase angle δ. For this 
reason the activation energies for the thermorheologically complex samples were determined 
from relaxation spectra, whose determination method is described in chapter 12.4, p. 215. 

 

5.2.4. The Linear Viscoelastic Regime 
According to the Cox-Merz relation[199] the stationary value of the continuous shear experi-
ment η(γ ) is equal to the complex viscosity |η*(ω)| for γ ω=  

 ( ) ( )*≡η γ η ω  for γ ω=  (4.24) 

Although there is no theoretical explanation for this correlation it has been found to be valid 
for virtually all unfilled polymer melts. 

Eq. (4.24) represents the equation generally applied today. However, the original equation of 
the Cox-Merz relation[199] is slightly different: 

 ( ) ( )*app aveη γ η ω≡  for aveγ ω=  (4.25) 

where ( )app aveη γ  is the uncorrected viscosity function (i.e. the viscosity function before the 

application of the Weißenberg-Rabinowitsch-correction) 

However, the Cox-Merz relation is only valid as long as the complex viscosity is measured 
within the linear viscoelastic regime. The linear viscoelastic regime is important to be deter-
mined for creep and creep recovery tests as well as for oscillatory tests. Unless stated other-
wise, all shear experiments in the present work except for the relaxation tests were realized in 
the linear viscoelastic regime.  

The measurement of the onset of the nonlinear regime was performed with a so-called ampli-
tude sweep. At a constant frequency the stress τ̂  is increased until the nonlinear regime is 
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reached. The onset of the nonlinear regime is characterized by a decrease in the storage 
modulus G’(ω) in this work26. 

The measurement of the onset of the nonlinear regime in creep and creep recovery tests is 
much more time intensive than in oscillation. In these cases the linearity and the stationarity 
have to be proven simultaneously. Therefore, it is necessary that several creep tests are per-
formed for very long creep times (necessary for the stationarity in the creep recovery experi-
ment) with very low stresses followed by an even longer creep recovery test. The linear vis-
coelastic regime is reached if J(t’) and Jr(t) are not dependent on τ and t0. Gabriel et al. per-
formed a series of experiments showing that method in a very sophisticated way by perform-
ing a series of creep recovery tests with varied maximum creep time t0 and creep stress τ0. It 
was found that Je

0 was lower if the creep conditions were non-linear and/or non-stationary 
than in the linear steady-state case. Thus Je

0 is the maximum elastic compliance of a material 
at a given temperature.[200]  

The elastic compliance Jr (t) data can be transformed into G’(ω) and G”(ω) by determining a 
discrete retardation spectrum according to the method of Kaschta and Schwarzl.[201] An in-
depth description of spectra is given in chapter 12.4. It was thus possible to obtain the storage 
and loss modulus in a frequency range of at least seven decades without performing any kind 
of time-temperature superposition (TTS). One of the components of the elastic compliance Jr 
(t) (eq. (4.10)) - the spontaneous compliance J0 - is not clearly separable from Ψ(t). However, 
Kaschta and Schwarzl[201] proved that the value of J0 was very small (around 10-9 Pa-1) for 
melts and could thus be disregarded as it accounts for less than 0.1 % of the total value of Je

0 
of a linear mPE.[202] 

The complex moduli (Fig. 5-4) and the complex compliances (Fig. 5-5) show the very good 
agreement between the data determined by frequency sweeps and the linear elastic compli-
ance data transformed into oscillatory data using the method of Kaschta and Schwarzl.[201] 
The sample shown is F8B, a slightly long-chain branched ethene-/octene copolymer with a 
relatively high molar mass Mw of 190 kg/mol (cf. Table 12-11).[3,4] The frequency sweep was 
carried out using the Bohlin CVOR “Gemini” with a stress amplitude of 50 Pa27. The creep 
and creep recovery tests were carried out with stresses τ0 between 10 and 50 Pa yielding the 
same elastic compliance Jr (t) thus proving the linearity and stationarity under the chosen 
conditions. 

The advantages of the combination of creep recovery tests and frequency sweeps are the ex-
tension of the accessible frequency range without the need to perform any kind of time-

                                                 
26 The other rheological quantities (|η*(ω)|, G”(ω)) decrease, too. 
27 Tests showed that the onset of nonlinearity in a frequency sweep is around a stress of 1000 Pa. This value for 
the onset of nonlinearity was affirmed for many high molecular linear and long-chain branched samples. 
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temperature superposition (TTS). This was of particular importance as LCB-polyethylenes are 
not thermorheologically simple fluids (Gabriel[32], Wood-Adams and Costeux[180]). Further-
more, the low activation energy in combination with a small experimental temperature win-
dow (Tm<T<Tdegradation) reduces the benefit of TTS.  
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Fig. 5-4: Complex viscosity, storage and loss modulus as a function of the angular frequency of the 
sample F8B. Open symbols are data calculated from creep recovery tests, filled symbols mark results 
from frequency sweeps. 

 

It is evident from Fig. 5-4 that the terminal regime has not been reached at an angular fre-
quency ω of 0.01 s-1 because neither the complex viscosity |η*(ω)| has reached a plateau, nor 
have the storage and loss modulus reached the terminal double logarithmic slopes of 2 and 1, 
respectively. The oscillatory test works well only for frequencies ω down to 0.01 s-1. Under 
ideal measuring conditions frequency sweeps down to ω=10-3 s-1 are possible to be measured 
with good accuracy, but the duration of the experiment will be much longer than a compara-
ble creep and creep recovery test.28  

                                                 
28 A frequency sweep with 3 points per decade (in the stress controlled mode with only one 1 period of data 
acquisition) takes about 10 times as long as the inverse of the lowest measurement frequency, i.e. a frequency 
sweep with a minimum measurement frequency of 10-3 s-1 takes about 10,000 s. This makes frequency sweeps 
at very low frequency a very time ineffective method. On a strain controlled rheometer a frequency sweep takes 
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Fig. 5-5: Storage and loss compliance as a function of the angular frequency of the sample F8B. 
Open symbols are data calculated from creep recovery tests, filled symbols stem from a frequency 
sweep. 

                                                                                                                                                        
about 3 times as long as on a stress controlled one due to the higher controlling requirements of the strain con-
trol in comparison to the stress control. 
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6. SAMPLES AND SYNTHESIS CONDITIONS 
All operations were performed under a dry argon atmosphere using standard Schlenk tech-
niques. Most of the polymerizations presented here were carried out by C. Piel, some also by 
B. Arikan and S. Rulhoff. 

The solvent toluene and the monomer ethene were purified passing through two columns 
with a 4-Å molecular sieve and BASF copper catalyst R3-11. The Methylaluminoxane 
(MAO, Crompton) solution was filtered; the toluene was removed in vacuo and MAO stored 
as a solid. Freshly prepared solutions in dry toluene were used for polymerizations. 

Polymerizations were carried out in dry toluene in either a 1l or a 3l Büchi glass reactor 
equipped with a magnetical stirrer. The ethene pressure for every run was set and kept con-
stant during the polymerization. The ethene was fed and recorded constantly by a Brooks 
Mass Flow Controller. The monomer concentrations were calculated using literature 
data.[203,204] Some polymerizations were done under presence of hydrogen to reduce the mo-
lar mass of the polymer. In these cases the solution was saturated with hydrogen by setting up 
a pressure for 5 min. prior to feeding ethene. The polymerizations were started by injecting 
the catalyst precursor dissolved in toluene into the ethene saturated toluene / MAO solution. 
The polymerization reaction was stopped by the addition of 1 ml ethanol. Polymerization 
details are given in the appendix. The polymer solution was stirred over night in an ethanol / 
HCl / water solution, filtered, washed with plenty of ethanol followed by the evaporation of 
the solvents and drying of the polymer in vacuo at 60 °C over night. 

 

6.1. CATALYST PRECURSORS 

Several different catalyst precursors were used for the polymerizations which are included in 
this work. Their chemical structures are given in Fig. 6-1. Each catalyst precursor was named 
by a letter to make their identification easier. 

In all cases the cocatalyst was methylaluminoxane (MAO).  

The catalyst precursors in the first row were used to produce linear samples although it was 
found that catalyst E is able to produce long-chain branches under certain circumstances 
(which will be shown later on (cf. chap 8.1). It is believed that catalyst G would be able to 
produce long-chain branched samples, too. However, the molar masses this catalyst pro-
duced were too low to be counted as long-chain branches. All the catalyst precursors in the 
second row produce sizable amounts of long-chain branches under most conditions (cf. chap 
8.1).  
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Fig. 6-1: Catalyst precursors (CpMe5)2ZrCl2 (A), Cp2ZrCl2 (E), rac-[Et(Ind)2]ZrCl2 (B), 
[Me2Si(Me4Cp)NtertBu)]TiCl2 (D), [Ph2C(2,7-di-tertBuFlu)(Cp)]ZrCl2 (F), [Me2C(Cp)2]ZrCl2 (G) 

 

6.2. SYNTHESIS CONDITIONS 

6.2.1. Catalyst A (CpMe5)2ZrCl2) 
Table 6-1: Synthesis conditions and the thermal and molecular characteristics of the samples synthe-
sized with catalyst A. 

# Temp. c(ethene)a p(ethene)b n(H2) Tm
c Tc

c ΔHd xc
e Mw MMD 

 [°C] [mol/l] [bar] [mmol] [°C] [°C] [J/g] [%] [kg/mol]  
A1 30 0.24 2.00 0 140 112 174 60 665 3.5 
A2 30 0.24 2.00 0 140 112 137 45 923 4.6 
A3 90 0.24 3.80 16.6 131 115 228 78 19 5.6 
A4 60 0.47 2.80 0 142 112 176 60 564 4.3 
A5 60 0.23 5.80 0 129 113 237 81 403 2.6 
A6 60 0.41 5.00 9.0 142 113 170 53 72 11.6 
A7 90 0.24 3.80 0 136 117 232 80 178 4.0 
A8 90 0.24 3.80 8.3 135 114 217 74 28 7.8 
A9 90 0.24 3.80 8.3 131 116 227 78 19 7 
a ethene concentration in toluene 
b ethene pressure in the reactor  

c peak temperature  

d enthalpy of fusion  
e crystallinity from DSC (enthalpy of fusion of perfectly crystalline PE was taken to be 290 J/g[197]) 
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6.2.2. Catalyst B (rac-[Et(Ind)2]ZrCl2) 
Table 6-2: Synthesis conditions and the thermal and molecular characteristics of the samples synthe-
sized with catalyst B.  

# Temp. c(ethene) p(ethene) n(H2) Tm
 Tc

 ΔH xc Mw MMD 
 [°C] [mol/l] [bar] [mmol] [°C] [°C] [J/g] [%] [kg/mol]  

B1 60 0.08 1.00 0 139 110 179 61 147 2.2 
B2 60 0.25 3.00 0 141 109 217 74 93 1.9 
B3 60 0.25 3.00 0 138 112 208 73 95 2.0 
B4 60 0.41 5.00 0 135 114 202 71 100 2.0 
B5 60 0.41 5.00 9.0 135 113 196 69 67 2.1 
B6 75 0.07 1.00 0 138 111 171 67 106 2.5 
B7 75 0.22 3.00 0 138 116 196 58 76 1.8 
B8 75 0.37 5.00 0 135 114 226 67 69 2.0 
B9 90 0.19 3.00 0 133 115 211 78 66 1.8 

B10 90 1.00 0.06 0 135 114 230 72 66 2.1 
B11 90 5.00 0.32 0 134 114 198 79 65 2.1 
B12 75 0.22 3.00 0 n.d. n.d. n.d. 68 101 2.5 

B13P* 60 0.41 5.00 0 n.d. n.d. n.d. 53+ 65 2.0 
* B13P is an EP-copolymer with a rather low propene content (which was not determined) 
+ determined by WAXS[9,10] 

 

6.2.3. Catalyst D ([Me2Si(Me4Cp)NtertBu)]TiCl2) 
Table 6-3: Synthesis conditions and the thermal and molecular characteristics of the samples synthe-
sized with catalyst D.  

# Temp. c(ethene) p(ethene) n(H2) Tm
 Tc

 ΔH xc Mw MMD 
 [°C] [mol/l] [bar] [mmol] [°C] [°C] [J/g] [%] [kg/mol]  

D1 60 5.00 0.41 0 139 111 140 48 1410 2.0 
D2 60 5.00 0.41 0 140 111 143 49 490 1.9 
D3 60 5.00 0.41 0 140 112 156 53 560 2.1 
D4 60 5.00 0.41 9.0 136 114 199 68 74 2.0 
D5 90 3.80 0.24 0 140 109 177 60 365 2.6 

 

6.2.4. Catalyst E (Cp2ZrCl2) 
Table 6-4: Synthesis conditions and the thermal and molecular characteristics of the samples synthe-
sized with catalyst E.  

# Temp. c(ethene) p(ethene) n(H2) Tm
 Tc

 ΔH xc Mw MMD 
 [°C] [mol/l] [bar] [mmol] [°C] [°C] [J/g] [%] [kg/mol]  

E1 30 0.23 2.00 9.9 133 116 248 85 12.7 2.1 
E2 60 0.13 1.55 9.0 128 115 244 83 6.5 2.2 
E3 60 0.41 5.00 0 140 109 181 62 297 2.1 
E4 60 0.41 5.00 9.0 133 117 256 88 15 2.5 
E5 90 0.06 1.00 0 135 117 208 71 52 2.0 
E6 90 0.13 2.00 0 136 115 202 69 47 2.0 
E7 90 0.13 2.00 8.3 126 112 246 84 4.7 2.5 
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6.2.5. Catalyst F ([Ph2C(2,7-di-tertBuFlu)(Cp)]ZrCl2) 
Table 6-5: Synthesis conditions and the thermal and molecular characteristics of the samples synthe-
sized with catalyst F.  

# Temp. p(ethene) c(ethene) n(H2) Tm
 Tc

 ΔH xc Mw MMD 
 [°C] [bar] [mol/l] [mmol] [°C] [°C] [J/g] [%] [kg/mol]  

F1 60 2.95 0.24 9.0 140 111 172 59 102 2.0 
F2 60 5.00 0.41 0 136 114 151 52 1150 4.0 

F3/F0 60 5.00 0.41 9.0 138 112 185 64 173 2.0 
F4 60 4.50 0.37 3.4 137.7 115.4 164.0 56.6 489 3.0 
F5 60 4.50 0.37 6.7 138.3 115.4 166.9 57.6 407 2.7 
F6 60 4.50 0.37 13.3 139.0 115.6 190.1 65.6 288 2.0 
F7 60 1.20 0.10 4.5 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 49.5 2.0 
F8 60 1.20 0.10 9.0 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 35 2.0 
F9 60 1.20 0.1 0 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 1500 2.0 

 
Table 6-6: Synthesis conditions and the thermal and molecular characteristics of the samples synthe-
sized with catalyst F. All samples were synthesized with a total monomer concentration of 0.5 mol/l, 
T=60°C, n(H2)=9mmol, n(cat.)≈0.3 µmol, MAO= 1000 mg, 2000 ml n(cat.)[3,4] see also Kaminsky et 
al.[205] 

# como-
nomer 

comonomer 
feedb c(ethene)  p(ethene) c(comonomer) Tm

 Tc
 ΔH xc Mw MMD

 [CnH2n] [mol%] [mol/l] [bar] [mol/l] [°C] [°C] [J/g] [%] [kg/mol]  
F8A 8 10 0.45 5.5 0.05 120 100 128 44 240 2.1 
F8B 8 15 0.425 5.2 0.075 116 96 110 38 190 2.0 
F8C 8 20 0.4 4.9 0.1 112 88 81 28 152 2.0 

F10A 10 10 0.45 5.5 0.05 120 102 131 45 160 2.0 
F10B 10 15 0.425 5.2 0.075 116 97 93 32 170 2.0 
F10C 10 20 0.4 4.9 0.1 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 166 2.0 
F12A 12 10 0.45 5.5 0.05 120 101 133 46 172 2.1 
F12B 12 15 0.425 5.2 0.075 116 96 99 34 160 2.0 
F12C 12 20 0.4 4.9 0.1 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 173 2.0 
F18A 18 5 0.475 5.8 0.025 128 108 131 45 183 2.3 
F18B 18 15 0.425 5.2 0.075 117 98 110 38 167 1.9 
F18C 18 20 0.4 4.9 0.1 116 87 99 34 159 1.9 
F26A 26 5 0.475 5.8 0.025 129 106 136 47 185 2.1 
F26B 26 15 0.425 5.2 0.075 116 98 96 33 194 2.1 
F26C 26 20 0.4 4.9 0.1 113 91 75 26 175 2.1 
F12Fa 12 30 0.261 3.2 0.111 103 86.1 90 31.1 210 2.1 
F18Fa 18 30 0.261 3.2 0.111 104 86.9 87 30.0 216 2.1 
F26Fa 26 30 0.261 3.2 0.111 103 85.9 117 40.2 234 2 
a synthesized at the Helsinki Technical University[195] 
b percentage of comonomer in relation to the total reactant concentration (comonomer and monomer) 
 

6.2.6. Catalyst G (Cp)2ZrCl2) 
Table 6-7: Synthesis conditions and the thermal and molecular characteristics of the samples synthe-
sized with catalyst G.  

# Temp. c(ethene) p(ethene) n(H2) Tm
 Tc

 ΔH xc Mw MMD 
 [°C] [mol/l] [bar] [mmol] [°C] [°C] [J/g] [%] [kg/mol]  

G1 90 0.05 0.79 0 113 101 205 70 1.7 2.8 
G2 90 0.10 1.58 0 118 104 214 74 2.8 2.9 
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6.3. OTHER SAMPLES 

6.3.1. Low Density Polyethylenes 
Table 6-8: Thermal and molecular characteristics of the LDPEs.  

# Mw Mw/Mn  λa Tm
 xc nc b 

 [kg/mol] [-] [LCB/10 000 mono] [°C] [%] [mol%] 
CLDPE 1 345 11 12 110 45 4.4 

CLDPE 2 258 7.5 8 110 45 n.d. 
LDPE 1 2330 15.5 5 114 n.d. 3.4 

a degree of long-chain branching  
b determined by FT-IR[30]; no comonomer is used for LDPE, but butyl-side chains are formed as a 
consequence of side reactions. Thus for the calculation of the side chain content of LDPE is formally 
treated as a hexyl-LLDPE 

  

6.3.2. Metallocene High Density Polyethylenes 
Table 6-9: Thermal and molecular characteristics of the mHDPEs.  

# Mw Mw/Mn Tm
 xc 

 [kg/mol] [-] [°C] [%] 
C1 42 3 139 73 
C2 114 16 136 69 
C3 120 2 139 69 
C4 224 3 134 58 

 

6.3.3. Metallocene Linear Low Density Polyethylenes 
Table 6-10: Thermal and molecular characteristics of the mLLDPEs.  

# Mw Mw/Mn  LCB Tm
 xc comonomer nc  

 [kg/mol] [-]  [°C] [%]  [mol%] 
L4 114 2.0 linear 110 32 butene 7.6b 
L6 114.6 2.2 linear 110 33 hexene 5.8 a 
L8 86 2.1 linear 129 50 octene ≈1 

LB1 94 2.2 LCB 101 33 octene 5.9 a 
LB2 89 2.3 LCB 98 32 octene 6.2 a 
LB3 85 1.9 LCB 112 30 octene 2.6 a 
LB4 85 2.3 LCB 103 n.d octene n.d. 
LB5 69 2.3 LCB 108 37 octene 4.3 a 

a determined by FT-IR[30] 
b determined by NMR[193,196] 
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7. ANALYTICAL CHARACTERIZATION AND RHEOLOGI-
CAL MEASUREMENTS IN SHEAR FLOW 

7.1. STRUCTURE-PROPERTY RELATIONSHIPS OF LINEAR AND SHORT-

CHAIN BRANCHED SAMPLES 

Most of the contents of this chapter have been published elsewhere.[1,6] The intent of this sec-
tion is to establish correlations between the molecular and the rheological properties for lin-
ear samples. As the comonomer plays a small but non-negligible role the data presentation is 
split into homopolymers (mHDPE) and copolymers (mLLDPE). 

 

7.1.1. Molecular Characterization 

Homopolymers 
Several mHDPEs covering a very wide molar mass range were characterized primarily to 
establish a good correlation between the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 and the weight average 
molar mass Mw in order to be able to distinguish between the effects of molar mass and long-
chain branching. 

The molar mass distributions exhibit a wide variety, too. Therefore, the samples chosen are 
well suited to investigate an influence of the polydispersity on η0(Mw) and the viscosity func-
tion. 

Some of the molar mass distributions are represented as elugrams in Fig. 7-1 as this plot pro-
vides the best visualization of the bimodal molar mass distributions or the high molar mass 
tails. Such a high molecular tail is visible for A7 and C2. C2 also shows a low molecular tail, 
which leads to the highest polydispersity index Mw/Mn of 16 of all samples presented in this 
work. The large range of molar masses becomes clearly visible in Fig. 7-1. The curves were 
normalized with respect to the maximum of the peak.  

The polydispersity factor Mw/Mn given in Table 7-1 was determined from the signal of the 
refractive index-detector (RI). The samples with the designations A, E, F, and G are labora-
tory resins. The letters A, E, F and G stand for the different metallocene catalysts (cf. chap. 
6.1) used for the synthesis. Their synthesis and the influence of the synthesis conditions on 
the molar mass distribution are described in detail elsewhere[2] and are listed chap. 6.2 

The samples denoted with C are metallocene catalyzed products of different origin. Details of 
catalyst and synthesis conditions were not revealed to the author. Most of them show MMDs 
comparable to the laboratory grades. The exception is sample C2 which has an Mw/Mn of 16.  
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Fig. 7-1: Elugrams of some resins measured with the IR-detector.[1] 

The products designated with W are waxes (W1 is heptadecane, W2 is a mixture of higher 
alkenes with a very narrow molar mass distribution (Mw/Mn<1.1), W3 to W7 are almost 
monodisperse wax fractions (Mw/Mn<1.1) from Baker Petrolite, USA). Their molar masses 
were calculated from the chemical composition given by the manufacturers.  

For some samples deviations from the narrow molar mass distribution (MMD) which is typi-
cal of polymers synthesized with single-site catalysts are found (cf. remarks in Table 7-1). 
For some materials a low or high molar mass-shoulder (M-sh.) is found.  

Besides the absolute value of Mw the MALLS measures the radius of gyration. The presence 
of long chain branches leads to a decrease of the radius of gyration <s2>0.5.[86,189,206] By plot-
ting the radius of gyration as a function of the molar mass this decrease can be detected as a 
deviation from the curve <s2>0.5 (M) representative for linear molecules. Radii of gyration 
smaller than 20 nm (≈ 70,000 g/mol for HDPE) cannot be detected by the apparatus used29.  

 

 

                                                 
29 This issue does not pose any problem as typical mPE have only long-chain branches in their highest molecu-
lar masses (>Mw) which are well detectable. 
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Table 7-1: Molecular data and zero shear-rate viscosities of the HDPE-samples (M-sh. means shoul-
der in molar mass distribution)  

 Mw [g/mol] Mw/Mn [-] Mz/Mw [-] η0 [Pa s] 
(T=150°C) Remarks 

W1 240 1.0  0.0025  
W2 440 1.1  0.0040  
W3 400 1.1  0.0035  
W4 500 1.1  0.0037  
W5 655 1.1  0.0054  
W6 850 1.1  0.0088  
W7 1,000 1.1  0.012  
G1 2,800 2.9  0.0375  
E7 4,700 2.5 2 0.089  
E2 6,500 2.1 1.5 0.19  
E1 11,500 1.8 1.8 3.5  
E4 14,800 2.5 2.1 10  
A9 19,000 6.5 3.8 17  
A8 28,000 7.8 3.5 152 bimodal 
C1 42,000 3 2 520 low M-sh. 
E5 52,000 2 1.8 730  
C2 114,000 16 2.3 16,130 high and low M-sh. 
C3 120,000 2 1.6 17,800  
A7 178,000 4 3.5 70,500 bimodal 
C4 224,000 3 1.7 113,200 high M-sh. 
A5 403,000 2.6 2.3 1,570,000 high M-sh. 
A1 665,000 3.5 1.8 4,233,000  
A4 564,000 4.3 2.1 6,732,310  
A2 923,000 3.8 1.9 26,100,000  

Fig. 7-2 proves for some samples, which are representative of the materials investigated that 
no deviation from the line for linear PE occurs, i.e. long-chain branches are not detectable. 
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Fig. 7-2: <s2>0.5 (M) for several linear HDPEs. 
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Ethene-/α-Olefin Copolymers 

Besides the mHDPEs also ethene-/α-olefin copolymers (mLLDPEs) were characterized to 
find out how these materials differ in their behavior from the homopolymers. This is of big 
technological interest as the LLDPE-market in the PE segment is already larger than the 
HDPE-market and is growing even faster than the latter one. One interesting question is how 
much of what type of comonomer is necessary to make the correlations established for HDPE 
fail.  
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Fig. 7-3: (a) Molar mass distribution dW/dlogM as a function of the weight average molar mass MLS 
determined by light scattering for several samples, (b) molar mass distribution dW/dlogM normalized 
by the peak molar mass Mpeak.  
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The molar mass distribution of several samples is shown in Fig. 7-3. All the samples in this 
article seem to possess the same type of molar mass distribution (Mw/Mn=2), which makes 
sense as a Schulz-Flory-MMD is usually observed for materials synthesized with metallocene 
catalysts. This type of distribution looks very similar to a logNormal-distribution when plot-
ted as dW/dlogM as a function of molar mass M (as shown in Fig. 7-3a). 

When normalizing the molar mass distributions to the peak molar mass Fig. 7-3b it becomes 
obvious that the samples have very similar molar mass distributions and that they are sym-
metrical. 

The linearity of several of the LLDPE-samples used for this study (L4 and L6) was already 
published by Gabriel and Münstedt.[207] But also all other samples follow the relation be-
tween the radius of gyration and the molar mass <s²>0.5(MLS) in the range accessible by 
MALLS.  

The question is how much comonomer is necessary to cause a significant coil contraction as 
a consequence short-chain branches. Sun et al.[192] found for ethene-/ hexene copolymers 
that a comonomer content below 20 wt.% does not cause any measurable coil contraction, but 
so far only the publications in the course of this work[3,4,6] address this question for very long 
comonomers (between 10 and 26 carbons). Fig. 7-4 shows that even for the sample F26C 
(synthesis conditions are listed in Table 12-11, p. 233) with a comonomer content of almost 
30 wt.% no significant coil contraction is found which means that the effect of the comono-
mer on the coil contraction is not only comomoner content but also comonomer length de-
pendent. 
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Fig. 7-4: Radii of gyration <s²>0.5(M) for several samples.  
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The results of the analytical characterization are given in Table 7-2. An in-depth description 
of the results of the melt-state NMR is given elsewhere[3,193,194] and the description of the so-
lution NMR-spectra is found in Piel et. al [195]. 
Table 7-2: Molecular data of the linear ethene-/α-olefin copolymers. The number in the fourth col-
umn describes the composition of the comonomer 

 Mw  
[g/mol] 

Mw/Mn 
[-] 

comono-
mer 

[CnH2n] 
nc

f [mol%] wc
g [wt.%] sc

h [wt.%] Mw
bb i  

[g/mol] method 

L8 86,000 2.1 8 about 1a about 3.9a 2.9 83,500 DSC 
L4b 114,000 2.0 4 6.8 12.7 6.4 106,200 melt-state NMR 
L6b 114,600 2.2 6 5.9 15.8 10.6 101,800 FT-IR 
F8C 152,500 2.0 8 2.7 10.0 7.5 140,800 melt-state NMR 
F18C 161,000 1.9 18 2.2 16.8 15.0 136,400 melt-state NMR 
F26C 174,000 2.1 26 2.3 23.4 21.6 135,700 melt-state NMR 
F12Fc 210,000 2.0 12 3.4 17.4 14.5 178,600 solution NMR[195]

F18Fd 216,000 1.9 18 2.7 20.0 17.8 176,800 solution NMR[195]

F26Fe 233,500 2.1 26 3 28.7 26.5 170,300 solution NMR[195]

a Approximation of comonomer content from melting point and crystallinity[30], b mLLDPE 1 and 2, 
respectively, in Gabriel and Münstedt[87], c material 7C12 in Piel et al.[195], d material 8C18 in Piel et 
al.[195], e material 9C26 in Piel et al.[195], f mole comonomer content nc, g weight comonomer content 
wc, h side chain content sc,i molar mass of the backbone Mwbb 

The molar mass of the backbone Mw
bb is determined from the comonomer content and the 

molar mass by deducting parts of the short-chain branches not being included in the back-
bone sc, i.e. the third to the last C, which is calculated by  

 ( )1bb
w w cM M s= ⋅ −  (7.1) 

where ( )
( )
c

c
c

n 2
s =

n 2 2
l

l
⋅ −

⋅ − +
. (7.2) 

 

 

 

7.1.2. Correlation between Zero Shear-Rate Viscosity η0 and Weight-
Average Molar Mass Mw  

Homopolymers 
For samples with a higher viscosity the typical transient behavior before reaching the zero 
shear-rate viscosity η0 is found, while for the low molecular samples basically a Newtonian 
behavior is obvious (Fig. 7-5). The time until the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 is reached in-
creases with η0, i.e. with the molar mass Mw. 

The zero shear-rate viscosity η0 was reached for all products in this chapter thus the correla-
tion between η0 and Mw could be established. 
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Fig. 7-5: Determination of the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 for different linear mHDPEs by creep 
tests. 

Fig. 7-6 shows the η0-Mw-plot for the HDPEs listed in Table 7-1 covering a very broad molar 
mass range from waxes to ultra high molecular HDPEs.  

A correlation with α = 3.6 and K1 = 9×10-15 according to eq. (2.6) is found to describe 
η0(Mw) for all the samples above Mc. For the seven products with molar masses distinctly 
below Mc eq. (2.7) with α = 1 and K2 = 9×10-6 describes the data points sufficiently well. 

The critical molar mass Mc determined from the intersection point between the two branches 
of the η0(Mw)-plot with α=3.6 and α=1 is 2,900 g/mol. 

As a rule-of-thumb Mc is twice (to thrice) the entanglement molar mass Me. The values found 
in the literature for Me vary between 900 and 1,800 g/mol.[54-57] Therefore, Mc of 2,900 g/mol 
is a very plausible value.  

Although some of the samples with Mw greater than 10,000 g/mol show a high value of 
Mw/Mn and even a bimodal molar mass distribution (cf. Table 7-1), no relevant deviation of 
those samples from the η0-Mw-relationship is observed, i.e. η0(Mw) is independent of the mo-
lar mass distribution for the samples investigated.  

Regarding the scatter of the data measured no systematic influence of the molecular structure 
can be found. Most materials (Mw>10,000 g/mol) lie within an error margin of ±10% (of Mw) 
related to η0=9×10-15 Mw

3.6. Towards lower molar masses (Mw<10,000 g/mol) the error in-
creases slightly because the measurement of the molar mass Mw with SEC-MALLS itself be-
comes more prone to errors and thus the deviations from the η0-Mw-line increase. 
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Fig. 7-6: Zero shear-rate viscosity η0 as a function of the molar mass Mw for mHDPEs with a broad 
range of molar mass distributions and molar masses.[1] 

The error increases towards very high molar masses because the reproducibility of the 
rheological measurements becomes worse due to experimental difficulties.  

When comparing the results obtained here to literature some articles are found addressing the 
η0-Mw-correlation, however, most of them only in the technically relevant range of Mw 
(50,000-300,000 g/mol).  

Jordens et al.,[57] Laun,[93,208] Aguilar et al.,[209] Gabriel and Münstedt,[87] Fetters et al.,[105], 
and Pearson et al.[210] found a double-logarithmic slope of 3.4 for linear polyethylenes. Pear-
son et al.[210] investigated the broadest range of molar masses reported in the literature so far. 
Their molar masses of hydrated polybutadienes covered the range of 1,000 to 1,000,000 
g/mol. Lohse et al.[132] report an exponent of 3.33 for hydrated polybutadiene, while 
Wasserman and Graessley[91] found an exponent of 3.6. This value is the same as published 
by Raju et al.[158,211] for fractions of linear hydrated polybutadienes and for commercial poly-
ethylenes. Hydrated polybutadienes are model polymers for polyethylene.  

Wasserman and Graessley[91] reported that they found a dependence of η0 not only on Mw but 
also on Mz/Mw. That means for polyethylene the question cannot be answered from literature, 
whether η0 (Mw) is independent of polydispersity. 

When looking in detail at the samples C3 and C2 which are extremely different with respect 
to Mw/Mn (2 and 16), it is obvious, that the influence of the molar mass distribution on the 
zero shear-rate viscosity η0 can be regarded to be negligible.  
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This is also in agreement with Fetters et al.[105] and Struglinsky et al.[212,213] who found no 
dependence of the molar mass distribution on the η0-Mw-correlation in binary mixtures of 
nearly monodisperse polybutadienes. Masuda et al.[139] confirmed this MMD-independence 
for blends of narrowly distributed polystyrenes. 

This result is of importance as a deviation of η0 from the relationship for linear polyethylenes 
gives a very sensitive hint to the existence of long-chain branches independent of the 
polydispersity.[87,132]  

 

Short-chain branched PE 

The question whether the short-chain branches, present in LLDPE, influence the η0-Mw cor-
relation established before for HDPE is of great practical interest as most of the commercial 
LCB-mPEs contain sizable amounts of comonomer as they are designed to replace LDPE in 
many fields of use. 

Schlund and Utracki found that the viscous and elastic properties of ZN-LLDPEs are unaf-
fected by the type and content of the comonomer.[214] However, they only investigated grades 
with densities down to 0.918 g/cm³. This is equal to about 5 mol% comonomer.[50,215,216] In a 
more recent article Kim et al.[217] investigated the rheological properties of mLLDPEs with a 
higher comonomer content leading to the same result. Wood-Adams did not find an influence 
of the comonomer content (butene) on the dynamic viscosities even at comonomer contents 
up to 21 wt.% (12 mol%).[41]  

Wang et al.[218] found an influence of the length of the side-chain in poly-(α-olefins) on the 
zero shear-rate viscosity η0. For all of the poly-(α-olefins) an η0-Mw-dependence with an 
exponent of 3.4 was found but the constant K1 depended on the number of carbons in the α-
olefin. Generally, a longer α-olefin does decrease the zero shear-rate viscosity distinctly, e.g. 
iPP has a much lower η0-Mw-correlation than PE and a higher entanglement molar mass 
Me.[219] This result is indirectly affirmed by Fetters et al.[52,53,220] by the distinctly higher en-
tanglement molar masses Me of higher poly-α-olefins.  
Table 7-3: Molar masses and rheological data of the linear low density polyethylenes 

# 
  

Mw  
[kg/mol] 

Mw/Mn 
[-] 

η0 at 150°C 
[Pa s] 

Comonomer nc
f[mol%]

L8  86,000 2.1 4840 octene about 1 
L4 114,000 2.0 14800a butene 6.8 
L6 115,000 2.2 14200a hexene 5.9 

F8C 153,000 2.0 51230 octene 2.7 
F18C 161,000 1.9 56620 octadecene 2.2 
F26C 174,000 2.1 86520 hexacosene 2.3 
F12F 210,000 2.0 124200 dodecene 3.4 
F18F 216,000 1.9 145800 octadecene 2.7 
F26F 234,000 2.1 174400 hexacosene 3 
adata by Gabriel[32,87] 
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The question remains whether α-olefins distinctly longer than octene have a different influ-
ence on the η0-Mw-correlation and which is the limit of the comonomer content at which the 
rheological behavior is unaffected. 

For this reason several different metallocene ethene-/α-olefin copolymers were analyzed with 
respect to the η0-Mw-correlation. Their data are listed in Table 7-3. The variety in comonomer 
type and content is quite large with short-chain branch lengths between 2 and 24 C and 
weight average comonomer contents wc between 4 and 29 wt.%. This means that the molar 
mass of the backbone Mw

bb is decreased by almost that value (2 of the carbons of each co-
monomer are included in the main chain) and thus one could assume that this would lead to a 
reduction of the η0 of 65% (assuming a SCB-content (not including the first two carbons of 
the comonomer) of 25 wt.%). 

The zero shear-rate viscosity η0 as a function of molar mass of the LLDPEs is plotted in Fig. 
7-7. It is evident that η0 does not depend on the comonomer content as the deviations from 
the correlation for HDPE are statistically and well within the error margin of the SEC. If 
there is a systematic deviation it would rather be towards higher zero shear-rate viscosities 
than towards lower which is the opposite of the expected divergence. 

This finding is in agreement with the literature data presented before[41,221] although no other 
research group did measure the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 for samples with comonomers 
longer than octene. 

This means that in the correlation between η0 and Mw the influence of the comonomer con-
tent will be regarded to be negligible for the rather small comonomer contents (regarding the 
molar comonomer content nc) applied here.30 However, because of the length of hexacosene 
even such small comonomer contents account for 22 and 27 wt.% of comonomer for F26C 
and F26F, respectively. When assuming that the short-chain branches are not entangled, they 
have to be considered as dead weight. As the lowest value found for the entanglement molar 
mass Me is approximately 860 g/mol (=60 CH2-units,[222] this assumption is certainly true for 
C24-side chains (and shorter ones, too)). 

                                                 
30 One could argue, that this agreement of the η0-Mw-relation for linear mHDPEs and mLLDPEs is a mere coin-
cidence as the temperature dependence is influenced by the SCBs (cf. chap. 3.3.4 and 7.4). The linear mHDPEs 
were found to lie on the η0-Mw-correlation within an error margin of ±10% Mw, which is equivalent to a devia-
tion of ±41% with respect to η0. 
When assuming that the maximum temperature, at which a material is sufficiently stable to rheologically char-
acterize it, is 230°C, the maximum difference in the shift factors aT (and thus in the η0-Mw-relation) of mHDPEs 

(Ea=28 kJ/mol) and mLLDPEs is 19% for Ea(mLLDPE)=32 kJ/mol and 40% for Ea(mLLDPE)=36 kJ/mol. These 
activation energies are in the normal range reported for LLDPE. [32,56,75,89,132,179,180] 
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Fig. 7-7: a) η0-Mw-correlation for ethene-/α-olefin copolymers in comparison to ethene-
homopolymers; the error bars for Mw are equivalent to an uncertainty of ±5% in Mw. The error bars 
for η0 are corresponding to the standard deviation of several measurements of the same material. b) 
Correlation between η0 and the molar mass of the backbone Mw

bb.  
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Thus the weight-average molar mass of the backbone Mw
bb is reduced by about 27% which 

would in theory lead to a reduction in the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 of more than 2/3 (in 
case of F26F). As this is evidently not the case when looking at Fig. 7-7b the weight-average 
molar mass of the backbone Mw

bb cannot be held solely responsible for the zero shear-rate 
viscosity. The values of η0 are distinctly above the η0-Mw

bb-line but on the η0-Mw-line which 
means that the number of entanglements cannot be the only factor influencing the behavior of 
a linear chain.  

In statistical rheological models often a friction factor is introduced to fit the dimensionless 
simulated data to the measured data. This friction factor is a material constant. However, as 
the chemical composition of the materials under investigation here changes (variation of co-
monomer content and length) it is also likely that the friction factor changes.  

The addition of an unentangled branch leads to a reduction of the number of entanglements 
(when keeping the molar mass of the chain constant), as the entanglements will not move 
closer to each other due to the addition of a branch, which is a chain distortion. This means 
that the entanglement molar mass Me will increase at least by the weight fraction of the short-
chain branches not being incorporated in the backbone.  

The short-chain branches also hinder the entanglements’ movements and formation, which 
becomes evident when looking at literature data for homopolymers. In case of PE Me is re-
ported to be 860 g/mol (via neutron scattering) which is equivalent to 30 monomer units, 
while the values of aPP and POc (1-Polyoctene) are 5100 g/mol (121 monomer units) and 
18100 g/mol (161 monomer units), respectively.[222] It thus makes sense that also the addition 
of comonomer will lead to an increase in the number of monomer units per entanglement.  

This effect can be studied when normalizing the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 to the zero 
shear-rate viscosity of a hypothetic polymer of equal backbone molar mass η0

bb, calculated 
according to eq. (2.6) with Mw being Mw

bb, i.e. a linear PE with Mw= Mw
bb.31 When plotting 

this quantity as a function of the comonomer content the increase roughly falls on one curve, 
which means that the combined influence of the reduction of the number of entanglements 
and the increase of the friction factor are independent of the comonomer length. This is only 
valid in the range of the materials investigated here. As the η0-Mw-correlation for other mate-
rials is different, e.g. the values of η0 for a iPP of equal molar mass Mw (at 180°C) are lower 
by a factor of 72 at Mw=200 kg/mol,32 there has to be a limit at which the reduction of the 
number of entanglements is no longer fully balanced by the increased friction factor.[96] 

                                                 
31 This concept is very similar to the zero shear-rate viscosity increase factor η0/η0

lin defined for long-chain 
branched samples.[2-4,223] 
32 This ratio is reduced to about 30 because of the different activation energies. As the η0-Mw-relation of iPP has 
a slightly different slope of 3.54, the molar mass Mw has to be given, too. The different temperatures reduce this 
difference to a factor of 42 when assuming an activation energy of 28 kJ/mol typically found for PE.[87] 
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Fig. 7-8: η0/η0 bb as a function of the weight comonomer content wc. The y-error bar (η0/η0
bb) is 

equivalent to a ±5% error in Mw, the x-error-bars (wc) are corresponding to an uncertainty of ±0.1 
mol% in the comonomer content. 

 

 

 

 

 

7.1.3. Linear Steady-State Elastic Compliance Je
0  

The elastic compliance Jr(t) is shown for several of the samples in Fig. 7-9. It is evident that 
for the samples with a higher molar mass Mw reaching the plateau in Jr(t) takes a longer time 
because of the higher maximum retardation time of the samples. It is obvious that the higher 
molecular samples also have a higher terminal value Je

0 than the lower ones (L4, L8). 

It was proven by Plazek et al.,[130] Montfort et al.,[224] and Riande[131] for nearly monodis-
perse PS that the linear steady-state elastic compliance Je

0 is almost independent of the molar 
mass Mw beyond a critical molar mass Mc

’ of approximately 105 g/mol (6×Me) which is 
higher than Mc in the η0-Mw-relation (2×Me).[225] They found a very weak dependence of Je

0 
increasing by a factor of about 1.5 between 105 and 107 g/mol with molar mass. Münstedt et 
al.[92,226] found that even a small amount of a high molecular component increases Je

0 by a 
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factor of up to 200. This was affirmed by Gabriel et al..[74] This means that the increase in Je
0 

by a factor of 1.5 found by the group of Plazek might be a consequence of either a very small 
molar mass Mw dependence of Je

0 or of a very weak high molecular component which is only 
a fraction of probably less than 0.1 mol% of all chains according to the results of Münstedt et 
al..[92] Such a low fraction could not be detected by the analytical methods of the 1970s. 
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Fig. 7-9: Elastic compliance Jr(t) for several samples. The error bars correspond to an experimental 
error of ±10%, which is typical for Jr(t). 

Lohse et al.[132] did not find a dependence of Je
0 (determined from dynamic-mechanical data) 

on Mw for their nearly monodisperse hydrated polybutadienes.33 

Nemoto[123] found the recoverable tensile compliance De to be independent of the viscosimet-
ric molar mass Mv for nearly monodisperse polystyrene. 

This means that there is strong experimental evidence that the linear steady-state elastic com-
pliance Je

0 of nearly monodisperse polystyrenes is only weakly dependent on the molar mass 
Mw (if there is a dependence at all). The values found for Je

0 of these nearly monodisperse 
products are slightly above 10-6 Pa-1. Gabriel et al.[74,87,200,227] found the linear steady-
state elastic compliance Je

0 of polydisperse polyethylenes to be in the range of 5×10-5 Pa-1 for 
metallocene grades and to be much higher (above 10-3 Pa-1) for samples with a broader MMD 

                                                 
33 However, from our experience it is not possible to properly determine Je

0 from oscillatory tests as Je
0 is 

equivalent to tanδ → ∞. Detecting tanδ > 500 (δ > 89.9°) in oscillatory tests is an almost unsolvable task. This 
detection limit in tanδ is characterized by a wavy tanδ(ω) (sometimes with negative tanδ-values). Thus the Je

0-
values of Lohse et al.[132] have to be treated with great care. 
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especially for samples with a distinct bimodality or a high molecular shoulder (such as IU-
PAC 5A (which is the same material as C4) in Gabriel et al.[74]). 

So far not enough data of the elastic compliance Je
0 have been published to find hard evi-

dence for a trend of Je
0 as a function of molar mass. It is only known that the increase in 

polydispersity increases Je
0.34 

Table 7-4: Molar masses and rheological data of the linear low density polyethylenes 

# 
  

Mw  
[g/mol] 

Mw  
[kg/mol]

Mw/Mn 
[-] 

η0 at 150°C
[Pa s] 

Je
0 at 150°C

[10-4 Pa-1] 
L8  86,000 86 2.1 4840 0.6 
L4 114,000 114 2.0 14800a 0.7a 

L6 115,000 115 2.2 14200a 0.3a 

F18C 161,000 161 1.9 56620 1.4 
F26C 174,000 174 2.1 86520 1.6 
F12F 210,000 210 2.0 124200 2 
F18F 216,000 216 1.9 145800 3.4 
F26F 234,000 234 2.1 174400 4 
adata by Gabriel and Münstedt[32,87] 

When plotting the data of the linear steady-state elastic compliance Je
0 acquired for the 

mLLDPEs under investigation, however, a distinct trend is found (Table 7-4, Fig. 7-10). The 
linear steady-state elastic compliance Je

0 increases with the molar mass Mw despite the fact 
that the molar mass distributions are about the same within the measurement accuracy of the 
SEC-MALLS. This effect is not just a matter of a few percent but a factor of 5 which means 
that it is very much above the experimental uncertainty of the experiment.35 The relation be-
tween Je

0 and Mw for the mLLDPEs can be described with the exponential relation 

 ( )0 0
0 1 2exp /e e wJ J c M c= + ⋅  (7.3) 

with Je0
0 =3.33×10-5 Pa-1, c1=5.71×10-6 Pa-1, and c2=56027 mol/g, whose parameters do not 

have a physical meaning. Possible explanations for this dependence are given in the conclu-
sions of this section (chap. 7.1.7). 

From our experience it can be stated that the measurement of Je
0 above 10-4 Pa-1 is possible 

with an error of about ±10%. 

The finding of the molar mass Mw dependence of the elastic compliance Je
0 is surprising. For 

nearly monodisperse anionic samples Je
0 was found to be molar mass independent (above a 

critical molar mass Mc
’), while no data in the literature are known to the author characterizing 

a polydisperse set of samples with almost equal MMD in a broad molar mass range (Gabriel 

                                                 
34 Besides that also long-chain branches increase Je

0 distinctly (see 7.2.4 for further details). In this part only 
linear samples are treated thus this influence factor is not regarded further.  
35 Besides the correct measurement of the activation energy Ea the correct determination of the linear steady-
state elastic compliance Je

0 is the most complicated task in shear rheology. These experimental difficulties, of 
course, increase the experimental uncertainty above the normal error of rheological measurements (±2-5%) to 
about ±10-20%.  
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and Münstedt[87] only characterized two mLLDPE samples with an almost equal molar mass 
Mw which are included in this work as L4 (mLLDPE 1) and L6 (mLLDPE 2)). 
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Fig. 7-10: Linear steady-state elastic compliance Je

0 as a function of the weight average molar mass 
Mw. Open symbol: mHDPE C3, full symbols: mLLDPE, line – fit according to eq. (7.3). 

It is also very surprising that the sample C3 exhibits a value for Je
0 of 5×10-4 Pa-1 while the 

samples L4 and L6 with almost the same molar mass Mw and MMD lie below this value by a 
factor of 7 and 15, respectively. Although this finding looks like a grave measurement error 
at first glance, it will become comprehensible later (chap. 7.1.7). 

  

7.1.4. Viscosity Functions |η*(ω)| of Homopolymers 
Besides the terminal value of the viscosity function, the zero shear-rate viscosity η0, the 
shape of the viscosity function also reveals important information, which can be correlated to 
molecular properties. 

Regarding the shape of the molar mass distribution of the samples three types can the distin-
guished. Most of the materials possess a logGaussian distribution36, two of them show a bi-

                                                 
36 In theory mPE has a Schultz-Flory molar mass distribution, which results in Mw/Mn ~2 (see 3.1.2, p. 10). A 
broader molar mass distribution is a clear indicator that there was some kind of irregularity in the polymeriza-
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modal curve, and four others exhibit either low or high molar mass shoulders. For all samples 
the zero shear-rate viscosity could be determined. Using η0

37, equation (2.10) was adapted to 
the viscosity function |η*(ω)| by a best fit which results in values for a, λ and n. A represen-
tative curve for the samples which can be fitted by equation (2.10) with good accuracy is 
shown in Fig. 7-11, while Fig. 7-12 gives another representative curve for the group of mate-
rials for which the fit does not work comparably well. 
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Fig. 7-11: Typical example of a good fit performed for C3 

The reason for the inferior fit quality lies in the shape of the viscosity function |η*(ω)| of the 
sample C4. The high molecular tail of this sample causes an increase of |η*(ω)| with an ap-
proximately constant slope below the crossover frequency ωc which cannot be fitted suffi-
ciently well by the Carreau-Yasuda model. 

The results for the mHDPE materials characterized in this way are listed in Table 7-5. In 
comparison with the molecular data it can be seen that the Carreau-Yasuda formula can be 
applied with good accuracy to the samples with a logGaussian distribution. It does not work 
similarly well for materials with shoulders of the molar mass distribution or a bimodal MMD 

                                                                                                                                                        
tion process. This can either be a change in the synthesis conditions or some kind of side reaction e.g. caused by 
a second active catalyst species with a different chain termination probability. 
37 It is assumed that |η*(ω)| for ω→0 is equal to η0 determined from creep tests (i.e. the Cox-Merz-rule[199] is 
valid). This assumption was confirmed for all samples for which η0 could be determined from both oscillatory 
and creep tests. 
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(Fig. 7-12). As it can be seen from Table 7-5 for all polyethylenes with a logGaussian distri-
bution n is found to be approximately zero.  
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Fig. 7-12: Typical example of an insufficient fit performed for the material C4 with a high molar mass 
tail. 

The standard deviation of the difference between the measured and the fitted data increases 
from 0.5 % to 3% with molar mass and is frequency independent.  

The samples A7, C4, and A5, which do not possess a logGaussian molar mass distribution, 
have values for these errors which are 2 to 5 times as high as would be expected from the 
molar mass Mw. n for the best fit is distinctly different from zero. 

The finding of n ≈ 0 has an interesting consequence as it makes a physical interpretation of 
the parameters λ and a possible, which is correlated to the dynamic-mechanical behavior. 
The parameter n being zero can be understood when reminding that the complex viscosity 
and the complex modulus are linked by |G*|(ω)=|η*(ω)|×ω. This means that a slope of -1 in 
|η*(ω)| (this is exactly what n=0 expresses for infinitely high frequencies) is equal to a con-
stant complex modulus. This constant complex modulus |G*|(ω→∞) can be understood as the 
plateau modulus GN

0.  
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Consequences from the Carreau-Yasuda equation for n=0 

It is common knowledge, that in the terminal regime, i.e. at |η*(ω)|=η0, δ is found to be 90°, 
while δ is around 0° in the rubbery plateau, i.e. for infinitely high frequencies. The question 
about the dependence of δ on the frequency has not been addressed in detail before.38 The 
question whether there is a correlation between the phase angle and the viscosity function, 
which exhibits a slope of 0 in the terminal regime (η0), where δ=90° and a slope of -1 in the 
pure shear thinning regime where δ=0°, is of great practical importance. For this reason the 
phase angle δ was plotted as a function of the double logarithmic slope of the viscosity func-
tion in Fig. 7-13. 
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Fig. 7-13: Relationship between the phase angle δ and dlog|η*|/dlogω . 

It follows from the experimental results represented in Fig. 7-13 that a linear relationship 
between the phase angle δ and the derivative of the log |η*(ω)| with respect to log ω39 exists, 
which reads as 

                                                 
38 There are some reports about the crossover frequency ωc (i.e. ω(G’/G”) being adopted in industry as a stan-
dard to determine the material behavior. However, as will be shown later this method is insufficient for a proper 
material characterization. 
39 The validity of this relationship was also proven for long-chain branched PE. It was found to be valid for all 
data sets investigated (DMTA-measurements of PE but with a bigger deviation which is due to the experimental 
uncertainties, amorphous polymers at different temperatures, and ferrite filled polyamides with a strong yield 
point. This means that eq. (7.4) is universally valid within an error margin of ±2° for polymers measured in the 
linear viscoelastic regime (no data of measurements carried out in the nonlinear regime were evaluated, thus no 
conclusion can be given with respect to measurements in the nonlinear regime). The experimental data was 
taken from [183,215,228]. 
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Using the Carreau-Yasuda formula (2.10) one obtains 
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For n=0, eq. (7.5) becomes 
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Introducing this relationship into (7.4) leads to 
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and for λ=1/ω it follows 
 δ(ω)=45°, i.e. tanδ=G”/G’=1 or G”=G’  (7.8) 

This result means that in the case n=0, λ can be interpreted as the reciprocal crossover fre-
quency ωc, i.e. λ=1/ωc. The values for ωc compare rather well with the values of λ obtained 
from the Carreau-Yasuda fits if one takes the different methods into account (λ is determined 
from the fit of |η*(ω)|, ωc is acquired from the complex moduli functions). If λ is plotted as a 
function of 1/ωc it becomes obvious that the simple relationship λ=1/ωc is fulfilled over a 
wide time scale, i.e. for a broad range of molar masses (Fig. 7-14).  
Table 7-5: Fit parameters a, n, and λ. 

 MMD n [-] a [-] λ [s] 1/ωc [s] 
E5 logGaussian 0.00 0.63 0.001 + 
C2 high and low M-sh. 0.00 0.47 0.029 0.029 
C3 logGaussian -0.01 0.48 0.016 0.017 
A7 bimodal 0.24* 0.33* 0.59* 0.067 
C4 high M-sh. -1.75* 0.30* 0.0004* 0.081 
A5 high M-sh. 0.05* 0.29* 1.32* 0.60 
A1 logGaussian 0.02 0.37 7.23 6.67 
A4 logGaussian -0.02 0.36 4.72 3.70 
A2 logGaussian 0.03 0.34 22.00 26.31 

MMD: molar mass distribution,* - no Carreau-Yasuda fit sensible because of non-logGaussian molar 
mass distribution, a: determined from eq. (2.10), , M-sh.: molecular shoulder.  

                                                                                                                                                        
This leads to the conclusion that the relation between dlog|η*(ω)|/dlogω and δ is universal for dynamic-
mechanical tests. 
40 A very similar equation was reported by Booij and Thone[229] (dlog |G*|/dlogω). 
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Fig. 7-14: λ as a function of 1/ωc for the linear mHDPEs. 

The values in brackets stem from the samples A5, A7, and C4 for which n ≠ 0 and which do 
not possess a logGaussian distribution. It is obvious that these do not agree to the correlation 
λ=1/ωc. Interestingly, the deviation from the correlation between λ and 1/ωc is proportional 
to the parameter n. Fig. 7-15 shows that for all samples with λ≈1/ωc (i.e. λ×ωc=1) n is ap-
proximately 0, while for the samples A5 and A7 where λ is larger than 1 n is larger than 0. 
For C4 λ is smaller than ωc and n is negative. This means that this correlation can be taken 
for the assessment of the applicability of the CY-Fit. 
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Fig. 7-15: n as a function of λ×ωc for the linear mHDPEs (dashed line added to suggest trends). 
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Dependence of the parameter λ on molecular structure 

 In Fig. 7-16 all λ-values are plotted as a function of Mw. As can be seen they follow the rela-
tion 

 21 3.68.4 10 wMλ −= ⋅ ⋅ , (7.9) 

i.e. the molar mass dependence of λ corresponds to that of η0 for the samples at similar 
polydispersity. The value for C2 with the broadest molar mass distribution lies above the 
straight line in Fig. 7-16 as it should be expected according to the influence of the polydis-
persity on the relaxation time spectrum, which broadens the spectrum and thus increases the 
maximum relaxation time distinctly. 
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Fig. 7-16: Plot of the characteristic relaxation time λ as a function of the weight average molar mass 
Mw. 

When comparing the values of λ and 1/ωc in Fig. 7-16 as a function of Mw the samples with a 
logGaussian molar mass distribution come to lie on a straight line in a double logarithmic 
plot the slope of which is identical to that of the log η0-log Mw plot. C4 and A7 deviate sig-
nificantly from this relationship. This fact may be due to their non-logGaussian molar mass 
distribution. 

As stated before the value of |G*| for infinitely high frequencies Gp is determined by the CY-
fitting parameters as 

 
*

* 0lim limpG G
ω ω

η η
ω λ→∞ →∞

= = = . (7.10) 

This value can be understood to be a plateau modulus Gp. The experimental finding that the 
molar mass dependence of λ is the same as found for η0 simply means that Gp is a constant 
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value, which makes sense, as the plateau modulus GN
0 is a material constant being deter-

mined by entanglement molar mass Me (and density ρ and temperature T but these influence 
factors are rather small). As the CY-Fit is unable to describe the glass transition properly 
(which causes an upturn of |G*| in the plateau region), GN

0 is somewhat higher than Gp. 

The values found for Gp=η0/λ for the samples under discussion here are in the order of 
1.07×106 Pa, while GN

0 is reported to be between 1.58×106 Pa and 2.7×106 Pa for almost 
monodisperse PE[52,53,56,211,222] and between 1×106 Pa and 1.9×106 Pa for metallocene cata-
lyzed HDPE.[41,209] This means that the values for Gp are below the values of GN

0 by less than 
45% reported in the literature for mHDPE. 

It is thus concluded that the relation between λ and Mw is physically sensible and that the 
absolute values of η0 and λ are in the expected range. When comparing the plateau moduli 
GN

0 of the monodisperse samples to the metallocene catalyzed ones (Mw/Mn=2) reported in 
the literature it is also evident that a broadening of the molar mass distribution leads to a re-
duction of the plateau modulus GN

0. It is, therefore, comprehensible that the sample C2 with a 
much broader molar mass distribution lies above the λ-Mw-relation for narrowly distributed 
mHDPE by a factor of approximately 2 which corresponds to Gp=0.56×106 Pa, i.e. a value 
about 50% below Gp of the narrowly distributed mHDPEs. 

 

Dependence of the parameter a on molecular structure 
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Fig. 7-17: Dependence of the parameter a on the mass-average molar mass Mw (line added to guide 
the eye).The samples A5, A7, and C4 are not shown in this figure as due to their molar mass distribu-
tion the data could not be described sufficiently well with a CY-fit. 
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In Fig. 7-17 a is plotted as a function of Mw. As it can be seen a becomes smaller with in-
creasing Mw. The polydispersity does not have an influence on a(Mw) as it becomes particu-
larly obvious from a comparison of C2 and C3, the two samples with a very similar weight 
average molar mass Mw but Mw/Mn of 16 and 2, respectively (Table 7-6).  

This finding is somewhat surprising at first glance since the shape of the viscosity function is 
affected by the polydispersity which becomes obvious from Fig. 7-18. It becomes reasonable, 
however, from the data of the fit of the two samples represented in Table 7-6.  
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Fig. 7-18: Comparison of the viscosity functions of C2 and C3. 

λ for C2 is larger than for C3. From Fig. 7-18 it follows that |η*| (ω=1/λ) for C2 is only 
somewhat smaller than the corresponding value for C3. This results in very similar parame-
ters a (cf. Table 7-6). 

 
Table 7-6: Fit parameters of C2 and C3 with a similar Mw but different Mw/Mn. 

 C2 C3 
Mw [g/mol] 114,000 120,000 
Mw/Mn [-] 16 2 
η0 [Pa s] 16,130 17,800 

λ [s] 0.029 0.017 
|η*|(ω=1/λ) [Pa s] 3,600 4,500 

a [-] 0.47 0.48 
n [-] 0 -0.01 
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7.1.5. Viscosity Functions |η*(ω)| of Linear Copolymers 

Characteristic Relaxation Time λ and Crossover Frequency 1/ωc  

It was shown before that the parameter λ of the Carreau-Yasuda-equation correlates with Mw 
in the same way as the zero shear-rate viscosity η0. λ was found to be approximately equiva-
lent to the reciprocal crossover frequency 1/ωc (Fig. 7-19). All the fit parameters obtained for 
the mLLDPEs are listed in Table 7-7. Only the sample L8 deviates from the function λ=1/ωc, 
which is a consequence of the low molar mass Mw of this sample leading to a very high 
crossover frequency ωc which is too high to be measured with the desired accuracy as the 
determination of the phase angle δ (ωc is the frequency at which δ=45°) above an angular 
frequency of 100 s-1 is more error afflicted than below that value. For this reason the value 
for λ is considered to be more reliable than the value of ωc. 
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Fig. 7-19: λ as a function of 1/ωc for the linear mLLDPEs. The error bars of F8C correspond to an 
error of ±10% with respect to λ and 1/ωc 

 

In Fig. 7-20 these two quantities are presented for the short-chain branched copolymers. The 
dependence of the parameter λ and the reciprocal crossover frequency 1/ωc of the mLLDPEs 
follows the same exponential behavior as the mHDPEs (shown as squares) However, their 
absolute values lie somewhat higher than those for the mHDPEs. Depending on the co-
monomer length a prefactor between 0.84 and 1.3×10-20 is found.  
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Table 7-7: Rheological data and fitting parameters of the linear low density polyethylenes 

# 
  

Mw  
[g/mol] 

Mw/Mn 
[-] 

η0 at 150°C 
[Pa s] 

Je
0 at 150°C

[10-4 Pa-1] 
λ 

 [s] 
1/ωc 
 [s] 

a 
 [-] 

n 
 [-]

L8  86,000 2.1 4840 0.6 0.0068 0.0047 0.68 0 
L4 114,000 2.0 14800a 0.7a 0.019 0.017 0.65 0 
L6 115,000 2.2 14200a 0.3a 0.022 0.02 0.72 0 

F8C 153,000 2.0 51230 2.2 0.052 0.053 0.60 0 
F18C 161,000 1.9 56620 1.4 0.075 0.068 0.65 0 
F26C 174,000 2.1 86520 1.6 0.11 0.10 0.61 0 
F12F 210,000 2.0 124200 2 0.14 0.16 0.58 0 
F18F 216,000 1.9 145800 3.4 0.18 0.18 0.56 0 
F26F 234,000 2.1 174400 4 0.23 0.26 0.50 0 
adata by Gabriel[32] 
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Fig. 7-20: Characteristic relaxation time λ and reciprocal crossover frequency 1/ωc as a function of 
the weight average molar mass Mw. 

 

When averaging the deviation of the characteristic relaxations times λ and the reciprocal 
crossover frequency 1/ωc from the correlation between λ and Mw established earlier a clear 
trend towards a higher λ for longer comonomers is found. This deviation was evaluated by 
calculating the ratio of the value of λ or 1/ωc actually found and the value expected from the 
molar mass λexp. The introduction of a small amount (<3.5 mol%) of hexacosene into the 
polymer increases the λ by about 53% (Fig. 7-21), i.e. Δλ=1.53, where the deviation of λ 
from the λ-Mw-correlation for HDPE Δλ is defined as 
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where λexp is λ calculated from the relation between Mw and λ (eq. (7.9)).41 

This corresponds to a decreased plateau modulus. Although it can not be extrapolated directly 
applying the CY-equation, the ratio  

 0
pG η

λ
=  (7.12) 

is the value  

 
*

*lim lim pG G
ω ω

η

ω→∞ →∞
= =  (7.13) 

using the CY-formula. This plateau modulus Gp of course is not the plateau modulus GN
0 but 

is rather close to it, probably Gp is a little smaller than GN
0 because of the influence of crys-

tallization and glass transition on GN
0 which the CY-equation cannot cope with.42 
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Fig. 7-21: Average of the deviation of λ from the λ-Mw-correlation for HDPE Δλ. An error of ±20% 
results from the high exponent of 3.6 and the experimental uncertainty of ±5% in the determination of 
Mw. The points in brackets indicate that only one sample was available with this comonomer. The line 
was added to guide the eye. 

Garcia-Franco et al.[230] showed for ethene/octene copolymers that the plateau modulus GN
0 

is also a function of the comonomer content, but in the present case the comonomer contents 

                                                 
41 Of course, the plateau modulus GN

0 is also dependent on the comonomer content (not only the comonomer 
length). However, the relatively similar comonomer contents around 2.5 mol% for most of the samples, make it 
possible to neglect this influence (which according to Garcia-Franco et al.[230] should not be very strong in this 
range of comonomer contents) and thus only discuss the influence of the comonomer length on the increase of 
the characteristic relaxation time Δλ (eq. (7.11)) and thus Gp (eq. (7.12)). 
42 No values of Gp are discussed due to the assumption that they are too low to be taken as GN

0. However, it is 
safe to assume that the ratio of the different values of Gp is correct. 
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of all samples are relatively low, so that the comonomer content dependence of GN
0 should 

not play such a decisive role. According to their (extrapolated) data it is expected that the 
plateau modulus GN

0 should decrease by about 25% by adding 4 mol% of octene into an 
HDPE. The increase of the characteristic relaxation time Δλ (Fig. 7-21) by the addition of the 
same amount (nc≈3 mol%) of octene was found to be approximately the same (≈27%) show-
ing that the extrapolation of the plateau modulus Gp leads to acceptable values and that the 
trend found for Δλ (nc) and GN

0(nc) of Garcia-Franco et al.[230] is comparable.43 

This, however, also means that the finding of a dependence of λ on the comonomer length is 
also dependent on the comonomer content. Because of the large error in the determination of 
λexp this dependence is masked by the experimental uncertainties. 

The general fulfillment of the λ-Mw-correlation of the mHDPEs, discussed earlier, for the 
mLLDPEs makes this relation valuable for the characterization of other systems, namely the 
long-chain branched samples discussed later. The comonomer length dependence of Δλ is an 
unexpected but understandable finding. It is concluded the movements of the entanglements 
are slowed down by the addition of side chains, thus leading to an extension of the relaxation 
times, including the characteristic relaxation time λ. A longer comonomer will, of course, 
lead to a more pronounced effect in comparison to a shorter one, thus leading to the co-
monomer length dependence of Δλ discussed in Fig. 7-21. The similar comonomer content 
for the laboratory scale samples (F8C, F12F, F18C, F18F, F26C, and F26F) of approximately 
2.5 mol% enables us to discuss this effect disregarding the comonomer content dependence 
of GN

0[230] and thus λ. 

 

Transition Parameter a 
Another important fitting parameter is a, the quantity describing the width of the transition 
between the Newtonian and the shear thinning regime. For mHDPE it was found that a is a 
function of the molar mass Mw for the mHDPEs (cf. Fig. 7-17 and Fig. 7-22). It was found for 
the mLLDPEs that the shape of the dependence a(Mw) of the mLLDPEs is very similar to the 
one of the mHDPEs. However, the absolute values found for the mLLDPEs are higher by 
about 0.12 at the same molar mass Mw.  

It was already discussed for mHDPE that no influence of the molar mass distribution was 
observed. The MMDs of the mLLDPEs are very similar, thus only the molar mass Mw and the 
comomoner are exerting an influence on the samples. The scatter of the data corresponds to 

                                                 
43 This conclusion is, of course, only valid as long as the η0(Mw) is unaffected by the addition of comonomer. 
Otherwise this influence would have to be factored in as well. 
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an uncertainty of about ±0.05 with respect to a, which is somewhat higher than the repro-
ducibility of this fit parameter for fits of two measurements of the same sample (≈±0.03). 

There is no obvious reason why mLLDPEs should exhibit a narrower transition between the 
terminal and the shear thinning regime (which is exactly what the parameter a describes), but 
this is the message of Fig. 7-22.  

The higher value of a means that the time domain of the relaxation time spectrum (for defini-
tions of spectra see chap. 12.4, p. 215) of the mLLDPEs is more narrow than the one of 
mHDPEs of comparable molar mass Mw and MMD. A possible explanation of this finding 
will be given later. 
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Fig. 7-22: Transition parameter a as a function of Mw, lines added to guide the eye. 

Due to the similarities in the trend of a(Mw) and Je
0(Mw) a comparison between these quanti-

ties is compelling. The plot of the bending parameter a as a function of the equilibrium com-
pliance Je

0 shows a clear correlation between these quantities (Fig. 7-23). The data points can 
be described sufficiently well by the correlation 

 0
ea 0.693 455 J= − ⋅ . (7.14) 

Thus it is possible to estimate the elastic compliance from the viscosity function. However, 
this correlation is only determined for mLLDPEs with a Schulz-Flory-type MMD and thus 
cannot be generalized for all MMDs. Especially the limitations for the proper application of a 
Carreau-Yasuda fit, the absence of long-chain branches and a molar mass distribution with-
out distinct high or low molecular tails, have to be considered as they dramatically influence 
Je

0[74,87] and might prevent a proper fit of the viscosity function because of the change in its 
shape (cf. Fig. 7-12). 
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Fig. 7-23: Transition parameter a as a function of Je

0. The error bars for Je
0 are equivalent to an er-

ror of ±10% but at least ±10-5 Pa-1 based on the average reproducibility of the creep recovery meas-
urements. The error bars for “a” are set to 0.03 which is the usual deviation for fits of different sam-
ples. Open symbol: mHDPE C3, closed symbols: mLLDPEs. 
 

 

 

 

7.1.6. Establishment of a Linear Reference for the Detection of LCBs 

δ(|G*|)-Plot 

The δ(|G*|)-plot is established as a temperature independent data presentation which is very 
sensitive with respect to long-chain branches but is also influenced by the MMD.[114-117,230-

232]  

In order to be able to describe the effects of long-chain branching a linear reference has to be 
established being independent of the molar mass Mw (and in first approximation independent 
of the MMD). For the δ(|G*|)-plot the linear reference (thick dotted line in Fig. 7-24) was de-
termined from the samples C1, C3, C4, and A4.  
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Fig. 7-24: Definition of the linear reference of the δ(|G*|)-plot via the data of the samples C1, C3, C4, 
and A4. 

As mentioned before, the addition of comonomer leads to a decrease of the plateau modulus 
GN

0, which means that, strictly speaking, the linear reference established in Fig. 7-24 is not 
valid for mLLDPEs.  
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Fig. 7-25: δ(|G*|)-plot of the HDPEs C3 and A4 and the mLLDPEs L8, L4, F26C, and F26F.  

However, as can be seen from Fig. 7-25, the differences between mHDPEs, i.e. the linear 
reference, and mLLDPEs is only significant for the low phase angles δ. As the deviation of 
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the long-chain branched samples from this linear reference usually occur at δ>45° (as will be 
shown later) this deviation at low δ does not play a significant role. Thus the linear reference 
can be used for the characterization of both LCB-mHDPE and LCB-mLLDPE. 

 

Relaxation Spectra 
Also relaxation spectra (determined according to the method described in chap. 12.4.5, p. 
221) are used in this work for the assessment of long-chain branches. However, it is obvious 
from Fig. 7-26 that the relaxation time spectra of samples with distinctly different Mw are 
somewhat different in shape but exhibiting totally different relaxation time dependencies. 
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Fig. 7-26: Relaxation spectra of several mHDPEs and mLLDPEs 

This raises the question whether relaxation spectra can be normalized properly to obtain a 
“master spectrum” which is molar mass independent. As the length of the rubbery plateau is 
molar mass dependent[99] the question has to be negated in the strict sense. However, as only 
the onset of the rubbery plateau can be characterized in PE due to the crystallization, this 
limitation does not play a role so that a normalization is possible.  

Several rheological quantities are potential candidates for this task: a characteristic relaxation 
time (e.g. λ), a characteristic viscosity (e.g. η0). However, as those groups of rheological 
quantities are influenced by the degree of long-chain branching as well as by the molar mass 
Mw they are not as suitable. For this reason the zero shear-rate viscosity η0

lin, determined 
from the molar mass Mw (eq. (2.6)) was adopted for the normalization of the relaxation spec-
tra. η0

lin was chosen instead of η0, as this linear reference will later be taken for a comparison 
to LCB-mPE. The linear reference curve (thick line) was defined as shown in Fig. 7-27. 
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Fig. 7-27: Definition of the linear reference of the normalized relaxation spectra. 

The relatively small influences of Mw, Mw/Mn, and the comonomer content are disregarded in 
these linear reference curves due to the large scale of the relaxation strengths and times. This 
is a consequence of the very large relaxation time and relaxation strength scale of ten decades 
each masking the differences between the different samples. It is evident for example that the 
spectrum of A7 deviates from the linear reference by about a factor of approximately eight 
around τi/η0

lin=10-6 Pa-1. This is a consequence of the broad MMD (with a high molecular 
tail) which broadens the transition from the rubbery plateau to the terminal regime. 

All spectra discussed here and later on were calculated with the spectra program described in 
section 12.4.5 using two relaxation time-fixed modes per decade. 

 

7.1.7. Summary and Conclusions 

HDPE 
The viscosity functions of a series of linear polyethylenes with different molar mass distribu-
tions were measured. In addition to these functions the zero shear-rate viscosities η0 were 
determined by creep experiments and correlated to the molar mass Mw measured by SEC-
MALLS.  

The resulting logη0-logMw-plot can be described by a linear function with a slope of 3.6 for 
mass-average molar masses greater than the critical molar mass Mc ≈ 3,000 g/mol. No strik-
ing argument for a dependence of the zero shear-rate viscosity on the molar mass distribution 
was observed as even samples with quite different molar mass distributions come to lie on 
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the same curve. Thus it is concluded that the dependence of η0 on the molar mass distribu-
tion, if there is any, is so faint that it cannot be determined by state-of-the-art measuring de-
vices. 

It is, therefore, concluded that the η0-Mw-correlation is independent of the molar mass distri-
bution within the experimental error. This finding is of particular importance insofar as a 
deviation of η0 from η0(Mw) valid for linear polyethylenes can be used for a qualitative 
analysis of long-chain branching.  

The Carreau-Yasuda equation was applied to the viscosity functions of the samples of vari-
ous molar mass distributions. Using the zero shear-rate viscosity separately obtained from 
creep experiments the other three parameters of this model were determined by a best fit.  

The characteristic relaxation time λ follows the same dependence on Mw as η0 for the sam-
ples with Mw/Mn between 2 and 4.5. For distinctly broader distributions λ increases compared 
with a narrowly distributed material of the same molar mass. This finding is in agreement 
with other observations that a distinctly higher molecular component will lengthen the relaxa-
tion times although the η0-Mw-relation is not affected. 

For samples with n ≈ 0, which was found to be valid for all the materials with a logGaussian 
molar mass distribution, it could be derived that the relaxation time λ is the same as the recip-
rocal of the crossover frequency ωc obtained in a dynamic-mechanical experiment. This pre-
diction could be verified experimentally.  

The parameter a was found to depend on the molar mass Mw for the samples investigated. A 
high molar mass material has a much more pronounced transition than that of a lower molar 
mass. It is surprising that the correlation a(Mw) is molar mass distribution independent. 

 

LLDPE 
It was found that the introduction of comonomers with a length between 4 and 26 C (up to 29 
wt.%) does not lead to a violation of the η0-Mw-relation established for mHDPE which means 
that the comonomers which lead to a reduction of the backbone length of up to 27% does not 
influence the zero shear-rate viscosity at all. It would be -in theory- expected that this reduc-
tion of the backbone will lead to a decrease of the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 by 68% (which 
would be clearly detectable by rheological measurements).  

An increase of the length of the comonomer leads to a growth of the deviation from the λ-Mw 
and 1/ωc-Mw-correlations established for HDPE.  

Therefore, one can conclude that the introduction of a comonomer leads to an increase of the 
entanglement molar mass Me as the comonomers cannot entangle themselves and, therefore, 
only act as dead weight concerning the entanglements. But they will also increase the friction 
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coefficient for the chain mobility and thus compensate for the decreased entanglement den-
sity. The reduction of the entanglement density, i.e. the increase of the entanglement molar 
mass Me leads to a decrease of the plateau modulus GN

0.  

 

Linear Steady-State Elastic Compliance Je
0 

The linear steady-state elastic compliance Je
0 for mLLDPE with a narrow MMD of Mw/Mn=2 

increases with growing molar mass Mw. The mHDPE C3 lies above this correlation by a fac-
tor of about 7. This finding is affirmed by the decrease of the transition parameter a with in-
creasing molar mass Mw, found for both HDPE and LLDPE. The fact that the data of the 
samples available comes to lie on a common correlation between the transition parameter a 
and Je

0 affirms the correctness of this finding. No satisfying explanation was found for this 
difference between HDPE and LLDPE. 

This, however, raises the question for the reason of this dependency between Je
0 and Mw. As 

already discussed in the literature survey (chap. 3.3.2) there are two influence factors which 
increase Je

0. On one hand was the MMD, especially high molecular components, found to 
have a very pronounced effect on Je

0. Long-chain branches, on the other hand are also known 
for increasing Je

0.  

Possibility 1, high molecular component: Münstedt[92] and Masuda et al.[139] found for 
monodisperse PS that the addition of even a small amount of a high molecular component 
leads to a dramatic increase in Je

0 (2 wt.% can lead to an increase of Je
0 by a factor 200). The 

increase by a factor of approximately 10 would correspond to a smaller amount of the high 
molecular component which might be missed by conventional SEC, but the MALLS used is 
extremely sensitive with respect to the detection of even small amounts of a high molecular 
component and it is thus rather unlikely that the SEC-MALLS would miss such a high mo-
lecular component. Besides the rather low probability of not finding A broader MMD is very 
unlikely from a polymerization kinetics point of view unless the synthesis conditions change 
during the reaction or some kind of side reaction takes place.  

The polymerization kinetics of metallocene catalysts lead to a narrow MMD of Mw/Mn=2 
unless side reactions occur or there is a significant change in the polymerization conditions. 
However, as found for the samples synthesized with catalyst A (Fig. 7-1) such deviations 
from the theoretical polymerization conditions will normally lead to a high or low molecular 
shoulder but not to a high molecular component with a distinctly higher molar mass as would 
be required for the dramatic increase of Je

0 mentioned above. As can be seen from Table 
12-10 the catalyst F is, in principle, able to synthesize very high Mw (F2: Mw=1,150,000 
g/mol) in the absence of hydrogen H2. However, as the catalyst is injected into the reactor 
after the reactant concentrations are set (i.e. after the H2-concentration is constant),[68,69] this 
seems to be very unlikely. Also the possibility of catalyst remaining in the reactor from the 
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previous synthesis is very unlikely as oxygen deactivates the catalyst within minutes.[69] An-
other point also speaking against the suspicion that a high molecular component is present in 
the sample as a result of improper reaction conditions is the systematic nature of the trend 
Je

0(Mw) which would mean that an increasing amount of a high molecular component is 
found in the laboratory scale samples with increasing Mw, which seems to be very unlikely. 

It is therefore concluded that the possibility of a high molecular component which is not 
found by SEC-MALLS can be safely ruled out from both reaction kinetic and the measuring 
principle of the MALLS side. 

Possibility 2, very low degree of long-chain branching: As already discussed in the ex-
perimental section (cf. Fig. 4-2) the sensitivity of the SEC-MALLS with respect to very low 
degrees of long-chain branching is limited by the coil contraction factor g getting so close to 
1 that it is within the experimental uncertainty. Catalyst F (which was used for producing all 
the laboratory scale mLLDPEs) is able to produce long-chain branches, as will be shown 
later, but the introduction of comonomer reduces its amount so much that the samples are 
considered to be linear. The absence of long-chain branches is determined by the fulfillment 
of the correlation between the radius of gyration and the molar mass <s²>0.5(M), the fulfill-
ment of the η0-Mw-relation of mHDPEs, the shape of the viscosity function |η*(ω)| being 
typical for linear polymers with a narrow MMD.  

However, it cannot be totally excluded that the catalyst’s ability to produce long-chain 
branches is not completely suppressed by the addition of the comonomer so that a very small 
concentration of long-chain branching is present in the samples, which has a very pro-
nounced effect on Je

0 but does not have such a strong effect on the shape of |η*(ω)| and on 
the η0-Mw-relation. Thus sparse LCBs are one of the two possibilities to explain the increase 
in Je

0 to be discussed later on. 

Possibility 3, influence of Mw on Je
0 in polydisperse samples: The third explanation is that 

Je
0 of polydisperse melts increases with Mw (at constant molar mass distribution) which was 

simply not known before as no such series of samples was characterized with respect to Je
0 

before. Such a dependence would mean that the spectrum is affected in its shape by the molar 
mass Mw not only by the time dependence as is common knowledge. 

The considerations which of those two possibilities (2 and 3) is the right one or whether both 
contribute to the dependence Je

0(Mw) cannot be answered at this point44 and thus the discus-
sion is moved to the summary of this work when all results are presented. 

The sharper transition of the viscosity function and the lower Je
0 of the mLLDPEs in com-

parison to mHDPEs can be understood comprehensively by the assumption that the co-

                                                 
44 Some more results concerning Je

0 will be shown later on (chap. 7.3.3). 
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monomers lead to a reduction of the shear thinning regime but having such short relaxation 
times that this does not influence the terminal regime distinctly. Such an ultra-fast relaxation 
process might be the deformation of the short-chain branches under mechanical stress which 
would lead to the reduction of the plateau modulus GN

0 which is exactly what was found for 
the samples. 

 

Establishment of a Linear Standard in the δ(|G*|)-Plot and the Relaxation Spec-
trum 

It was possible to establish a linear standard for the δ(|G*|)-plot and the normalized relaxation 
spectrum. The deviations from the linear standards as a consequence of the MMD and the 
incorporated comonomers are rather small in comparison to the range covered by the linear 
reference.  

The mLLDPEs deviate from the linear reference in the δ(|G*|)-plot below δ=45°, a finding 
which is discussed later on together with the Je

0-Mw-correlation. 

 

7.2. INFLUENCE OF LONG-CHAIN BRANCHES ON THE RHEO-

LOGICAL BEHAVIOR  

In this chapter the data of long-chain branched samples are discussed without taking their 
synthesis conditions into account. The dependencies of the synthesis conditions on the mo-
lecular structure being also assessed by rheological behavior are discussed in the next section. 

7.2.1. Samples with Very Few Long-Chain Branches 
At first the samples with very small concentration of long-chain branches are discussed. The 
criterion for these samples is that no long-chain branches were detected by SEC-MALLS but 
that they show signs of long-chain branching in their rheological behavior which will be dis-
cussed in the next chapters. 

It is evident that the samples with low molar masses (E6, B10, and D4) lie only very little 
above the η0-Mw-correlation for linear PE (Fig. 7-28, η0/η0

lin ≈2) while the high molecular 
samples are found distinctly higher in their maximum viscosity ηmax (it was not possible to 
measure η0 because of the extremely long relaxation times; ηmax of these samples is marked 
by arrows).  

All the samples that appear to be linear in SEC-MALLS-measurements (E6, D4, B10, F8C, 
F10C, F12C, F2, and D1) are found to be positioned distinctly above the η0-Mw-relation for 
linear PE (chap. 7.1.2). The zero shear-rate viscosity enhancement factor η0/η0

lin increases 
with growing molar mass Mw. This means that the sensitivity of the rheology with respect to 
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long-chain branching is higher in comparison to SEC-MALLS and the sensitivity of the 
rheology increases with growing Mw. The reproducibility of the determination of η0 and Mw 
are about ±5%, for the high molecular samples (F2 and D1) the maximum viscosity ηmax is 
distinctly below η0.  

To elucidate this finding further an attempt to quantify the detection limit of the SEC-MALLS 
in relation to the shear rheological behavior is applied being described in detail in the appen-
dix (chap. 12.3.2) based on a double logarithmic mixing rule of the zero shear-rate viscosities 
of linear and star branched chains. However, unlike other approaches published before,[32,233] 
this model is not a mixture of two different species of chains but (molar mass resolved) of 
several hundred different molar masses and arm lengths, assuming a Schulz-Flory-type 
MMD. The area (in the η0-Mw-plot) at which the developed model predicts that no long-chain 
branches are found by SEC-MALLS is marked as the gray area in Fig. 7-28. 

The data of the low molecular samples (E6, D4, and B10) lie somewhat above the calculated 
detection limit of the SEC-MALLS, despite the fact that no long-chain branches were de-
tected by SEC-MALLS for these samples. The reason for this seemingly obvious violation of 
the model discussed in the appendix (chap. 12.3.2) lies in the limitation of the detection of 
the radius of gyration <s²>(M) which is physically limited to <s²> > 400 nm² being equiva-
lent to approximately a molar mass MLS=100 kg/mol. As the molar mass of these sample is 
smaller than Mw=100 kg/mol only a very small fraction of the whole MMD is available for the 
measurement of the radius of gyration <s²>(M) (and only in very small concentrations and 
just above the detection limit). For this reason the measurement of the coil contraction for 
these samples is very much limited. However, these factors also contributing to the limitation 
of the LCB-detection by SEC-MALLS are not factored in the highly simplified model of the 
mixture of linear and star branched chains. 

The maximum viscosity ηmax of the samples D1 and F2 (cf. chap. 6.2 for synthesis condi-
tions) lies within the (visually extrapolated) envelope of the mixture model. It has to be men-
tioned, however, that F2 has a broader MMD of Mw/Mn=4, which means that the model can-
not be applied to this sample. 

The sample F8C was found to partially disobey the rules for the usual behavior of linear 
mLLDPE established before, i.e. η0(Mw) (to some extent (η0/η0

lin=1.4) and Je
0(Mw) (Je

0 is 
about 25% higher than expected), cf. chap. 7.1. It is not certain whether or not this sample 
contains very small amounts of long-chain branches due to the very small differences be-
tween this sample and typical mLLDPEs of similar molar mass Mw and MMD. The samples 
F10C and F12C, however, were found to be clearly but only very lightly long-chain 
branched. No LCBs were detected by SEC-MALLS for these three short-chain branched 
samples which are within the envelope of the mixture model for linear/star blends. 
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This means that even a very small amount of long-chain branches can have a distinct on the 
zero shear-rate viscosity if the branches are long enough. For short long-chain branches i.e. 
low molar masses the effect is very small. 

The proposed model of the mixture of linear and star branched chains (described in the Ap-
pendix (12.3.2)) is roughly agreeing to the available data. The deviations are explainable. The 
low molecular samples show that the detection limit of the SEC-MALLS at low molar masses 
is also limited by the physical detection limit of the MALLS not captured by the model. Also 
it has to be explicitly stated again that for a distinctly different MMD from a Schulz-Flory-
MMD (Mw/Mn=2) the η0-Mw-functions of the mixtures have to be recalculated because of the 
molar mass distribution sensitivity of the η0-Mw-relation of stars. 
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Fig. 7-28: η0-Mw-plot of the samples with almost no long-chain branches. The gray area refers to the 
detection limit of the SEC-MALLS established for Mmax=10×Mw (Fig. 12-12). 

The results underline the high potential of the η0-Mw-relation for the detection of very low 
concentrations of long-chain branching in comparison to SEC-MALLS measurements without 
any supplementary rheology. 

 

7.2.2. Samples with a Medium Degree of Long-Chain Branching  
The samples in this class of materials are all mPEs with long-chain branches detected by the 
SEC-MALLS. All products synthesized with catalysts B, D, and F except for B10, D1, D4, 
F2, F8C, F10C, and F12C fall in this category as well as E3 and E6. Also two products of 
Gabriel[32] (LCB-mHDPE 1 and 2) and several LCB-mLLDPEs of Dow and Exxon (desig-
nated as LBx (x is a consecutive number)) are discussed in this chapter. 
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At first the deviation of LCB-mLLDPEs from the η0-Mw-relation is discussed (Fig. 7-29). The 
laboratory scale LCB-mLLDPEs (hexagon-symbols, florenyl-series (including the LCB-
mHDPE F0), discussed in detail in chapter 8.6, p. 154) were found to have a degree of long-
chain branching λ below 1 LCB/10000 monomers, depending on the comonomer content.45 
The commercially available LCB-mLLDPEs (star-symbols, Exxon Exact and Dow Affinity-
grades) have a higher degree of branching λ of 2-3 LCB/10000 monomer, although this num-
ber is somewhat uncertain due to the relatively low molar mass Mw of these grades.  

These commercial LCB-mLLDPEs are in the molar mass range of Mw=70 to 100 kg/mol with 
η0 around 30,000 Pa s. This corresponds to η0/η0

lin between 4 and 10. The laboratory scale 
LCB-mLLDPEs (fluorenyl-series) are higher in molar mass (Mw=150 to 240 kg/mol) and η0 
(80,000 to 1,200,000 Pa s) but with a lower degree of long-chain branching below 1 
LCB/10,000 monomers. The zero shear-rate viscosity enhancement factor η0/η0

lin lies be-
tween 3 and 7 for these samples. 

The lines in Fig. 7-29 have the following meaning: the thick line is the η0-Mw-relation for 
linear samples, the thick dotted line is the limit of the LCB-detection by SEC-MALLS (also 
presented in Fig. 7-28), and the thin lines are rough estimates of the η0-Mw-correlations for a 
constant degree of long-chain branching. The experimental evidence for these lines is not 
very strong as the data on which the lines are based are not unambiguous.46 They were cre-
ated based on two to five LCB-mPEs (both LCB-mLLDPEs (Fig. 7-29) and LCB-mHDPEs 
(Fig. 7-30)) by ignoring some of the samples synthesized with catalyst B (B2, B4, B7, and 
B11, to be discussed later in detail), whose η0 is much higher than that of other samples with 
a comparable Mw and degree of long-chain branching. The shape of these lines is based on 
the η0-Mw-relation for stars (eq. (2.11)) and on the linear-star blend model (eq. (12.6))47. 

These fits of the η0-Mw-relation of LCB-mPE with a constant degree of long-chain branching 
λ are exhibiting an upward bent shape leading to the assumption that there is a quite tight 
limit (for the molar mass Mw of a sample where material can still be characterized by rheol-

                                                 
45 Absolute numbers of the degree of long-chain branching cannot be determined by SEC-MALLS. The most 
commonly used model for the calculation of the LCB-concentration is the Zimm-Stockmayer-theory[190] dis-
cussed in chap. 4.1.2. 
46 This partial ambiguity is a consequence of the relatively low molar mass Mw slightly below 100 kg/mol for all 
samples with a degree of long-chain branching above 1 LCB/10,000 monomers (Fig. 7-29 and Fig. 7-30). De-
tecting a degree of long-chain branching at such a low molar mass is a very error afflicted and thus difficult task 
as the detection limit for the radius of gyration <s²> under ideal working conditions of the MALLS is M≈100 
kg/mol, which means that only for the highest molecular fractions of these samples (with Mw = 70 … 100 
kg/mol) a reliable value for the radius of gyration <s²> and thus a coil contraction can be detected. The conse-
quence of this restriction is that the measurement of the degree of long-chain branching λ for these samples is 
based only on a small fraction of 10-30 wt.% of the MMD, which of course makes the outcome more error af-
flicted than for higher molecular samples (such as the laboratory scale LCB-mLLDPEs (fluorenyl-series)) whose 
molar mass Mw is about twice as high. 
47 The lines were drawn by hand based on the shape of the functions found for these models. 
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ogy properly, i.e. η0 and Je
0 can be measured within a reasonable time (≈2 days/sample). In 

case of a degree of long-chain branching λ of 1 LCB/10 000 monomer this limit (arbitrarily 
set to a zero shear-rate viscosity η0 of ≈106 Pa s) is around Mw = 200 kg/mol, while for a 
higher degree of long-chain branching λ of 3 LCB/10 000 monomer a sample with Mw = 115 
kg/mol is expected to have a zero shear-rate viscosity η0 of ≈106 Pa s. 
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Fig. 7-29: η0-Mw-plot of commercial products, laboratory LCB-mLLDPE and LCB-mHDPE pro-
duced with catalyst F. 

On the one hand for the laboratory scale LCB-mHDPE the correlations established between 
η0 and Mw for LCB-mPE seem to fail, as the samples B2, B4, and F1, for example (cf. Fig. 
7-30), with almost the same molar mass Mw and comparable degrees of long-chain branching 
λ (≈ 2 LCB/104 monomer) show distinct differences in the zero shear-rate viscosity η0

48 (B2, 
B4: ηmax ≈ 700,000 Pa s, F1: η0 ≈ 30,000 Pa s). The sample B4 and B12 on the other hand 
have almost the same zero shear-rate viscosity η0 and molar mass Mw, but the degree of long-
chain branching λ of B12 was found to be approximately 8 LCB/104 monomer, which is four 
times the value of B4. Such high levels of long-chain branching are usually associated with 
LDPEs (typically 6-15 LCB/104 monomer) usually found distinctly below the η0-Mw-relation 
of linear PE.[87,234] This –at first glance– contradictory finding can be explained with the 
“Bersted”-model[94] stating that the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 at constant Mw is going 

                                                 
48 For B2 and B4 no exact values of the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 could be determined due to the long relaxa-
tion times and the very limited thermal stability (≈5h) of these samples. The maximum value of the viscosity 
ηmax, however, is not very far below η0, as the onset of the terminal regime is already reached. Due to the lim-
ited stability it was not possible to prove that ηmax is η0. 
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through a maximum with increasing degree of long-chain branching before eventually going 
below the η0-Mw-line for linear samples. When reminding that B4 and B12 have such a dif-
ferent branching level this finding can be explained by the two samples lying on the opposite 
sides of the maximum of the “Bersted”-model.[94] 

Besides the samples F0, D4, and E5 (D4 and E5 have very low degree of long-chain branch-
ing) all LCB-mHDPEs discussed in Fig. 7-30 are synthesized by catalyst B. 
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Fig. 7-30: η0-Mw-plot of laboratory scale LCB-mHDPEs, the lines are the same as in Fig. 7-29. 

The results presented indicate that an unambiguous relation between η0 and Mw cannot be 
found for a constant degree of branching as due to the clear differences in η0 between F2 on 
one hand and B2 and B4 on the other, which differ by a factor of approximately 20 at a con-
stant molar mass Mw. 

In order to understand the differences between the commercial and the laboratory scale sam-
ples one has to take a look at the polymerization. The laboratory scale samples were synthe-
sized in semi-batch reactors, i.e. the reactant concentrations (ethene, comonomer, hydrogen) 
are kept constant49, while the number of macromers being potential long-chain branches as 

                                                 
49 H2 and comonomer are not fed into the reactor after the reaction has started but the consumption of these 
reactant is rather small. For comonomer, typically, only 10% of the fed comonomer are incorporated which 
means that the total concentration is reduced by 10% during the polymerization. For H2 this question cannot be 
answered as easily as the H2-content cannot be measured directly. However, the fact that the addition of 0.5 bar 
H2 (pethene=5 bar) leads to a reduction of Mw from 1150 kg/mol (F2) to 173 kg/mol (F3) indicates a very strong 
susceptibility of this catalyst towards H2. This means that a significant consumption of the H2 (and thus a reduc-
tion of its concentration in the reactor) would lead to an increase of the molar mass and thus to a broadening of 
the molar mass distribution, which was not found for F3. 
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well as the polymer concentration increases with growing polymerization time. This leads to 
a low long-chain branching degree of the chains polymerized at the beginning and to a high 
one at the end, i.e. to a long-chain branching distribution as a function of reaction time. 
Therefore, the long-chain branching structures are more heterogeneous than in the case of the 
commercial samples polymerized in a continuous stirred reactor where all concentrations 
(including the concentrations of the macromers and the finished polymer) are kept constant 
thus leading to a very homogeneous distribution of the long-chain branches in the chains as a 
function of polymerization time.50 

This means that chains produced in a continuous stirred reactor with the same molar mass 
MLS containing 2 LCBs per molecule on the average most likely are made up of a mixture of 
predominantly H-shaped molecules and very few chains with more or less than 2 long-chain 
branches, i.e. stars and linear chains (0 or 1 branching point) or combs and trees (more than 2 
branching points). Samples synthesized in a semi-batch reactor with the same molar mass 
MLS containing 2 LCBs per molecule on the average contain much larger quantities of chains 
with more or less than 2 LCBs per molecule in comparison.  

The samples F0/F3 and F1 are thus rather close to the commercial samples in their branching 
structure. This can be explained by the smaller output of catalyst F under the same reaction 
conditions (typically 10-15 g are produced in 2000 ml toluene within 4h under 5 bar ethene 
pressure) in comparison to catalyst B (typically 30-115 g (under the same conditions)). This 
means that the concentration of the terminated chains (which are potential macromers) is 
more than twice as high for catalyst B (under the chosen conditions) and thus the likeliness of 
a macromer incorporation at the end of the polymerization time is higher for catalyst B than 
for catalyst F. The effects of polymerization time are discussed in more detail in chapter 8.5, 
p. 151. 

For this reason deducting information from the η0-Mw-plot for the LCB-mPEs in a quantita-
tive way is not possible. 

 

7.2.3. Viscoelastic Data 

δ(|G*|)-Plots 

It is possible to detect and classify long-chain branching by the δ-|G*|-plot by comparing the 
oscillatory data in this plot to the linear reference (of equal MMD) established before (Fig. 
7-24). 

                                                 
50 For obvious reasons this statement is only true when the reactant concentrations have reached their steady-
state. 
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Fig. 7-31 shows the δ-|G*|-plot of several samples synthesized with catalyst B which show 
significant differences while the molar mass Mw of the samples B7, B8, and B10 does not 
differ strongly (B6 is higher in Mw). The deviation from the linear reference (dashed line) is 
significantly different for the shown samples. In order to quantify the deviation from the lin-
ear reference the characteristic point pc ( -symbol) is defined by the intercept of the tangents 
being laid in the turning points ( -symbols). pc contains the x-component Gc which does not 
show a very large variation and the y-component δc, which is discussed later on in more de-
tail.  

The degree of long-chain branching increases with a decreasing value of δc. While a very 
high degree of branching was detected for B6, no LCBs are found for B10. B7 and B8 are 
lightly branched. 
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Fig. 7-31: δ(|G*|)-plot of several samples synthesized with catalyst B. The dashed line is the linear 
reference. 

Before being able to fully utilize the viscoelastic data for the long-chain branch-
characterization it first has to be checked how other factors, namely the molar mass of the 
sample (the molar mass distribution Mw/Mn was found to be 2 for most of the samples), influ-
ences the viscoelastic behavior of long-chain branched samples. 

The influence of the molar mass can best be viewed on the samples F1 to F6 all being polym-
erized by the catalyst F under similar conditions (see the Appendix 12.7.5 for details) but 
with the variation of the hydrogen pressure to adjust the molar mass Mw. The sample with the 
highest molar mass F2 has a broader molar mass distribution of 4; the other samples have a 
Mw/Mn of ≈ 2. 
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The average degree of long-chain branching of these samples decreases with increasing mo-
lar mass Mw (Fig. 7-32). This means that the addition of hydrogen H2 increases the degree of 
branching. This seems contrary as a higher H2-content is expected to lower the degree of 
long-chain branching due to the saturation of the terminal vinyl-groups (chap. 3.1.2). This 
finding, however, can be attributed to the decrease in solubility of the polymerized chains 
with increasing molar mass, which causes the high molecular vinyl-terminated chains (which 
are potential long-chain branches) to crystallize and thus become unavailable for a reinser-
tion in the growing polymer chain (see p. 11).[69]  
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Fig. 7-32: Molar mass dependence of the long-chain branching content. UHH – synthesized at the 
University Hamburg,[2] HUT – synthesized at the Helsinki University of Technology.[195] 

When looking at the δ(|G*|)-plots of these samples (Fig. 7-33), however, the trend of the de-
crease of the long-chain branching influence with increasing molar mass Mw is not visible 
but the opposite (Fig. 7-33). Usually a large deviation from the linear reference data (dashed 
line, Fig. 7-33) is reported to correspond to a large degree of long-chain branching in metal-
locene PE.[77,79,114,116,117,231,235] Only the material F7, whose Mw is too low for the safe detec-
tion of a degree of branching by SEC-MALLS (and is thus not shown in Fig. 7-32), lies fairly 
close to the linear reference, which is explained by the low molar mass Mw making the aver-
age LCB-length rather short and sparse. F7 will be discussed in more detail below Fig. 7-32. 

The sample with the highest long-chain branch content F1 and the second lowest molar mass 
shows the smallest deviation from the linear standard curve defined earlier (Fig. 7-24) while 
the –according to SEC-MALLS– linear sample F2 shows a very large deviation from the lin-
ear standard, which corresponds to a very distinct influence of the long-chain branches. This 
means that a sample with a low molar mass causes a deviation from the linear standard at 
higher phase angles than a material with a high molar mass. 
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Fig. 7-33: δ(|G*|)-plot of the samples with different molar masses shown in the previous plot. The 
numbers denote the molar mass Mw [kg/mol].  

The rheological effect of the long-chain branches depends both on their concentration and 
the molar mass (assuming a narrow molar mass distribution Mw/Mn ≈ 2) of the sample. For 
this reason the discussion of the long-chain branching effect is limited to cases of similar 
molar mass Mw (and similar MMD). 

It is also obvious that the sample F7 with a molar mass Mw = 55 kg/mol and a zero shear-rate 
viscosity η0 of 765 Pa s shows almost no deviation from the linear reference and thus the 
effect of the long-chain branches is very small. Long-chain branches are present in this sam-
ple with a very high certainty as the sample with a slightly higher molar mass Mw F1 has a 
rather high degree of long-chain branching and this sample lies distinctly below the η0-Mw-
correlation for linear PE, despite the fact that no branches were found by SEC-MALLS for 
this sample. This disagreement between the rheological data and the expected values for the 
degree of branching on one hand and the SEC-MALLS data on the other can be understood 
when reminding that the physical resolution limit of the MALLS is <s2>0.5=20 nm which cor-
responds to a molar mass of approximately 100 kg/mol in PE. Thus only for the molecules of 
F7 with the highest molar masses the radii of gyration can be detected by the MALLS which 
makes the LCB-detection almost impossible because of the low concentrations of the sample 
F7 at molar masses above 100 kg/mol.  

Besides the characteristic phase angle δc also the x-coordinate of the characteristic point the 
complex modulus Gc shows a molar mass dependence. 
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This effect is shown in Fig. 7-34 for δc of approximately 64° and 27° (although δc could not 
be determined for D5). The higher molar mass of F0 in comparison to B8 leads to a shift of 
Gc towards lower values by a factor of about 5. The function δ(|G*|) of B8 and F0 also differ 
distinctly in their shape. In case of B8 the characteristic point pc is only determined by a 
small bend while F0 shows a plateau of δ of 1.8 decades in |G*|. It is, therefore, much easier 
to determine pc of F0 than of B8. 

B6 with a very high degree of long-chain branching (λ = 9 LCB/10000 Mono), which is al-
most as high as the LCB-degree of LDPE, shows a small minimum in δ(|G*|) leading to δc of 
approximately 27°. The sample D5 with about the triple molar mass Mw only shows a de-
crease in δ with decreasing complex modulus which means that a minimum is present at 
complex moduli lower than 20,000 Pa. This is a consequence of the very high Mw and the 
very long maximum relaxation time following from the high molar mass Mw and the long-
chain branches. 
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Fig. 7-34: Characteristic coordinates pc of the δ(|G*|)-plot of B6, B8, D5, and F0. 

The introduction of long-chain branches into a melt leads to a change in the relaxation spec-
trum by the appearance of additional modes. The deviation from the linear reference for long-
chain branched samples is caused by a second main mode, which is the consequence of LCB-
mPE being a mixture of linear and long-chain branched chains, predominantly stars. The 
stronger molar mass dependence of stars in comparison to linear chains for high molar 
masses (i.e. M>55 kg/mol, cf. Fig. 12-11) means that the ratio of the relaxation times of these 
two main modes increases with molar mass and thus the shape of the δ(|G*|)-plots (and also 
of the other plots such as G’(ω), G”(ω), and |η*(ω)|) changes with molar mass. The depend-
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ence of Gc on Mw can be understood as a consequence of the ratio of the two main relaxation 
modes on Mw.  

The ratio of those two main relaxation modes is also responsible for the shape of the viscosity 
function. In LCB-mPE two bends are visible (in the case of B8 (Fig. 7-35) these bends are 
around ω=300 and 0.05 s-1, the low frequency bends of B6 and D5 are not reached yet). At 
low Mw (B8, B6) the viscosity function exhibits a constant slope between these bends, while 
at higher Mw (F0, D5) the slope shows a minimum between the bends (marked by the arrows 
in Fig. 7-35). The group of LCB-mPE viscosity functions without a minimum in the slope is 
designated with type I, the ones with a minimum type II. 
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Fig. 7-35: Viscosity functions of B6, B8, D5, and F0. 

This “two-dimensional” dependence of the linear viscoelastic behavior51 make the assess-
ment without a model very complicated. For this reason the Carreau-Yasuda-model having 
been successfully applied to the linear samples (chaps. 7.1.4 & 7.2.4) is extended to be able 
to also fit the viscosity functions of long-chain branched samples. It will be also shown that δ 
can be deducted from this model as well. The correlations between the δc and other rheologi-
cal quantities will be assessed later on in the section about the correlations between different 
rheological quantities and the molar mass Mw. 

                                                 
51 As will be shown lateron these quantities are closely connected to each other, thus other plots such as the plot 
of the reduced viscosity function would lead to comparable results. 
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Influence of Long-Chain Branches on Normalized Viscosity Functions 
The addition of LCBs also leads to a distinct change in the shape of the viscosity function 
(Fig. 7-36). An increase of the degree of branching leads to an increase of the deviation from 
the linear reference F26C (which is a hexacosene-mLLDPE) especially at low normalized 
frequencies ω×η0

lin. The LCB-mPEs F18B, F8A, and B11 roughly agree to the linear refer-
ence for ω×η0

lin>2×105 Pa, which means that the LCBs is mainly influence the low frequen-
cies, while the high frequencies are dominated by the linear chains. This behavior, of course, 
only implies that these LCB-mPEs contain sizable amounts of linear chains, which is exactly 
what was found by SEC-MALLS.52 B2 has a higher degree of branching and thus shows slight 
deviations from the linear reference even at the highest frequencies, which are caused by the 
much smaller content of linear chains, thus at the high frequencies, at which the linear chains 
usually dominate, a lower normalized viscosity |η*|/η0

lin is found.  

The same is found for the LDPE (CLDPE 2, IUPAC A) which distinctly deviates from the 
behavior of all other samples in Fig. 7-36. Even at high normalized frequencies ω×η0

lin
 no 

agreement to the linear reference was observed. This can be attributed to the predominant 
absence of linear chains in LDPE. The high degree of branching is responsible for the de-
crease of the zero shear-rate viscosity η0.[100,105,107,111,112,132,149,159,179,236-238] 

It is also interesting that the normalized frequency ω×η0
lin, at which the terminal regime is 

reached, i.e. at which the normalized viscosity |η*|/η0
lin is constant depends on the molar 

mass for the LCB-mPEs. At first glance, the normalization of the frequency (on the molar 
mass Mw) should compensate for all molar mass induced differences. When comparing F8A 
and B11, for example, it becomes obvious that the terminal regime of B11 is reached at a 
larger normalized frequency ω×η0

lin than the one of F8A, despite the relatively similar zero 
shear-rate viscosity enhancement factor η0/η0

lin. This is a consequence of the distinctly dif-
ferent Mw of these samples (B11 – Mw=65 kg/mol, F8A – Mw=240 kg/mol), which is caused 
by fact that the molar mass dependence of long-chain branched chains is much more pro-
nounced than that of the linear samples, i.e. the terminal relaxation time of long-chain 
branched chains increases much more with increasing Mw than the terminal relaxation time 
of linear chains. This terminal relaxation time is mostly influenced by the branch length, 
which is – statistically – close to Mn, as chains of the molar mass Mn are the most common 
species in a polymer and thus most likely to be incorporated in a growing chain as LCBs. As 
both B11 and F8A have an Mw/Mn of 2, the average LCB-length of these samples also differs 
by a factor of 4, which is additionally lengthening the normalized terminal relaxation time of 

                                                 
52 The degree of long-chain branching is below 2 LCB/10,000 monomer, which means that at Mw of these mate-
rials less than 1 LCB per molecule is found on the average, when assuming the validity of the Zimm-
Stockmayer theory.[190] 
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F8A in comparison to B11. This difference in the terminal relaxation time also leads to a dif-
ferent shape of the viscosity function. B11 has a type I viscosity function, while F8A features 
type II. 

However, this conclusion can only be drawn for lightly branched chains. For the heavily 
branched CLDPE 2 the normalized terminal relaxation time is shorter than that of all LCB-
mPEs, despite the fact that this sample has the highest Mw of all samples in Fig. 7-36 
(Mw=258 kg/mol). This finding can be understood to be the consequence of the tree-like 
branching structure, which means that numerous but rather short LCBs are present. As the 
terminal relaxation time is mainly determined by the branch length (e.g. in stars only the arm 
length determines the rheological properties),[100,107,111,112,159,179] the terminal relaxation time 
of CLDPE 2 is shortened distinctly, despite its broader MMD. 
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Fig. 7-36: Normalized viscosity functions of the linear material F26C and several long-chain 
branched samples. 

 

Influence of Long-Chain Branches on Relaxation Spectra  
It was shown in chap. 7.1.6 that the relaxation spectra (calculated with the method described 
in chap. 12.4.5) can be normalized to a linear reference curve by dividing the relaxation time 
τ by the zero shear-rate viscosity of a linear polymer of equal molar mass η0

lin. 

This normalization works also for the LCB-mPEs (Fig. 7-37), as long as the behavior of the 
LCB-mPEs is governed by the linear chains. As soon as the LCBs start to play a role in the 
rheological behavior, the spectra of the LCB-mPEs deviates from the linear reference towards 
longer normalized relaxation times τ/η0

lin. Thus the shape of the viscosity function changes to 
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a “bimodal” one. The maximum deviation of the spectrum from the linear reference deter-
mines the zero shear-rate viscosity increase factor η0/η0

lin. The onset of deviation is governed 
by the molar mass Mw. The low molecular samples B2 and B11 deviate from the linear refer-
ence around τ/η0

lin
 = 10-5 Pa-1, while the higher molecular materials F8A and F18B diverge 

from it about a decade higher in τ/η0
lin. 

The terminal regime is reached as soon as the spectrum attains a constant double logarithmic 
slope of -2. The normalized relaxation time τ/η0

lin, at which this is the case varies. The influ-
encing factors are the molar mass, which determines the onset of the deviation from the linear 
reference, and the LCBs, which governs the size of the deviation from the linear reference.  
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Fig. 7-37: Normalized relaxation spectra of the linear material F26C and several long-chain 
branched samples. 

 

7.2.4. Description of the Viscosity and the Complex Moduli Functions by 
a Carreau-Yasuda-Type Equation 

The line in Fig. 7-38 represents a fit using the Carreau-Yasuda-model (eq. (2.10)), which is 
unable to fit the data set with sufficient accuracy. The thick line was calculated for n=0 and 
the thin line was calculated by putting no restrictions on the parameters at all. Both fits are 
inadequate the highest frequencies, the fit with n=0 is also unable to model η0 properly. The 
open symbols are calculated from the retardation spectrum obtained from the elastic compli-
ance according to the method of Kaschta and Schwarzl.[201,202] 

The insufficient fit quality in Fig. 7-38 is a consequence of the distinctly different shape of 
the viscosity function of B9 in comparison to all the other viscosity functions discussed so far. 
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At ω>100 s-1 an increase in the slope of the viscosity function |η*(ω)| in comparison to the 
slope at 1<ω<100 s-1 is evident, which causes the problems in the fit. η0 is reached around 
0.01 s-1 with sufficient accuracy – a frequency that is significantly below the frequency re-
quired for linear mPE of equal Mw and MMD (ω ≈ 1 s-1). This illustrates the need for an im-
provement of the Carreau-Yasuda model to be able to describe viscosity functions of LCB-
mPE. 
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Fig. 7-38: Viscosity function of the long-chain branched mHDPE B9 with the best fit using the Car-
reau-Yasuda-model for n=0 (thick line) and without restrictions (thin line), Filled symbols: data from 
frequency sweep, open symbols: data calculated from the retardation spectrum obtained from creep 
recovery.[201,202] 

To be able to fit viscosity functions with two or more clearly visible bends requires a more 
complex equation that is able to model those additional bends. It is possible to describe more 
complex viscosity functions, when the Carreau-Model is extended to a more general form: 
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where m is the number of bends in the viscosity function, which, theoretically can be infi-
nite.53 In case of m = 1 the Carreau-Yasuda-equation (eq. (2.10)) is obtained, which does not 
describe the experimental findings (Fig. 7-38). Therefore, it was tried to get a reasonable de-
scription by setting m = 2, which leads to the modified Carreau-Yasuda-equation eq. (7.16))  

                                                 
53 The viscosity function is always plotted in double logarithmic scaling. It is intended to establish an equation 
being able to provide the additional bends by adding up several “transition terms” (the term in the square brack-
ets in eq. (7.15)) in double logarithmic scaling. This means, however, that in linear scaling the “transition terms” 
have to be multiplied, as a product in linear scaling is a sum in double logarithmic scaling. 
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Because of the postulate of the presence of a plateau modulus at high frequencies a boundary 
condition can be defined as 
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which reduces the number of parameters in eq. (7.16) from 7 to 6. Additionally, it is defined 
that λ1 is always larger than λ2. The two distinct λ-values are only sensitive for viscosity 
functions with two distinct bends. Because of the boundary condition in eq. (7.17) eq. (7.16) 
can be simplified to  
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Fig. 7-39 shows the modified Carreau-Yasuda-fit applied to the LCB-mHDPE B9. It is obvi-
ous that eq. (7.18) is able to provide an excellent description of the viscosity function of this 
sample which the normal Carreau-Yasuda-fit cannot (Fig. 7-38).  

This modified model is intended to describe the viscosity functions long-chain branched 
melts such as LCB-mPE. A typical viscosity function calculated with this model is shown in 
Fig. 7-40. Additionally, the double logarithmic first derivative of the viscosity function is 
also depicted in this figure. Its relevance will be described in the next section. 
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Fig. 7-39: Viscosity function of B9 with the best fit using the modified Carreau-Yasuda-model, filled 
symbols: data from frequency sweep, open symbols: data calculated from the retardation spectrum 
obtained from creep recovery.[201,202] 
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The limitations of this model are, however, that the slope of the viscosity function has to in-
crease monotonously with increasing frequency ω. This means that the shape of 
dlog|η*|/dlogω is only possible with 3 plateau-values as shown in Fig. 7-40. Modeling a 
minimum in dlog|η*|/dlogω is not possible. Thus the modified Carreau-Yasuda model is only 
able to model type I viscosity functions (Fig. 7-35). 
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Fig. 7-40: Typical example of a viscosity function (eq.(7.18)) and its double logarithmic first deriva-
tive. 

Correlation between the Phase Angle and the Viscosity Function 

The phase angle δ is very helpful for the closer analysis of polymer melts, e.g. by using the 
|G*|(δ)-plot which has proven to be successful for the detection and analysis of molar mass 
distributions and LCBs (cf. chap. 7.2.3).[115,117]  

The slope of a typical viscosity function of a long-chain branched polymer (dlog|η*|/dlogω) 
is shown schematically in Fig. 7-40. In chap. 7.1.4 a correlation between the phase angle δ 
and the double logarithmic derivative of the viscosity function (dlog|η*|/dlogω) was estab-
lished for linear polymers. When drawing the phase angle δ as a function of the double loga-
rithmic first derivative of the complex viscosity function (dlog|η*|/dlogω) it is evident, that 
this correlation between those two variables is valid for the LCB-mPE plotted in Fig. 7-41, 
too. 

It is apparent that there is no dependence on the molecular parameters as Fig. 7-41 shows the 
data points of LCB-mPEs with totally different Mw. In the normal operational range of the 
rotational rheometers in the oscillatory mode (100>ω>0.01 s-1) the deviation Δδ is less than 
2° between the measured phase angle and the phase angle calculated from the double loga-
rithmic first derivative of the complex viscosity function (dlog|η*|/dlogω).  
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Fig. 7-41: Dependence of the phase angle as a function of the derivative of the viscosity. 

From the experimental finding in Fig. 7-41 the following correlation between 
(dlog|η*|/dlogω) and the phase angle δ can be established: 
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This correlation can be (partially) confirmed by the linear viscoelastic theory into account 
discussed in the appendix (chap. 12.5). Because of the possibility to connect the phase angle 
δ with the double logarithmic first derivative of the complex viscosity function 
(dlog|η*|/dlogω) the determination of the fitting parameters can be enhanced by simultane-
ously fitting |η*(ω)| and δ (ω). Thus an equation for the determination of δ(ω) has to be 
found. A dual fit of two quantities with the same parameters increases the quality of the fit 
parameters because the experimental error afflicts different quantities in a different way. 

The equation of the slope as a function of frequency for the modified Carreau-model is more 
complex than that of the normal Carreau-Yasuda model (eq. (7.7). However, a form of the 
equation was found which is able to describe the slope with great accuracy and without the 
need for a value of the zero shear-rate viscosity η0: 
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The fact, that eq. (7.20) does not require the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 as a parameter 
makes it potentially suitable to fit a melt with an unknown zero shear-rate viscosity and put 
the other five parameters into eq. (7.18) –setting them as fixed– to extrapolate η0. However, 
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in this work the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 of all samples was actually measured, mostly by 
creep tests because it was not possible to determine η0 by frequency sweeps for most LCB-
mPE. 

As there are two overlapping functions in the slope dlog|η*|/dlogω it is not possible to use the 
simple way of establishing λ feasible for the Carreau-Yasuda-equation. However, when 
looking at Fig. 7-40 it becomes obvious that the first (logarithmical) derivative has its turning 
points at λ1 and λ2. The equation necessary for solving this problem was calculated but is far 
too complicated to be of any help in this case. 

It was found that the characteristic relaxation times λ1 and λ2 have to be within in the meas-
ured frequency range to obtain a reasonable fit.  

The modified Carreau-model has the limitation, that it is restricted to viscosity functions with 
a monotonous increasing slope with increasing frequency ω. This implies that the phase an-
gle δ cannot have a minimum, which makes it unsuitable for heavily branched melts (as will 
be shown later). Typically these minima occur for highly branched melts which have a δc 
below 45° but also some of the rather lightly branched materials (such as F0, F4, F5, F6, and 
F8A) show such a behavior. Most of the zero shear-rate viscosities η0 of these samples are 
not measurable because of the extremely long relaxation times. 

When combining eqns. (7.19) and (7.20) it is possible to calculate the phase angle as a func-
tion of frequency  
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When combining eqns. (4.17) and (7.18) the complex modulus |G* (ω)| can be modeled by 
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With these equations for the phase angle δ (7.21) and the complex modulus (7.22) the storage 
modulus G’(ω) (7.23) and the loss modulus G’’(ω) (7.24) can also be calculated: 
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Fig. 7-42 shows the same data as Fig. 7-38 and Fig. 7-39 but this time by applying the modi-
fied Carreau-Yasuda model to |η*(ω)|, G’(ω), and G”(ω) (cf. eqns. (7.16), (7.21), (7.23), 
(7.24)). This fit almost perfectly resembles the complex viscosity as well as both the storage 
and the loss modulus.  
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Fig. 7-42: Viscosity function, storage, and loss modulus of the long-chain branched mHDPE B9 with 
the best fit using the modified Carreau-Yasuda-model, filled symbols: data from frequency sweep, 
open symbols: data calculated with the retardation spectrum obtained from creep recovery, solid 
lines: best fit of |η*(ω)|, G’(ω), and G’’(ω). 

One limitation of the modified Carreau-Yasuda-model is that the phase angle cannot be fitted 
with a sufficient accuracy to extrapolate G’(ω) for δ>89°. This makes it impossible to ex-
trapolate the steady-state compliance Je

0 by calculating J’ for an infinitely small frequency as 
this extrapolation leads to a wrong value.  

 

7.2.5. Conclusions 
The envelope of non-detection of LCB-mPE by SEC-MALLS established by the mixing rule 
described in the appendix (chap. 12.3.2) was found to be fulfilled for all LCB-mPE for which 
LCBs were only detected by rheological measurements. For the materials with a higher de-
gree of branching the η0-Mw-relations were roughly found to follow an over exponential rela-
tionship such as calculated for the polydisperse linear/star blends (cf. chap. 12.3.2). However, 
the degree of branching being necessary for achieving a zero shear-rate viscosity enhance-
ment η0/η0

lin is higher than predicted by the star/linear chain mixtures. This can be explained 
by the occurrence of higher branched structures than stars, which do not have such a high 
zero shear-rate viscosity enhancement in comparison to stars. However, many of the samples 
synthesized with catalyst B were found not to obey these η0-Mw-relations thus leading to the 
conclusions that this effect is caused by some side-reaction yet to be explained. 
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Based on 7 samples synthesized with catalyst F it was shown that the viscoelastic data (in 
this case δ(|G*|) cannot be simply described with a straightforward correlation (such as the 
η0-Mw-correlation for linear PE) but also that the molar mass Mw plays a distinct role in the 
viscoelastic behavior of LCB-mPE. The characteristic phase angle δc increases with increas-
ing Mw but decreasing degree of long-chain branching, which is a consequence of the very 
high impact of very long LCBs on the rheological behavior – even in very low concentra-
tions. 

A higher molar mass Mw decreases the characteristic modulus Gc, which can be attributed to 
the increase in the difference between the characteristic relaxation times of a linear and star 
type chains when increasing the molar mass Mw. This leads to more pronounced plateaus and 
even minima in the δ(|G*|)-plots and to a minimum in the slope of the viscosity function 
|η*(ω)|.  

The viscosity functions of the long-chain branched materials could be divided into two dif-
ferent types. Type I viscosity functions contain no minimum in the slope and two distinct 
bends, while a minimum in the slope is found for the type II of the viscosity functions of the 
LCB-mPEs.  

For the description of the viscosity functions (and also of the complex moduli functions) an 
extension of the Carreau-Yasuda model was developed which is able to treat the viscosity 
functions of LCB-mPE-samples and, potentially, also those of linear samples with a bimodal 
MMD, too. This extension is based on the consideration that the presence of LCBs leads to 
the introduction of additional relaxation modes which are obvious in |η*(ω)| as additional 
bends. As the slope is connected to the phase angle it was also possible to derive equations of 
δ(ω) and, consequently, for G’(ω) and G”(ω) for this extended Carreau-Yasuda model.  

It was found, however, that the model is unable to describe viscosity functions with a mini-
mum in the slope of |η*(ω)|, i.e. type II. This limitation mostly applies to samples with a 
characteristic phase angle δc of below 45° (which is found for only very few samples of ei-
ther very high molar mass (thus making it impossible to measure η0) or a very high degree of 
branching). As all commercial LCB-mPEs characterized by the author possess a type I viscos-
ity function, this limitation of the extended Carreau-Yasuda model is not relevant. 
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7.3. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT RHEOLOGICAL QUANTI-

TIES AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURE IN LCB-MPE 

In this chapter several rheological quantities are discussed with respect to each other and the 
molar mass Mw. Also several fit parameters or fit parameter combinations defined in the pre-
ceding chapter are subject of discussion here. It is imperative to assess the meaning of the 
fitting parameters of the extended CY-model to make this new model useful.  

 

 

7.3.1. Correlation between the Fitting Parameters of the Extended Car-
reau-Yasuda Model and the Molar Mass Mw  

Correlation between Characteristic Relaxation Time λ2 and the Molar Mass Mw  

It had been shown before that the parameter λ (the characteristic relaxation time of eq. (2.10)
) is a function of Mw with the same slope of 3.6 as it is for the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 
(Fig. 7-16&Fig. 7-20). Fig. 7-43 shows this correlation for linear polyethylene (which had 
been discussed before (Fig. 7-16&Fig. 7-20)). This correlation is also valid when plotting the 
short-time “bend” as a function of the molar mass λ2 (Mw) for the long-chain branched sam-
ples.  

Because of that correlation the molar mass Mw can be approximated from the viscosity func-
tion for many long-chain branched samples, too. It turned out that the difference between the 
Mw determined by SEC-MALLS and the estimated Mw determined from the correlation λ2 
(Mw) (Fig. 7-43) was typically around 5% but never beyond 10% for the samples without a 
minimum in the phase angle. This means that this correlation is very useful in checking the 
correctness of the molar mass determined by SEC-MALLS. The deviation from the correla-
tion between λ and Mw actually is smaller for the LCB-mPEs than for the mHDPEs, for 
which the correlation was initially established.  

The fact that λ2 is equivalent to λ in linear samples and thus proportional to Mw leads to yet 
another conclusion. The determining factor for λ2 are the linear chains of the molar mass Mw, 
i.e. the terminal viscosity associated to λ2 (neglecting λ1) is the zero shear-rate viscosity of a 
linear sample of equivalent molar mass Mw designated as η0

lin (cf. Fig. 7-44).54 

                                                 
54 η0

lin is not the viscosity at ω=(1/λ2) but the terminal viscosity if the second relaxation time (λ1) would be 
ignored as can be seen from Fig. 7-44. 
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Fig. 7-43: Correlation between the characteristic relaxation time λ2 and the molar mass Mw. 

Fig. 7-44 shows the geometrical construction of the extended Carreau-Yasuda model with a1 
and a2 >>1 (thick line) and the same curve calculated with a1 and a2 = 0.85, being typical 
values for the fit (thin line), which clearly deviates from the geometrical construction of the 
extended Carreau-Yasuda model. Due to the broadening of the bends the time regime where 
a constant slope can be found is reduced from 4 decades to about 1.5 decades, meaning the fit 
of n is not as easy as it might seem at first glance. The thick dotted line in Fig. 7-44 repre-
sents a normal Carreau-Yasuda fit given with a=0.7, a typical value of linear mPEs with 
Mw≈100 kg/mol, which symbolizes the relation between λ2 and η0

lin. 
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Fig. 7-44: Schematic of the trigonometric construction of the extended Carreau-Yasuda -model and of 
a comparable viscosity function of the normal Carreau-Yasuda-model (discussed in chap.7.1.4) 
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The samples with a minimum in the phase angle δ(ω) (i.e. in the slope which means that they 
possess a type II viscosity function) cannot be described with the extended CY-model.  

 

Correlation between Characteristic Relaxation Time λ1 and the Molar Mass Mw and 
the Slope Factor n 

The long relaxation time bend of the extended CY-model λ2 cannot be related to a fit parame-
ter of the normal standard CY-model. When plotting this quantity as a function of molar mass 
(Fig. 7-45) a linear correlation is found. However, the λ1-Mw-correlation is about 4 decades 
above the λ-Mw-relation (and also λ2-Mw-relation) shown before (Fig. 7-16&Fig. 7-43), but 
with a distinctly higher slope, which reads as  

 25 5.15
1 7.7 10 wMλ −= ⋅ ⋅  (7.25) 

This means that the distance between the two main characteristic times λ1 and λ2 increases 
with increasing Mw. This finding makes sense as the slope of the η0-Mw-relation of star 
branched chains is higher than the η0-Mw-relation of linear chains (cf. Fig. 12-11) for M>50 
kg/mol. One can also conclude that, because the plateau modulus GN

0 is unaffected, the char-
acteristic relaxation time of stars has a higher slope than that of linear chains.  

When comparing the deviations of the individual materials from the fit (Fig. 7-45) it is obvi-
ous that the deviation of λ2 from λ2-Mw-correlation is exhibiting a much greater scattering 
than the scatter from the λ-Mw-relation (Fig. 7-43). This leads to the question whether this 
deviation is merely caused by scattering or by an additional influencing factor.  
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Fig. 7-45: Correlation between the characteristic relaxation time λ1 and the molar mass Mw. 
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A closer look at the data reveals that a high degree of long-chain branching leads to a higher 
λ1 when comparing materials with a similar Mw and a different degree of branching. For this 
reason the ratio of λ1 divided by λ1

fit was plotted against n (Fig. 7-46), which is the double 
logarithmic slope of |η*(ω)| between the two relaxation modes λ1 and λ2 and is as will be 
shown later an indicator of LCBs. This plot shows that the samples with a high degree of 
branching (=low n) lie above the λ1-Mw-relation in Fig. 7-45, while the only lightly branched 
materials lie below it. The error of λ1

fit is ±28.5% due to the high exponent of eq. (7.25) and 
the experimental error of ±5% in determining Mw. The relation (solid line in Fig. 7-45) can be 
described by 
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 (7.26) 

This means that a higher degree of branching increases the terminal relaxation time in com-
parison to a lower branched sample of the same molar mass. Under the assumption of the 
absence of differences in the MMD a higher degree of branching corresponds to a smaller 
amount of linear chains (which are already fully relaxed). This leads to a higher concentra-
tion of molecules with more than 1 branching point, i.e. molecules with inner segments. 
These inner segments “trap” the entanglement sitting on it and thus lengthen the terminal 
relaxation time further. Additionally, it has to be considered that the entanglements of the 
fully relaxed linear chains are more mobile even if they are entangled to an inner segment of 
a higher branched molecule. Thus an increase of the degree of branching raises the number of 
entanglements of inner segments with each other, while leading to a distinct lengthening of 
the terminal relaxation time. 
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Fig. 7-46: Ratio of the fitted value of λ1 and the expected λ1 from Fig. 7-45. Fit calculated from eq. 
(7.25) 
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It can also be concluded from Fig. 7-46 that plotting n as a function of Mw does not lead to 
new insights as samples with a molar mass Mw, differing by a factor of 3, come to lie next to 
each other in Fig. 7-46, while samples with similar Mw are distinctly different in n. 

No correlation between the parameters a1 and a2 describing the width of the bends and other 
parameter could be found. However, it was found that a1 and a2 are somewhat higher than a 
in the normal Carreau-Yasuda model. Thus can be concluded that the bends become narrower 
in LCB-mPE, although it is not clear why. 

 

Correlation between the Slope Factor n and the Zero Shear-Rate Viscosity En-
hancement Factor η0/η0

lin 

The slope factor n is determining the slope between the main relaxation times λ1 and λ2. As 
λ2 is connected to the linear chains and, therefore, is connected to the zero shear-rate viscos-
ity of a linear material of the same molar mass η0

lin, the slope and the zero shear-rate viscos-
ity enhancement factor have to be connected to each other (Fig. 7-47). The line represents the 
correlation between n and η0/η0

lin being defined by 
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Fig. 7-47: Slope factor n as a function of the zero shear-rate viscosity enhancement factor η0/η0

lin. 

The error bar in Fig. 7-47 represents the error of ±20% in the determination of η0/η0
lin due to 

the uncertainty of ±5% in the determination of Mw by SEC-MALLS. It is interesting to ob-
serve that the scatter of the LCB-mLLDPEs synthesized with catalyst F is significantly 
smaller than the one of the commercial LCB-mLLDPEs and of the LCB-mHDPEs. This ob-
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servation can be explained by the higher molar mass of this series of samples which increases 
the ratio of λ1 and λ2 thus the regime of a constant slope of n-1 between these two main re-
laxation times becomes wider increasing the accuracy of the determination of the fit parame-
ters. 

 

7.3.2. Correlation between the Fitting Parameters of the Extended Car-
reau-Yasuda Model and the Other Rheological Quantities  

Correlation between the Critical Phase Angle δc and the Slope Factor n 

The correlation between the phase angle δ(ω) and the double logarithmic slope of the viscos-
ity function dlog|η*(ω)|/dlogω raises the question whether the characteristic phase angle δc 
and the extended Carreau-Yasuda model fit parameters can be correlated with each other. 

As can be seen from Fig. 7-48 n and δc are connected with the correlation 

 
90

cn δ
=

°
. (7.28) 

The error bars in Fig. 7-48 are equivalent to an uncertainty in the determination of δc of ±2° 
and of n of ±0.05.55 It is also evident, that the deviations from eq. (7.28) of the flourenyl-
series LCB-mLLDPEs are smaller than for the other samples, which again can be explained 
by the higher molar mass (cf. Fig. 7-47). This makes the determination of n as well as the one 
of δc easier, because of the more pronounced nature of the characteristic deviation caused by 
the LCBs for samples with a higher molar mass Mw (cf. Fig. 7-33). 

This finding can be explained in the following way. δc describes the position of the “plateau” 
in the phase angle when δ is plotted as a function of |G*|56. The shape of δ(ω) and δ(|G*|) is 
very similar in the region around δc, thus the determination of a characteristic phase angle 
from δ(ω) will lead to basically the same results as the determination of δc from δ(|G*|). This 
plateau in δ(ω) is equivalent to a constant slope of |η*(ω)|, which has either the terminal val-
ues of -1 (→ plateau modulus) and 0 (→ η0) or of n-1, which means that eqns. (7.19) and 
(7.21) directly lead to eq. (7.28). 

                                                 
55 These uncertainties are experience values of comparisons of the parameters (n, δc) of different samples of one 
material with each other.  
56 This “plateau” is only roughly a plateau for relatively high molar masses and low degrees of branching. For 
low molar masses and a low degree of branching it is only a saddle point. For high LCB-contents a minimum is 
found (cf. Fig. 7-33), which means that the material has a type II viscosity function. 
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Fig. 7-48: Correlation between the slope factor n and the characteristic phase angle δc. 

 

Correlation between the Characteristic Phase Angle δc and the Zero Shear-Rate Vis-
cosity Enhancement Factor η0/η0

lin  

Also a correlation can be found between the critical phase angle δc and the zero shear-rate 
viscosity enhancement factor η0/η0

lin shown in Fig. 7-49. A clear relationship is obvious from 
the figure. The correlation is molar mass independent within the accessible range, where on 
one hand a clear sign of shear thinning is present (Mw ≈ 60 kg/mol) and on the other hand the 
maximum zero shear-rate viscosity η0 (≈2 000 000 Pa s), whose maximum relaxation time is 
still short enough to be measured by creep tests (t0 = 100 000 s). This corresponds to a molar 
mass Mw of approximately 250 kg/mol. 

For δc larger than 40° a linear correlation between the zero shear-rate viscosity enhancement 
factor η0/η0

lin and δc is found which can be described by a combination of eqns. (7.27) and 
(7.28) reading as 

 0 0
c

0 0

=90° 1-0.378 log 90 34.02 loglin lin

η ηδ
η η

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
⋅ ⋅ = ° − °⋅⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

 (7.29) 

This relation is basically the same relation as given in eq. (7.27) for type I viscosity functions 
(open symbols in Fig. 7-49, no minimum in δ(ω)) but is also valid for the type II viscosity 
functions (filled symbols, minimum in δ(ω)). For η0/η0

lin>20 the correlation fails. Only type 
II viscosity functions were found in this regime. Thus reaching such a high η0/η0

lin will de-
crease δc to a lesser extent than lower zero shear-rate viscosity enhancements. If the slope of 
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the δc-η0/η0
lin-relation would not change, theoretically, the maximum η0/η0

lin would be 442 
(δc<0° is physically impossible), which would pose a limitation without any physical rele-
vance. 

Therefore another δc-η0/η0
lin-relation for the LCB-mHDPE samples with a type II viscosity 

function57 was derived leading to 

 0
c

0

=52.9 8.8 log lin

ηδ
η

⎛ ⎞
° − °⋅ ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 (7.30) 

It is thus concluded that a distinct minimum in the δ-|G*|-plot leads to a significant increase 
of η0/η0

lin. This finding makes sense as a minimum in δ means that the elasticity of a melt 
does not monotonously decrease with decreasing frequency (i.e. δ does not increase monoto-
nously) but shows a small increase (just above δc in frequency), which is only caused by sig-
nificantly separated main relaxation times. This means that materials like that have a drasti-
cally lengthened terminal relaxation time, which increases η0 but also leads to very long 
measurement times to reach η0, which in many cases exceeded the thermal stability of the 
samples. For this reason these samples could not be shown in Fig. 7-49. 
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Fig. 7-49: Critical phase angle δc as a function of the zero shear-rate viscosity enhancement factor 
η0/η0

lin. 

This leads to the conclusion that an increase in the rheological effectiveness of the long-chain 
branches (i.e. the increase of the LCB-concentration) is accompanied by a lengthening of the 

                                                 
57 The two samples of the fluorenyl-series with a type II viscosity function only have a very small minimum 
and, therefore, agree to the δc-η0/η0

lin-relation of eq. (7.29). 
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characteristic relaxation time λ1 in relation to the molar mass Mw above a certain limit. This 
finding can be understood when remembering that mPE does not contain exclusively long-
chain branched chains but also significant amounts of linear chains.[45,60]  

As the maximum relaxation time of long-chain branched chains is much longer than that of a 
linear chain of equal molar mass, a higher degree of branching leads to an increase in the 
average maximum relaxation time. It also has to be considered that an increase in the degree 
of branching not only leads to less linear molecules but also to molecules with 2 or more 
LCBs/molecule, which have inner segments being much more complicated to disentangle 
(thus their strain hardening) and, therefore, their maximum relaxation time increases. 

 

7.3.3. Linear Steady-State Elastic Compliance Je
0 

As the measurement of the linear steady-state elastic compliance Je
0 (especially the proof that 

the steady-state value of the elastic compliance Je
 actually is Je

0) requires numerous tests and 
very long measurement times it was not possible to measure this quantity for all materials. In 
many cases the thermal stability was insufficient or the necessary test time was simply too 
long as it would have exceeded several days for one test.  

For this reason also non-stationary values determined from Jr(t) or viscoelastic data (J’(ω)) 
were also used as an estimate of Je

0. These non-stationary and/or non-linear values have to be 
regarded carefully as they are smaller than Je

0. In many cases it is possible to state that Je
0 

does not lie much higher by comparison of the behavior of one sample to a similar one or by 
extrapolation of the functions recovery Jr(t) or storage compliance J’(ω). It always has to be 
remembered that these values are only estimates and thus the scientific interpretation is lim-
ited. 

As the melt elasticity is highly sensitive to the molar mass distribution[32] only samples with 
Mw/Mn≈2 are considered.  

Before discussing the findings in detail all the samples whose zero shear-rate viscosity could 
be determined (thus at least roughly fulfilling the stationarity criterion) and which were stable 
enough to at least get an idea of Je

 are plotted in Fig. 7-50 as a function of the molar mass 
Mw. The dependence of the elastic compliance on the molar mass Je

0(Mw) of linear mLLDPE 
was already discussed before (chap. 7.1.3). It is obvious that the long-chain branched sam-
ples exhibit elastic compliances between 2×10-4 and 2×10-3 Pa-1 which are distinctly higher 
than the values of the linear samples. So far no LCB-mPE was found which has a linear 
steady-state elastic compliance Je

0 lower than the one of the linear mLLDPE-samples.  

No value of Je
0 was found for almost all the LCB-mHDPEs as most of them were synthesized 

with catalyst B, which produced samples of insufficient thermal stability for reaching the 
stationary regime in creep recovery (cf. chap. 12.2.1, p.202). The samples marked by an as-
terisk were taken from the Ph.D.-thesis of Gabriel[32].  
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Fig. 7-50: Plot of the linear steady-state elastic compliance Je

0 (filled symbols) and the steady-state 
elastic compliance Je (open symbols) as a function of molar mass Mw. 

As the quantification of the degree of long-chain branching by SEC-MALLS is too much er-
ror afflicted to be of any use for a quantitative discussion, only correlations between the elas-
ticity and other rheological quantities are reasonable. Another problem of the SEC-MALLS is 
its high detection limit for long-chain branches (especially at low molar masses Mw) being 
intensively discussed in the appendix (chap. 12.3.2). 

Correlation between the Linear Steady-State Elastic Compliance Je
0 and the Zero 

Shear-Rate Viscosity Enhancement Factor η0/η0
lin  

The plot of the linear steady-state elastic compliance Je
0 (or Je if Je

0 was not reached) as a 
function of the zero shear-rate viscosity increase η0/η0

lin (Fig. 7-51) shows that the samples 
with different molar masses come to lie on different curves. This means that a lower molar 
mass Mw is leading to a lower value of Je

0 (as a function of η0/η0
lin) for both linear and long-

chain branched materials. 

It is also noticable that when comparing a linear extrapolation (dashed line in Fig. 7-51) of 
the approximate functions of Je

0(η0/η0
lin) (full lines in Fig. 7-51) towards η0/η0

lin=1 (i.e. a 
linear chain) to the values found for linear chains the extrapolation lies above the measured 
values by a factor of 2-3 (shown for the fluorenyl-series in Fig. 7-51). This means that for 
very low degrees of long-chain branching a significant increase of the elasticity is found. 
This increase of the melt elasticity is thus a good indicator for a very small degree of long-
chain branching. 
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Fig. 7-51: Je

0 (or Je) as a function of the zero shear-rate viscosity increase η0/η0
lin. The error bar is 

equal to ±15%. 

The distinct differences between Je
0 for low and high molecular long-chain branched materi-

als (open and filled symbols in Fig. 7-51, respectively) is about a factor of 3, which is about 
the same factor as found for linear mLLDPE. This can be understood by the finding that a 
higher Mw leads to an over proportional lengthening of the terminal relaxation time (which is 
λ1 in the extended CY-model, eq. (7.18)) being also found for the comparison of samples 
with similar δc but different Mw exhibiting different |G*| for the position of δc. As such an 
increase of the distance between the two main relaxation modes basically is a broadening of 
the relaxation spectrum, the linear steady-state elastic compliance Je

0 increases (as it would 
also be a consequence of a broad MMD). The zero shear-rate viscosity η0 of linear samples, 
however, is, as shown before, independent of the MMD, which means that a long-chain 
branched mPE with a higher molar mass Mw has a higher Je

0 than a lower molecular one.58 

To counter these relaxation spectrum width effects a normalization of the elastic compliance 
Je

0 to the elastic compliance of the linear sample of equal molar mass Mw Je
0(lin), determined 

from the relationship between Je
0 and Mw for mLLDPEs (eq. (7.3)), was performed. 

The normalization the elastic compliance Je
0 on the linear reference makes the data points fall 

on one common “master curve” (dashed line in Fig. 7-52), which means that the elastic com-
pliance is not only dependent on the branching structure itself but also on the molar mass of 

                                                 
58 This conclusion can only be drawn due to the similarity of the effect with respect to the rheological behavior 
of long-chain branches and of a high molecular tail in a linear sample. 
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the sample as Mw influences Je
0 as well (cf. chap. 7.1.3). For η0/η0

lin>2 this “master curve” 
can be described by 
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Fig. 7-52: Normalized linear steady-state elastic compliance Je

0/ Je
0 (lin) (or Je/Je

0 (lin)) as a function 
of the zero shear-rate viscosity enhancement factor η0/η0

lin. The error bars indicate an error of ±15% 
for the determination of Je

0 and of ±20% for η0/η0
lin. 

Correlation between the Linear Steady-State Elastic Compliance Je
0 and the Charac-

teristic Phase Angle δc  

The plot of Je
0/Je

0(lin) as a function of the critical phase angle δc also leads to a linear correla-
tion (Fig. 7-53). However, no direct comparison of Je

0 for a linear sample is possible due to 
the fact that δc is not defined for linear samples. However, the complex modulus at which the 
characteristic point pc(δc, Gc) is found corresponds to a phase angle δ>85° for linear polymers 
(with Mw/Mn). A linear correlation between Je

0/Je
0(lin) and δc  
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J
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lin
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 (7.32) 

leads to Je
0/Je

0(lin) ≈ 3 for δ=85° which is approximately the same value as found for 
Je

0/Je
0(lin) at η0/η0

lin=1 (Fig. 7-52). 

This again shows that the correlation between δc, n, and η0/η0
lin can also be extended to Je

0 
which means that the quantities which are very hard to measure (the zero shear-rate viscosity 
η0 and the linear steady-state elastic compliance Je

0) can be deducted from the correlations 
between the different rheological quantities described here with sufficient accuracy. 
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Fig. 7-53: Normalized linear steady-state elastic compliance Je

0/Je
0(lin) (or Je

0/Je
0(lin)) as a function 

of the critical phase angle δc. The error bars indicate an error of ±15% for the determination of Je
0 

and of ±2° for δc. 

 

7.3.4. Conclusions 
The characteristic relaxation time λ2 was found to be directly connected to the molar mass 
Mw in the same way as λ stemming from the normal Carreau-Yasuda model. This lead to the 
conclusion that λ2 is solely determined by the linear chains and can, therefore, be used for the 
determination of the molar mass Mw. This also means that η0

lin can be calculated from this 
quantity. The characteristic relaxation time λ1 cannot be described with such a simple rela-
tionship with Mw. It was found that λ2 is proportional to Mw

5.15 but also that the deviation 
from this correlation is proportional to n and thus to the zero shear-rate viscosity enhance-
ment factor η0/η0

lin as this quantity is directly proportional to n. These relationships can be 
explained by the geometrical nature of the extended Carreau-Yasuda model. No connections 
between a1 and a2 and other rheological quantities or the molar mass Mw could be drawn. 

The fit parameters of the extended Carreau-Yasuda model can also be correlated to other 
rheological quantities. n and δc are connected to each other as the slope and the phase angle 
are linked. This also means that η0/η0

lin and δc are connected to each other. However, for the 
type II viscosity functions, which have a δc<45° the relation established for n(η0/η0

lin) (and 
thus δc(η0/η0

lin)) for materials with a type I viscosity function is replaced by another linear 
correlation with a much smaller slope. 
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Unlike the correlation between η0/η0
lin and δc no molar mass independent correlation was 

found for the Je
0. This is a consequence of the elastic properties being highly dependent on 

the molecular structure, more distinctly than the viscous properties. Therefore, only a molar 
mass dependent relation between η0/η0

lin and the elastic compliance Je
0, i.e. Je

0/Je
0(lin) leads 

to a “master curve” for the increase of this quantity with increasing degree of branching. 

These correlations can be used for determining the most important quantities of LCB-mPEs 
by only using a simple frequency sweep at 150°C59. Mw and consequently η0

lin can be deter-
mined from λ2. n and δc have to be determined from |η*(ω)| and δ(|G*|), respectively. With 
these quantities it is possible to extrapolate η0 reliably and thus find Je

0. 

 

 

 

 

 

7.4. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE AND METHODS FOR THE DE-

SCRIPTION OF THERMORHEOLOGICAL COMPLEXITY  

The temperature dependence of the rheological material functions depends on the molecular 
structure of the materials as was discussed in chap. 3.3.4. Therefore, it is of fundamental in-
terest to use investigations on the manifold of samples with different architectures to get a 
deeper insight into the relationship between the molecular structure and the temperature de-
pendence of rheological properties. 

 

7.4.1. Time-Temperature Superposition  
The time-temperature superposition for the samples without long-chain branches was per-
formed by a horizontal shift of G’(ω) and G”(ω), i.e. by constructing a master curve as 
shown in Fig. 7-54 for L6, an mLLDPE with 5.7 mol% hexene. The possibility to construct 
such a master curve illustrates the validity of the time-temperature superposition principle 
indicating thermorheological simplicity. The data below 10 Pa were found to be unreliable 
and thus omitted. The small figure shows the shift factors in an Arrhenius plot, indication a 
typical Arrhenius behavior, as a linear correlation between log aT and 1000/T is found. 

                                                 
59 As will be shown later (chap. 7.4.4), the thermorheological complexity of LCB-mPEs means that these corre-
lations cannot be used at other temperatures without checking them at the desired temperature. 
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It was possible to find a master curve such as Fig. 7-54 for all linear samples characterized in 
this work at different temperatures. 

From Fig. 7-55a it becomes obvious that a master curve cannot be constructed with sufficient 
accuracy for the LCB-mLLDPE B13P in comparison to a thermorheologically simple mate-
rial, e.g. L6 in Fig. 7-54 or CLDPE 2 (Fig. 7-55b). This product was chosen as it exhibits a 
clearly visible thermorheological complexity and can be rheologically characterized at tem-
peratures T between 130 and 230°C. 
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Fig. 7-54: Master curve of L6, an mLLDPE with 5.7 mol% hexene 

For samples with a thermorheological complexity no master curves can be obtained. All 
LCB-mPE samples were found to be thermorheologically complex. Only the lightly branched 
sample D4, for which the deviation from the linear reference in the δ(|G*|)-plot was found to 
be too small to determine δc, was found not to show a thermorheological complexity.60 

It is a very interesting that the construction of a master curve is possible for the CLDPE 2 
(IUPAC A, cf. Fig. 7-55b), which is at first glance in direct contradiction to results of 
Laun[93] who found the same material to be thermorheologically complex. This apparent dis-
agreement will be discussed later. 

                                                 
60 This means that the only possible method for the extension of the frequency range in long-chain branched 
mPE (= thermorheologically complex) is the isothermal measurement at a wider frequency range. Any exten-
sion of the frequency range below 10-3 s-1 has to be conducted via the transformation of creep recovery tests into 
frequency sweeps. 
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Fig. 7-55: “Master curve” of the storage modulus as a function of frequency G’(aT×ω) of B13P (a) 
and CLDPE 2 (b).  

The detection of a thermorheological complexity from G’(aT×ω) and G”(aT×ω) is not easy as 
the differences are masked by the large scale of the plot and the relatively small size of the 
thermorheological complexity in these plots. The scatter in these plots at first glance looks 
the same way as a measurement error. To counter this problem “temperature invariant” plots 
are usually applied for the detection of a thermorheological complexity. Van Gurp and Pal-
men[117] proposed the plot of the phase angle as a function of the magnitude of the complex 
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modulus δ(|G*|) for this purpose, which proved to be very sensitive for the detection of ther-
morheological complexities.[183] 
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Fig. 7-56: |G*|-δ-plots of C1 and CLDPE 2 (top) and B13P (bottom) at different temperatures. 

Fig. 7-56 (bottom) shows this plot for the sample B13P, an ethene-/propene-copolymer, with 
a relatively high degree of long-chain branching, while the sample C1 (top) does not have 
any LCBs. It is evident that the curves of C1 come to lie onto each other with high accuracy 
(and onto the linear reference curve) while the curves of the long-chain branched B13P ex-
hibit deviations Δδ of up to 15° between the different measurement temperatures, which is 
beyond any measurement error.  
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In comparison, the plot of G’(aT×ω) (Fig. 7-55a) shows a much smaller deviation between 
the different temperatures. This means that the δ(|G*|)-plot is much more sensitive towards 
the detection of thermorheological complexities than the normal plots (G’(ω), G”(ω), 
|η*(ω)|, …)  discussed above. 

CLDPE 2 shows no signs of a thermorheological complexity; despite the fact that this sample 
is distinctly long-chain branched. For this reason it is concluded that LCBs alone cannot be 
the sole reason for the appearance of thermorheological complexities. 

These differences in the δ(|G*|)-plot mean that the plateau in the phase angle is temperature 
dependent for B13P.  

 

7.4.2. Activation Energies for Various Thermorheologically Simple Poly-
ethylenes 

From Arrhenius plots of the shift factors aT the activation energies could be determined (Fig. 
7-57). For HDPE an activation energy Ea between 27 and 28 kJ/mol was obtained which is in 
accordance with literature (see 3.3.4, p. 23). Ea was found to be independent of molar mass 
Mw and molar mass distribution. The copolymers L6 and F26F in Fig. 7-57 exhibit a higher 
activation energy Ea than the linear mHDPE C4. The activation energy of the highly 
branched CLDPE 2 (IUPAC A) was found to be distinctly higher with 57 kJ/mol (Fig. 7-57). 
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Fig. 7-57: Arrhenius plots of several mLLDPEs, HDPE C4, and CLDPE 2. The values of C4 were 
taken from Gabriel[32] 
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The finding of the increase of the activation energy for the copolymers raises the question 
whether there is a direct correlation between the comonomer content and type and the ther-
morheological behavior.  

In Table 7-8 the activation energies measured on various samples without a thermorheologi-
cal complexity are listed. Most of them are linear but the type of comonomer and its content 
changes. Also the very lightly branched sample D4 and several LDPEs were found to be 
thermorheologically simple. The samples with a medium degree of long-chain branching, 
however, show distinct signs of thermorheological complexities. 
Table 7-8: Activation energies of all thermorheologically simple products investigated and their com-
positions. 

 Comonomer nc [mol%] wc [wt.%] Ea [kJ/mol] Degree of long-chain branching 
C1 - 0 0 27 none 
C4 - 0 0 27 none 
D4 - 0 0 28 very low 
L8 butene 6.8 12.7 32 none 
L6 hexene 5.9 15.8 33 none 
L8 octene about 1.0 about 3.9 28 none 

F18F octadecene 2.7 20 35 none 
F26C hexacosene 2.3 23.4 37 none 
F26F hexacosene 3.0 28.7 39 none 

CLDPE 1  - 4.4 12.3 65 high 
CLDPE 2  - n.d. n.d. 57 high 
LDPE 1 - n.d. n.d. 59 high 

 

Correlation between Comonomer Content and Activation Energy for Linear and 
Short-Chain Branched Materials 

The activation energy increases from 27 kJ/mol to about 39 kJ/mol when adding about 30 
wt.-% of comonomer. When plotting Ea as a function of the mol% content nc for the not long-
chain branched samples no good correlation is found while the plot versus the comonomer 
content wc in [wt.%] yields a good correlation for all linear samples investigated here (Fig. 
7-58), which can be described by the linear fit: 
 ( )a a cE E HDPE c w= + ⋅  (7.33) 

Ea(HDPE), the activation energy of HDPEs was found to be 27.2 kJ/mol (which agrees to the 
literature values)[32,56,75,89,132,179,180] and the constant c is 0.4 kJ/(mol×wt.-%). This correlation 
(eq. (7.33)) can be understood by assuming that the molecular origin of the higher activation 
energy is connected with the short-chain branches.  
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Fig. 7-58: Dependence of the activation energy Ea on the comonomer content. The error bar is 
equivalent to an experimental uncertainty of ±2 kJ/mol, the filled symbols are taken from Vega et 
al..[88] 

The data of Vega et al.[88] containing a large variety of linear hexene- and octene-mLLDPEs 
are also plotted in this figure and are found to agree well with the other data presented here 
(within an error margin of ±2 kJ/mol).  

The activation energy Ea can basically be understood to be the macroscopic result of the 
changes in the entanglement mobility. The addition of comonomers increases the temperature 
dependence of the entanglement mobility because the SCBs acting as spacers between the 
chains, which decrease its hindrance to entanglement motions with increasing temperature 
thus accounting for the increase in Ea found for mLLDPE. It is interesting to note that it 
seems to be irrelevant how long the comonomer is only its weight content wc influences the 
activation energy Ea. However, one has to remind that the length of the comonomer is one of 
the two factors contributing to the weight comonomer content wc, which means that the 
length and concentration of the SCBs contribute to the rise in Ea (Fig. 7-58). 
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Activation Energies of Thermorheologically Simple Long-Chain Branched Samples 
Of the LCB-mPE samples characterized, only two groups show a thermorheologically simple 
behavior. The first one are very lightly branched samples like the sample D4, which basically 
shows the same thermorheological behavior as a linear HDPE. This means that the LCBs are 
so sparse that they do not exert a measurable effect on Ea.  

The other group consists of LDPEs, which are highly branched. Their Ea is typically in the 
range around 60 kJ/mol.[32,87,88,93,125] These samples will be discussed together with the ther-
morheologically complex products in the next chapter. 

 

 

 

 

7.4.3. Description of Thermorheologically Complex Products 
By a comparison of Fig. 7-55 and Fig. 7-56 it was shown that a sensitive way to qualitatively 
detect the presence of a thermorheological complexity is the δ(|G*|)-plot.  

The thermorheological complexity can be assessed by calculating the activation energy as a 
function of different rheological quantities. Basically, it is possible to use all the rheological 
quantities that can be calculated from oscillatory data (G’(ω), G”(ω), |η*(ω)|, |G*(ω)|, δ(ω), 
J’(ω), and J”(ω)). However, as each of those quantities reacts differently to a thermor-
heological complexity, the activation energy would be very much dependent on the chosen 
rheological quantity, which, of course, does not make sense if one wants to deduce physically 
relevant information from the thermorheological complexity.  

For this reason the relaxation time spectrum g(τ) was adopted, as this is the material function 
from which all other rheological quantities stem, which are mentioned above. Fig. 7-59 
shows the spectra as B-splines for better clarity (B-splines are splines where the function 
does not have to go through the node). The spectra were determined according to the method 
described in the appendix (chap. 12.4), which was developed for the assessment of the ther-
morheological complexities. 

From such plots the shift factors aT can be evaluated with respect to a constant relaxation 
strength g as indicated in Fig. 7-59 by the thin lines. This is the same method as used by 
Wood-Adams and Costeux[180] and Gabriel[32]. 

It is obvious at first glance that the relaxation spectra of the linear mLLDPE F18F (Fig. 
7-59a) look very much alike which is a good indicator of thermorheological simplicity, while 
the spectra of the LCB-mLLDPE B13P clearly diverge with increasing relaxation time τ, 
which means that this sample is thermorheologically complex. 
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Fig. 7-59: Plot of the relaxation spectrum g(τ) of a) F18F and b) B13P at different temperatures. 

This becomes even more obvious when comparing the Arrhenius-plots of F18F and B13P 
(Fig. 7-60). The shift factors determined at different relaxation strengths of F18F show the 
same slope (Fig. 7-60top), while a decrease of the relaxation strength in B13P leads to a 
higher slope (Fig. 7-60bottom). 
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Fig. 7-60: Arrhenius plots of F18F (top) B13P (bottom) at different values of g(τ). 

The Arrhenius plots of the shift factors of the material B13P (Fig. 7-61) show that there is an 
increase of the activation energy Ea with decreasing relaxation strength g, while Ea for F18F 
stays constant within the experimental error.  

The activation energies Ea of B13P were also calculated for G”(ω), G’(ω), and δ(ω). It was 
found out that Ea(G’) leads to results very similar to Ea(g), while Ea(G”) is distinctly lower 
and Ea(δ) is noticeably higher than Ea(g). Therefore, Ea(G’) was adopted as the alternative to 
Ea(g) and to check for its correctness. For F18F the activation energy was found to be inde-
pendent of the method used (shifting the complex data or the spectrum at a constant relaxa-
tion strength) and independent of the relaxation strength, at which it was determined within 
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an error margin the activation energy determined from a shift of G’(ω) and G”(ω) of ±3 
kJ/mol. 
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Fig. 7-61: Activation energy Ea as a function of the relaxation strength g at which Ea was determined. 
The error bars represent the uncertainty in Ea determined from the uncertainty in the slope. 

Another point, which has to be considered, is that a vertical shift factor bT might influence the 
results as well. Such a vertical shift factor is mostly caused by gap errors as a consequence of 
temperature changes due to the thermal expansion of the tool, which can only partially be 
compensated in most rheometers. Correcting this experimental artifact in the case of ther-
morheological simple samples is unproblematic, as one shift factor aT has to be determined 
for each temperature not aT as a function of the relaxation spectrum. In case of thermo-
rheological complexity such a compensation of the vertical shift is no longer possible. As the 
presence of a vertical shift factor bT affects Ea the stronger the lower the slope, the activation 
energy was only determined from the spectrum if the double logarithmic slopes is larger than 
0.7 (this limitation is derived in the Appendix (chap. 12.6, p. 227)). For this reason the activa-
tion energy of thermorheological complex samples can only be performed below a certain 
threshold, typically g < 30 000 Pa. 

 

7.4.4. Comparison of LCB-mPE 
In this chapter the effects of the long-chain branching structure on the activation energy is 
discussed. For this purpose a “terminal activation” energy Ea

0 is defined as 

 ( ) 0

0
lim a ag

E g E
→

= . (7.34) 
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Examples of the activation energy as a function of the relaxation strength Ea(g) and the re-
sulting values of Ea

0 are given in Fig. 7-62. Another method to measure Ea
0 is to calculate the 

activation energy from the zero shear-rate viscosities η0 at different temperatures. 
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Fig. 7-62: Activation energy Ea as a function of the relaxation strength for LCB-mHDPEs with a dif-
ferent degree of long-chain branching. 

It is evident from Table 7-9 that an increase of the degree of long-chain branching leads to an 
increase of the activation energy Ea

0.  

It was established before that the critical phase angle δc and the zero shear-rate viscosity en-
hancement factor η0/η0

lin correlate very closely with each other (Fig. 7-49) for LCB-mPE. 
For this reason the results of the activation energy are only discussed with regard to the criti-
cal phase angle δc as for LDPE the correlation between η0/η0

lin and δc is certainly not true as 
LDPE lies below the η0-Mw-relation, i.e. η0/η0

lin<1. This is a consequence of the highly 
branched structure, which is known to decrease η0.[94,95,219]  

The terminal activation energy Ea
0 correlates very closely with the critical phase angle δc 

(Fig. 7-63). Even for a sample with a very low degree of long-chain branching expressed by 
the high δc of ≈72° (e.g. B10) a terminal activation energy Ea

0 of 38 kJ/mol is detected. For 
samples with a higher degree of long-chain branching terminal activation energies Ea

0 up to 
52 kJ/mol are found. The data of LB 1 and LCB-mHDPE 2 measured by Gabriel[32] by creep 
tests agree to the other findings. The data of three LDPEs (LDPE 1840D and 1840H (IUPAC 
A), Basell, and LDPE 1) lie somewhat higher, which is probably a consequence of the tree-
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like branching structure of LDPE in comparison to the mixture of linear and star branched 
chains being the main fractions present in LCB-mPE.61  

 
Table 7-9: “Terminal” activation energies of all thermorheologically complex products investigated 
and of the long-chain branched thermorheologically simple materials and their compositions.  

 Mw  
[kg/mol] comonomer nc  

[mol%] 
Ea

0  
[kJ/mol] 

δc  
[°] 

η0/η0
lin  

[-] 
long-chain 
 branching 

B7 76 - - 49 51 12.1 high 
B8 69 - - 42 65 4.9 medium 
B9 66 - - 41 69 3.1 low 

B10 66 - - 38 72 1.6 very low 
B11 65 - - 48a 57 9.8 medium 
B12 101 - - 52 38 >17 high 
D4 74 - - 28*, a - 1.5 very low 

LCB-mHDPE 2b 109 - - 49a 40 25.2 high 
LB 1b 99 octene 5.9 45a 64 6.3 medium 

CLDPE 1  345 - (butyl-SCBs) 4.4 65*, a 30 1.1 high 
CLDPE 2  258 n.d. n.d. 57*, a 42 0.2 high 
LDPE 1 2330 n.d. n.d. 59*, a 45 1.3×10-5 high 

*thermorheologically simple material 
a determined from η0 
b data by Gabriel[32] 

The sample D4 has a very small degree of long-chain branching, so small that it is thermo-
rheologically simple and that its terminal activation energy Ea

0 is in the range of linear 
mHDPE.  
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Fig. 7-63: Terminal activation energy Ea

0 as a function of the critical phase angle δc. The data of LB1 
and LCB-mHDPE 2 were taken from Gabriel.[32] 

                                                 
61 The approximate branching structures were deduced from the degree of branching measured by SEC-MALLS. 
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The highest degree of branching of all LCB-mPEs characterized in this work is found for the 
sample B12 with λ=8 LCB/10 000 monomer units, a value being just somewhat below the 
typical values of LDPE (typically around λ=10 LCB/10 000 monomer (there is still some 
dispute about the applicability of the Zimm-Stockmayer-theory[190] to LDPE)). It is, there-
fore, quite feasible that this sample has a terminal activation energy Ea

0 being ≈7 kJ/mol be-
low the values found for LDPE. 

Besides the terminal activation energy Ea
0 also the activation energy as a function of the re-

laxation strength g is evaluated. As the activation energy as a function of the relaxation 
strength or the reciprocal relaxation time does not reveal much structural information, the 
relaxation spectrum normalized by the zero shear-rate viscosity of a linear sample g(τ/η0

lin) is 
taken as the base for the comparison of the activation energies. The activation energies are 
given in the figure as numbers with an arrow marking the relaxation strength at which this 
activation energy was determined (Fig. 7-64). The normalized spectrum of linear samples 
(defined in Fig. 7-26) is also given in this figure to illustrate the deviation of the long-chain 
branched samples from the linear reference. As long as the relaxation spectrum of the LCB-
sample is found to approximately agree to the linear reference the activation energy stays 
around the value of the linear reference.  

As soon as the spectrum of the LCB-sample deviates from the linear reference, the activation 
energy increases distinctly until the spectrum runs parallel to the linear reference. When this 
parallelism is achieved also the terminal activation energy Ea

0 is reached (i.e. Ea is constant), 
which can best be seen for B9 in Fig. 7-64(top) (dashed line). 

This can be explained by the nature of the LCB-mPEs being a mixture of linear and long-
chain branched chains – mostly stars.[45,60] As the linear chains have shorter relaxation times 
and lower activation energies than the branched chains,[239] it is quite evident that the short 
relaxation times are dominated by the linear chains exhibiting a low activation energy, while 
the long relaxation times are governed by the branched chains with a higher activation en-
ergy. This activation energy gradient can be assumed as the reason for the thermorheological 
complexity of these systems. 

The absence of a thermorheological complexity for LDPE can be explained by this finding, 
too. As basically every molecule in typical LDPE is long-chain branched, except for very 
low molecular ones the activation energy is more or less constant, i.e. the melt reacts ther-
morheologically simple in the linear viscoelastic regime (Fig. 7-56). Laun[93] reported a 
thermorheological complexity of CLDPE 1 (IUPAC A) in the non-linear regime, which will 
be discussed in detail in chap. 7.4.5. 

The spectrum of B12 does not agree with the linear reference very well for low relaxation 
times. This finding can be understood as a consequence of the high degree of branching, 
which means that much fewer linear chains are present in the sample than in the lesser 
branched LCB-mHDPEs (such as B8 and B9). The lack of the linear chains causes the relaxa-
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tion strength to decrease significantly around the characteristic relaxation time of the linear 
samples (τ/η0

lin≈10-6 Pa-1). This leads to the deviations of B12 from the linear reference. 
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Fig. 7-64: Normalized relaxation spectra (at 150°C) of B8, B9 (top), and B12 (bottom) with the acti-
vation energies in kJ/mol added as numbers to the relaxation strength at which it was determined. 

Another interesting question is why the terminal activation energy of B12 is much higher 
than the one of B8, although both samples have similar relaxation strengths for reduced re-
laxation times above 10-2 Pa-1 (e.g. at τ/η0

lin=0.025 Pa-1 a relaxation strength g of 99 Pa and 
98 Pa is found for B8 and B12, respectively). However, the molar mass Mw of B12 is dis-
tinctly higher and thus the average length of the long-chain branches is also higher. As the 
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arm lengths62 are the main factor determining the activation energy Ea,[132,179] the increase in 
molar mass Mw is the molecular origin of the higher terminal activation energy Ea

0 of B12. 
Another factor contributing to higher Ea

0 is the higher long-chain branching concentration of 
B12 in comparison to B8, which means, that there are fewer linear chains present in B12 
which contribute to a lower activation energy by “diluting” the LCBs. 

The findings obtained from the normalized relaxation spectra can also be evaluated in a dif-
ferent plot. The δ(|G*|)-plot is a tool for the assessment of branching structures. The δ(|G*|)-
plot of B8, B12, and B13P are given in Fig. 7-65 with the activation energy (determined from 
G’(ω)63) being denoted as numbers besides the graphs. The characteristic inflection point 
pc(Gc,δc) plays an important role as all activation energies at complex moduli |G*| below Gc 
are distinctly higher (Ea>35 kJ/mol) than above it (Ea<31 kJ/mol).  
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Fig. 7-65: δ(|G*|)-plot of B8, B12, and B13P. The activation energies Ea are denoted as numbers at 
the point they were determined from G’(ω). The × marks pc. 

This finding again can be explained with LCB-mPE being a mixture of linear and long-chain 
branched chains as discussed above, as the deviation from the linear reference (solid line in 
Fig. 7-65) means that the LCBs introduce an addition relaxation, which leads to the minimum 
in the δ(|G*|)-plot (cf. Fig. 7-31 for the definition of pc being denoted as × in Fig. 7-65).  

                                                 
62 As can be seen from Table 3-1 the activation energies of stars and higher branched molecules such as combs, 
H, and pom-poms, are rather similar. When looking into these data sets[132,158,179] the main factor determining Ea 
is the arm length. Very short arms (e.g. Ma=2×Me ) lead to activation energies below 40 kJ/mol, while for very 
long arms an activation energy up to 78 kJ/mol was found. 
63 As the measurable rheological quantities such as G’(ω), G”(ω), δ(ω), |G*(ω)|, and |η*(ω)|, are not only influ-
enced by the relaxation mode at ω=1/τ but also by the other modes, it is not possible to give a certain activation 
energy Ea determined from g(τ) for a certain frequency ω. However, as the differences between the Ea deter-
mined from G’(ω) and g(τ) are very small, this differentiation does not lead to a significant deviation.  
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7.4.5. Thermorheological Behavior and Molecular Structure  
The results in this chapter and in the literature indicate that there are three different types of 
thermorheological behavior of polyethylene which can be assigned to certain molecular 
structures. 

Thermorheological Simplicity 
The thermorheological simplicity is the normal case of any thermorheological behavior of a 
single phase melt. This behavior was reported (and also found in this work) for linear and 
short-chain branched PEs.[32,56,70,71,75,88,89,118,132,179-181] The thermorheological simplicity is 
defined by the shift factors aT being independent of the shear rate/frequency (or relaxation 
time) or the shear stress applied to the material. This means that the only factor determining 
the shift factor is the temperature. 

Stress Induced Thermorheological Complexity 
This term was defined to describe the finding of Laun[93] that, while an HDPE does not show 
any dependence of the activation energy Ea on the shear stress (applied in a capillary rheome-
ter), the activation energy Ea of the LDPE IUPAC A decreases from about 58 kJ/mol to about 
35 kJ/mol when increasing the stress from 100 to 300,000 Pa. The characterization of the 
material performed in this work by oscillatory measurements in the linear viscoelastic regime 
(τ̂  = 50 Pa) lead to the conclusion that it is thermorheologically simple. The result seems 
somewhat confusing at first glance, but is understandable when reminding that these results 
are only linked to each other by the Cox-Merz-rule[199], which is purely empirical. It has been 
argued before that from a theoretical point of view the temperature dependence of all material 
functions should be identical.[240] However, this is clearly proven to be invalid when compar-
ing the data for LDPE IUPAC A published over the years. 

The difference between oscillatory and steady-shear measurements lies in the way the sample 
is stressed. In steady-shear measurements (such as capillary rheometry) the stress and the 
strain are directly linked to each other, while in oscillatory measurements the stress σ and the 
oscillation frequency ω (which corresponds to the shear rate γ ) can be adjusted individually. 

Also the total strain is different. In steady shear measurements the total strain increases con-
tinuously, while in oscillatory measurements the total strain is oscillating around zero. This 
means that the deformation mechanism of steady-shear is totally different from oscillatory 
experiments. At a very high shear rate γ  a very high stress is required to perform such a fast 

deformation in steady-shear, while in oscillatory shear the stress is much lower in the linear 
viscoelastic regime.  

The stress induced thermorheological complexity means that a sample has a thermorheologi-
cal simple behavior in the linear-viscoelastic regime (i.e. in steady-shear experiments at very 
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low stresses and in oscillatory shear) while in the non-linear regime in steady-shear experi-
ments the activation energy Ea decreases with increasing stress. 

This stress induced thermorheological complexity was only reported for LDPE so far,[93] 
which is a highly branched polymer. As long-chain branches seem to be the molecular origin 
for the change in activation energy, the following aspects might be a possible explanation for 
this behavior.  

In the linear-viscoelastic regime the shear stress is so low that the entanglement network is 
not much different from quiescent state. In the non-linear regime, however, the high stress 
can effect a disentanglement. If a long-chain branched chain is disentangled in a way that the 
effective number of LCBs is decreased (i.e. the LCBs being entangled), the molecule reacts 
more like a linear chain thermorheologically, which means that the activation energy de-
creases to the value of a linear chain than like a long-chain branched one. When assuming 
that the disentanglement of a chain increases with rising shear stress a more pronounced dis-
entanglement is expected at high stresses and thus a decrease in activation energy is ob-
served. It is possible that part of this effect is not caused by disentanglement but by orienta-
tion of the LCBs. This means that the LCBs are aligned with the main chain, which should 
basically cause the same effect.  

This difference in the entanglement network for steady-shear and oscillatory tests at high 
shear rates or frequencies, respectively, leads to a failure of the Cox-Merz-rule,[199] as the 
shear induced change in the entanglement network leads to a reduction of the viscosity. In 
oscillatory tests in the linear-viscoelastic regime the entanglement network is not affected. 
This would also be observed for linear samples, however, Ea of linear chains is independent 
of the chain length, and thus the disentanglement does not affect the thermorheological be-
havior. 

Structure Induced Thermorheological Complexity 
The second type of thermorheological complexity is a consequence of an inhomogeneous 
branching topography. As mentioned before the introduction of LCBs leads to an increase of 
the activation energy Ea. As proven for hydrated polybutadiene the difference in Ea between 
stars and higher branched topographies is relatively small (cf. Table 3-1) and depends mostly 
on the length of the LCBs. [132,158,179]  

LCB-mPE is a blend of linear and long-chain branched chains and thus both the linear and 
the long-chain branched molecules influence the thermorheological behavior. As the intro-
duction of LCBs leads to an increase of the terminal relaxation time, the LCB-chains have a 
stronger influence on the thermorheological behavior at low frequencies than at high fre-
quencies. As was shown in chap 7.3.2 the thermorheological behavior at higher frequencies is 
dominated by the linear chains. Since the activation energies for linear and long-chain 
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branched polyethylenes are different, a (structure induced) thermorheological complexity in 
the linear-viscoelastic regime can be observed, being dependent on the material composition.  

LDPE basically contains no sizable amounts of linear chains with a length at which the ter-
minal relaxation time is inside the measurement range (the few linear chains are mostly of 
low molar mass and thus fully relaxed in the applied frequency range). Therefore, this inde-
pendence of Ea of the branching topography is the molecular reason the absence of signs of a 
thermorheological complexity in the linear viscoelastic regime. 

 

7.4.6. Summary 
For HDPE a constant Ea of about 27 kJ/mol was found. The activation energy Ea of the 
ethene-/α-olefin copolymers increases linearly with increasing weight content of the co-
monomer. No dependence on the comonomer length was found for the copolymers investi-
gated. 

LDPEs have a higher activation energy Ea of about 60 kJ/mol, which cannot be attributed to 
the SCB-content as a typical LDPEs would then have an activation energy around 33 kJ/mol. 
This means that the high LCB-concentration in LDPE is responsible for the high Ea. 

As the thermorheological complexity also influences the activation as a function of the dif-
ferent rheological quantities, the relaxation spectrum – being the material function standing 
behind the other quantities – was adopted as the base for calculating the activation energies.  

It was found that the terminal activation energy Ea
0 increases with decreasing critical phase 

angle δc and thus with increasing zero shear-rate viscosity enhancement factor η0/η0
lin. The 

activation energy Ea increases distinctly as soon as the normalized spectrum is deviating dis-
tinctly from the linear reference curve or as soon as the complex modulus |G*| is smaller than 
the critical modulus Gc. These findings can be attributed to the molecular structure of the 
materials. Linear and short-chain branched materials are thermorheologically simple. Their 
activation energy Ea only depends on the weight comonomer content wc.  

The addition of sparse LCBs leads to the addition of an additional much longer relaxation 
mode, which has a higher Ea, as LCBs, in general, lead to a significant increase of Ea, espe-
cially if the LCBs are relatively long.[32,70,71,75,88,89,117,118,132,158,179,181-183] As the sparse LCBs 
influence the rheological behavior mostly at the long relaxation times, the activation energy 
Ea increases with decreasing relaxation time τ or strength g. This leads to a structure induced 
thermorheological complexity. Increasing the degree of branching further leads to a decrease 
of the concentration of the linear chains, which causes the disappearance of the structure in-
duced thermorheological complexity, as the branching structure is “homogeneous”, i.e. more 
or less all chains are long-chain branched. This means that highly branched materials, such 
as LDPE, behave thermorheologically simple in the linear viscoelastic regime, while reports 
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in the literature indicated that in the non-linear regime these systems are thermorheologically 
complex, a behavior called stress induced thermorheological complexity.  
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8. INFLUENCE OF POLYMERIZATION CONDITIONS ON THE 
MOLECULAR AND RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 

8.1. INFLUENCE OF THE CATALYST 

 For all polymers made by the catalysts E, B, D, F, and G the expected MMD of about 2 was 
found. Catalyst A was found not to be thermostable for a long time and at higher tempera-
tures. Especially at 90°C in the reactor a broadening of the MMD was observed and if hydro-
gen was present, a broad MMD was obtained at 60°C, too. The highest molar mass of all 
polymers in this study is produced by catalyst F at 60°C and 0.41 mol/l ethene concentration. 
The molar masses of a series of comparable polymers in dependence on the catalyst structure 
and hydrogen presence are given in Fig. 8-1. At these constant synthesis conditions the re-
sulting Mw varied between 100 and 1200 kg/mol. 

The reduction of the molar mass in presence of hydrogen is very much catalyst specific; it 
depends on the favored termination reaction. While the molar mass Mw is reduced by a factor 
around 7 for catalysts A, D, and F, H2 reduces Mw only by approximately 30% with catalyst 
B. For catalyst E a much stronger reduction of Mw (factor 20) was found. 

It is not possible to deduct the synthesis behavior of a catalyst with respect to Mw from its 
molecular structure (neither with nor without H2). 
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Fig. 8-1: Molar masses of the polymers obtained at 60°C and 0.41 mol/l ethene concentration.  
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8.2. INFLUENCE OF HYDROGEN 

8.2.1. SEC-MALLS 
The effect of hydrogen on the molar mass distribution and the long-chain branching is shown 
in Fig. 8-2 for catalyst B and in Fig. 8-3 for catalyst E, respectively. For all conditions stud-
ied, the presence of hydrogen reduces the molar masses. The effect is different for the differ-
ent catalysts. While the decrease in molar mass is moderate for catalyst B it is very much 
pronounced for catalyst E. In this case, the molar mass distribution is shifted to about 20 
times smaller molar masses resulting in a polymer which is too brittle for applications. 
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Fig. 8-2: Influence of H2 on molar mass distribution and radius of gyration for catalyst B (B4, B5).  

Alongside the change in molar mass a change in long-chain branching is observed. While for 
products from catalyst B without hydrogen a long-chain branched structure could clearly be 
detected, it can hardly be found for the products of catalyst B polymerized with hydrogen 
(Fig. 8-2). The same was found for catalyst E (Fig. 8-3). For the grade E4 the radius of gyra-
tion was so small due to the very low molar mass that it could only be detected for the high 
molar masses, showing great scatter. The mean value of the radius of gyration suggests that 
the polymer is linear. 

For E3 a clear deviation of <s²> from the linear reference is found, which means that this 
material is clearly long-chain branched. It is unusual, however, that the deviation from the 
linear reference decreases with increasing molar mass, while a constant degree of branching - 
as would be expected for LCB-mPE[60] - would lead to an increase of that deviation. This 
means that for an unknown reason the degree of branching decreases with increasing molar 
mass MLS. 
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Fig. 8-3: Influence of H2 on molar mass distribution and radius of gyration for catalyst E (E3, E4).  

 

8.2.2. Rheological Measurements 
In Fig. 8-4 the increase of the zero shear-rate viscosity over a linear sample of equal Mw 
η0/η0

lin is compared for samples synthesized under the same experimental conditions but with 
and without hydrogen used for molar mass control. The resins produced with the catalysts D 
(D3), E (E3), and F (F2) using no hydrogen show very high molar masses and viscosities. 
For those samples it was not possible to reach the zero shear-rate viscosity because of the 
very long relaxation times. Therefore, the values ηmax/η0

lin in Fig. 8-4 are marked by arrows. 
For catalyst B (sample B4) it was possible, however, to determine the zero shear-rate viscos-
ity which leads to a zero shear-rate viscosity increase η0/η0

lin of 53. All catalysts used (B, D, 
E) except for catalyst F produce polymers which show a more than tenfold increase of the 
zero shear-rate viscosity η0 over the value of a linear sample of equal Mw. Thus it can be con-
cluded that the polymers carry long-chain branches of high molar mass. Catalyst F is dis-
cussed later in more detail. 

When the synthesis is performed using hydrogen for molar mass control the ratio η0/η0
lin is 

significantly decreased for the samples B5, D4, and E4. While E4 lies on the η0-Mw-relation 
of linear PE, a value of η0/η0

lin of 1.5 is found for D4 and of 2.0 for B5, respectively. These 
results indicate that only few long-chain branches have been formed and that hydrogen does 
not only decrease the molar mass but also the incorporation of macromers.  

For the products of catalyst F no conclusions on the effect of hydrogen with respect to the 
level of long-chain branching can be drawn as due to the ultrahigh molar mass of F2 no es-
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timate of η0 could be obtained, while for F3 the zero shear-rate viscosity could be measured. 
It is interesting to note that the catalyst F produces more long chain branches in the presence 
of hydrogen compared to the catalysts B, D, and E as the ratio η0/η0

lin for F3 is seven and, 
therefore, much higher than the values obtained for D4, E4 and B5. Also as shown in Fig. 
7-32 the degree of long-chain branching of F3 (0.5 bar H2) is higher than that of F2 (no H2) 
which is a consequence of the very high molar mass dependence of catalyst F and of the ten-
dency that very long chains crystallize out of solution thus being unavailable for reincorpora-
tion into the growing chain. 
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Fig. 8-4: Influence of hydrogen on the zero shear-rate viscosity increase η0/η0

lin of LCB-PEs (all syn-
thesized at 60°C and 0.41 mol/l ethene). Arrows indicate that η0 has not been reached and, therefore, 
ηmax/η0

lin is plotted. 

The plot δ(|G*|) of some of the long-chain branched products is shown in Fig. 8-4. All these 
samples were synthesized at 60°C and 0.41 mol/l ethene but different catalysts were used. A 
series with hydrogen presence and one without were polymerized for comparison.  

The presence of long-chain branches is revealed by the additional minimum (or shoulder in 
case of small degrees of LCB) caused by the additional relaxation modes of the long-chain 
branches. Its position depends on the molecular topography as discussed in detail in chaps. 
7.2.3, 7.3.2, and 7.3.3.[114]  

For the hydrogen molar mass regulated samples B5 and especially D4 the difference from 
δ(|G*|) of a linear resin is rather small. The SEC-MALLS data revealed no long-chain 
branches for those samples. Because of the small deviation from a strictly linear sample it is 
believed that the degree of LCB is very small, probably much below 1 LCB/molecule. The 
long-chain branched sample with hydrogen molar mass regulation F3 shows both, a much 
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more distinctly long-chain branched viscosity function as well as a clear deviation from the 
linear standard in the SEC-MALLS. The data of this sample is described in more detail in 
chapter 8.6. For this sample a maximum of 0.37 LCB/molecule were found by NMR meas-
urements. 

The sample E4 is behaving like a Newtonian liquid because of its low molar mass. Thus this 
sample is not shown in Fig. 8-5. The zero shear-rate viscosity, however, lies on the η0-Mw-
correlation established before (chap. 7.1.1).  

When comparing the samples synthesized without H2, one will notice that they deviate from 
the linear standard at much lower phase angles (≈35° compared to ≈65° for the samples with 
H2). This can be attributed to the much higher degree of long-chain branching. F2 deviate 
from the linear PE reference at the lowest phase angle followed by E3 and B4. D3 deviates at 
slightly higher δ but shows the onset of a much more pronounced minimum than B3 and E3.  
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Fig. 8-5: Influence of hydrogen on the phase angle as a function of the complex modulus δ(|G*|) of 
LCB-PEs (all synthesized at 60°C and 0.41 mol/l ethene). 

The rheological data of the long-chain branched samples is listed in Table 4. The evaluation 
of the branching was performed based on the shape of the viscosity function, the increase of 
the zero shear-rate viscosity and the minimum of the phase angle δc. If all quantities were just 
slightly different from a linear polymer (δc>70°, η0/η0

lin <3) the remark “very weak” was 
added. The samples with the highest degree of branching were labeled “very significant”. For 
none of them the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 could be reached and for some even δc was not 
found (e.g. F2 in Fig. 8-5).  
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Table 8-1: Rheological properties of the long-chain branched samples 

# η0 [Pa s] η0 / η0
lin [-] δc [°] efficacy of branching 

from rheology 
degree of branching 
from SEC-MALLS 

E3 4.7 x 107 *1) 103 * - significant high 
E6 1210 1.9 - very weak low 
B1 (~108 ) * > 1800 * 14 very significant very high 
B2 872,000 121 35 significant high 
B4 660,000 54 37 significant high 
B5 4,200 2.75 68 very weak none 
B6 (~108 ) * > 200 * 26 very significant very high 
B7 40,450 12 51 significant high 
B8 11,580 4.9 65 weak low 
B9 6,300 3.1 69 weak high 
D3 (9.0 x 107 ) * > 20 * - significant low 
D4 4,500 1.5 - very weak none 
D5 (9.0 x 106 ) * > 12 * - very significant high 
F1 30,900 3.4 72 weak high 
F2 9.0 x 107 * > 1.59 * - very significant low 

F0/F3 445,000 6.9 63 significant high 
 *1) ηmax 

Generally, the branching detection with the two methods agrees fairly well despite their com-
pletely different techniques. The sensitivity of rheological measurements is obvious when 
reminding that the highest deviation from the linear reference in the radius of gyration is 
about a factor of 3, which is easily exceeded by the rheological measurements of the zero 
shear-rate viscosity enhancement factor η0/η0

lin, which reaches values larger than 1800. 

However, for some of the samples the degree of branching as detected by the two different 
methods differs distinctly (e.g. D3&F2). The agreement for the two methods for Mw around 
100 kg/mol is very good, while the samples deviating distinctly have a much higher Mw. This 
can be attributed to the fact that the radius of gyration is mainly sensitive to the number of 
branching points[190] while the rheological behavior depends on the additional relaxation 
modes due to the long-chain branches.[241] These relaxation modes depend on both the length 
and the number of long-chain branches. The length of the long-chain branches correlates 
with the molar masses, the higher the molar masses the longer the branches are. 

This means that a molecule with one branching point, theoretically,[190] has the same g-factor 
(deviation from the linear standard) regardless of its molar mass, while the rheological behav-
ior is heavily dependent on the molar mass (eq. (2.11)). Due to the fact, discussed before, that 
the length of the long-chain branches and Mw are connected to each other, the sensitivity of 
the rheological behavior towards small amounts of long-chain branches increases with rising 
Mw. Thus a low degree of branching detected by SEC-MALLS and a higher one by rheology 
hints at very long branches being present. 

For F2 it was found that it is highly branched according to the rheological measurements but 
almost linear according to SEC-MALLS. No gel was detected for this resin by SEC-MALLS, 
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i.e. the injected mass was completely recovered in the detectors. A slightly crosslinked gel 
fraction would have explained the behavior. The most likely explanation is as follows: the 
polymer possesses an extremely high molar mass. Therefore, very few but long branches can 
account for the observed behavior in the rheological measurements hinting to a significant 
effect of branching. On the other hand, these few but very long molecules cannot be resolved 
in the SEC-MALLS measurements suggesting that the polymer is linear. 

 

8.3. INFLUENCE OF THE RATIO OF MONOMER AND HYDROGEN 

PRESSURE ON MOLECULAR AND RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 

The principal influence of H2 was discussed before in the previous chapter (8.2). This chapter 
focuses on the question how different ratios of monomer and hydrogen influence the molecu-
lar and rheological properties. For this reason intensive studies on the influence of the reac-
tant concentrations on the properties of the materials were only performed with catalyst F, 
whose synthesis conditions, molecular data and zero shear-rate viscosities are listed in Table 
8-2. 
Table 8-2: Polymerization conditions and molar masses Mw of the homopolymers synthesized with 
catalyst F  

# Temp. p(ethene) c(ethene) p(H2) n(H2) Mw  η0 at 150°C
 [°C] [bar] [mol/l] [bar] [mmol] [kg/mol] [Pa s] 

F1 60 2.95 0.24 0.5 9.0 102 30 000 
F2 60 5.00 0.41 0 0 1150 >1010 

F3/F0 60 5.00 0.41 0.5 9.0 173 440 000 
F4 60 4.50 0.37 0.18 3.4 489 >4×107 
F5 60 4.50 0.37 0.37 6.7 407 >2.5×107 
F6 60 4.50 0.37 0.73 13.3 288 >9×106 

F7 60 1.20 0.1 0.25 4.5 49.5 765 
F8 60 1.20 0.1 0.5 9.0 32.4 100 
F9 60 1.20 0.1 0 0 1500 >1010 

F10 60 1.20 0.1 0.1 1.8 173 * 
* too unstable for rheological measurements 

The reaction kinetics are dominated by the concentrations of the different reactants (ethene 
and hydrogen) and the polymerization temperature Tpoly. A higher hydrogen pressure will 
lower Mw as H2 leads to an increased probability of chain termination. However, the effec-
tiveness of H2 lowering Mw is also influenced by the concentration of ethene which increases 
the chain length. Therefore, the molar mass Mw is governed by the ratio of the concentration 
of ethene and hydrogen. As the solubility of hydrogen in toluene, especially under the influ-
ence of ethene is unknown, this ratio of the concentrations cannot be assessed directly but 
only via the ratio of the pressures, i.e. as pH2/pEthene. The plot of Mw as a function of this quan-
tity shows a function similar to an exponential decay function (Fig. 8-6). 
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For syntheses without H2 a molar mass Mw in excess of 1,000,000 g/mol is found (F2, F9). 
For a very high hydrogen content ratio of 0.42 the molar mass Mw is reduced to 32,400 g/mol. 
It is concluded from the shape of the curve in Fig. 8-6 that the molar mass Mw decrease is 
about to reach a saturation level, i.e. a further increase of the hydrogen pressure ratio 
pH2/pEthene above 0.4 will not further decrease the molar mass Mw significantly any more. 
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Fig. 8-6: Molar mass Mw as a function of the ratio of the H2 and the ethene pressures. The line is 
added to guide the eye. 

As already stated before (Fig. 7-32) an increase of the relative hydrogen content leads to an 
increase of the degree of long-chain branching which seems to be contradictory at first 
glance, as hydrogen increases the probability of the saturation during the termination. Thus 
these terminated chains are no longer able to be incorporated into a growing chain forming 
LCBs. Therefore, one would expect that an increase of the H2-concentration will lead to a 
decrease of the LCB content which is not the case.  

However, as the solubility of the polymer chains decreases with increasing molar mass Mw, 
i.e. decreasing relative hydrogen content pH2/pEthene this effect can be understood as a conse-
quence of the change in the solubility. For the samples F7 and F8 no long-chain branches 
were found by SEC-MALLS, which can be explained by two considerations. At first, one has 
to consider that due to the low molar mass Mw of these samples the number of LCB/molecule 
is quite low, which means that even a high concentration of LCBs will not lead to a signifi-
cant coil contraction. The second problem is the lower detection limit of the MALLS used 
being around 20 nm (→100 000 g/mol) because of the wave length of the laser.  

Fig. 8-7 shows the η0-Mw-plot of the different LCB-mHDPEs synthesized with catalyst F. 
While the samples F1 to F6 and F9 lie distinctly above the η0-Mw-relation of linear polymers, 
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an agreement to this relation or even a position below it is found for the samples F7 and F8, 
respectively.64 The samples lying below the η0-Mw-relation for linear PE are usually low and 
medium molecular LDPEs with a rather high degree of branching. However, as pointed out 
for stars (Fig. 12-11) also lightly branched samples will intersect with the η0-Mw-relation of 
linear polymer although at lower molar masses Mw. Therefore, this finding makes sense 
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Fig. 8-7: η0-Mw-plot for the LCB-mHDPEs synthesized with catalyst F. 

The data of the complex modulus of the materials F1 to F6 was already discussed before 
(Fig. 7-33) in the plot δ(|G*|). The samples F8 behaves even more as a Newtonian fluid than 
F7 and thus is not discussed further here. 

 

 

8.4. INFLUENCE OF POLYMERIZATION TEMPERATURE 

The molar mass Mw as a function of the polymerization temperature Tpoly for the catalysts A, 
D, and E is found to exhibit different slopes (Fig. 8-8). The catalyst E is the most sensitive 
one with respect to the temperature, while for catalyst D only a weak temperature depend-
ence of the molar mass is found. No reason for the different temperature dependencies of the 
different catalysts could be found. 

                                                 
64 η0/η0

lin of F8 is around 0.7 which is statistically significantly below the η0-Mw-line (including a ±20% error in 
this quantity stemming from the uncertainty of Mw) 
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Fig. 8-8: Influence of the polymerization temperature Tpoly on the molar mass Mw. The polymerization 
temperature of the samples A4 and D3 was slightly shifted to show that there are two materials with 
almost the same molar mass Mw. 

The polymerization temperature Tpoly influences the molar mass Mw as an increase of Tpoly 
favors the termination of the chain. This fact explains the decrease of Mw with growing Tpoly. 
In case of long-chain branched polymers one also has to take into account that the solubility 
of the polymerized chains is distinctly higher at a higher temperature Tpoly. As the terminated 
chains have to be in solution if they are supposed to act as potential long-chain branches an 
increase of Tpoly also potentially increases the degree of long-chain branching. However, the 
influences of the polymerization temperature Tpoly is very hard to quantify as the molar mass 
Mw also decreases at a higher polymerization temperature Tpoly leading to an improved solu-
bility of the macromers as well. 

As H2 also influences Mw, the influence of the polymerization temperature Tpoly on the molar 
mass Mw was discussed in this chapter only for samples synthesized in the absence of hydro-
gen. 

The higher number of polymerizations performed with catalyst B allows more detailed re-
sults on the influence of the polymerization temperature Tpoly and pressure ppoly on Mw (Fig. 
8-9). At a pressure of 1 bar a stronger temperature dependence of the molar mass Mw is than 
for the higher pressures found. For 3 and 5 bas Mw(Tpoly) is the same within the accuracy of 
the measurements and the repeatability of the experiments. At Tpoly=90 °C a pressure depend-
ence of Mw could not be found anymore.  
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Fig. 8-9: Influence of the polymerization temperature Tpoly and pressure ppoly on the molar mass Mw 
(catalyst B), an error in Mw of ±5% is shown for the sample B4 to mark the reproducibility of the 
SEC-MALLS-measurements. 

The pressure dependence of Mw found for the samples synthesized with catalyst B are some-
what harder to explain than the polymerization temperature dependence. As the degree of 
long-chain branching introduced by catalyst B is significantly higher than by the other cata-
lysts described in this work, the following consideration is a possible but not definitely cor-
rect possibility. The introduction of a macromer (forming a long-chain branch) leads a much 
stronger increase of the molar mass than the insertion of an ethene monomer. Thus samples 
with a high degree of long-chain branching are higher in their molar mass Mw in comparison 
to a linear counterpart synthesized under the same kinetic surroundings.65  

The reason for the pressure dependence of the molar mass Mw lies in the higher probability of 
a macromer incorporation which increases the molar mass of a chain distinctly. When the 
monomer pressure is low the concentration in the solution is also low, which means that the 
ratio of the concentrations of the macromer and the ethene monomer changes in a way that 
the probability for a macromer being incorporated in the chain becomes more likely if the 
monomer concentration decreases. 

At Tpoly=90 °C it is not sure whether the catalyst structure changes due to the high thermal 
load. The differences can also be explained by the much higher outcome of the polymeriza-
tion at a higher pressure. At 5 bar pressure the polymerization (B11) yielded 115g, while at 1 

                                                 
65 It has to be considered that the insertion of a macromer sometimes leads to spontaneous chain termination, 
thus part of the effect of the additional chain length is compensated.[69] 
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bar (B10) only 18g were obtained. This means that the macromer concentration at the end of 
the polymerization of B11 was about six times as high as for B10 thus fully compensating for 
the five times higher monomer pressure. At the lower polymerization temperatures the po-
lymerization at 5 bar only yielded twice to thrice the amount obtained at 1 bar, which ex-
plains the polymerization pressure dependence at these temperatures in contrast to 
Tpoly=90 °C. This also means that the relative concentration of the macromer (in relation to 
the monomer concentration) is higher at 1 bar. The reason for the pressure dependence of the 
molar mass Mw is the higher probability of a macromer incorporation which increases the 
molar mass of a chain distinctly. When the monomer pressure is low the concentration in the 
solution is also low, which means that the ratio of the concentrations of the macromer and the 
ethene monomer changes so that the probability for a macromer being incorporated in the 
chain becomes more likely if the monomer concentration decreases. 

At Tpoly=90 °C it is not sure whether the catalyst structure changes due to the high thermal 
load. Also the differences can be explained by the much higher outcome of the polymeriza-
tion at a higher pressure. At 5 bar pressure the polymerization (B11) yielded 115g, while at 1 
bar (B10) only 18g were obtained. This means that the macromer concentration at the end of 
the polymerization of B11 was about six times as high as for B10 thus fully compensating for 
the five times higher monomer pressure. At the lower polymerization temperatures the po-
lymerization at 5 bar only yielded twice to thrice the amount obtained at 1 bar, which ex-
plains the polymerization pressure dependence at these temperatures in contrast to 
Tpoly=60 °C and 75°C, the introduction of a macromer is much more likely leading to a de-
gree of long-chain branching λ which is around 7 LCB/10,000 macromers being about 4 
times the LCB-concentration of the samples of the 5 bar series. 
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8.5. INFLUENCE OF POLYMERIZATION TIME 

A variation of the polymerization time leads to a strong change of rheological properties. 
This is demonstrated in Fig. 8-10 for sample B7. While the molar mass Mw increases only 
slightly (ca. 15 %) with polymerization time, LCB can clearly be detected after 4h whereas 
after 1h the chains seem to be linear.  
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Fig. 8-10: SEC-MALLS-data of the two samples synthesized with catalyst B for 1 and 4 h, respec-
tively. 

These findings are supported by the rheological experiments represented in Fig. 8-11. The 
upper figure shows that η0 of the sample with tpoly=4h is more than eight times as high as the 
corresponding value of the sample with tpoly=1h. This sample is only about a factor of 2 
above the η0-Mw relation of linear polymer which indicates that only very few LCBs are pre-
sent in this sample. The sample with tpoly=4h, however, shows a much higher η0 enhancement 
of about 15. Fig. 8-11b shows that the sample with tpoly=4h clearly deviates from the linear 
standard while the deviation is very small for the material with tpoly=1h. 
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Fig. 8-11: Viscosity functions |η*(ω)| (a) and δ(|G*|)-plot (b) of the two samples with catalyst B for 
polymerization time of 1 and 4 h, respectively (Tpoly=75°C, ppoly=3bar) 

Also a polymerization was performed at a polymerization temperature of 60°C (catalyst B, 3 
bar). Again, the results indicate that a higher polymerization of 4h instead of 1h leads to a 
distinct increase of the influence of long-chain branching (Fig. 8-12). At this lower polym-
erization pressure differences in the rheological behavior are even more pronounced (Fig. 
8-12) than for Tpoly=75°C. The sample B6 has such a long maximum relaxation time that the 
zero shear-rate viscosity η0 cannot be reached but it is distinctly above the η0-Mw-relation for 
linear samples (η0/η0

lin>>200), while the sample with the polymerization time of only 1h has 
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a much lower degree of long-chain branching leading to a zero shear-rate viscosity η0 of 
38,200 Pa s, which is equivalent to η0/η0

lin = 5.6. However, in contrast to the sample B7 the 
molar mass Mw is distinctly higher for B6 (Mw=141 kg/mol) than for the sample with a shorter 
polymerization time (Mw=93 kg/mol). These differences in Mw explain part of the dissimilari-
ties in rheology, as a higher molar mass leads to a distinct lengthening of the terminal relaxa-
tion time and of η0 of LCB-mPE. However, also the degree of branching from SEC-MALLS is 
also distinctly higher, which leads to an additional increase of the terminal relaxation time 
and of η0 (cf. chap. 7.2 & 7.3) 
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Fig. 8-12: δ(|G*|)-plot (bottom) of the two samples with catalyst B for polymerization time of 1 and 4 
h, respectively (Tpoly=60°C, ppoly=3bar). 

The trend of the increase of the long-chain branching concentration and the molar mass Mw 
is a consequence the reaction being carried out in a semi-batch process, i.e. the reactants are 
continually fed into the reactor to replace the consumed ones. However, the macromer con-
centration, being the basis of the formation of long-chain branches (cf. 3.2), is not controlled 
by the feeding. As part of the terminated chains are vinyl-terminated, the concentration of 
those macromer-chains increases with increasing reaction time, which means that the concen-
tration of potential long-chain branches increases with time continually.  

For this reason the ratio of the concentration of the macromers to the concentration of the 
monomer ethene increases with running time. Thus the probability of the incorporation of a 
long-chain branch becomes more likely at the longer polymerization time. This growing 
LCB-concentration is also responsible for the increase of the molar mass Mw.  

The time dependence of the LCB formation is also responsible for the slight broadening of 
the MMD (B6: Mw/Mn=2.5 in comparison to “normal” mPE: Mw/Mn=2). As the molar mass 
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Mw at the beginning of the reaction is lower than at its end, the MMD becomes broader by the 
sample being a mixture of different (time) fractions of the same polymer increasing in molar 
mass Mw with rising reaction time. This assumption is affirmed by the fact that the sample 
with tpoly=1h, Tpoly=60°C, ppoly=3bar shows the “normal” mPE-MMD of Mw/Mn=2, which 
means that the broadening of the MMD is time dependent. 

Due to the very high sensitivity of rheological measurements towards sparse amounts of 
long-chain branches (discussed before) rheological measurements show the differences bet-
ter than the SEC-MALLS characterization. 

 

8.6. INFLUENCE OF COMONOMER TYPE AND CONTENT ON THE 

FORMATION OF LONG-CHAIN BRANCHES 

Most of the content of this chapter has already been published elsewhere.[3,4] The syntheses 
were carried out by C. Piel and already published in detail.[3,4,205] The NMR-characterization 
was performed by K. Klimke and M. Parkinson and was discussed in detail elsewhere.[3,193] 

 

8.6.1. Synthesis 
A set of fourteen polymers was synthesized under similar conditions using the metallocene 
[Ph2C(2,7-di-tertBuFlu)(Cp)]ZrCl2 as catalyst precursor and methylalumoxane (MAO) as co-
catalyst. Experimental details were described elsewhere.[205] The mPE samples differ only in 
length and amount of comonomer. As comonomer the α-olefins octene, decene, dodecene, 
octadecene, and hexacosene (C26 containing C28 impurities) were used. For reference, an 
ethene homopolymer was synthesized under the similar conditions. 

A summary of the synthesized products and monomer feeds are given in Table 1. All reac-
tions were carried out at 60°C, with 9 mmol of hydrogen gas fed into the reactor prior to po-
lymerization. The reactant concentration was kept constant at a total concentration (monomer 
& comonomer) of 0.5 mol/l. 

 
Table 8-3: Comonomer feed of the reference PE and the copolymers.  

sample F0 F8A F8B F8C F10A F10B F12A F12B F18A F18B F18C F26A F26B F26C
comonomer 

[CnH2n] 
- 8 8 8 10 10 12 12 18 18 18 26 26 26 

comonomer feed 
 [mol%] 0a 10 15 20 10 15 10 15 5 15 20 5 15 20 

a total monomer concentration was 0.5 mol/l for all copolymerizations, 0.41 mol/l for HDPE F0 
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8.6.2. Molecular Characterization by SEC-MALLS  
In addition to the NMR-measurements, which were primarily performed to assess the incor-
poration of the comonomers (and described in detail elsewhere[3]), the samples were also 
characterized by SEC-MALLS in order to measure the molar mass and the LCB-content. 

The distributions of the molar masses of the three polyethylene co-octenes F8 are shown in 
Fig. 8-13. The molar mass distributions of all polymers investigated show values of Mw/Mn ~ 
2, typical of metallocene catalysis. The products differ in molar mass averages Mw only, with 
none showing a high molecular weight component. 
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Fig. 8-13: Molar mass distributions of the polymers of the octene series. 

When the radius of gyration of F0 was compared to a known linear reference A2, evidence 
for LCB was found (Fig. 8-14). The straight line for the linear sample in Fig. 8-14 can be 
described by eq. (3.6) (<s²>0.5~MLS

0.58). The exponent is the same as the one published by 
Tackx and Tacx.[85]  

The radius of gyration of F0 deviates from the linear reference for molar masses above 
400,000 g/mol, tending towards smaller values, thus indicating the existence of long-chain 
branched molecules. 

Using the Zimm-Stockmayer theory[190] the average number of three functional branch points 
per molecule was estimated. If these are assumed to be identical with the number of LCB, for 
F0 a value of 0.3 LCB per molecule can be given, which is in good agreement with the upper 
limit of 0.37 LCB/molecule determined by NMR. 
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Fig. 8-14: Radius of gyration <s²>0.5 as a function of the absolute molar mass for a linear polymer A2 
and the homopolymer F0.  

The influence of comonomer type and concentration on long-chain branching was analyzed 
based on the comparison of the radii of gyration (cf. Fig. 8-15).  
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Fig. 8-15: Radius of gyration as a function of molar mass for various copolymers with the lowest 
comonomer content each.  

From Fig. 8-15 it can clearly be seen that the radius of gyration of all copolymers with the 
lowest comonomer contents deviates from the linear reference above molar masses of 
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400,000 g/mol.66 Thus, it can be concluded that F8A, F18A, and F26A possess long-chain 
branches. The deviation is smaller than the one of the homopolymer F0 (cf. Fig. 8-14). Based 
on this finding it can be concluded that these samples are less branched than F0. As the 
amount of LCB determined for F0 was already small, the amount of LCB in the copolymers is 
even lower. Hence, a further quantification of LCB in these systems was not undertaken.  

Additionally, the decrease of the radius of gyration by short-chain branches also has to be 
considered. Thus significant effects often seen for comonomer contents larger than 20 
wt.%.[192] However, with the comonomer contents smaller than this value for most of the 
copolymers studied, these effects are thought to be small. 

Even the comonomer hexacosene does not decrease the radius of gyration (as can be con-
cluded from the findings on the linear sample F26C (cf. Fig. 7-4)). 

The next point to be addressed is the question how different comonomer contents influence 
the degree of long-chain branching and thus the coil contraction. This question is not only of 
mere academic interest, as a change in the comonomer content (which mainly changes the 
solid state properties[28-31]) might also influence the LCB-content and thus the rheological 
properties.  
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Fig. 8-16: Radius of gyration as a function of molar mass for the octene copolymers.  

                                                 
66 The deviation from the linear behavior at smaller molar masses is mainly due to the physical limitations of the 
MALLS. At low molar masses the MALLS has a detection limit of about 20 nm due to the wavelength of the 
laser used. 
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For the octene based copolymers the difference to the linear reference becomes less pro-
nounced with increasing comonomer content, with no deviation seen for F8C, anymore (Fig. 
8-16). A similar behavior was found for the longer α-olefin copolymers. From the SEC-
MALLS measurements it can be concluded that the catalyst system [Ph2C(2,7-di-
tertBuFlu)(Cp)]ZrCl2/MAO produced LCB, even if α-olefins of greater than 8 carbons in 
length were used as comonomers. However, the incorporation of LCB was only found for 
copolymers containing a low comonomer content. With a maximum LCB content of 0.61 
LCB/10,000 CH2 determined for F0, the question arises whether the amount of LCB in the 
samples with a high comonomer content is below the detection threshold for SEC-MALLS or 
whether long-chain branches are not generated at all. For a deeper insight into the existence 
of LCB in these copolymers, rheological measurements were performed, as they are very 
sensitive with respect to minute amounts of LCB. 

The results of the different characterization methods are shown in Table 8-4. The comonomer 
content nc (and wc) were measured by NMR.[3] 
Table 8-4: Results of analytical and rheological characterizations of PE and copolymer samples.  

 comonomer 
[CnH2n] 

comonomer feed 
 [mol%] 

nc a 
[mol%] 

wc
a 

[wt.%]
Mw

d 
[kg/mol]

Mn
d 

[kg/mol]
Mw/Mn  

 [-] 
η0

b 
 [kPa s] 

Je
0 

 [10-4 Pa-1]

F0 - 0 0.012 (<C2)/ 
0.016 (>C2)c

- 173 85 2.0 445 12 

F8A 8 10 1.1 4.3 240 112 2.1 1224 18d 

F8B 8 15 1.8 6.8 190 92 2.0 440 11 

F8C 8 20 2.7 10.0 152 76 2.0 51 2.2 

F10A 10 10 1.1 5.3 160 80 2.0 158 12 

F10B 10 15 1.7 8.0 170 85 2.0 145 11 

F12A 12 10 1 5.7 160 80 2.0 252 5.6 

F12B 12 15 1.7 9.4 172 81 2.1 100 14 

F18A 18 5 0.4 3.5 183 80 2.3 498 15 

F18B 18 15 1.5 12.1 167 84 1.9 164 6.4 d 

F18C 18 20 2.2 16.8 159 79 1.9 55 1.4 

F26A 26 5 0.5 6.1 185 89 2.1 450 11 

F26B 26 15 1.6 17.4 194 82 2.1 284 7.6 d 

F26C 26 20 2.3 23.4 175 78 2.1 87 1.6 

L4e 4 - 12 21.4 114 57 2.0 14 0.7 f 
a As determined by melt-state NMR 
b at 150°C 
c Branches >C2 are taken to be the upper limit of the long-chain branch content (0.37 LCB/molecule) 
as also branches between C4 and C100 are being counted as LCBs with this method although they 
won’t be acting as LCBs. Branches <C2 are created by some kind of side reaction such as isomeriza-
tions.[19,70] 
d linear steady-state elastic compliance Je

0 not proven to be reached 
e mLLDPE 1 in Gabriel and Münstedt[87]  

f measured by Gabriel and Münstedt[87] 
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8.6.3. Rheological characterization 
Long-chain branching influences a number of linear and non-linear rheological properties. 
These include the viscosity function, and the dependence of the zero shear-rate viscosity (η0) 
on the absolute mass-average molar mass Mw. The dependence of the phase angle (δ) on the 
complex modulus (|G*|) is significantly influenced by the presence of LCB, too. Long-chain 
branched systems also show increased linear steady-state elastic compliances (Je

0) if com-
pared with linear counterparts.[87] It should be mentioned, however, that most of these 
rheological properties are dependent on both LCB and molar mass distribution (MMD). An 
exception is the relation between η0 and Mw, which was found to be independent of polydis-
persity within the accuracy of the measurements (see 7.1.1). All of these rheological proper-
ties were used to investigate the presence of LCB in the copolymers as the influence of the 
molar mass distribution can be neglected due to their similar polydispersity (Table 8-4).  

 

Zero Shear-Rate Viscosity η0  
For linear polymers the relationship between the zero shear-rate viscosity and the molar mass 
Mw is well established above a critical molar mass Mc, which is about two times the entan-
glement molar mass Me. At 150°C the material constants were found to be K1 = 9×10-15 and α 
= 3.6 for linear polyethylenes with η0 in Pa s and Mw in g/mol (see 7.1.1, p. 47). Substantial 
deviations from this simple relationship occur with the presence of LCB. For long-chain 
branched mLLDPE and mHDPE the zero shear-rate viscosity was typically found to be 
greater than the value η0

lin, calculated for a linear sample of the same molar mass using eq. 
(2.6). 

The zero shear-rate viscosity η0 was measured for all samples by means of creep experi-
ments. The results are plotted as a function of Mw in Fig. 8-17 for the co-octenes. The zero 
shear rate viscosities of the samples F0, F8A, and F8B lie distinctly above the η0-Mw-line 
established for linear polyethylenes, while F8C is only slightly above it.  

The ratio η0/η0
lin (zero shear-rate viscosity enhancement factor) provides a more subtle rep-

resentation of the influence of the LCB on the zero shear-rate viscosities and is very suitable 
for a discussion of the role of the various comonomers regarding the LCB-architecture. 
Therefore, η0/η0

lin is plotted in Fig. 8-18 a) as a function of the comonomer feed, in Fig. 8-18 
b) in dependence on the comonomer content. 

Generally, η0/η0
lin was found to decrease with increasing feed or comonomer content, ap-

proaching the ratio of 1 for purely linear systems. The highest increase of the zero shear-rate 
viscosity was observed for F0 with η0/η0

lin ≈ 6.9. The copolymers with the lowest comono-
mer content (F8A, F18A and F26A) show an increase of η0 between 6.3 and 5.5, the ratios 
for the samples F10A and F12A are found around η0/η0

lin ≈ 3.5. The copolymers with me-
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dium comonomer contents generally exhibit ratios lower than those for the smallest contents. 
The values for the still higher contents are close to 1, indicating a diminishing effect of long-
chain branching. Taking these findings into consideration the question arises how the co-
monomer influences the LCB-formation. 
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Fig. 8-17: Zero shear-rate viscosity η0 as a function of molar mass Mw for the homopolymer and oc-
tene copolymers.  

It is evident that each comonomer has a different influence on η0/η0
lin as a function of feed 

and content. In general the incorporation of LCB into the growing chain can be influenced 
either by the comonomer feed concentration or by the already incorporated comonomer. In 
the first case the influence is mainly due to diffusion and kinetic effects, which are discussed 
in the following paragraphs. It can formally be considered a terpolymerization reaction; 
ethene, the comonomer and the LCB-forming macromer act as competing reactants.  

For all copolymerizations discussed herein, an increase of the polymerization activity was 
observed up to a certain comonomer concentration in the feed.[205] The activity reached a 
maximum much higher than that of the ethene homopolymerization and decreased when 
more than about 10 mol% of comonomer was in the reactor feed. This comonomer effect was 
observed often in the literature for many metallocene catalyzed ethene-/α-olefin copolymeri-
zations.[242-244] Seppälä et al. ascribe this to a participation of the comonomer on the activa-
tion of the active center.[245-247] This leads to a decrease of the activation energy for the inser-
tion of a monomer into the carbon – metal bond and thereby facilitates the chain growth and 
the chain transfer reactions. This phenomenon is very catalyst and comonomer specific. For 
ethene/propene copolymerizations in solution it was furthermore found, that the comonomer 
effect is also lowered with a higher ethene concentration in the feed.[248]  
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Fig. 8-18 a) shows for the comomoner feed a decreasing effect on the LCB incorporation with 
increasing comonomer concentration. Looking at the influence of the reaction mixture there 
is a less pronounced difference between the comonomer types used, most important is their 
amount in solution. In contrast to that the comonomer acts very differently after insertion into 
the polymer chain. For example, although F26C and F8B have approximately the same co-
monomer content (1.9 mol%), each sample exhibited significantly different viscosity ratios of 
approximately 5 and 1, respectively. The samples with the longer comonomers (F10, F12, 
F18, F26) did not show a large difference in η0/η0

lin for all the comonomer contents nc, i.e. 
the comonomer length is not found to play an important role for the LCB incorporation. 
However, comparing octene with the other comonomers, the LCB incorporation is obviously 
different. Thus the additional two carbons of decene in comparison to octene have a distinct 
effect on η0/η0

lin while the additional 16 carbons between decene and hexacosene do not 
strongly influence the LCB effectiveness. 

As all high comonomer content samples (F8C, F18C and F26C) are found to lie at η0/η0
lin ≈ 

1, it can be concluded that these samples are predominantly linear. This finding is in good 
agreement with the SEC-MALLS experiments. The rheological differences between the sam-
ples, however, is much more obvious than the effects found by SEC-MALLS. 
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Fig. 8-18: Ratio of zero shear-rate viscosities η0/η0

lin as a function of comonomer content. The ap-
proximate experimental error of η0/η0

lin is about ± 20% (shown for the octene series) assuming ±5% 
error in Mw.  
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Viscosity Functions 
In Fig. 8-19 the dynamic viscosities of F8B and F26C are represented over a very wide fre-
quency range. They were obtained by dynamic-mechanical measurements and the conversion 
of creep recovery data.[201] Both samples have the same comonomer and similar molar 
masses of 167 kg/mol for F18B and 159 kg/mol for F18C, respectively (all samples discussed 
in this section feature Mw/Mn≈2 (Table 8-4). The values calculated from the retardation spec-
trum of creep recovery tests overlap very well with the dynamic data from the frequency 
sweeps. An example of a creep recovery test is shown in Fig. 12-2. 

The viscosity functions of F18B and F18C are distinctly different. At angular frequencies 
above 10 s-1 the viscosity functions |η*(ω)| of F18B and F18C are similar. However, below 
this value, F18B exhibits the typical LCB-PE behavior of two distinct ‘bends’ at 10 and 10-3 
s-1 (cf. chap. 7.2.4). Only one such ‘bend’ is seen for F18C, being typical of linear samples 
(cf. chap. 7.1.5). This result gives a strong indication for the existence of LCB in the sample 
F18B, which seem to be absent in F18C. 
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Fig. 8-19: Comparison of the complex viscosities of F18C and F18B obtained by a frequency-sweep 
(FS) and calculated from creep recovery (CR).  

As the two samples differ in their zero shear-rate viscosities a normalization is needed for 
further analysis. The normalized viscosity |η*(ω)|/η0 was plotted as a function of the reduced 
angular frequency η0×ω. The reduced viscosity functions of F18A, F18B, F18C, F0, and L4 
are shown in Fig. 8-20. L4 is a linear ethene-/butene copolymer, whose rheological behavior 
can be found in chapter 7.1.5.  
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At high frequencies a slope of approximately -1 was reached in a double-logarithmic scale 
for all the samples. As Mw/Mn is very similar for all the samples the differences seen at 
smaller frequencies can be exploited to draw conclusions with respect to LCB. From the re-
sults in Fig. 8-20 is obvious that F18C does not contain a large amount of LCB. 

While F18C and L4 show no signs of LCB, samples with lower comonomer contents exhibit 
viscosity functions with a shape typical of polyethylenes containing LCB. This feature be-
comes the more pronounced the lower the comonomer content is. F18B shows a curve be-
tween that of F18A and F18C. The typical signs for long-chain branching in this plot are a 
deviation towards lower normalized viscosities |η*(ω×η0)|/η0 around the transition from the 
terminal to the shear thinning regime.  

The increased terminal relaxation time induced by the LCB is obvious in this plot when look-
ing at the normalized frequency ω×η0 at which the terminal regime is reached. For a linear 
polymer this normalized frequency is found to be about 103 Pa, while about 10 Pa are found 
for the LCB-mLLDPEs. This lengthening of reaching terminal regime by about two decades 
is less than the ratio of the two main relaxation times λ1 and λ2 exhibiting ratios around 
15000 at Mw around 180 kg/mol (discussed in chap. 7.3.1), which can be explained by the 
finding that the bends in LCB-mPE are narrower. 
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Fig. 8-20: Viscosity functions normalized byη0 for F0, L4, and the octadecene copolymers.[3]  

The plot of the viscosity functions normalized to η0
lin (|η*(ω)|/η0

lin(η0
lin×ω)) reduces the vis-

cosity function to the zero shear-rate viscosity of a linear sample of equal molar mass. Thus 
the limiting value for infinitely low frequencies is not 1 but η0/η0

lin.  
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At high frequencies it can be observed in Fig. 8-21 that all samples come to lie approximately 
onto each other67 only at reduced viscosities above 1 distinct differences are obvious. This 
similarity at high frequencies emphasizes the postulate that there are two distinct processes 
occurring in these samples. The one at higher frequencies is only dependent on Mw and the 
molar mass distribution while the one at lower frequencies is governed by something else. As 
the molar mass distribution of all samples is very similar only the presence of long-chain 
branches can explain this second process. As already shown in Fig. 8-18 the terminal viscos-
ity increase η0/η0

lin differs for these samples thus the degree of long-chain branching has to 
be different, too. The viscosity function of F18B looks like a mixture of F18A and F18C in 
Fig. 8-21 and Fig. 8-20. 
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Fig. 8-21: Viscosity functions for F0, linear reference L4, and the octadecene series reduced with 
η0

lin. 

 

δ(|G*|)-Plot 

The phase angle δ as a function of the absolute value of the complex modulus |G*| is another 
versatile tool for getting insight into the molecular structure, having the advantage that no 
normalization with respect to the molar mass is needed. 

However, a characterization of LCB by the δ(|G*|)-plot is only possible if the shape of the 
molar mass distribution is known. Bimodal or very broad molar mass distributions show a 

                                                 
67 The observable differences are due to the error of η0

lin of approximately ±20%. 
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behavior similar to that of LCB. For all the materials studied having a polydispersity of 
around 2 these limitations do not apply.  

For linear systems the dependence of the phase angle δ on |G*| is found to sharply increase at 
small phase angles, and approach a plateau upon reaching the limiting phase angle of 90°. A 
typical linear behavior was seen for F26C (Fig. 8-22), the strongest indication of LCB was 
observed for F0. The lower comonomer content hexacosene copolymers, F26A and F26B, 
also show deviations from L4 and F26C, suggesting LCB contents between those found in 
F26C and F0. It can thus be concluded that F0 has the highest degree of LCB followed by 
F26A and F26B, while F26C showed no indication of LCB. Similar trends with comonomer 
content were found for the octadecene and hexacosene copolymers. 
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Fig. 8-22: δ(|G*|) plot for the samples of the hexacosene series, linear reference (L4), and the ho-
mopolymer F0.  

To obtain a measure for the degree of LCB, the characteristic point pc (δc,Gc) was defined as 
the intercept of the two tangents at the points of inflection around the minimum on 
δ(|G*|)[114] (see F0 in Fig. 8-22). The characteristic point was only able to be determined for 
samples with a relatively high degree of LCB, only. Thus, the characteristic phase angles δc 
for the copolymers of highest comonomer content (F8C, F18C, and F26C) could not be quan-
tified.  

As a general trend, the characteristic phase angle δc decreased with lower comonomer con-
tent, indicating a higher degree of LCB, with a very similar behavior seen for decene, dode-
cene, octadecene, and hexacosene copolymers (Fig. 8-23). This agrees with the conclusions 
from η0(Mw) and SEC-MALLS measurements. 
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Fig. 8-23: Characteristic phase angle δc as a function of comonomer content. 

As already described in chap. 7.3.2 the characteristic phase angle δc and the zero shear-rate 
viscosity enhancement factor η0/η0

lin are closely connected which was described by eq. (7.29)
. Fig. 8-24 shows the correlation between δc and η0/η0

lin for the flourenyl-series. The data is 
in very good agreement to eq. (7.29) given as the thin line in Fig. 8-24.  
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Fig. 8-24: δc as a function of η0/η0
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Linear Steady-State Elastic Compliance Je
0 

The presence of LCB may also be studied using the linear steady-state elastic compliance Je
0 

which can preferably be obtained by creep recovery measurements. Since all systems investi-
gated have a similar Mw and molar mass distribution (cf. Table 8-4) and short-chain branch-
ing does not effect this property.[87] No dependence the on molar mass Mw (the dependence 
of Je

0 on Mw was discussed before (cf. chap. 7.1.3 and 7.3.3) and the MMD has to be regarded 
for the systems investigated here. High molar mass components, which increase Je

0 signifi-
cantly[92], are not observed for any of the copolymers by SEC-MALLS. Thus, the only factor 
influencing Je

0 for the materials under investigation is the degree of LCB.68  
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Fig. 8-25: Linear steady-state elastic compliance Je

0 as a function of comonomer. Arrows indicate 
that the steady state could not be reached.  

The linear steady-state elastic compliance Je
0, as a function of the comonomer content nc, is 

shown in Fig. 8-2569. Due to the long retardation times found for F8A, F18B, and F26B, it 
was not possible to reach the steady state. For these products the value of Je

0 is higher than 
that measured. The homopolymer F0 and the copolymers with a low comonomer content 
(F8A, F8B, F18A, and F26A) were found to have a value of Je

0 between 1 and 2×10-3 Pa-1. 
For F18B and F26B slightly lower values of Je

0 ≈ 7×10-4 Pa-1 were observed. These data are 
all within the typical range previously reported for narrowly distributed LCB-mPE.[87] For the 

                                                 
68 Also Mw influences Je

0. However, the differences in molar mass Mw of the samples discussed here are not so 
much dissimilar that this effect plays a relevant role. 
69 The samples F8C, F18C, and F26C were already discussed in chap. 7.1.3 
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higher comonomer content copolymers (F18C and F26C)70 Je
0 is slightly above 10-4 Pa-1, 

which indicates an absence of LCB.[87]  

 

Conclusions 
For the homopolymer F0, a maximum degree of long-chain branching of 0.37 and 0.30 
LCB/molecule was determined by melt-state NMR and SEC-MALLS, respectively. A good 
agreement is found considering the small contents, both of which being at the lower detection 
limit for the two techniques. For the copolymers, smaller LCB contents were found with 
SEC-MALLS. The resolution of this classical method is not high enough, however, for a clear 
discrimination of the influence of the various comonomers on the LCB-content.  

Therefore, rheology was used to further distinguish between the LCB-content as some 
rheological quantities have been proven to react very sensitively on the existence of long-
chain branches. Lower degrees of LCB were detected in the copolymers than were found in 
the homopolymer. Higher comonomer content and comonomers of greater length were also 
found to result in lower degrees of LCB in qualitative agreement with the SEC-MALLS meas-
urements. Due to the high sensitivity of rheological methods with respect to LCB a clearer 
discrimination could be gained from the results. 

The results of the SEC-MALLS and more pronounced the rheological characterization indi-
cate for this series of copolymers that the catalyst used produced linear and long-chain 
branched samples depending on the comonomer content. The homopolymer showed the 
highest long-chain branch content. Any addition of comonomer decreased the degree of 
long-chain branching. For the samples with the highest comonomer content no long-chain 
branches were detected neither by SEC-MALLS nor by rheology. This effect depends on both 
the molar mass (length) and the content of the comonomer. The LCB-content decreases with 
the growing number of comonomers incorporated per chain and with their increase in length. 
For the samples with the lowest comonomer content only a very small difference to the ho-
mopolymer was found. Similar results are reported by Kokko et al.[75] and Walter et al.[77], 
but in their investigations only one type of comonomer was used. The dependency of the 
long-chain branch incorporation and thus of the rheological properties on the comonomer 
feed was also investigated for different catalyst systems by the groups of Mülhaupt[77] and 
Seppälä.[70,75,78,80] The long-chain branch incorporation ceases at much higher comonomer 
contents, however, than shown in this study. These differences can be related to the use of 
hydrogen gas for the molar mass control and the different catalyst systems in this study. 

                                                 
70 As discussed before, F8C seems to be very lightly long-chain branched but it is so lightly branched that it 
cannot be stated that this sample is definitely long-chain branched. 
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While a clear difference in LCB content was observed between the polymers copolymerized 
with octene and decene, the difference between those with decene, dodecene, octadecene, and 
hexacosene is small. These findings can be understood when looking at the chemical mecha-
nism of the long-chain branch incorporation. A short-chain branch of longer length provides 
a stronger steric hindrance concerning the incorporation of a vinyl-terminated macromono-
mer into the growing chain than that of a smaller length. The effectiveness of decene, dode-
cene, octadecene, and hexacosene seems to be above a steric threshold, where the hindrance 
is stronger with respect to the incorporation of macromers than for the shorter octene. 
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9. APPLICABILITY OF THE DIFFERENT ANALYTICAL AND 
RHEOLOGICAL METHODS FOR THE DETECTION OF 
LCBS 

In this chapter the potential of the different methods for the detection and characterization of 
the branching in LCB-mPE are discussed and compared to each other. These conclusions are 
only based on LCB-mPE.   

 

9.1. NMR 

The nuclear magnetic resonance is able to detect branching points but is unable to determine 
the length of branches longer than 6 carbon atoms. This means that the detection of long-
chain branches is fundamentally only possible for samples with comonomers smaller than 8 
carbon atoms. According to Klimke,[193,194] however, it is very complicated if not impossible 
to determine the presence of long-chain branches in an ethene-/hexene copolymer, because 
of the small differences in signals between a branch with 6 carbon atoms or longer and one 
with 4 carbon atoms. This limitation especially relates to large concentrations of short-chain 
branches and small concentrations of long-chain branches (in relation to the content of the 
short-chain branches), which are usually found in ethene-/α-olefin copolymers[70,71,75,80,249] 
and LDPE71.[14,250]  

For this reason this method of long-chain branch detection is only applicable to ethene ho-
mopolymers (but not LDPE), ethene-/propene, and ethene-/butene copolymers.[193,194]  

Thus the detection of long-chain branches by NMR is only possible for a fraction of the 
commercially available polyethylenes and their copolymers. 

The other disadvantage is that in NMR-measurements small concentrations of long-chain 
branches, as typically found in mPE, are very difficult to detect. According to Wood-Adams 
et al.[73], for example, a measurement time of several days is required for the detection of 
small amounts of long-chain branches in mPE. 

This means that the detection of long-chain branches by NMR is usually not very effective as 
their numbers in HDPE are normally low, thus requiring a long measurement time. The ad-

                                                 
71 LDPE has a high degree of long-chain branching (typically 10 LCB/10,000 monomer) but more than 10 times 
as many SCBs are incorporated in the chain as well, which means that the SCB-signal in NMR is at least 10 
times as strong as the LCB-signal which makes the detection of LCB in LDPE  by NMR very compli-
cated.[14,46,250] 
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vantage of the long-chain branch detection by NMR in comparison to the other methods lies 
in the fact no theory or assumptions are necessary thus absolute numbers of branches can be 
determined. 

 

9.2. SEC-MALLS 

SEC-MALLS is the only method for the detection of long-chain branches which gives infor-
mation about the long-chain branching as a function of molar mass, i.e. coil contraction as a 
function of molar mass. The detection is based on the coil contraction. For high degrees of 
long-chain branching as found e.g. in LDPE the characterization by SEC-MALLS is very 
good, as a significant coil contraction can be observed very well over a wide molar mass 
range. 

The coil contraction is transformed into the LCB-content with the Zimm-Stockmayer-
theory.[190] The general problem about the theories, however, is that they rely on several as-
sumptions and are, as Liu and Wood-Adams[81] and Bonchev et al.[191] pointed out, only ap-
proximations because the coil contractions are not only dependent on the number and on the 
functionality of the branches but also on the exact topography (see 4.1.2, p. 26). Determining 
the exact topography of each molecule with today’s methods is impossible. Also the question 
of the dependence of the length of long-chain branches on the coil contraction is not treated 
by any of the theories mentioned (Zimm-Stockmayer-theory[190] and the “extended Zimm-
Stockmayer-theories”[81,191]).  

The combination of the SEC-MALLS with the different rheological methods, however, makes 
them the best suitable method available today for the detection of even very small degrees of 
long-chain branching.  

 

 

9.3. CORRELATION BETWEEN ZERO SHEAR-RATE VISCOSITY AND 

MOLAR MASS  

The zero shear-rate viscosity alone is not very useful for the branching analysis, but the com-
bination of this quantity with the absolute weight-average molar mass Mw leads to a very sen-
sitive tool for the detection of even small degrees of long-chain branching. As the zero shear-
rate viscosity η0 of linear samples only depends on Mw and not on the molar mass distribu-
tion, any deviation from this correlation by more than 20% in η0 (→ 5% in Mw) can be used 
as a good indicator for the presence of long-chain branches.  
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However, Auhl et al.[96], Bersted[94], and Gabriel[32] found some distinctly branched samples 
that fulfilled the η0-Mw-relation of linear samples. Thus it is obvious that a sample lying on 
the η0-Mw-relation cannot automatically be considered to be linear. For medium degrees of 
branching and intermediate molar masses Mw or, in some cases, high degrees of long-chain 
branching and high molar masses η0 of a branched sample may fulfill the η0-Mw-relation. 
Nevertheless, in these cases the SEC-MALLS finds clear indications of branching by the coil 
contraction thus easily ruling out this ambiguity.  

The three methods for the detection of long-chain branches (NMR, SEC-MALLS, and the η0-
Mw-relation), introduced so far, rely on totally different physical principles, and, therefore, 
have different strengths and weaknesses. The NMR detects the concentration of branch points 
(or end groups) in comparison to the normal carbons. The SEC-MALLS measures the coil 
contraction, which is theoretically independent of the molar mass and is only determined by 
the number of branch points per molecule (in case of statistically distributed three functional 
branches).[190] The η0-Mw-relation is mainly dependent on the concentration and length of the 
LCBs. A longer LCB leads to a stronger effect than a shorter one.  

It is not always possible to measure the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 because of very long re-
laxation times especially in high molecular samples with few long LCBs. From experience it 
is very hard if not impossible to measure η0 in excess of 5×106 Pa s for LCB-mPE. In these 
cases it is only possible to determine a maximum viscosity ηmax, which is in most cases suffi-
cient, however, to state whether a sample contains LCBs or not. 

When assuming that (monodisperse) symmetrical 3-arm polyethylene stars have to be charac-
terized by the three methods mentioned, they will lead to different sensitivities at different 
molar masses. For a molar mass M of 10,000 g/mol, the NMR will not have a significant 
problem finding the branch point as the ratio of the branch point carbon to the backbone car-
bon will be around 1:700 (having deducted the 6 carbons adjacent to the branch point and the 
chain ends), while SEC-MALLS will not reveal any information as the radius of gyration 
<s²>0.5 is too low (below 20 nm) to be measured accurately by the MALLS. The zero shear-
rate viscosity η0 at this molar mass will be somewhat (by a factor between 2 and 5)72 below 
the η0-Mw-relation of linear PE. This means that the NMR is the most sensitive method for 
such low molar masses. For M = 100,000 g/mol, the NMR will have a branch point to back-
bone carbon ratio of about 1:7,100, which is still detectable with a significant effort. The 
SEC-MALLS will find a small coil contraction (g≈0.9, eq. (3.2), i.e. <s²>0.5 is reduced by 5%), 
while the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 is increased by a factor around 10 in comparison to a 

                                                 
72 The zero shear-rate viscosities of the stars were calculated from eq. (2.11) using the prefactor K=0.4 based on 
Gabriel’s[32] finding that the η0-Mw-relations of four-arm stars intersect with the η0-Mw-correlation of linear 
samples at a molar mass of 55×Me. 
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linear sample. At M = 100,000 g/mol the η0-Mw-relation is already much more sensitive than 
NMR or SEC-MALLS alone. For M = 1,000,000 g/mol, the NMR will probably be unable to 
find branch point due to the ratio of 1:71,400. The coil contraction found SEC-MALLS will 
be the same as found for at M = 100,000 g/mol. The zero shear-rate viscosity enhancement 
factor η0/η0

lin, however, theoretically increases to about 1033. Detecting η0 of such a star is 
probably impossible, however, finding that ηmax/η0

lin is significantly larger than 1 will not be 
a problem.  

These considerations underline the high sensitivity of the η0-Mw-relation, especially for high 
molar masses. Only at high degrees of branching and low molar masses the NMR might be 
more sensitive than the η0-Mw-relation.  

 

9.4. LINEAR STEADY-STATE ELASTIC COMPLIANCE  

Deducing information from the elastic compliance Je
0 about the branching structure is not 

straightforward. Long-chain branching leads to an increase in the elastic compliance Je
0, but 

even very small amounts (e.g. 1%) of high molecular components can dramatically increase 
Je

0 thus making any analysis of the sample with respect to long-chain branching worthless. 
The determination of Je

0 can lead to an insight into the branching structure, however, if a 
strictly linear sample with the same MMD as the branched material is available.  

Most samples of this work have a typical Schulz-Flory molar mass distribution. Thus the 
determination of the elastic compliance Je

0 can be used to get some insight into branching. 
However, as the measurement of Je

0 requires approximately thrice the time73 for the determi-
nation of the zero shear-rate viscosity η0, the proper determination of Je

0 is limited to samples 
with a rather low maximum relaxation time and a high thermal stability. Therefore, Je

0 was 
determined for samples with a zero shear-rate viscosity η0 below 500,000 Pa s, only. The 
measurement uncertainty of Je

0 is about as large as that for η0/η0
lin due to the high experi-

mental demands of the measurements. 

The elastic compliance Je
0 is helpful as an additional indicator for the long-chain branching 

characterization but is very much affected by the MMD. A positive side effect of the determi-
nation of Je

0 is the measurement of Jr(t) which can be transformed into the complex functions 
(G’(ω), G”(ω), …) by calculations of the retardation spectra. Thus it is advisable to only use 

                                                 
73 In order to measure Je

0 properly, the terminal regime in the creep test has to be reached, i.e. η0 has to be meas-
ured. To assure the steady-state in the creep recovery test (and to be able to perform the drift correction (chap. 
12.1.2)), the creep recovery has to be at least twice as long as the creep test, thus the determination of Je

0 takes 
at least three times as long as the determination of η0. 
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Je
0 as a subsidiary long-chain branching indicator and only in combination with a good mo-

lecular characterization. 

 

9.5. VISCOSITY AND MODULI FUNCTIONS FROM DYNAMIC-

MECHANICAL EXPERIMENTS 

The influence of long-chain branches on the viscosity function |η*(ω)| can be modeled by the 
extended Carreau-Yasuda-model. Generally, the shape of the viscosity function of a LCB-
mPE differs distinctly from its linear counterpart of equal molar mass distribution. In the case 
of samples with a bimodal or very broad molar mass distribution, however, the results are 
ambiguous because their viscosity functions might have a shape very similar to that of 
slightly long-chain branched mPE.  

The same problem also applies to the functions of the dynamic moduli G’(ω) and G’’(ω), 
although their sensitivity is a little higher, because they also incorporate the phase angle δ, 
which means that they depend on two quantities being affected by the presence of LCBs. 

For highly long-chain branched mPE (Mw/Mn ≈ 2) the viscosity functions provide an excel-
lent indicator of the presence of long-chain branches, while for LDPE, which has an even 
higher degree of branching, the change in shape of |η*(ω)| and G’(ω) is not very suitable, as 
the broad molar mass distribution “smears out” the viscosity function so much that a detec-
tion of LCBs is not possible. 

 

9.6. PHASE ANGLE AS A FUNCTION OF THE COMPLEX MODULUS  

The plot of the phase angle as a function of the complex modulus δ(|G*|) has the advantage 
that it is temperature and molar mass invariant for linear polymers. For even very small de-
grees of long-chain branching a distinct deviation from this linear “master curve” is found. 
For a higher degree of branching (or few very long branches) this deviation becomes very 
significant, leading to a distinct minimum. Thus the plot δ(|G*|) is very convenient for the 
detection of long-chain branching in narrowly distributed samples.  

However, as shown in Fig. 7-33 a very distinct molar mass dependence of this plot for long-
chain branched samples makes a meaningful comparison for samples of dissimilar molar 
masses Mw very complicated. This means that this plot is very effective to find differences in 
the long-chain branching structure of samples of similar molar mass, while comparisons of 
samples of different molar masses are almost impossible. 
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When the molar mass distribution broadens, the transition from the minimum caused by the 
plateau modulus GN

0 to the plateau of the terminal regime (δ→90°) is also broadened 
(“smeared out”). Thus distinguishing small degrees of long-chain branching from a broad 
molar mass distribution is sometimes quite complicated.  

9.7. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE DYNAMIC AND STATIO-

NARY QUANTITIES 

The temperature dependence of the rheological properties of linear and short-chain branched 
polyethylene is independent of the molar mass and the molar mass distribution. Long-chain 
branching increases the activation energy distinctly in the terminal regime thus making the 
detection of long-chain branches possible.  

However, the accessible temperature range of PE is limited by the onset of the thermally in-
duced crosslinking usually starting at 230°C even at short measuring times. Therefore, 
rheological measurements above this temperature are not meaningful. Because of the crystal-
lization of PE measurements are not possible below a certain temperature. For HDPE this 
limiting temperature is 145°C74, while LLDPEs and LDPE can be measured at lower tem-
peratures down to about 10°C above Tm. 

As Ea is not very large for HDPE, the small temperature range available for these polyethyl-
enes makes the determination of the flow activation energy a relatively complicated task. The 
addition of comonomer (SCBs) leads to an increase of Ea (and to a decrease in Tm, i.e. the 
minimum temperature for rheological measurements is reduced). This makes the determina-
tion of Ea easier as a high temperature dependence reduces the influence of the measurement 
errors. 

Another indicator for the presence of long-chain branches is the thermorheological complex-
ity. However, thermal degradation might show the same effect thus the stability of the sample 
has to be checked carefully. In case of thermorheologically complex samples it is the best 
approach to determine the activation energy from the relaxation spectrum, as this is the mate-
rial function behind all linear viscoelastic quantities. The activation is a function of the re-
laxation strength for LCB-mPE. 

The temperature dependence is recommended as a standalone indicator of long-chain 
branching, although it is not as sensitive as the other quantities discussed above and does not 
allow such a deep insight into the molecular structure as the combination of a broad fre-
quency range characterization (including a converted creep recovery test) and SEC-MALLS. 

                                                 
74 The highest temperature at which polyethylene can have stable crystals is 141.5°C.[251] 
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As short-chain branches increase the activation energy Ea, the comonomer content also has 
to be carefully considered. However, even small amounts of long-chain branches lead to a 
stronger increase of Ea than medium comonomer contents (nc≈5 mol%), which means that the 
influence of the comonomer can simply be assessed by looking at the DSC-data (lower melt-
ing point Tm and lower crystallinity x) while the long-chain branches do not influence the 
crystalline structure significantly (i.e. the LCB-concentrations in LCB-mPE are too low to 
exert any measurable influence on the crystalline structure).[2,195] Moreover, it has to be con-
sidered that even low degrees of long-chain branching lead to a thermorheological complex-
ity, while short-chain branched samples have a thermorheologically simple behavior. 

 

9.8. SUMMARY 

The detection of long-chain branching is a challenging task. In the case of very low LCB-
concentrations it was shown that the deviation from the η0-Mw-correlation for linear products, 
the increase in the elastic compliance Je

0 and the shear viscosity functions very sensitively 
indicate long-chain branching. Detailed conclusions, however, require a good knowledge of 
the molar mass distribution which can be measured by SEC-MALLS. In the case of LCB-
mHDPE the detection of the LCB by NMR is possible but very time intensive and thus costly. 

Very low concentrations of LCBs can only be detected by a combination of several methods. 
SEC-MALLS and rotational rheology are probably the best suited methods for this purpose. 
For higher degrees of long-chain branching either of those two methods will be able to detect 
LCBs on its own. The rheology, however, is more sensitive than the SEC-MALLS in this re-
spect. 
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10. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 

10.1. LINEAR SAMPLES 

10.1.1. η0-Mw-Correlation 
A linear correlation with a slope of 3.6 was established for HDPEs between the logarithms of 
the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 and the weight average molar mass Mw above a critical molar 
mass Mc. This correlation was also found to be valid for linear LLDPEs with comonomer 
contents up to 29 wt.%. Below Mc the slope was determined to be one. This correlation was 
found to be molar mass distribution (MMD) independent. 

 

10.1.2. Linear Steady-State Elastic Compliance Je
0  

The linear steady-state elastic compliance Je
0 was found to increase with molar mass Mw for 

LLDPEs following an exponential dependency despite the constant narrow molar mass dis-
tribution of Mw/Mn=2. This behavior was concluded to be the consequence of either sparse 
LCBs or of a Je

0 dependency on the molar mass Mw, which was not reported in the literature 
due to the lack of a series of samples being characterized extensively.  

 

10.1.3. Fitting Parameters from the Carreau-Yasuda (CY)-Model 
The Carreau-Yasuda-model was used to describe the viscosity functions of the linear and 
short-chain branched samples; it was not possible to describe the viscosity functions of LCB-
mPEs with it due to its different shape, but the CY-model works very well for linear samples 
without a high molecular shoulder. 

The reciprocal crossover frequency 1/ωc and the characteristic relaxation time λ from the CY-
Fit were found to be equivalent to each other in case of samples with a logGaussian molar 
mass distribution. λ and 1/ωc of the narrowly distributed mHDPEs also show a dependence 
on the molar mass Mw with the same slope as found for the logη0-logMw-relation. For sam-
ples with a broad MMD or with short-chain branches an increase of λ and 1/ωc in compari-
son to narrowly distributed mHDPEs is found.  

The transition parameter a, describing the width of the transition between the terminal and 
the shear thinning regime, decreases with increasing molar mass Mw (i.e. the transition be-
comes broader). For mLLDPE a is found to be distinctly higher (i.e. the transition zone is 
narrower) than for mHDPE. A linear correlation between the transition parameter a and Je

0 
was found.  
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The differences in the behavior between the LLDPEs and the HDPEs (narrower transition 
zone from the terminal to the shear thinning regime of the LLDPEs) are explained by the in-
crease of the entanglement molar mass Me of the LLDPEs being the consequence of the dead 
weight of the short-chain branches. This leads to a reduction of the plateau modulus GN

0.[209] 
The narrower transition zone is the consequence of the lowered plateau modulus and the ter-
minal regime unaffected by the short-chain branches, which means that the onset of the rub-
bery plateau is shifted to lower frequencies by the short-chain branches, while the onset of 
the terminal regime is unaffected.   

 

10.2. LONG-CHAIN BRANCHED SAMPLES 

10.2.1. η0-Mw-Correlation 
The introduction of long-chain branches leads to an increase of the zero shear-rate viscosity 
η0, in comparison to the zero shear-rate viscosity expected from the η0-Mw-relation of linear 
mPEs, for all LCB-mPEs investigated with a molar mass Mw above 60 kg/mol. At a constant 
degree of branching λ the deviation of the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 from the η0-Mw-
relation of linear polymers (η0/η0

lin) increases with increasing molar mass Mw. This finding is 
explained by the greater length of the long-chain branches when increasing the molar mass. 
Theoretical works for anionically synthesized monodisperse model-polymers with different 
branching topographies predict that the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 has a stronger molar 
mass dependence than the η0-Mw-relation of linear samples.[100,104,154,162,172,252] As LCB-mPE 
consists mainly of linear, star-, and H-branched chains the predictions of the theories for 
model polymers can be transferred qualitatively to the results of the LCB-mPE by assuming a 
double logarithmic mixing rule. 

The few LCB-mPEs available with a molar mass Mw below 60 kg/mol come to lie slightly 
below the η0-Mw-relation for linear PE.  

 

10.2.2. Viscosity Function |η*(ω)|and Extended Carreau-Yasuda-Fits 
It was found that the zero shear-rate viscosity enhancement factor η0/η0

lin correlates linearly 
with the characteristic phase angle δc for type I viscosity functions75. For type II viscosity 
functions a lower slope of δc as a function of η0/η0

lin is found.  

                                                 
75 A type I viscosity function does not have a minimum in the double logarithmic slope of the viscosity function 
dlog|η*(ω)|/dlogω (which is equivalent to the phase angle δ (ω)) but shows a plateau (or at least the onset to a 
plateau) in the slope, while a type II viscosity function has a minimum in the slope (or phase angle). 
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With the extended CY-model it is possible to describe |η*(ω)|, G’(ω), G”(ω), and δ(ω) of 
long-chain branched mPEs with a type I viscosity function. The model fails to describe such 
data sets with a minimum in δ(ω), i.e. with a type II viscosity function. It is also unable to 
describe the function of G’(ω) for δ>89°. However, the measurement of δ>89° is highly error 
afflicted.  

The correlation between η0/η0
lin and δc for type I viscosity functions was explained with an 

extension of the CY-model which is able to model the two main relaxation modes found in 
LCB-mPE. The mode governing short relaxation times λ2 is linked to the molar mass Mw by 
the same correlation as the relaxation time λ in the normal CY-model, i.e. with a double loga-
rithmic slope of 3.6. The other mode λ1 is determined by the long-chain branches and is cor-
related to Mw with a double logarithmic slope of 5.15 and to the degree of long-chain branch-
ing expressed by the slope factor n. The slope factor n is very closely linked to δc.  

For η0/η0
lin<2, this quantity and Je

0/Je
0(lin) are connected to each other in a double logarith-

mic scaling by a square root like function, while a linear correlation with a double logarith-
mic slope of 0.47 was found for η0/η0

lin>2.   

 

10.3. CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE SYNTHESIS CONDITIONS AND 

THE RHEOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR 

Different catalysts lead to distinctly different molecular structures. At a constant polymeriza-
tion temperature Tpoly of 60°C and at a polymerization pressure ppoly of 5 bar the resulting Mw 
varied between 100 and 1200 kg/mol depending on the H2-pressure. The addition of H2 (0.5 
bar) leads to a catalyst dependent reduction of Mw. While Mw is reduced by a factor around 7 
for catalysts A, D, and F, H2 reduces Mw only by approximately 30% for catalyst B. For cata-
lyst E a much stronger reduction of Mw (factor 20) was found. These different polymerization 
features are catalyst specific but could not be deducted from the molecular structure of the 
catalyst. It was shown for catalyst F that the ratio of the ethene to the hydrogen pressure de-
termines the molar mass Mw over a very wide range (of Mw).  

The synthesis temperature dependence of Mw is also catalyst specific. Interestingly, catalyst 
E shows a higher sensitivity towards Tpoly than the catalysts D and A – a difference in the 
catalyst behavior which is was also found for the Mw-reduction by H2, i.e. catalysts D and A 
are less sensitive towards H2 with respect to Mw than catalyst E. However, again no explana-
tion for this behavior could be deduced from the catalysts’ molecular structure. 

Some of the catalysts produce long-chain branched materials. Only catalyst A produces 
strictly linear samples under all synthesis conditions. The catalysts B, D, and F are bridged 
catalysts (catalysts B and F are ansa-metallocenes; D is a half-metallocene). They produce 
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long-chain branched samples under all polymerizations conditions tested without comono-
mer, although the addition of H2 leads to an almost complete disappearance of the long-chain 
branches in catalyst D. Catalyst E produces LCB-mPE if used in the absence of H2 and linear 
PE in its presence. This means that the ability of a catalyst to produce long-chain branches 
depends on the environment around the active center, which is significantly larger for bridged 
catalysts as the bridge opens the catalyst. Also the size of the ligand plays a role as can be 
seen from the differences of catalyst A (large ligand, Me5Cp) and E (small ligand, Cp) in the 
ability to form LCBs. 

The formation of long-chain branches depends on the polymerization time, which can be 
explained by the semi-batch-type reactor used for the syntheses. In this type of reactor the 
terminated chains are not removed and are thus able to be reincorporated into a growing 
chain forming a long-chain branch. Therefore, the concentration of macromers being poten-
tial long-chain branches increases with rising polymerization time tpoly and thus a longer tpoly 
leads to a higher degree of long-chain branching. 

The introduction of comonomers leads to a reduction of the degree of long-chain branching 
due to the sterical hindrance of the short-chain branches. For the shown series synthesized 
with catalyst F at 60°C and with a total concentration of the ethene and the comonomers of 
0.5 mol/l and 0.5 bar H2 a comonomer content nc of about 3 mol% causes the suppression of 
the LCB-formation. Octene leads to a less pronounced LCB-suppression than the longer co-
monomers decene, dodecene, octadecene, and hexacosene. 

Further Investigations in this field should focus on the investigation on the influence of the 
polymerization time, which shows interesting results for the catalyst B at a temperature of 
75°C and 60°C being only a very first glimpse into this interesting field. Thus the trend found 
should be underlined with further investigations on time dependent long-chain branching. 

It would also be interesting to investigate nonene-ethene-copolymers as this comonomer lies 
between octene and decene in length which show a large difference in the LCB-content. The 
comonomer length dependence of the LCB-content, also leads to the question how shorter 
comonomers influence the LCB-formation. For this reason also hexene and butene as co-
polymers could be investigated. 
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10.4. TIME-TEMPERATURE SUPERPOSITION 

10.4.1. Short-Chain Branched Samples 
The introduction of short-chain branches leads to an increase of the activation energy Ea be-
ing proportional to the weight content of the comonomer in the measured range of 0 to 30 
wt.%. The activation energy Ea increases from 27 kJ/mol for wc = 0 wt.% to approximately 
38 kJ/mol for wc = 30 wt.%. The comonomer length influences Ea indirectly, as it determines 
the weight comonomer content wc together with the molar comonomer content nc. 

 

10.4.2. Long-Chain Branched Samples 
The introduction of few LCBs leads to an increase of the activation energy at low frequen-
cies, i.e. long relaxation times, while it stays approximately unaffected by the LCBs at high 
frequencies (short relaxation times). This is a consequence of the higher activation energies 
of the long-chain branched chains at the longer relaxation times. The result of this relaxation 
time-dependent thermorheological behavior is a “structure induced thermorheological com-
plexity”. 

It was found for LDPEs, which feature a much higher LCB concentration than LCB-mPE, 
that the activation energy Ea is constant but much higher than for linear samples in the linear 
viscoelastic regime, while it behaves thermorheological complex in the nonlinear regime. 
This leads to the conclusion that there are two types of thermorheological complexities. Mix-
tures of linear and long-chain branched chains lead to “structure induced thermorheological 
complexity”, which is caused by the differences in the activation energies of the different 
topographies, i.e. Ea of linear chains is much lower than that of branched chains. As LCBs 
lead to a longer maximum relaxation time than linear chains of equal molar mass76, Ea in-
creases with increasing relaxation time. As LDPEs contain only very small amounts of linear 
chains (which are predominately very low in molar mass – which was found by SEC-
MALLS), Ea is constant in the linear viscoelastic regime. This is not in contradiction to the 
finding of Laun[93] that LDPEs are thermorheologically complex in the non-linear regime 
determined by capillary rheometry. This behavior is called “stress induced thermorheological 
complexity”, which means that an increase in stress lowers Ea, probably as a consequence of 
molecular orientation and disentanglement.  

The activation energy increases with decreasing relaxation time reaching a steady-state at the 
onset of the terminal regime. This value is called terminal activation energy Ea

0. 

                                                 
76 It also has to be considered that on the average the long-chain branched chains in LCB-mPE are of a higher 
molar mass than the linear ones. 
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Ea
0 correlates with the characteristic phase angle δc (and thus with the zero shear-rate visco-

sity enhancement factor η0/η0
lin). As δc is an indicator of the influence of the long-chain 

branches on the rheological behavior, this correlation with Ea
0 is not surprising, as Ea

0, too, is 
affected by the long-chain branches. 

The increase of the activation energy starts at the relaxation strengths at which the spectrum 
(normalized by η0

lin) starts deviating from the normalized linear reference spectrum. In terms 
of the δ(|G*|)-plot the increase of Ea starts at the complex modulus at which |G*| is smaller 
than the characteristic modulus Gc, being the x-component of the characteristic point pc - de-
fined by the intercept of the tangents being laid in the turning points of the δ(|G*|)-plot. 

 

10.4.3. Outlook 
The correlation between the activation energy Ea and the weight comonomer content wc was 
only established for a rather limited range of comonomer contents nc. For this reason it would 
be desirable to measure the activation energies of samples with a very high comonomer con-
tent but short comonomer such as butene, hexene, or octene. 

The question which are the molecular and experimental reasons for the two types of thermor-
heological complexity are to be examined in the future in much more detail. Also relation 
between the “stress induced thermorheological complexity” and the Cox-Merz-rule[199] is to 
be assessed in detail, as one might suspect that such a complex behavior will lead to a failure 
of the Cox-Merz-rule.[199] 

 

10.5. NEW ASPECTS OF THE UNDERSTANDING OF LCB-mPE 

10.5.1. Insights into the Molecular Topography of mPE 
The most important finding concerning the molecular topography was that the long-chain 
branching structures in LCB-mPE are comparable. Soares and Hamielec[60] predicted from 
theoretical considerations that the branching mechanism of metallocene catalyzed syntheses 
leads to a constant degree of branching (as a function of the number of LCBs per 10,000 
monomers). This means that low molecular chains are much less branched than high molecu-
lar ones.  

Most of the about 100 long-chain branched samples included in this work show an approxi-
mately constant degree of branching per 10,000 monomers thus proving the prediction of 
Soares and Hamielec.[60] This would mean that any LCB-mPE, theoretically, could be de-
scribed by two parameters: the weight average molar mass Mw and the degree of branching λ. 
The widening of the MMD for very high degrees of branching predicted by Costeux et al.[45] 
was also found for some of the samples synthesized with catalyst B (B1, B6, and B12). 
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The co-operation between the Universities Hamburg and Erlangen being the base for this 
work are the first time that several series of linear and long-chain branched mPEs were syn-
thesized in such a broad range of molar masses, degrees of long-chain branching and co-
monomer contents and types.  

Also a new aspect was introduced in the understanding of the evolvement of the LCBs. The 
time dependence of the LCB-formation in a semi-batch reactor discussed in chap. 0 is a clear 
indicator of the mechanism of the formation of LCBs postulated by Soares and Hamielec.[60] 
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Fig. 10-1: Theoretical average number of LCBs per molecule for different degrees of branching 

Another point that was clarified in this work is the finding that typical LCB-mPE contains a 
lot of linear chains. Fig. 10-1 shows that at a molar mass of 100,000 g/mol about 3 
LCB/10,000 monomers are required for the average chain of this molar mass having 1 LCB, 
which means that sizable amounts of linear chains are still present in this molar mass fraction 
as the branching formation is a statistical process, i.e. 1 LCB per chain on the average means 
that 1 LCB per chain is the most likely possibility but sizable amounts of linear chains but 
also of chains with 2 or more LCB per chain are present. As mentioned before this is quite a 
high degree of branching for an LCB-mPE. 

The typical molar mass Mw for the commercially available LCB-mPE (mostly LCB-
mLLDPE) is between 65 and 140 kg/mol with a degree of branching between 1 and 3 LCB 
per 10 000 monomers (the higher the molar mass the lower the degree of branching), which 
means that those commercially available LCB-mPEs contain more than 50% linear chains. As 
the formation of higher branched molecules is less likely under the prevalent kinetic condi-
tions, the concentrations of molecules with inner segments (i.e. molecules with 2 or more 
branches) is rather low.  
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10.5.2. Understanding of the Correlations between Molecular Structure 
and Rheological Properties 

The first important finding in this respect is the fact that the degree of branching alone does 
not determine the rheological behavior but that also the molar mass Mw plays a significant 
role for the efficiency of the LCBs and thus leads to grave differences between the degree of 
branching deduced from SEC-MALLS and rheology when comparing different Mw. For low 
molar masses (10 kg/mol<Mw<50 kg/mol) the impact of LCBs on the rheological behavior is 
rather limited as such samples are almost Newtonian fluids and thus only the activation en-
ergy Ea and the zero shear-rate viscosity enhancement factor η0/η0

lin (which both do not 
change very much) can be taken as an indicator of branching while basically no coil contrac-
tion can be detected for such low molecular samples. This means that even highly branched 
low molecular samples do not exhibit very distinct signs of long-chain branching in both 
SEC-MALLS and rheology. 

For samples with a very high molar mass Mw (Mw>500 kg/mol) even a very low degree of 
long-chain branching leads to a very strong effect on the rheological behavior, while the 
SEC-MALLS cannot find any LCBs. This leads to an overestimation of the degree of long-
chain branching if one is unaware of this higher LCB-efficiency. 

The extended Carreau-Yasuda model developed in this work shows that the viscosity func-
tions |η*(ω)| of LCB-mPEs are very similar with respect to each other and can be described 
with this model with high accuracy in a frequency range of up to 8 decades in case of a type I 
viscosity function.  

It has long been established that LCBs increase the linear steady-state elastic compliance Je
0, 

however, so far it was totally unclear whether Je
0 can be related to other rheological quanti-

ties at all. Good correlations between Je
0 on one side (normalized to Je

0(lin)) and η0/η0
lin and 

δc on the other side were found. 
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11. ZUSAMMENFASSUNG UND AUSBLICK 

11.1. LINEARE PROBEN 

11.1.1. η0-Mw-Beziehung 
Eine lineare Korrelation zwischen dem Logarithmus der Nullviskosität η0 und der gewichts-
mittleren Molmasse Mw mit einer (doppelt logarithmischen) Steigung von 3,6 wurde oberhalb 
einer kritischen Molmasse Mc für lineare metallocenkatalysierte Polyethylene hoher Dichte 
(mHDPEs) gefunden. Die Gültigkeit dieser Beziehung wurde auch für lineare mLLDPEs mit 
Comonomergehalten bis zu 29 Gew.% nachgewiesen. Unterhalb von Mc besteht ebenfalls 
eine solche Beziehung zwischen der Nullviskosität η0 und der gewichtsmittleren Molmasse 
Mw, allerdings mit einer doppelt logarithmischen Steigung von 1. Diese Beziehung ist unab-
hängig von der Molmassenverteilung. 

 

11.1.2. Gleichgewichtsnachgiebigkeit Je
0  

Es wurde gefunden, daß die Gleichgewichtsnachgiebigkeit Je
0, trotz einer konstanten Mol-

massenverteilung Mw/Mn von 2, mit steigender Molmasse Mw bei Ethen-α-
Olefincopolymeren (mLLDPE) exponentiell zunimmt. Es wurde schlußgefolgert, daß diese 
Abhängigkeit zwischen Je

0 und Mw entweder die Folge von sehr geringen Langkettenver-
zweigungsgehalten oder von einer Abhängigkeit von Je

0 von der Molmasse verursacht wird, 
die bisher nicht bekannt ist, weil noch keine geeignete Probenserie zur Verfügung stand. 

 

11.1.3. Fitparameter aus dem Carreau-Yasuda-(CY)-Modell 
Das Carreau-Yasuda-Modell wurde benutzt, um die Viskositätsfunktionen von linearen und 
kurzkettenverzweigten Proben zu beschreiben. Es war nicht möglich damit die Viskositäts-
funktionen langkettenverzweigter mPEs aufgrund deren unterschiedlicher Form zu beschrei-
ben, jedoch konnten die Viskositätsfunktionen lineare Proben ohne hochmolekulare Flanke 
gut beschrieben werden. 

Die reziproke Crossoverfrequenz 1/ωc und die charakteristische Relaxationszeit λ, die mit 
dem CY-Modell aus der Viskositätsfunktion bestimmt werden, sind im Falle einer im loga-
rithmischen Maßstab normalverteilten Molmassenverteilung (MMV) äquivalent und steigen 
mit zunehmender Molmasse Mw mit der selben Steigung von 3,6 an, wie sie für die η0-Mw-
Beziehung gefunden wurde. Bei Proben mit einer breiten MMV steigen λ und 1/ωc im Ver-
gleich zu engverteiltem mHDPE an. 
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Der Parameter a, der die Breite des Übergangs zwischen dem strukturviskosen und dem ter-
minalen Bereich der Viskositätsfunktion beschreibt, sinkt mit steigender Molmasse Mw, was 
einer Verbreiterung des Übergangs entspricht. Bei LLDPEs wurden wesentliche höhere Wer-
te für a gefunden, was einem schmäleren Übergangsbereich entspricht als bei mHDPEs ver-
gleichbarer Molmasse Mw und Molmassenverteilung. Es wurde eine lineare Korrelation zwi-
schen Je

0 und a gefunden. 

Die Unterschiede im Verhalten zwischen den mLLDPEs und den mHDPEs (der schmälere 
Übergangsbereich zwischen terminalen Fließgebiet und strukturviskosen Bereich bei den 
mLLDPEs) werden durch den Anstieg der Verschlaufungsmolmasse Me der mLLDPEs er-
klärt, die eine Folge der Kurzkettenverzweigungen sind, die die Kette schwerer machen je-
doch nicht zu den Verschlaufungen beitragen. Dies führt zu einer Verringerung des Plateau-
moduls GN

0.[209] Der schmälere Übergangsbereich ist eine Folge des Zusammenspiels des 
niedrigeren Plateaumoduls und des durch Kurzkettenverzweigungen unbeeinflußten termina-
len Fließbereichs, der dadurch zustande kommt, daß der Beginn des gummielastischen Pla-
teaus durch die Kurzkettenverzweigungen zu geringeren Frequenzen verschoben ist, während 
der Beginn des terminalen Fließbereichs nicht verändert wird. 

 

11.2. LANGKETTENVERZWEIGTE PROBEN 

11.2.1. η0-Mw-Beziehung 
Der Einbau von Langkettenverzweigungen führt zu einer Erhöhung der Nullviskosität η0 bei 
allen untersuchten langkettenverzweigten metallocen-PEs (LKV-mPEs) mit einer Molmasse 
Mw von mehr als 60 kg/mol im Vergleich zu linearen Proben. Bei einer konstanten Langket-
tenverzweigungskonzentration λ steigt die Abweichung der Nullviskosität η0 von der η0-Mw-
Beziehung linearer Polymerer (η0/η0

lin) mit steigender Molmasse Mw an. Diese Beobachtung 
ist mit der Verlängerung der LKVs durch die Erhöhung der Molmasse erklärbar. Theoretische 
Arbeiten an anionisch synthetisierten monodispersen Modellpolymeren mit verschiedenen 
Verzweigungstopographien sagen voraus, daß die Nullviskosität η0 im Vergleich zur η0-Mw-
Beziehung von linearen Proben überproportional stark ansteigt.[100,104,154,161,162,172,252] Da 
LCB-mPE vor allem aus linearen sowie stern- und H-förmig verzweigten Ketten besteht, 
können die Modellvorstellungen für Modellpolymere qualitative auf die Ergebnisse von 
LCB-mPE durch die Annahme einer doppelt logarithmischen Mischungsregel angewendet 
werden. 

Die wenigen verfügbaren LCB-mPEs mit einer Molmasse Mw unterhalb 60 kg/mol liegen 
unter der η0-Mw-Beziehung für lineares PE.  
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11.2.2. Viskositätsfunktionen |η*(ω)| und modifizierte Carreau-Yasuda-
Fits 

Die Nullviskositätserhöhung η0/η0
lin läßt sich sehr gut mit dem kritischen Phasenwinkel δc, 

der aus der Auftragung δ(|G*|) bestimmt wird, bei Typ I Viskositätsfunktionen korrelieren.77 
Bei Typ II Viskositätsfunktion wurde eine niedrigere Steigung von δc as Funktion von 
η0/η0

lin gefunden. 

Mit dem modifizierten CY-Modell ist es möglich, die Materialfunktionen |η*(ω)|, G’(ω), 
G”(ω), und δ(ω) der meisten LCB-mPEs mit einer Typ I Viskositätsfunktion zu beschreiben. 
Dieses Modell erlaubt allerdings nicht die Beschreibung von Daten mit einem Minimum in 
δ(ω), d.h. mit einer Typ II Viskositätsfunktion. Die Beschreibung von G’(ω) für δ>89° ist 
ebenfalls so gut wie unmöglich, was jedoch nicht weiter ins Gewicht fällt, da solch hoher 
Phasenwinkel in Oszillation ohnehin nur mit einer starken Fehlerabweichung gemessen wer-
den können.  

Die Korrelation zwischen η0/η0
lin und δc bei Typ I Viskositätsfunktionen wurde durch das 

erweitere CY-Modell erklärt, das in der Lage ist, die zwei Hauptrelaxationsmoden zu be-
schreiben, die in LCB-mPE gefunden werden. Die Relaxationsmode λ2, die die kurzen Rela-
xationszeiten bestimmt, ist mit der Molmasse Mw durch die selbe Korrelation verbunden wie 
die Relaxationszeit λ des normalen CY-Modells, d.h. mit einer doppelt logarithmischen Stei-
gung von 3,6. Die andere Mode λ1 wird durch die Langkettenverzweigungen bestimmt und 
korreliert mit Mw mit einer doppelt logarithmischen Steigung von 5,15. Außerdem spielt der 
Langkettenverzweigungsgrad, ausgedrückt durch die Steigung n (aus dem erweiterten CY-
Modell) eine Rolle. Die Steigung n ist außerdem noch mit δc verbunden. 

Bei einer geringen Nullviskositätsüberhöhung η0/η0
lin<2 ist diese mit der durch die Werte 

linearer Proben normierte Gleichgewichtsnachgiebigkeit Je
0/Je

0(lin) durch einen in doppelt 
logarithmischer Skalierung wurzelfunktionsähnlichen Zusammenhang verknüpft. Für höhere 
Nullviskositätsüberhöhungen η0/η0

lin>2 wird ein linearer Zusammenhang mit einer doppelt 
logarithmischen Steigung von 0,47 gefunden.  

 

                                                 
77 Eine Typ I Viskositätsfunktion hat kein Minimum in der doppelt logarithmischen Steigung der Viskositäts-
funktion dlog|η*(ω)|/dlogω (die dem Phasenwinkel δ(ω) entspricht), zeigt jedoch ein Plateau -oder zumindest 
den Ansatz dazu- in der Steigung, während eine Typ II Viskositätsfunktion ein Minimum in der Steigung -oder 
im Phasenwinkel- aufweist. 
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11.3. KORRELATIONEN ZWISCHEN DEN SYNTHESEBEDINGUNGEN 

UND DEM RHEOLOGISCHEN VERHALTEN  

Verschiedene Katalysatoren führen zu stark unterschiedlichen molekularen Strukturen. Eine 
konstante Polymerisationstemperatur Tpoly von 60°C und ein konstanter Polymerisationsdruck 
ppoly von 5 bar führt je nach Wasserstoffdruck zu Molmassen Mw  zwischen 100 und 1200 
kg/mol. Die Zugabe von H2 (0,5 bar) führt zu einer Molmassenreduktion, die katalysatorspe-
zifisch ist. Während bei den Katalysatoren A, D und F Mw um etwa einen Faktor 7 verringert 
wird, ergibt sich bei Katalysator B eine Reduktion um nur ca. 30%. Bei Katalysator E wurde 
eine viel stärkere Reduktion der Molmasse (Faktor 20) gefunden. Diese Unterschiede im Po-
lymerisationsverhalten sind katalysatorspezifisch, konnten jedoch nicht aus der molekularen 
Struktur der Katalysatoren abgeleitet werden. Es wurde für Katalysator F gezeigt, daß das 
Verhältnis der Ethen- und Wasserstoffdrücke die Molmasse Mw über einen hohen Molmas-
senbereich bestimmt.  

Die Synthesetemperaturabhängigkeit von Mw ist auch katalysatorspezifisch. Interessanterwei-
se zeigt Katalysator E eine höhere Empfindlichkeit gegenüber der Synthesetemperatur Tpoly 
als die Katalysatoren A und D. Dies ist ein Unterschied im Verhalten der Katalysatoren, der 
genauso bei der Molmassenreduktion durch H2 gefunden wurde, d.h. bei den Katalysatoren 
D und A verursacht H2 eine geringere Änderung von Mw als bei Katalysator E. Jedoch kann 
auch in diesem Fall keine Erklärung aus der Katalysatorstruktur abgeleitet werden. 

Einige der Katalysatoren produzieren langkettenverzweigte Materialien. Nur Katalysator A 
stellt unter allen Synthesebedingungen strikt lineare Materialien her. Die Katalysatoren B, D 
und F sind verbrückte Katalysatoren, wobei es sich bei B und F um ansa-Metallocene und 
bei D um ein Halb-Metallocen handelt. Diese stellen langkettenverzweigte Proben unter allen 
getesteten Polymerisationsbedingungen ohne die Zugabe von Comonomer her, auch wenn 
die Zugabe von H2 bei Katalysator D zu einem sehr geringen Verzweigungsgrad führt. Kata-
lysator E produziert LCB-mPE bei Polymerisationen ohne H2 und lineares PE bei Synthesen 
mit H2. Das bedeutet, daß die Fähigkeit eines Katalysators, Langkettenverzweigungen zu 
erzeugen, von der Umgebung des aktiven Zentrums bestimmt wird, welche bei verbrückten 
Katalysatoren wesentlich größer ist, da die Brücke den Katalysator öffnet, indem sie die or-
ganischen Gruppen (Liganden), die am aktiven Zentrum liegen, zur Seite zieht. Daneben 
spielt auch die Größe des Liganden eine Rolle, wie man an dem Vergleich der Fähigkeit, 
Langkettenverzweigungen zu bilden, bei Katalysator A (großer Ligand, Me5Cp) und Kataly-
sator E (kleiner Ligand, Cp) sehen kann. 

Die Bildung von Langkettenverzweigungen ist auch von der Polymerisationszeit abhängig, 
was dadurch erklärt werden kann, daß für die Synthesen ein semi-batch-Reaktor verwendet 
wurde. In diesem Typ von Reaktor werden die terminierten Ketten (d.h. Ketten, die nicht 
mehr reagieren, aber z.T. noch reaktionsfähig sind) nicht entfernt und sind deshalb in der 
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Lage, als Langkettenverzweigungen in eine wachsende Kette eingebaut zu werden. Aus die-
sem Grund steigt die Konzentration der Makromeren, die die potentiellen Langkettenver-
zweigungen darstellen mit der Polymerisationszeit tpoly an, und deshalb führt eine längere 
Polymerisationszeit tpoly zu einer höheren Langkettenverzweigungskonzentration. 

Der Einbau von Comonomer führt zu einer Reduktion der Langkettenverzweigungskonzen-
tration aufgrund der sterischen Hinderung der Kurzkettenverzweigungen. Bei der verwende-
ten Probenserie, die mit Katalysator F bei 60°C und mit einer Gesamtkonzentration von 
Ethen und den Comonomeren von 0.5 mol/l und bei 0.5 bar H2 hergestellt wurde, führt ein 
Comonomergehalt nc von ca. 3 mol% zu einer vollständigen Unterdrückung der Langketten-
verzweigungsbildung, wobei Okten einen geringeren Einfluß ausübt als die längeren Como-
nomere Deken, Dodeken, Oktadeken und Hexacosen. 

Weitere Untersuchungen in diesem Forschungsgebiet sollten sich mit der Untersuchung des 
Einflusses der Polymerisationszeit beschäftigen, die bei Katalysator B zu interessanten Er-
gebnissen bei einer Polymerisationstemperatur von 75°C und 60°C geführt haben, was je-
doch nur ein erster Einblick in dieses neue Feld ist. Die gefundenen Abhängigkeiten sollten 
durch weitere Untersuchungen der zeitabhängigen Bildung von Langkettenverzweigungen 
bestätigt und erweitert werden. 

Ein weiteres interessantes Forschungsgebiet sind Nonen-Ethen-Copolymere, die die Lücke 
zwischen Okten und Deken füllen würden und die einen wesentlichen Unterschied in ihrer 
Tendenz die Bildung von Langkettenverzweigung zu unterdrücken, aufweisen. Eine weitere 
offene Frage ist, wie sich kürzere Comonomer auf die Bildung von Langkettenverzweigungen 
auswirken. Deshalb wären Hexen- und Buten-Copolymere ebenfalls untersuchenswert. 

 

11.4. ZEIT-TEMPERATUR SUPERPOSITION 

11.4.1. Kurzkettenverzweigte Proben 
Der Einbau von Kurzkettenverzweigungen führt zu einer Erhöhung der Aktivierungsenergie 
Ea, die proportional zum gewichtsbezogenen Comonomergehalt im Bereich zwischen 0 und 
30 Gew.% ist. Die Aktivierungsenergie Ea steigt von 27 kJ/mol bei wc = 0 Gew.% auf etwa 
38 kJ/mol für wc = 30 Gew.%. Die Comonomerlänge beeinflußt Ea indirekt, indem sie den 
gewichtsbezogenen Comonomergehalt wc zusammen mit dem molbezogenen Comonomer-
gehalt nc bestimmt. 

 

11.4.2. Langkettenverzweigte Proben 
Der Einbau weniger Langkettenverzweigungen erhöht die Aktivierungsenergie Ea bei niedri-
gen Frequenzen bzw. langen Relaxationszeiten, während sie bei hohen Frequenzen bzw. kur-
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zen Relaxationszeiten von Langkettenverzweigungen unbeeinflußt bleibt. Dies ist eine Folge 
der höheren Aktivierungsenergie von langkettenverzweigten Molekülen, die längere Relaxa-
tionszeiten aufweisen als die linearen Ketten. Die Folge dieses relaxationszeitabhängigen 
Materialverhaltens ist das Auftreten der sog. „strukturinduzierten thermorheologischen Kom-
plexität“. 

Es wurde für LDPEs, die eine viel höhere Langkettenverzweigungskonzentration aufweisen 
als LCB-mPEs, gefunden, daß Ea im linear-viskoelastischen Regime konstant, aber viel höher 
ist als für lineare Proben, während diese sich thermorheologisch komplex im nichtlinearen 
Bereich verhalten. Dies führt zur Schlußfolgerung, daß es zwei Arten der thermorheologi-
schen Komplexität gibt. Auf der einen Seite führen Mischungen von linearen und langketten-
verzweigten Ketten zu einer „strukturinduzierten thermorheologischen Komplexität“, die 
durch die unterschiedlichen Aktivierungsenergien der verschiedenen Topographien verur-
sacht werden, da Ea von linearen Ketten viel niedriger ist als Ea von verzweigten. Da Lang-
kettenverzweigungen zu längeren maximalen Relaxationszeiten im Vergleich zu linearen Ket-
ten gleicher Molmasse führen78, steigt Ea mit steigender Relaxationszeit an. Da LDPEs nur 
geringe Mengen von linearen Ketten aufweisen (die laut GPC-MALLS vorwiegend niedermo-
lekular sind), ist Ea im linear-viskoelastischen Bereich linear. Dies stellt keinen Widerspruch 
zu Laun[93] dar, der fand, daß LDPEs im nichtlinearen Bereich thermorheologisch komplex 
sind, was er durch kapillarrheologische Untersuchungen fand. Dieses Materialverhalten wird 
als „spannungsinduzierte thermorheologische Komplexität“ bezeichnet, was bedeutet, daß 
eine Erhöhung der Spannung Ea senkt, wahrscheinlich als Folge von Molekülorientierungen 
und  
-entschlaufungen. 

Die Aktivierungsenergie Ea steigt mit sinkender Relaxationszeit an und mündet in einen kon-
stanten Wert am Beginn des terminalen Fließgebietes. Dieser Wert wird als terminale Akti-
vierungsenergie Ea

0 bezeichnet. 

Ea
0 korreliert mit dem charakteristischen Phasenwinkel δc und damit mit der Nullviskositäts-

erhöhung η0/η0
lin. Da δc ein Indikator für den Einfluß der Langkettenverzweigungen auf das 

rheologische Verhalten ist, kommt diese Korrelation mit Ea
0 nicht überraschend, weil auch 

Ea
0 von den Langkettenverzweigungen beeinflußt wird. 

Die Erhöhung der Aktivierungsenergie beginnt bei den Relaxationsstärken, bei denen das auf 
η0

lin normierte Spektrum beginnt, vom normierten linearen Referenzspektrum abzuweichen. 
Im δ(|G*|)-plot heißt das, daß Ea beginnt anzusteigen, sobald der komplexe Modul |G*| den 
charakteristischen Modul Gc unterschritten hat, der die x-Komponente des charakteristischen 

                                                 
78 Es muß auch noch bedacht werden, daß im Mittel die langkettenverzweigten Ketten in LCB-mPE höhermole-
kular sind als die linearen. 
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Punkt pc darstellt, der durch den Schnittpunkt der Tangenten definiert ist, die in die Wende-
punkte des δ(|G*|)-plots gelegt werden.  

 

11.4.3. Ausblick 
Die Korrelation zwischen der Aktivierungsenergie Ea und dem gewichtsmittleren Comono-
mergehalt wc wurde nur für einen relativ kleinen Bereich an Comonomergehalten nc be-
stimmt. Deshalb wäre es wünschenswert, die Aktivierungsenergie auch für Proben zu 
bestimmen, die einen sehr hohen Comonomergehalt, aber kurze Comonomere, wie Buten, 
Hexen und Okten, aufweisen 

Die Frage, was die molekularen und experimentellen Gründe für die beiden Typen der ther-
morheologischen Komplexität sind, sollten detaillierter untersucht werden. Auch sollte en 
detail festgestellt werden, ob es einen Zusammenhang zwischen der „spannungsinduzierten 
thermorheologischen Komplexität“ und der Cox-Merz-Regel[199] gibt, da zu vermuten ist, daß 
eine solche thermorheologische Komplexität zu einem Versagen der Cox-Merz-Regel[199] 
führt. 

 

11.5. NEUE ASPEKTE IM VERSTÄNDNIS VON LCB-mPE 

11.5.1. Einblicke in die molekulare Topographie von mPE 
Der wichtigste Befund im Bezug auf die molekulare Topographie war, daß die Langketten-
verzweigungsstrukturen von LCB-mPE vergleichbar sind. Soares und Hamielec[60] sagten aus 
theoretischen Überlegungen voraus, daß der vorliegende Verzweigungsmechanismus von 
metallocenkatalysierten Synthesen zu einem konstanten Verzweigungsgehalt führt, d.h. die 
Zahl der LVK pro Kettensegment ist konstant, nicht aber die Zahl von LKV pro Molekül. Das 
bedeutet, daß niedermolekulare Ketten viel weniger als hochmolekulare verzweigt sind. 

Die meisten der etwa 100 langkettenverzweigten Proben, die in dieser Arbeit diskutiert wur-
den, zeigen einen etwa konstanten Verzweigungsgrad (in LKV/10 000 Monomer), was die 
Vorhersage von Soares und Hamielec[60] bestätigt. Dies bedeutet, daß theoretisch jedes LCB-
mPE durch zwei Parameter beschreibbar ist: gewichtsmittlere Molmasse Mw und Verzwei-
gungsgehalt λ. Die Verbreiterung der Molmassenverteilung bei hohen Verzweigungsgraden, 
die von Costeux et al.[45] vorhergesagt wurde, zeigt sich bei einigen der mit Katalysator B 
synthetisierten Proben (B1, B6 und B12). 

Die Kooperation zwischen den Universitäten Hamburg und Erlangen, die die Basis für diese 
Arbeit darstellt, ist das erste Mal, daß einige Probenserien von linearen und langkettenver-
zweigten mPEs in einem solch breiten Bereich von Molmassen, Verzweigungsgraden und 
Comonomergehalten und -typen synthetisiert wurden. 
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Ein neuer Aspekt im Verständnis der Langkettenverzweigungsbildung wurde mit der Zeitab-
hängigkeit der LKV-Entstehung in semi-batch-Reaktoren, diskutiert in Kap. 8.5, eingeführt, 
die ein klarer Indikator für den von Soares und Hamielec[60] postulierten Mechanismus sind. 
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Abb. 11-1: Theoretische mittlere Anzahl an LKV pro Molekül für verschiedene Verzweigungsgrade  

Ein weiterer Punkt, der mit dieser Arbeit klargestellt wurde, ist der Befund, daß typische 
LCB-mPE eine große Menge an linearen Ketten enthalten. Abb. 11-1 zeigt, daß bei einer 
Molmasse von 100,000 g/mol etwa 3 LKV/10 000 Monomer nötig sind um im Durchschnitt 
eine LKV pro Kette zu haben. Da die LKV-Bildung ein statistischer Prozeß ist, bedeutet dies 
auch, daß immer noch wesentliche Mengen an linearen Ketten höchstwahrscheinlich vorhan-
den sind, aber auch, daß wesentliche Mengen an Molekülen mit 2 oder mehr LKV existieren. 
Wie bereits erwähnt, stellen 3 LKV/10 000 Monomer einen für LCB-mPE hohen LKV-
Gehalt dar. 

Die typische Molmasse Mw von kommerziell erhältlichen LCB-mPEs (meist LCB-mLLDPEs) 
ist im Bereich zwischen 65 und 140 kg/mol mit einem Verzweigungsgehalt zwischen einer 
und drei LKV/10 000 Monomer (je höher die Molmasse ist, desto niedriger ist typischerweise 
der Verzweigungsgehalt), was bedeutet, daß in diesen typischen kommerziell erhältlichen 
LCB-mPEs mehr als 50% lineare Ketten enthalten sind. Da die LKV-Bildung höherverzweig-
ter Moleküle unwahrscheinlicher unter den herrschenden kinetischen Bedingungen ist, ist die 
Konzentration von Molekülen mit inneren Segmenten (d.h. Molekülen mit 2 oder mehr 
LKVs) eher niedrig.  
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11.5.2. Verständnis der Korrelationen zwischen molekularer Struktur und 
rheologischen Eigenschaften 

Der wichtigste Befund in dieser Beziehung ist, daß der Verzweigungsgrad alleine nicht das 
rheologische Verhalten bestimmt, sondern daß die Effizienz der LKV auch noch wesentlich 
von der Molmasse Mw mitbeeinflußt wird, was zu großen Unterschieden zwischen den Ver-
zweigungsgehalten, die von GPC-MALLS und Rheologie bei verschiedenen Mw bestimmt 
werden, führt. Bei niedrigen Molmassen (10 kg/mol<Mw<50 kg/mol) beeinflussen die LKVs 
die rheologischen Eigenschaften nur wenig, da sich solche Proben als quasi-Newton’sche 
Flüssigkeiten verhalten und deshalb nur die Aktivierungsenergie Ea und die Nullviskositäts-
erhöhung η0/η0

lin (die sich beide nicht wesentlich ändern) als Indikator für LKVs herangezo-
gen werden können, während die GPC-MALLS praktisch keine Verringerung des Gyrations-
radiusses bei so niedermolekularen Proben finden kann. Das bedeutet, daß selbst hochver-
zweigte niedermolekulare Proben kaum Anzeichen von LKVs bei Messungen mit GPC-
MALLS und Rheologie aufweisen. 

Bei sehr hochmolekularen Proben (Mw>500 kg/mol) wirkt sich selbst ein niedriger Langket-
tenverzweigungsgehalt sehr stark auf das rheologische Verhalten aus, während die GPC-
MALLS so gut wie keine LKVs findet. Dies führt zu einer Überschätzung des Langkettenver-
zweigungsgehalts, falls man den höheren rheologischen Einfluß von sehr langen LKVs außer 
Acht läßt. 

Das erweiterte Carreau-Yasuda-Modell, das in dieser Arbeit entwickelt wurde, zeigt, daß die 
Viskositätsfunktionen sehr ähnlich sind und durch dieses Modell mit hoher Genauigkeit in 
einem Frequenzbereich von bis zu 8 Dekaden im Falle einer Typ I Viskositätsfunktion be-
schrieben werden können. 

Es ist seit langem bekannt, daß LKVs die Gleichgewichtsnachgiebigkeit Je
0 erhöhen, jedoch 

war es unklar, ob Je
0 mit anderen rheologischen Größen verbunden werden kann. Es wurden 

gute Korrelationen zwischen Je
0 auf der einen Seite (normiert auf Je

0(lin)) und η0/η0
lin und δc 

auf der anderen Seite gefunden. 
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12. APPENDIX 

12.1. DETAILS OF THE RHEOLOGICAL METHODS 

12.1.1. Choice of the Geometry 
The choice of the geometry influences the quality of the results. All samples with a zero 
shear-rate viscosity η0 of more than 300 Pa s were rheologically characterized with a 25 mm 
parallel plate geometry. Usually, a gap around 1 mm was used, which deviates from the 1.5 to 
2.0 mm for a 25 mm parallel plate geometry normally used in this institute. However, it was 
found that the any gap between 0.5 and 2 mm leads to the same results (but with a small gap 
requiring more attention concerning the sample preparation and loading as the differences 
have a stronger effect than with a big gap). As the amount of the laboratory scale samples 
often was relatively small (typically 2-30g) this reduction in the gap was chosen to save ma-
terial. The samples were compression molded in cylindrical disks fitting the parallel plate 
geometry.  

Samples with a smaller zero shear-rate viscosity were characterized with cone-plate geome-
tries of 25 mm/2.5°, 50 mm/2.5°, and 40 mm/4° or 50 mm parallel plate geometries. For these 
samples small chunks (these materials are very brittle) of the material were taken and molten 
on the lower plate of the rheometer. Because of the low viscosity of these samples the re-
moval of bubbles in the samples is easy. 

 

12.1.2. Creep Recovery Tests 
As already stated in the experimental section (chap. 5.2.1) the exact determination of the 
elastic compliance requires a bearing free of any parasitic moment, which, of course, does 
not exist.79  

The drift caused by the parasitic moment is assumed to be time-independent. Thus the elastic 
compliance can be corrected by introducing a correction constant C according to 

 ( ) ( )= − ⋅uncorr
r rJ t J t C t   (12.1) 

determined from the constant slope at long measurement times (typically t>2×t0) of Jr(t) in 
linear scaling.[254] An example for the drift correction is shown in Fig. 12-1. The material 

                                                 
79 Every existing bearing has some degree of parasitary force remaining even after applying sophisticated cor-
rections such as the so-called ‘torque-mapping’ used by modern rheometers which adjusts the motor (at each 
rotational angle) to apply a stress to counter the effects of the air bearing drift as good as possible.[253] Even after 
this correction a small amount of parasitary moment still causes a drift 
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F12B is a ethene-/dodecene-copolymer with a very low degree of long-chain branching and a 
molar mass Mw of around 170 kg/mol.[4]  
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Fig. 12-1: Example of a drift correction (sample F12B); filled symbols – uncorrected Jr

uncorr(t), open 
symbols – drift corrected Jr(t). The small figure shows the linear plot with the fit determined used to 
determine the drift correction constant C. 

The parasitic stress τdrift of the bearing can be calculated from the drift constant as 
 0= ⋅ ⋅drift Cτ η τ   (12.2) 

where τ is the stress of the preceding creep test and η0 is the zero shear-rate viscosity. The 
parasitic moment can be calculated from τdrift by applying the equations for the used geome-
try.  

Gabriel and Kaschta[254] compared the magnetic bearing rheometer (MBR),[255] a rheometer 
constructed by Link at this institute[256] to the air bearing rheometer Bohlin CSM. Gabriel and 
Kaschta[254] stated that the main disadvantages of the air bearing rheometers are the high fric-
tion due to the extremely small gap for the air flow centering the bearing (leading to a lower 
Jr(t)), the higher inertia of the rotor (resulting in a worse short time resolution), the worse 
spatial resolution, and the higher parasitic moment.  

However, comparisons between data published by Gabriel[32] for the MBR and measurements 
on the newer Rheometer Bohlin CVOR “Gemini” (Fig. 12-2) showed an excellent agreement 
in the elastic compliance Jr(t) for mLLDPE 1 - only the short time regime is resolved better 
by the MBR.[32] 

The worse spatial resolution Gabriel and Kaschta observed for the Bohlin CSM is an artifact 
of the file format which only allows for 4 digits (in the exponential form, e.g. 1.234e-3). As 
the elastic compliance Jr

Bohlin(t) according to the definition of the Bohlin file format is calcu-
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lated from γ(t) (not from γr(t) (4.10)) the numeric resolution of Jr(t) is determined by J(t0). 
After a long creep test the numeric resolution of the elastic compliance is insufficient thus the 
data appears to be step-like which is only caused by the cut-off of several digits by the Bohlin 
measurement program.80 
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Fig. 12-2: Comparison of JR(t)(corrected) of L4, the MBR data is taken from Gabriel (mLLDPE 1).[32] 

Edler[257] determined the parasitic moment of the MBR to be 3×10-8 Nm. Measurements of 
the parasitic moment of the Gemini yielded the same value on the average; however, this 
value is changing distinctly from one measurement to the next one. The explanation might be 
that the rotational angle at the start of the creep recovery measurement and slight asymme-
tries of the measurement geometry change the balance of the air bearing. Thus the drift is 
different for each measurement with the Gemini. For some measurements it was possible to 
determine drift free creep recovery data with the Gemini. 

This indicates that two of the disadvantages of the air bearing stated by Gabriel and 
Kaschta[254] – the high friction and the high parasitic moment – are not applicable to state-of-
the-art air bearing rheometers anymore. The worse angular resolution is simply caused by the 
insufficient file format. The only disadvantage remaining is the higher inertia of the rotor of 
air bearing rheometers, which could be countered by making lighter geometries. Highly pre-
cise measurements of the short term elastic compliance with the MBR are also very compli-
cated. 

                                                 
80 This problem can be overcome by saving the data in a generic format allowing also the data to be saved as 
Jr(t) according to the definition given as eq. (4.10). 
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TA-Instruments solved this inertia problem on its new AR-G2 by applying a short pulse at 
the beginning of the creep recovery tests (“creep braking”) which should completely counter 
the inertia of the rotor. This problem mainly exists for fluids with a very low viscosity.[258] 

 

12.1.3. Stationarity in Oscillatory Measurements 
This chapter addresses the question how many periods of oscillation are required for the sta-
tionarity in oscillatory measurements. 

This is an important point as all the definitions for the oscillatory measurements given in 
chap. 5.2.2, p. 34 are only valid for steady-state oscillatory measurements, i.e. for an infinite 
number of oscillations. Thus the question persists how many oscillations are required to reach 
the steady state. 

As the oscillatory measurement should not take infinite time it has to be checked how many 
oscillations are necessary to reach a state which is comparable to the steady state. In the case 
of high frequencies the number of periods taken for the acquiration of the data point does not 
play such a dominant role as the periods are very short, but for the very low frequencies this 
is a crucial question as a reduction of the number of periods used for the data point accounts 
for a significant reduction of the measurement time, e.g. at a frequency ω of 0.01 s-1 a meas-
urement time of 628 s (10.5 minutes) per period is required. 

For this reason oscillatory tests were carried out with a different number of periods on the 
same sample and subsequently compared. The complex modulus (Fig. 12-3) stays the same 
for the measurements conducted with 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 periods within an error of ±2%. Thus it 
can be concluded that the evaluation of half a period is sufficient for the determination of the 
complex modulus |G*| which is calculated from the ratio of the ratio of the stress and the de-
formation (eq. (4.14)). 
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Fig. 12-3: Change of the complex modulus |G*| of the sample F26F at a different number of oscilla-
tion periods. The error bar (only shown for ω=0.1 s-1) is equivalent to ±2%, the reproducibility of an 
oscillatory test with the same sample 

The phase angle δ, however, is much more sensitive to an insufficient number of oscillations 
which is evident from Fig. 12-4. The error bar in this figure is equivalent to an experimental 
uncertainty of ±0.7° which is the reproducibility in a repetition of the test. 
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Fig. 12-4: Change of the phase angle δ of the sample F26F at a different number of oscillation peri-
ods. The error bar is equivalent to ±0.7°, the reproducibility of an oscillatory test with the same sam-
ple under the same conditions 
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1 period is required for the acquiration of correct values of the phase angle δ. There is no 
systematic deviation between 1 and 4 periods, which means that the scattering is statistical. 
This means that the data quality is sufficient at 1 period. If one wants to improve the signal 
quality it would be better to repeat the same test with one period several times and average 
the data than to evaluate 4 periods. 

The other frequencies below ω=1 s-1 showed the same tendency. Also measurements using 
the IUPAC A (Basell LDPE 1840 H) yielded the same result. 

Therefore, as a standard the oscillatory tests were carried out using one period. 

 

12.2. STABILITY TESTS AND LIMITS OF THE LINEAR VISCOELASTIC 

REGIME 

12.2.1. Stability Tests 

Methods for Stability Tests 
It is a well known fact, that most polymers require antioxidative stabilization. For LDPE no 
stabilizer is required for industrial applications while other PE-types require proper stabiliza-
tion.[18,259] When intending to establish relationships between the molecular structure and the 
rheological behavior it has to be assured that the former does not change during the test. 

To ensure that the rheological properties of the samples are the same during the testing two 
test methods are applied. The quasi-standard of this institute, the time sweep at one constant 
frequency, was not used. 

As a standard a maximum deviation of ±5% from the initial value of the storage modulus G’ 
at the lowest frequency (mostly ω = 0.01 s-1) was adopted as the stability criterion. When the 
viscosity |η*(ω = 0.01 s-1)| is very close to the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 (i.e. δ>85°) the 
determination of G’ is no longer possible with sufficient precision due to the uncertainty in 
determining the phase angle δ. In these cases the complex viscosity |η*(ω)| was employed. 

From the equation 

 ( ) 2 0 2
0' 0 eG Jω η ω→ = ⋅ ⋅  (12.3) 

and the η0-Mw-correlation (eq. (2.6)) it can be concluded that G’ in the terminal regime is 
proportional to η0² which means that G’ is proportional to Mw

≈7 in the case of linear chains.81 

                                                 
81 For long-chain branched samples the change in the molecular structure when reaching a ±5% change in 
G’(ω) cannot be assessed as easily. Depending on the degradation mechanism even very small changes in mo-
lecular structure can already lead to dramatic changes in the rheological behavior. 
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Thus the stability criterion ±5% is equivalent to a deviation in molar mass Mw of ±0.6%. This 
criterion is very strict in comparison to the resolution of the SEC-MALLS (≈±5%). 

The sensitivity of the time sweep with respect to thermal degradation depends on the fre-
quency. The closer the frequency to the terminal regime the better is the sensitivity of the 
test. This is shown exemplarily for B11 a slightly branched LCB-mHDPE with a zero shear-
rate viscosity η0 of 18,600 Pa s which is not very stable. At ω = 0.01 s-1 the viscosity |η*(ω)| 
is 17700 Pa s, which means that this frequency is very close to the onset of the terminal re-
gime. For ω = 0.01 s-1 and ω = 0.1 s-1 a very distinct deviation from the ±5% criterion is 
found for measurement times exceeding approximately 10,000 s while for high frequencies 
only a very small degradation is obvious. This means that a measurement frequency chosen 
too high can lead to a grave overestimation of the thermal stability of the sample. 
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Fig. 12-5: Change of the storage modulus of the sample B11 for different frequencies. 

For some samples a continuous repetition of a frequency sweep is used. This test makes it 
possible to receive information about the change of the rheological quantities as a function of 
time not only for one frequency but for several frequencies. With this information it is not 
only possible to check for the change in the rheological properties but also to get some in-
sight into the underlying mechanisms of the degradation as it gives the possibility for the 
evaluation of the degradation mechanism. When using one frequency per decade the data 
density is only decreased by approximately 10% in comparison to a time sweep at the lowest 
frequency of the repeated time/frequency sweep while the information deductible from this 
test type is much higher in comparison to a time sweep. 

For most samples characterized by a creep recovery test a stability check was also performed 
by applying a frequency sweep before and after the creep recovery test thus checking for any 
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degradation, which might have taken place during the long creep recovery test. With this 
method it is only possible to perform a check but it is the assurance that the sample was sta-
ble during the whole test. This stability test was carried out for almost all samples (i.e. sev-
eral times for each material). 

An example of this method is given in Fig. 12-6 for the LCB-mHDPE B11, which shows that 
this sample is not sufficiently stable to perform a creep recovery test lasting for 15 h. 
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Fig. 12-6: Thermal degradation of B11. The filled symbols refer to the initial state (t ≈ 0 h) while the 
open symbols stand for the state after the creep recovery test (t ≈ 15.5 h). 

 

Effectiveness of Stabilization 
The example shown (Fig. 12-7) illustrates the need for a proper stabilization as the unstabi-
lized sample is starting to cross-link and thus exceeds the ±5% criterion (change in the 
rheological properties) after approximately ts = 4300 s (time of stability) because of cross 
linking while the stabilized sample only shows the onset of a decomposition after 9.5 days82. 
In this case the complex viscosity |η*(ω)| instead of the storage modulus was chosen as the 
scattering of the storage modulus was very large, due to the high value of δ leading to a scat-
tering ΔG’ of ±15%. This uncertainty is equivalent to Δδ ≈ 0.5° (this test was carried out on 
the Bohlin CSM, whose oscillatory mode is not very sophisticated, which is why most of the 

                                                 
82 The sample is still within the ±5% criterion after this long time and, when visually extrapolating the data, the 
time of stability ts is between approximately 11 and 15 days. 
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oscillatory tests shown in this work are performed with Bohlin CVOR “Gemini”, having a 
much better performance in oscillation). 

The sample F18F is a linear mLLDPE with approximately 3 mol% of octadecene with a zero 
shear-rate viscosity η0 of 145,800 Pa s.  
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Fig. 12-7: Degradation of sample F18F. The unstabilized sample exceeds the ±5% criterion after 
4300s because of cross linking, while the stabilized sample stays within this criterion for 824,000 s 
(≈9.5 days). 

Therefore, the chosen standard stabilization (0.5 wt.% Irganox 1010®, 0.5 wt.% Irgafos 38® 
or 168®) was applied for all laboratory scale samples. 

Dependence of the Thermal Stability on Synthesis Conditions 
At first glance there seems to be no reason for a dependence of the thermal stability on the 
synthesis conditions. However, as stated before LDPE does not require a thermal stabilization 
while conventional ZN-PE and mPE do.[18,32,259] This means that there has to be a fundamen-
tal difference in the chemical structure which causes this dissimilar behavior. 

Fig. 12-8 shows that samples synthesized with catalysts A and B (cf. chap. 12.5) are not very 
stable (ts ≈ 10,000 to 20,000 s) while the samples synthesized with catalyst F have a higher 
thermal stability (ts > 80,000 s). This means that catalyst F produces samples which are less 
susceptible to degradation.  

A comparison between the samples synthesized with catalyst B (B9, B10, B11) and the sam-
ples synthesized with catalyst F[3] by NMR showed that the former have several peaks point-
ing to groups containing oxygen (hydroxyl, acid, aldehyde, ketone, peroxide, …). These 
peaks were not found for the much more stable samples synthesized with catalyst F.[194] This 
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means that the samples synthesized with catalyst B contain chain irregularities (of unknown 
chemical nature) which are oxidized after the synthesis.[19,69] The concentration of these er-
rors in samples synthesized with catalyst F is much lower in comparison. This means that the 
catalyst F is producing PE-chains with a much higher perfection than catalyst B (and A83).  
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Fig. 12-8: Thermal stability of several samples synthesized with different catalysts under various 
synthesis conditions (see chap. 6 for exact synthesis conditions). 

Another interesting finding is that the samples synthesized with catalyst F show a distinctly 
different time of stability ts. The sample F0 with no comonomer and the highest degree of 
long-chain branching is only stable for one day, while the sample F12B with 1.5 mol% co-
monomer and a smaller degree of branching fulfills the stability criterion for two days and 
the linear sample F18F with 3 mol% comonomer does not violate the ±5% criterion for 9.5 
days (830000 s)84.  

This means that either the comonomer itself is responsible for the increase in thermal stability 
or the reduced long-chain branch concentration being a consequence of the comonomer in-
corporation (see 8.6, p. 154). The comonomer decreases the local mobility of a chain because 
of steric effects. Thus a radicalic chain end cannot move away from its original position to 
react with a neighboring chain as easily as a homopolymer chain. The other possibility is that 
a slight reduction of the long-chain branch concentration has a very distinct effect on the 

                                                 
83 No comparable NMR-experiments were carried out with samples synthesized with catalyst A but it is very 
likely that they will be showing the same oxidation peaks as the samples synthesized with catalyst B. 
84 The data shown in Fig. 12-8 is actually G’ but treated with a moving average to eliminate the scattering. The 
data in Fig. 12-7 is the complex viscosity. 
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rheological properties and that a reduction of the long-chain branch length causes these dis-
tinct differences.85  

It also has to be considered that non-terminal vinyl groups, which are formed when a chain is 
terminated after the insertion of a longer comonomer, are sterically very hindered which is 
also the reason why the direct synthesis (i.e. without any further additive or treating mecha-
nism)86 of branched PP has not been achieved yet.[19] It is obvious that a longer α-olefin has 
a stronger hindrance effect than the short propene. 

Probably all three mechanisms play a role. However, the latter two possibilities seem to be 
more likely because the short-chain branches do not play a decisive role in the rheological 
behavior and thus it is very likely that the molecular dynamics of linear and short-chain 
branched chains are also relatively similar. 

All other tests presented in this work were performed within the ±5% stability criterion. 

 

12.2.2. Limit of the Linear Viscoelastic Regime 
The determination of the limits of the linear viscoelastic regime is very important to assure 
that the subsequent tests are conducted in the linear viscoelastic regime. The determination of 
the limits has to be performed for oscillatory and creep recovery measurements. 

Fig. 12-9 shows a typical data set of an amplitude sweep for the slightly long-chain branched 
sample B7. It is evident that oscillatory deformations γ̂  below 0.3 % lead to insufficient re-

sults because of the small deformation of the sample being at the lower end of the angular 
resolution of the TA Instruments ARES. At deformations γ̂  above 30 % the onset of the non-

linear regime is found. This means that the tests for this sample should be preferably per-
formed at a deformation γ̂  around 5%. For samples lying below this threshold the limit of the 

linear viscoelastic regime becomes lower as the deformation is linked to the viscosity.  

In case of creep recovery tests the linearity and the stationarity have to be proven. An exten-
sive study on this has been published by Gabriel and Münstedt.[207] Therefore, the approxi-
mate conditions for reaching the stationarity and linearity can be estimated from these ex-
periments. 

                                                 
85 McLeish et al.[162] and Frischknecht et al.[100] stated for example that even minute changes (due to polydisper-
sity) in the arm length of almost monodisperse H-polymers and asymmetric stars have a distinct effect on the 
rheological behavior. 
86 The methods for creating LCB-PP are peroxidative degradation,[219] β- or γ-irradiation,[219] copolymerization 
with α-,ω-dienes[79], copolymerization with vinyl chloride[260] (the chlorine is not included in the polymer 
chain) or the copolymerization of macromers and propene.[66] 
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Fig. 12-9: Amplitude sweep of B7. 

An example of reaching the stationarity and linearity is plotted in Fig. 12-10 for the sample 
F26F, a linear mLLDPE. It is obvious that for a creep time of 100 s and a stress of 10 Pa the 
linearity and stationarity have not been fully reached while this is the case for the longer pre-
ceding creep time of 10000 s at 10 Pa as Jr(t, t0=10,000 s) and Jr(t, t0=20,000 s) agree within 
the experimental error. 

However, it also has to be taken into account that the elastic compliance is the least repro-
ducible rheological quantity as it is the most demanding one concerning the quality of the 
rheometer. For this reason the average reproducibility of Jr(t) typically is in the order of ±5-
15% instead of ±2-5 % for G’(ω) and G”(ω) (for δ<89°). 

For proving that Je is Je
0 the main limitation is the thermal stability of the samples as these 

tests (measuring the stationarity requires creep measurements beyond the limit of stationarity, 
i.e. longer creep times than required) take a very long time and the reproducibility of the 
creep recovery measurement is inferior to that of other tests as mentioned before. It also has 
to be considered that the drift effects increase with decreasing creep stress, as the ratio of the 
creep stress to the drift stress (τ/τdrift) becomes smaller.  

The effect of very large creep stresses on the creep recovery behavior is discussed in more 
detail by Patham and Jayaraman[152] leading to dramatic reductions of the recoverable com-
pliance for large creep stresses (τ = 10000-30000 Pa). This is reasonable as the stationary 
value of the elastic compliance Jr(t) in the non-linear regime is roughly equivalent to the lin-
ear elastic compliance at a time equivalent to the reciprocal stationary shear rate of the creep 
test Jr

0(t=1 γ ).[32] 
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Fig. 12-10: Creep recovery tests of F26F. 

 

12.3. MODELING OF THE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE MOLAR 

MASS AND THE ZERO SHEAR-RATE VISCOSITY FOR LCB-MPE 

The aim of this chapter is to derive a base for the assessment of the detection limit of the de-
gree of LCB from shear rheology and SEC-MALLS. This chapter relies on several assump-
tions which are likely to be fulfilled in many cases, although they are not proven to be ful-
filled: 

1. LCB-mPE is a mixture of linear and star chains with a constant degree of long-chain 
branching λ, given as number of LCB per 10000 monomer. No chains with two or 
more LCB/molecule are present. 

2. The materials have a Schulz-Flory-type MMD.[43,44] 

3. The stars are symmetric stars. 

4. The Zimm-Stockmayer-theory[190] is fulfilled. 

5. A double logarithmic mixing rule with respect to η0 is valid for mixtures of linear and 
star-branched chains. 

The first assumption is, self-evidently, only fulfilled as long only one LCB/molecule is pre-
sent. This means that the following considerations can only be applied to samples with a rela-
tively low degree of branching, as any sample with a medium or high degree of branching 
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has sizable amounts of samples with two or more LCB per molecule in its high molecular 
fractions. Many of the SEC-MALLS-measurements presented here and also the understanding 
of the reaction mechanism for the LCB-incorporation[60] lead to the conclusion that LCB-
mPE indeed has a constant degree of long-chain branching λ. 

The second assumption of the Schulz-Flory MMD (Mw/Mn=2) was found to be fulfilled for 
virtually all LCB-mPEs.  

The reaction mechanism of the LCB incorporation relies on a statistical incorporation of the 
LCBs thus the formation of symmetrical stars is not compelling as stated in the third assump-
tion. However, as Lohse et al.[132] demonstrated, the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 of asymmet-
rical stars is not very different from the one of symmetrical stars of equal molar mass. 

The validity of the Zimm-Stockmayer-theory[190] (fourth assumption) is not proven yet. 
However as stated in the experimental section (chap. 4.1.2) it is close to the real behavior and 
thus can be taken as the base for the calculations to come. 

The validity of a logarithmic mixing rule (fifth assumption) has been proven by Stange[261-263] 
for blends of linear and long-chain branched PP but according to several of the world’s lead-
ing theoreticians[264,265] there is no universal mixing rule for homogenous blends. For this 
reason the following extrapolations are not to be taken to be absolutely correct, but they pro-
vide some idea about the approximate relation between Mw and η0 of long-chain branched 
samples. 

 

12.3.1. Influence of the Polydispersity on 3-Arm-Stars 
An equation of the η0-Mw-correlation of monodisperse stars has already been discussed be-
fore (cf. chap. 3.3.3) but the equation reported by Pearson and Helfand[109] is not valid for 
polydisperse samples such as all samples discussed in this work.  

Therefore, a comparison between the theoretical η0-Mw-correlation of a monodisperse and a 
(hypothetical) polydisperse 3-arm star (η0

st zero shear-rate viscosity of a star, calculated ac-
cording to eq. (2.11) with the prefactors Kst=0.4, α=1, and ν’=0.5) with a Schulz-Flory-
MMD, was calculated using a logarithmic mixing rule 
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with the prefactors Kst=0.4, α=1, and ν’=0.5 and η0
st zero shear-rate viscosity of a star.87 

This mixing rule was proven to be valid for the rheological behavior of blends (with wi(Mi) 
calculated according to eq. (2.1) the equation for a Schulz-Flory-MMD).[261-263] Frischknecht 
et al.[100] described the high sensitivity of the rheological quantities on the polydispersity of 
almost monodisperse materials.  

Also a correlation between η0 and Mw for linear chains was modeled, which is, as shown be-
fore (chap. 7.1.2), molar mass distribution independent. This MMD independence was also 
approximately found for the theoretical blends of linear chains of different molar mass Mw. 
This means that the logarithmical mixing rule can be safely assumed to be valid. 

The calculation of the η0-Mw-correlation of a polydisperse star with a Schulz-Flory-MMD 
reveals significant differences to the η0-Mw-correlation of a monodisperse star, while retain-
ing roughly the same shape of the correlation, but with a higher slope. 
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Fig. 12-11: Comparison of the theoretical η0-Mw-correlations of monodisperse and polydisperse 3-
arm stars (calculated according to eq. (12.4) with a Schulz-Flory molar mass distribution). 

For Mw ≈ 25 kg/mol monodisperse and polydisperse curve approximately agree while for Mw 
≈ 140 kg/mol the polydisperse case has a value for η0 which is approximately higher by a 
factor of 10 than the monodisperse case. This means that for the typical molar masses of PE 

                                                 
87 These coefficients were determined by fitting the literature data (discussed in chap. 3.3.3) to eq. (2.11) and 
placing the intercept between 4 arm stars and linear chains at 55×Me  (Me =1400 g/mol), as was found to be 
valid for several different systems by Gabriel.[32] Eq. (2.11) is equivalent to eq. (12.5), only differing by the 
prefactor Kst. 
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(and also PP) this difference is so significant that the influence of the molar mass distribution 
cannot be neglected even for Mw/Mn = 2. 

 

12.3.2. Polydisperse Blends of Linear and Star Chains 
The samples with very few long-chain branches can be considered to be a blend of linear 
chains with very few 3-arm stars. Highly branched molecules (i.e. molecules with more than 
1 LCB/molecule) are very unlikely because of the very improbable occurrence of two branch-
ing points in one molecule at a very low degree of branching. This means that the samples 
can be treated by a mixing rule between the η0-Mw-correlations for linear and for star 
branched samples. When assuming a logarithmic mixing rule and only the presence of linear 
and three arm star chains, the zero shear-rate viscosity η0 can be calculated from the degree 
of long-chain branching. 

Because of the effect of the long-chain branches length on the rheological properties, i.e. the 
significant differences between the η0-Mw-relation for monodisperse and polydisperse stars 
(Fig. 12-11), the problem has to be treated in a polydisperse way (assuming a Schulz-Flory 
MMD) leading to the following logarithmic mixing rule: 
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Where η0
l is the zero shear-rate viscosity of a linear chain with the length Mi (eq. (2.6)), η0

st 
is the zero shear-rate viscosity of a 3 arm star chain with the length Mi (eq. (12.5), α=1, 
ν’=0.5, Me=1400 g/mol, normalized to intersect with the η0-Mw-corrleation for linear melts 
(eq. (2.6)) at 55×Me for a 4 arm star (Kst=0.4), ai – fraction of stars in that molar mass frac-
tion. a can be calculated from the degree of branching λ and the molar mass Mi by 
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As a limitation of the model ai is set to a maximum of 1, due to the fact that a star, by defini-
tion, cannot have more than 1 branching point and higher branched chains are not possible to 
model with this approach. This is important, as in the case of a high molar mass, theoretically 
there is more than 1 branch which means that a sizable number of molecules with more than 
1 LCB have to be present.88 However, when comparing the η0-Mw-correlation for star[109] and 
comb[178] branched chains a higher number of branches generally leads to a decrease in the 
zero shear-rate viscosity enhancement factor η0/η0

lin, which means that the outcome of eq. 

                                                 
88 For this reason the maximum molar mass for which this calculation could be performed was set to a value 
where no more than 5% of the total molar mass distribution has more than 1 LCB on the average. 
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(12.6) can be considered to be the maximum zero shear-rate viscosity possible, i.e. it is pre-
dicted that for higher branched samples the calculated η0 is higher than actually found. 

It was found that in the case of a purely linear melt an η0-Mw-correlation with a slightly 
higher slope is found that was subsequently corrected by normalizing the data on the meas-
ured η0-Mw-correlation. 

It is assumed that the minimum safely detectable deviation of the radius of gyration from the 
linear standard (see chapter 4.1.2, p. 26) is 2.5%, i.e. a coil contraction to 98.75% of the value 
of a linear molecule of equal molar mass. According to the Zimm-Stockmayer-theory[190] this 
value (g=0.975) corresponds to 0.246 LCB/molecule, i.e. a blend of ≈75% linear chains and 
25% stars. However, the probability of the presence of long-chain branches increases with 
molar mass Mw. This means that under the assumption of a narrow molar mass distribution 
(Mw/Mn=2) the molar masses up to a maximum molar mass Mmax=10×Mw have to be consid-
ered, because approximately up to this molar mass usually a reliable MALLS-signal is found 
under normal working circumstances of the SEC-MALLS.  

The area in the η0-Mw-plot, at which the SEC-MALLS is unable to find any long-chain 
branches, is given in Fig. 12-12 as the area. For small molar masses the limitation is not very 
large, while for high molar masses even a very small degree of branching has a high impact 
on η0. Detecting such a small LCB-concentration, is not possible by SEC-MALLS. 

The limitation of the detection of long-chain branching for small molar masses (M<50 
kg/mol) due to the physical detection limit of the MALLS is not taken into account with this 
model and thus the LCB-detection restrictions for Mw<100 kg/mol are somewhat underpre-
dicted. 

The model is limited to only very lightly branched samples. For the usual degree of branch-
ing of 1 LCB/10 000 monomer the model already fails for molar masses above 50 kg/mol, 
because these chains contain a non-neglectible amount of molecules with 2 or more long-
chain branches while the model is solely valid for blends of linear and 3-arm star chains. But 
the model is well suited for the description of the η0-Mw-correlation of very lightly branched 
samples. 

As described in the literature (see chapter 3.3.3) in most cases the η0-Mw-correlation for lin-
ear PE does not hold for long-chain branched samples. The only exceptions are extremely 
low long-chain branch concentrations, where the deviation from the η0-Mw-line are within 
the experimental error, and cases of a medium long-chain branch content such as found for 
PP-60 by Auhl et al.[96] and for LDPE 3 of Schwetz[266] (which was also characterized as 
CLDPE 1 by the author).[7] 

A great variety of long-chain branched mPE samples was investigated in the course of this 
work making the direct comparison of all samples impossible. All LCB-mPE samples with a 
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molar mass Mw beyond 50 kg/mol lie above the η0-Mw-correlation. If not explicitly stated 
otherwise the samples discussed have a narrow molar mass distribution (Mw/Mn ≈ 2). 
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Fig. 12-12:η0-Mw-correlations calculated for different degrees of branching under the assumption of 
a polydisperse blend of linear and 3-arm stars. The gray area gives the area of the zero shear-rate 
viscosities η0 of long-chain branched samples whose long-chain branches are not found by SEC-
MALLS calculated for the assumption Mmax=10×Mw, the values in brackets are calculated having 
more than 0.5 % in the highest weight fractions with a=1, i.e. the probability of a higher degree of 
branching is very high for those values which would lower the zero shear-rate viscosity η0. 

Several attempts to describe the η0-Mw-relation of long-chain branched polydisperse samples 
have been published before. 

Tsenoglou and Gotis[233] tried to model LCB-PP by a blend of linear and star-branched 
chains but assumed a monodisperse melt. This, however, leads to erroneous results as, unlike 
the η0-Mw-correlation for linear chains, the corresponding correlation of star chains is not 
MMD independent as shown in Fig. 12-11. Gabriel[32] tried to describe the deviation of LCB-
mPE by assuming an η0-Mw-correlation) according to eq. (2.11) assuming a monodisperse 3-
arm star with Kst as a freely adjustable fitting parameter. 

Due to the influence of polydispersity on the rheological behavior these attempts to describe 
LCB-mPE as blends or even as pure 3-arm stars are likely to be incorrect. 
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12.4. CALCULATION OF SPECTRA 

12.4.1. Principles of Spectra 

Physical Relevance 
A spectrum is a material function, which cannot be measured directly. It is possible, however, 
to determine the parts of the spectrum from rheological and dynamic-mechanical and other 
solid state89 experiments by spectra calculation. However, this is an inverse problem, i.e. 
there is one unambiguous solution for the calculation of rheological data from the spectrum, 
but the opposite way is ambiguous. Thus it is not possible to say that a spectrum calculated 
from rheological data is correct but it is valid to say that the deviations between the data 
measured and the data calculated from the spectrum are showing a sufficient match.[267]  

The spectrum is an image of the molecular processes occurring at a certain time (which of 
course depends on the temperature). Among the processes being reflected in the spectrum is 
the molecular structure characterized by molar mass distribution and long-chain branching 
topography and superstructures such as the lamella structure and spacing. The latter group is 
not important for rheological measurements of polyethylenes.  

The measurement can be understood as the product of the spectrum and the mechanical 
stimulation of the test. 

The physically correct spectrum is a continuous function of time between zero and a maxi-
mum time, called the terminal relaxation time, which depends on the molecular structure. 
There is no universal equation being able to describe spectra. Therefore, in most cases it is 
not possible to determine a continuous spectrum without applying any side conditions. Be-
cause of that the most frequently calculated spectra are discrete spectra. This means that the 
spectrum consists of a certain number of relaxation or retardation modes. Modes are made up 
of a time and the corresponding strength. The difference between relaxation or retardation 
spectra is explained in the next sections. 

 

Principles of Determining Discrete Spectra 
One of the important issues of discrete spectra calculation is the question how the relaxation 
(or retardation) times are distributed. A discrete relaxation spectrum requires around 1.5 re-
laxation times per decade to be able to describe the data sufficiently well. Less data points 
will lead to an unacceptable description of the data including wavy data. A greater density of 

                                                 
89 Dynamic-mechanical experiments are oscillatory experiments of solid samples. Mostly time sweep experi-
ments at constant frequency in three-point bending mode are performed but also isothermal frequency sweeps 
are customary.[215]  
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modes will enable the algorithm to account for artifacts and will not enhance the physical 
meaning of the spectrum.[268] 

 There are four imaginable possibilities for the distribution of discrete spectra modes: 

- The relaxation (or retardation) times are distributed logarithmically equidistant in a 
certain interval and are set fixed. Such spectra were the first to be calculated (e.g. by 
Laun et al.[269] or Emri and Tschoegl[270-272]) as they require the least computations as 
the optimization of the relaxation times is not possible 

- The modes are logarithmically equidistant in the time domain but it is possible to 
move them but retaining the distances. This method is used for retardation spectra by 
Kaschta and Schwarzl.[201,202]  

- The relaxation (or retardation) times are considered to be freely adjustable parame-
ters. This principle is used by the IRIS-method of Baumgaertl and Winter.[273] It re-
quires the least amount of spectra points. The disadvantage is that the spectrum might 
look warped because of the different spacing between the individual modes of the 
spectrum. 

- The relaxation strengths are logarithmically equidistant distributed and the relaxation 
times are adjusted. So far no method using this approach has been published. 

An example of a 6-mode discrete relaxation spectrum and the comparison between the spec-
trum and the measured data is shown in Fig. 12-14. The spectrum was determined according 
to the IRIS-method of Baumgaertl and Winter.[273] The data was calculated according to 
equation (12.8). The individual modes are numbered. The functions of G’(ω) calculated for 
each mode is shown by the thin lines in the right figure. The sum of all the modes is shown as 
the thick line which fits the data quite well except for the area between mode 3 and 4, and 4 
and 5 (marked by the arrows, the deviation for |η*(ω)| is even worse). Baumgaertl and Win-
ter[273] stated that the quality of the fit of the data reaches its optimum at around 1.5 modes 
per decade. More points will make the problem increasingly ill-posed. Fewer points per dec-
ade will account for an unacceptable fit. The latter is the case here, as a time domain of more 
than six decades is covered but only six modes are used90. 

                                                 
90 In the IRIS program it is not possible to manually set the desired number of modes which sometimes leads to 
insufficient spectra like the one shown above 
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Fig. 12-13: Relaxation spectrum for the sample F8C.[3]  
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Fig. 12-14: Storage modulus data calculated from the spectrum (Fig. 12-13) for the sample F8C.  

 

12.4.2. Relaxation Spectra 
The following definitions are taken from Tschoegl.[267] 
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Frequency Sweeps 
Frequency sweeps are the only experimental mode which can be described by both relaxation 
and retardation spectra. The relaxation spectrum of the frequency sweep is linked to the com-
plex modulus by 
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where ( )i ig τ  [Pa] are the modes of the discrete spectrum, n is the number of modes, ( )Γ τ  

is the continuous spectrum [Pa], and G∞ [Pa] is the modulus at infinite times. For melts 
without a yield point G∞ is 0. 

 

Steady-Shear Tests 
A relaxation spectrum of steady-shear or stressing tests can be determined by 
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However, this method to calculate a relaxation spectrum is not used in practice, probably 
because of experimental difficulties in determining the steady-shear data in a broad time 
range. Modern rotational rheometers are able to perform oscillatory experiments up to 
ω = 1000 s-1 while capillary rheometers can reach slightly higher shear rates γ . But the dan-

ger of wall slip in the capillary rheometer increases with shear rate.  

 

Relaxation Tests 
The relaxation spectrum of relaxation tests or step-strain tests is defined as 
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The designation relaxation spectrum is derived from the relaxation test. The shape of G(t) 
and Γ(τ) are very much alike. 

 

12.4.3. Retardation Spectra 

Creep and Creep Recovery Tests 
The retardation spectrum of creep and creep recovery tests is defined as 
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where J0 is the instantaneous, elastic part of the viscoelastic behavior [Pa-1], η0 is the zero 

shear-rate viscosity [Pa s], ( )i ih λ  are the individual modes of the discrete retardation spec-

trum, and ( )H Λ  is the continuous retardation spectrum. J0 is very small for the melts (typi-

cally around 10-9 Pa-1) and can thus be considered to be negligible. 

Frequently, it does not work very good to determine the retardation spectrum for creep tests 
(eq. (12.12)) as the amount of the term ψ(t’), which is described by the retardation spectrum 
(compare separability of J(t’) in eq. (4.8)), is very small compared to the term t’/η0. This ac-
counts for a large error towards long measurement times.[198] 

The concept of incomplete creep tests followed by creep recovery tests[274,275] sometimes 
applied is also not the optimum choice in achieving precise elastic data.[276] 

Frequency Sweeps 
Besides the possibility to determine a relaxation spectrum it is also possible to find a retarda-
tion spectrum from frequency sweeps. The dynamic compliance is connected to the retarda-
tion spectrum by  
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and 
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It is easier to perform the conversion of a retardation spectrum into a relaxation spectrum (or 
vice versa) by the conversion of the retardation spectrum into the oscillatory data (eq. (12.14) 
and (12.15)) and then recalculating the relaxation spectrum from G’(ω) and G”(ω) (eq. (12.8) 
and (12.9)) than to use the direct conversion established by Ferry,[54] Gross,[277] and Leader-
man[278]. 
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12.4.4. Calculation of Linear Steady-State Quantities from Relaxation 
Spectra 

Several important rheological quantities can be calculated directly from a relaxation spec-
trum: 
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Of course, the determination of these quantities requires the completeness of the spectrum, 
otherwise the calculations yield values which are too low. In the case of η0 and Je

0 it is indis-
pensable to find the longest relaxation time, while the short relaxation times will not play a 
similarly distinct role. In the case of the plateau modulus GN

0 it is the opposite.  

The effect of the incompleteness of a spectrum is given in Fig. 12-15 for the sample F8B.[3] 
The linear steady-state elastic compliance Je

0 was calculated from the relaxation spectrum 
(eq. (12.18)) of the combined complex data of the frequency sweep and the creep recovery 
test using the IRIS-method.[273] The minimum frequency ωmin used for plotting “Je

0” is the 
minimum frequency at which data was fed in the relaxation spectrum calculation, i.e. the 
complex data used for the spectra calculation was cut off to simulate an incomplete spectrum. 
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Fig. 12-15: Comparison of the elastic and the storage compliance with the value of Je

0 calculated 
from the relaxation spectrum. 

It is obvious that the value of the apparent linear steady-state elastic compliance “Je
0” de-

creases with the increasing incompleteness of the spectrum, i.e. the increasing minimum fre-
quency ωmin. The values of “Je

0” lie between the creep recovery and the storage compliance. 
All three methods reach the same terminal value but at different frequencies. This means that 
the agreement of these quantities is a good indicator of having reached the terminal regime 
unless this terminal regime is only a quasi-terminal regime as e.g. Gabriel et al.[200] found for 
a sample with a high molecular tail. 

 

12.4.5. Methods for the Optimization of Spectra 

General Method 
As there is no equation for directly calculating a spectrum from the measured data, the oppo-
site way is taken, i.e. the measured data is compared to the data calculated from the spectrum. 
This requires the calculation of an average deviation, which is usually performed by the 
“least mean square error” D[201,202,270-273] defined as 
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in the case of the calculation of a relaxation spectrum from a frequency sweep. In case of the 
method of Emri and Tschoegl[270-272] the error is calculated only in a certain window around 
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the respective spectra mode (for the sake of saving calculation time) as each mode only influ-
ences the data around a certain rather narrow interval. 

The next step is the change of the spectrum itself to reduce the error D. Depending on the 
type and the method one or several relaxation/retardation strengths and/or times are changed, 
and subsequently tested whether this change leads to an improvement of the quality of the 
spectrum, i.e. to a reduction of D. 

This loop is continuously repeated until a stop criterion is reached. This stop criterion is ei-
ther a certain number of iterations, a certain error D, or other functions.  

The spectra calculated are thus only approximations of the real spectrum which is never fully 
reached but can only be approached to an infinite small proximity. 

 

Methodology Applied 
The intent for developing an own spectra program was to receive a highly accurate descrip-
tion of the data as well as a non-wavy spectrum. The method of Baumgaertl and Winter[273] is 
reasonably good in describing a given data set but sometimes this method will lead to a bad 
description of the data as the program chooses the number of modes itself and sometimes 
chooses as little as 2 which is insufficient for the description of most data sets. This method is 
also not very good for comparing different data sets as the spectra are not equidistant. This 
means that the spectrum might look warped as only a spectrum with equidistant mode spac-
ing resembles the shape of a continuous spectrum. 

For this reason an own spectra program was developed using the Matlab® script language, 
which is not as fast as a direct programming in C or C++ but reasonably fast on a modern PC 
to calculate a spectrum within one minute. The aim was to develop a code which is able to 
form an equidistant relaxation spectrum from frequency sweeps which have a rather high 
mode density. 

However, as stated before a high mode density will improve the quality of the fit, but above a 
certain threshold accounts for a wavy spectrum.[273] A relaxation spectrum is a, with increas-
ing relaxation time τ, more or less monotonically decreasing function, which means that the 
waviness can be eliminated by introducing an additional assumption. 

Therefore, the error to be minimized by the spectra program is extended by introducing a 
factor detecting deviations from this general shape by the slope factor 
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with p – number of modes per decade. The slope factor SF is introduced into eq. (12.19) 
leads to 
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where wf is a freely adjustable weighting factor. When the data is error afflicted, e.g. when 
using several datasets to calculate a common spectrum and thus to average the experimental 
data, the weighting factor has to be set to relatively high values (e.g. wf = 10), while for data 
sets which only contain one measurement and almost no experimental uncertainty a weight-
ing factor wf much below 1 is sufficient for the prevention of a wavy spectrum. The high ex-
ponent of the slope factor SF allows for a slightly increasing slope, too, but basically prevents 
a strong zig-zag-like waviness, which is often encountered when having a high mode den-
sity.[273] 

An example of spectra determined for the sample F18A using different weighting factors is 
shown in Fig. 12-16. In case of this sample the weighting factor prevents a steep decrease of 
the spectrum around relaxation times of 0.001 s. It is obvious from this figure that a weight-
ing factor wf above 0.1 basically does not influence the spectrum distinctly. Therefore, in this 
case wf = 0.1 is chosen to be the optimum value. 
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Fig. 12-16: Influence of the weighting factor on the relaxation spectrum of F18A . 

In many cases the weighting factor wf was actually found to speed up the spectra calculation 
by 10%, i.e. reduces the necessary calculation time (Fig. 12-17). As the calculation is based 
on random numbers and thus, therefore, process of optimization is somewhat unpredictable, 
this reduction of the calculation time is not always the same even if the calculation is simply 
reported under identical conditions (see data for wf = 0.1 and 0.001). This is a consequence of 
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the assumption of the more or less fulfilled tendency that the spectrum is a monotonically 
decreasing function. 
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Fig. 12-17: Influence of the weighting factor on the calculation time of F18A. 

 

12.5. DERIVATION OF THE PHASE ANGLE FROM THE LINEAR VIS-

COELASTIC THEORY 

The correlation between δ and dlog|η*|/dlogω (eq. (7.19)) might be surprising at first glance 
but it can be derived from the linear viscoelastic theory. It states that the storage modulus 
G’(ω) and the loss modulus G”(ω) can be calculated from the relaxation spectrum (cf. chap. 
12.4.2) 
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Thus the phase angle δ can be calculated from 
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As G∞ is 0 (which is assumed for all equations from this point on) for not crosslinked systems 
eq. (12.25) simplifies to  
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The complex viscosity |η*(ω)| can be calculated from 
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The double logarithmic derivative of eq. (12.27) is calculated to 
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This equation is too complicated to be solved analytically in a general form but for some 
simple cases this is possible. The simplest case imaginable is a single relaxation mode spec-
trum. In this case eq. (12.26) simplifies to 

 ( ) 1arctan ⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⋅⎝ ⎠
δ ω

ω τ
 (12.29) 

and the double logarithmic derivative of eq. (12.28) becomes 
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When combining eqns. (12.25) and (12.30) the phase angle δ2(ω) is received from the double 
logarithmic derivative. 
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Eqns. (12.29) and (12.31) are not identical. Both are shown in Fig. 12-18. The difference 
between the two possibilities in determining δ is a point symmetric function with a maxi-
mum/minimum around ±9.46°. 
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Fig. 12-18: δ(ω) and δ2(ω) for one relaxation mode. 

These differences might look quite large but the addition of new relaxation modes will de-
crease the difference between those two methods. As deriving an unambiguous solution for 
eq. (12.28) is too complicated, it is only possible to compare the deviations of added up error 
functions, which should resemble the real error function well enough as a discrete spectrum 
basically is the sum of several individual modes. For the single mode a maximum deviation 
between δ and δ2 of 9.46° is found. If a spectrum with a constant relaxation strength gi and an 
equal spacing is assumed the error (δ-δ2(ω)) is significantly reduced. For 1 mode per decade 
a maximum error of about ±2.3° is found, while 2 modes per decade lead to a maximum error 
of approximately ±0.6°. A comparison to a numerical simulation of such a spectrum of con-
stant relaxation strengths lead to approximately the same result which means that these sim-
plified considerations are leading to correct results.  
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Fig. 12-19: δ-δ2(ω) for one and several relaxation modes with a constant spacing 

Thus the correlation between δ and δ2 is true for real polymer melts. The remaining deviation 
between δ and δ2 is mainly due to the insufficient spacing of the data points (which limits the 
accuracy of a difference quotient) and the resolution of the rheometer. 

 

12.6. ESTIMATION OF THE ERROR IN THE SHIFT FACTORS CAUSED 

BY GEOMETRY ERRORS. 

The determination of the activation energy Ea is performed by acquiring horizontal shift fac-
tors aT from data obtained at different temperatures. However, if the gap of the geometry is 
not correct after changing the temperature additionally a vertical shift factor bT has to be in-
troduced, which is relatively easy to perform for thermorheologically simple samples but for 
thermorheological complex materials this is not possible as the base for this correction, i.e. an 
error minimized master curve, cannot be used. 

Therefore, a way has to be found to assess the error in the horizontal shift factor aT induced 
by a vertical shift factor bT. To perform such an estimation a data set of G’(ω) and G”(ω) 
was created with the Carreau-Yasuda model. This data set was then shifted with a shift factor 
aT=0.2 (which corresponds to Ea=35 kJ/mol for measurement temperatures of 150°C and 
230°C). Besides this horizontal shift also a vertical shift with bT of 0.9, 1, and 1.1 was per-
formed.  
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The horizontal shift factor aT was then determined and plotted as a function of the double 
logarithmic slope (Fig. 12-20). This makes sense, as it does not matter, which shape the 
rheological quantity being shifted has. Only the double logarithmic derivative plays a role as 
can be seen from Fig. 12-20, where the filled symbols were calculated from G’(ω) and the 
open ones from G”(ω). As expected the horizontal shift factor aT=0.2 is obtained independ-
ent of the slope when no vertical shift was introduced (bT=1). When assuming a vertical shift 
factor bT of 1.1 the apparent aT increases to 0.36 at a slope of 0.1 (i.e. the apparent activation 
energy Ea is reduced to about 20 kJ/mol for temperature of 150°C and 230°C). For bT=0.9 the 
apparent aT decreases to about 0.1 at a slope of 0.2 (Ea≈50 kJ/mol). 
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Fig. 12-20: Change of the horizontal shift factors aT by the introduction of a vertical shift factor bT as 
a function of the magnitude of the double logarithmic derivative. 

A vertical shift factor bT=1.1 is obtained when the gap is reduced by 10% as a consequence 
of the temperature influence, which corresponds to about 100 µm for the normal geometry 
used in this work (when using the same sample at different temperatures). The use of one 
sample for each temperature also leads to a vertical shift due to the experimental uncertainty 
(about 0.95<bT<1.1). This means that the activation energy can only be assessed properly (if 
a vertical shift cannot be excluded) when restricting the determination to a certain minimum 
slope of the rheological quantity, from which aT is determined. If it is assumed that the uncer-
tainty of the determination of Ea of a thermorheologically simple sample is in the order of 
about ±2 kJ/mol a slightly higher error of ±3 kJ/mol has to be tolerated for the thermor-
heological complex samples as the determination of Ea is much more error afflicted here. 
This leads to a tolerated uncertainty of ±15% in aT in the shown example (marked by the 
lines in Fig. 12-20), which corresponds to a slope magnitude of 0.7.  
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This limit of 0.7 in the slope was adopted as the limitation for the determination of Ea in 
thermorheological complex samples. Fig. 12-21 shows the relaxation spectrum (full line) and 
its double logarithmic derivative (dashed line). The magnitude of the slope is smaller than 0.7 
for τ>10-2 s (g > 40,000 Pa) which means that Ea can only be determined from g < 30,000 
Pa. 
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Fig. 12-21: Relaxation spectrum of B13P at 150°C (left axis) and its double logarithmic derivative 
(right axis).  

 

12.7. POLYMERIZATION CONDITIONS, MOLECULAR CHARACTERI-

ZATION, AND RHEOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 

12.7.1. Catalyst A (CpMe5)2ZrCl2) 
Table 12-1: Synthesis conditions of the samples synthesized with catalyst A. 

# Temp. c(ethene)a p(ethene)b n(H2) Timec n(cat.) MAO n(cat.) Activityd 
 [°C] [mol/l] [bar] [mmol] [min] [µmol] [mg] [ml]  

A1 30 0.24 2.00 0 60 0.20 200 200 27100 
A2 30 0.24 2.00 0 240 1.00 1000 2000 30900 
A5 60 0.23 5.80 0 240 1.25 1000 2000 17800 
A4 60 0.47 2.80 0 240 1.00 1000 2000 19900 
A6 60 0.41 5.00 9.0 240 0.25 1000 2000 129200 
A7 90 0.24 3.80 0 300 4.50 1000 2000 2800 
A8 90 0.24 3.80 8.3 75 0.20 400 400 56200 
A9 90 0.24 3.80 8.3 80 0.10 400 400 53100 
A3 90 0.24 3.80 16.6 75 0.10 400 400 47000 

a ethene concentration in toluene 
b ethene pressure in the reactor 
c polymerization time 
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d [kgpolymer/(molcat·h·mol/lethene)]  

 
Table 12-2: Thermal, rheological, and molecular characteristics of the samples synthesized with 
catalyst A. 

# Tm
b Tc

b ΔH xc
a Mw MMD η0 η0 / η0

lin δc LCBR
c LCBSEC

d 

 [°C] [°C] [J/g] [%] [kg/mol]  [Pa s] [-] [°]   
A1 140 112 174 60 665 3.0 4,233,000 n.a. - none none 
A2 140 112 137 45 923 3.8 26,100,000 n.a. - none none 
A3 129 113 237 81 17 10 3.24 n.a. - none none 
A4 142 112 176 60 564 4.3 6,732,310 n.a. - none none 
A5 142 113 170 53 403 2.6 1,570,000 n.a. - none none 
A6 136 117 232 80 72 11.6 e e e e none 
A7 135 114 217 74 179 4.0 70,500 n.a. - none none 
A8 131 116 227 78 28 7.8 152 n.a. - none none 
A9 131 115 228 78 19 6.5 17 n.a. - none none 
a enthalpy of fusion of perfectly crystalline PE was taken to be 290 J/g[197] 
b peak temperature 
c efficacy of branching from rheology 
d degree of branching from SEC-MALLS  
e material too unstable for rheological tests 

 

 

 

 

12.7.2. Catalyst B (rac-[Et(Ind)2]ZrCl2) 
Table 12-3: Synthesis conditions of the samples synthesized with catalyst B.  

# Temp. c(ethene) p(ethene) n(H2) Time n(cat.) MAO n(cat.) Activity 
 [°C] [mol/l] [bar] [mmol] [min] [µmol] [mg] [ml]  

B1 60 0.08 1.00 0 240 0.50 1000 2000 130200 
B2 60 0.25 3.00 0 158 0.25 1000 2000 187900 
B3 60 0.25 3.00 0 240 0.25 1000 2000 n.d. 
B4 60 0.41 5.00 0 90 0.50 1000 2000 134600 
B5 60 0.41 5.00 9.0 241 0.25 1000 2000 76000 
B6 75 0.07 1.00 0 240 0.50 1000 2000 279900 
B7 75 0.22 3.00 0 218 0.25 1000 2000 245000 
B8 75 0.37 5.00 0 154 0.25 1000 2000 268400 
B9 90 0.19 3.00 0 190 0.25 1000 2000 498300 

B10 90 1.00 0.06 0 243 0.50 1000 2000 n.d. 
B11 90 5.00 0.32 0 159 0.25 1000 2000 n.d. 
B12 75 0.22 3.00 0 203 0.25 1000 2000 n.d. 

B13P* 60 0.41 5.00 0 90 0.50 1000 2000 n.d. 
* B13P is an EP-copolymer with a rather low propene content (which was not determined) 
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Table 12-4: Thermal, rheological, and molecular characteristics of the samples synthesized with 
catalyst B.  

# Tm
 Tc

 ΔH xc Mw MMD η0 η0 / η0
lin δc LCBR

 LCBSEC
 

 [°C] [°C] [J/g] [%] [kg/mol]  [Pa s] [-] [°]   
B1 139 110 179 61 147 2.2 >108 a >2775 14 very significant very high 
B2 141 109 217 74 93 1.9 8.7×105 126 35 significant high 
B4 138 112 208 71 100 2.0 6.6×105 73 37 significant high 
B5 135 114 202 69 67 2.1 4.2×103 2.0 68 very weak none 
B6 135 113 196 67 106 2.5 >108 a >9000 26 very significant very high 
B7 138 111 171 58 76 1.8 4.0×104 12 51 significant high 
B8 138 116 196 67 69 2.0 1.2×104 4.9 65 weak low 
B9 135 114 226 78 66 1.8 6.3×103 3.1 69 weak high 

B10 133 115 211 72 66 2.1 3.2×103 1.6 71 very weak none 
B11 135 114 230 79 65 2.1 1.8×104 9.3 56 significant high 
B12 134 114 198 68 101 2.5 ≈2.0×105 17 38 very significant very high 

B13P n.d. n.d. n.d. 53* 65 2.0 5.7×103 2.8 64.5 weak -# 

a ηmax 
* determined by WAXS[9,10] 
# no reliable data for <s²>0.5(M) available 

 

12.7.3. Catalyst D ([Me2Si(Me4Cp)NtertBu)]TiCl2) 
Table 12-5: Synthesis conditions of the samples synthesized with catalyst D.  

# Temp. c(ethene) p(ethene) n(H2) Time n(cat.) MAO n(cat.) Activity 
 [°C] [mol/l] [bar] [mmol] [min] [µmol] [mg] [ml]  

D1 60 5.00 0.41 0 180 1.00 1000 2000 n.d. 
D2 60 5.00 0.41 0 240 1.50 1000 2000 n.d. 
D3 60 5.00 0.41 0 240 3.00 1000 2000 7200 
D4 60 5.00 0.41 9.0 241 1.00 1000 2000 16400 
D5 90 3.80 0.24 0 225 1.00 1000 2000 43000 

 
Table 12-6: Thermal, rheological, and molecular characteristics of the samples synthesized with 
catalyst D.  

# Tm
 Tc

 ΔH xc Mw MMD η0 η0 / η0
lin δc LCBR

 LCBSEC
 

 [°C] [°C] [J/g] [%] [kg/mol]  [Pa s] [-] [°]   
D1 139 111 140 48 1410 2.0 >9×107 a >0.67 - significant none 
D2 140 111 143 49 490 1.9 >3×108 a >106 - significant low 
D3 140 112 156 53 560 2.1 >9.0×107 a >20 - significant low 
D4 136 114 199 68 74 2.0 4.5×103 1.5 83 very weak none 
D5 140 109 177 60 365 2.6 >9.0 ×106 a >12 - very significant high 
a ηmax 
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12.7.4. Catalyst E (Cp2ZrCl2) 
Table 12-7: Synthesis conditions of the samples synthesized with catalyst E.[1,2]  

# Temp. c(ethene) p(ethene) n(H2) Time n(cat.) MAO n(cat.) Activity 
 [°C] [mol/l] [bar] [mmol] [min] [µmol] [mg] [ml]  

E1 30 0.23 2.00 9.9 242 0.50 1000 2000 37600 
E2 60 0.13 1.55 9.0 60 0.20 200 200 194500 
E3 60 0.41 5.00 0 241 0.50 600 2000 124900 
E4 60 0.41 5.00 9.0 215 0.50 1000 2000 45600 
E5 90 0.06 1.00 0 45 0.25 200 200 275100 
E6 90 0.13 2.00 0 60 0.50 200 200 171500 
E7 90 0.13 2.00 8.3 60 0.20 200 200 414200 

 
Table 12-8: Thermal, rheological, and molecular characteristics of the samples synthesized with 
catalyst E.  

# Tm
 Tc

 ΔH xc Mw MMD η0 η0 / η0
lin δc LCBR

 LCBSEC
 

 [°C] [°C] [J/g] [%] [kg/mol]  [Pa s] [-] [°]   
E1 133 116 248 85 12.7 2.1 3.5 n.a. - none none 
E2 128 115 244 83 6.5 2.2 0.19 n.a. - none none 
E3 140 109 181 62 297 2.1 >4.7×107 a >103 - significant high 
E4 133 117 256 88 15 2.5 10 n.a. - none none 
E5 135 117 208 71 52 2.0 730 n.a. - none none 
E6 136 115 202 69 47 2.0 1.2×103 2.0 - very weak low 
E7 126 112 246 84 4.7 2.5 0.089 n.a. - none none 
a ηmax 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12.7.5. Catalyst F ([Ph2C(2,7-di-tertBuFlu)(Cp)]ZrCl2) 
Table 12-9: Synthesis conditions of the polyethylene samples synthesized with catalyst F.  

# Temp. p(ethene) c(ethene) n(H2) Time n(cat.) MAO n(cat.) Activity 
 [°C] [bar] [mol/l] [mmol] [min] [µmol] [mg] [ml]  

F1 60 2.95 0.24 9.0 243 0.48 1000 2000 45400 
F2 60 5.00 0.41  250 0.32 1000 2000 22000 

F3/F0 60 5.00 0.41 9.0 243 0.16 1000 2000 46300 
F4 60 4.50 0.37 3.4 150 0.32    
F5 60 4.50 0.37 6.7 150 0.32    
F6 60 4.50 0.37 13.3 120 0.54    
F7 60 1.20 0.10 4.5      
F8 60 1.20 0.10 9.0      
F9 60 1.20 0.1       
F10 60 1.20 0.1 2.5      
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Table 12-10: Thermal, rheological, and molecular characteristics of the samples synthesized with 
catalyst F.  

# Tm
 Tc

 ΔH xc Mw MMD η0 η0 / η0
lin δc LCBR

 LCBSEC
 

 [°C] [°C] [J/g] [%] [kg/mol]  [Pa s] [-] [°]   
F1 140 111 172 59 102 2.0 30 000 3.1 72 weak high 
F2 136 114 151 52 1150 4.0 >1010 >169 - very significant low 

F3/F0 138 112 185 64 173 2.0 440 000 6.8 63 significant high 
F4 137.7 115.4 164.0 56.6 489 3.0 >4×107 >14.7 <50 very significant low 
F5 138.3 115.4 166.9 57.6 407 2.7 >2.5×107 >17.8 <52 very significant medium
F6 139.0 115.6 190.1 65.6 288 2.0 >9×106 >22.2 56 very significant high 
F7 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 49.5 2.0 765 1.07 - weak n.d.b 

F8 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 35 2.0 100 0.49 - weak n.d.b 

F9 n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 1500 2.0 >1010 >64.8 - weak low 
a ηmax 
b no long-chain branching could be detected due to the low molar mass Mw of this sample 
no DSC-data is available for the samples F7, F8, and F9. 

The sample F0/F3 was designated in one publication[2] as F3 and in other publications[3,4] as 
F0. The samples F4, F5, and F6 were synthesized by C. Piel at the Helsinki Institute of Tech-
nology. A description of the synthesis conditions of these polymers is given elsewhere[195] for 
the sample F6 (F4 and F5 are not included in this publication). F7, F8, F9, and F10 were syn-
thesized by Burcak Arikan using the new batch of catalyst F which has a higher activity and 
thus produces more long-chain branches in comparison to the old batch. 
Table 12-11: Synthesis conditions of the ethene-/α-olefin-samples synthesized with catalyst F at the 
University of Hamburg. All samples were synthesized with a total monomer concentration of 0.5 
mol/l, T=60°C, n(H2)=9mmol, n(cat.)≈0.3 µmol, MAO= 1000 mg, 2000 ml n(cat.)[3,4] see also Kamin-
sky et al.[205] 

# comonomer comonomer feed c(ethene) p(ethene) c(comonomer) nc 
a wc b 

 [CnH2n] [mol%] [mol/l] [bar] [mol/l] [mol%] [wt.%] 
F8A 8 10 0.45 5.5 0.05 1.1 4.3 
F8B 8 15 0.425 5.2 0.075 1.8 6.8 
F8C 8 20 0.4 4.9 0.1 2.7 10.0 

F10A 10 10 0.45 5.5 0.05 1.1 5.3 
F10B 10 15 0.425 5.2 0.075 1.7 8.0 
F10C* 10 20 0.4 4.9 0.1 2.1 9.7 
F12A 12 10 0.45 5.5 0.05 1 5.7 
F12B 12 15 0.425 5.2 0.075 1.7 9.4 
F12C* 12 20 0.4 4.9 0.1 2.3 12.4 
F18A 18 5 0.475 5.8 0.025 0.4 3.5 
F18B 18 15 0.425 5.2 0.075 1.5 12.1 
F18C 18 20 0.4 4.9 0.1 2.2 16.8 
F26A 26 5 0.475 5.8 0.025 0.5 6.1 
F26B 26 15 0.425 5.2 0.075 1.6 17.4 
F26C 26 20 0.4 4.9 0.1 2.3 23.4 
F12Fc 12 30 0.261 3.2 0.111 3.4 17.4 
F18Fc 18 30 0.261 3.2 0.111 2.7 20.0 
F26Fc 26 30 0.261 3.2 0.111 3 28.7 

a comonomer content in mol% 
b comonomer content in wt.% 
c synthesized at the Helsinki Technical University[195] 
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* synthesized with a new batch of catalyst F, thus slightly different properties in comparison to the 
samples synthesized with the old batch regarding the degree of long-chain branching are found. The 
new batch has a higher activity and thus forms more long-chain branches because of the higher out-
put which increases the concentration of the available macromers.[69,279] 
 
Table 12-12: Thermal, rheological, and molecular characteristics of the ethene-/α-olefin-samples 
synthesized with catalyst F.  

# Tm
 Tc

 ΔH xc Mw MMD η0 η0 / η0
lin δc LCBR

 LCBSEC
 

 [°C] [°C] [J/g] [%] [kg/mol]  [Pa s] [-] [°]   
F8A 120 100 128 44 240 2.1 1,224,000 5.8 64 significant high 
F8B 116 96 110 38 190 2.0 440,000 4.8 66 medium medium 
F8C 112 88 81 28 152 2.0 51,000 1.3 - none none 

F10A 120 102 131 45 160 2.0 145,400 3.0 71 medium high 
F10B 116 97 93 32 170 2.0 140,000 2.3 76 weak medium 
F10C n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 166 2.0 107,800 1.9 80 very weak none 
F12A 120 101 133 46 172 2.1 252,000 4.0 69 medium high 
F12B 116 96 99 34 160 2.0 100,000 2.0 78 weak medium 
F12C n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d. 173 2.0 96,000 1.5 83 very weak none 
F18A 128 108 131 45 183 2.3 498,000 6.3 65 significant high 
F18B 117 98 110 38 167 1.9 164,000 2.9 76 weak medium 
F18C 116 87 99 34 159 1.9 55,000 1.2 - none none 
F26A 129 106 136 47 185 2.1 450,000 5.5 66 significant high 
F26B 116 98 96 33 194 2.1 284,000 2.9 75 weak medium 
F26C 113 91 75 26 175 2.1 87,000 1.3 - none none 
F12F 103 86.1 90 31.1 210 2.1 124200 0.95 - none none 
F18F 104 86.9 87 30.0 216 2.1 145800 0.99 - none none 
F26F 103 85.9 117 40.2 234 2 174400 0.92 - none none 

 

12.7.6. Catalyst G (Cp)2ZrCl2) 
Table 12-13: Synthesis conditions of the samples synthesized with catalyst G.  

# Temp. c(ethene) p(ethene) n(H2) Time n(cat.) MAO n(cat.) Activity 
 [°C] [mol/l] [bar] [mmol] [min] [µmol] [mg] [ml]  

G1 90 0.05 0.79 0 93 2.50 800 1200 16300 
G2 90 0.10 1.58 0 90 1.50 800 1200 25500 

 
Table 12-14: Thermal, rheological, and molecular characteristics of the samples synthesized with 
catalyst G.  

# Tm
 Tc

 ΔH xc Mw MMD η0 η0 / η0
lin δc LCBR

 LCBSEC
 

 [°C] [°C] [J/g] [%] [kg/mol]  [Pa s] [-] [°]   
G1 113 101 205 70 1.7 2.8 0.0375 n.a. - none none 
G2 118 104 214 74 2.8 2.9 0.0453 n.a. - none none 

 

12.8. RELAXATION SPECTRA AND RHEOLOGICAL CONSTANTS 

For the determination of the relaxation spectra the method described in chap. 12.4.5 was 
used. The last 4 rows of the tables give the maximum and minimum frequency for which the 
spectrum was determined, the elastic compliance Je

0 and the zero shear-rate viscosity η0. Fre-
quencies ω below 10-2 s-1 (in some cases frequency sweeps were performed down to frequen-
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cies of 10-3 s-1 are determined from the retardation spectra of creep recovery tests according 
to Kaschta and Schwarzl.[201]  
Table 12-15: Relaxation Spectra of the homopolymers synthesized with catalyst A (at T=150°C) 

τi [s] A1 A2 A4 A5 A7 
316.2 1888.5 8695.3 700.1 702.7 10.0 
100 6940.0 15074.8 1781.4 1781.3 69.1 
31.6 14555.9 29336.0 4506.3 4442.4 211.0 
10 38688.4 59165.1 14769.1 15107.8 984.1 

3.16 76650.2 80248.5 32343.8 31283.6 3181.3 
1 79956.1 75166.5 78746.5 81019.9 8489.4 

0.32 71012.6 65480.7 127341.6 123481.5 16488.9 
0.1 60825.3 54312.2 184648.2 193207.2 30605.0 

0.032 51723.8 44372.0 189682.6 161279.2 45898.8 
0.01 44563.9 36457.8 161728.1 225031.5 94052.2 

0.0032 39527.3 31452.8 134807.4 71850.4 109443.8 
10-3 36122.7 29294.8 117776.5 3.6×10-7 100642.5 

3.2×10-3 33830.5 28475.2 107781.7 171793.8 95905.6 
10-4 32470.8 229879.5 102088.8 1.1×106 829550.9 

ωmax [s-1] 1000 628 100 215 630 
ωmin [s-1] 0.0046 0.01 0.006 0.0046 0.004 
η0 [Pa s] 4.2×106 2.6×107 6.7×106 1.6×106 70500 

The samples A8 and A9 have such a low zero shear-rate viscosity η0, that they are basically 
Newtonian fluids and thus the spectra are not given here. 
Table 12-16: Relaxation Spectra of the homopolymers synthesized with catalyst B (at T=150°C) – 
part I 

τi [s] B1 B2 B4 B5 B6 
1000 15078.6 107.4 145.1 0.0065 771.2 
316.2 14318.3 732.4 342.9 8.5×10-5 2723.0 
100 14741.2 1704.1 1380.1 0.029 3873.5 
31.6 13787.9 3240.6 2880.3 0.84 4371.1 
10 18707.4 6482.1 6102.8 8.0 7597.0 

3.16 23206.4 7670.6 9261.1 134.7 8840.5 
1 19920.1 13568.5 13168.5 718.0 12375.5 

0.32 34033.1 16012.2 19846.8 2821.6 16934.7 
0.1 38621.3 26682.0 32543.4 6217.5 23415.8 

0.032 48031.6 47053.3 59417.1 15350.2 41023.1 
0.01 89831.7 94235.3 135218.4 42645.1 76254.9 

0.0032 76314.6 130192.3 157386.7 112690.5 115793.4 
10-3 63369.2 118359.1 142801.6 92971.7 87161.9 

3.2×10-3 190329.1 112462.8 237215.0 247993.8 128407.0 
10-4 655959.5 653875.5 1.2×106 106 876897.8 

ωmax [s-1] 464 464 464 464 464 
ωmin [s-1] 0.01 10-3 0.0046 1.1×10-4 0.01 
η0 [Pa s] >108 870000 762000 4200 >108 

 

 

 

 
Table 12-17: Relaxation Spectra of the homopolymers synthesized with catalyst B (at T=150°C) – 
part II 
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τi [s] B7 B8 B9 B10 B11 B12 
1000     0.021  
316.2   0.063 0.025 0.12 128.7 
100 89.3 5.1 0.36 0.46 4.2 476.6 
31.6 410.7 26.6 2.4 0.37 60.9 1311.1 
10 1115.3 185.1 52.5 14.8 469.1 3213.8 

3.16 3233.9 868.9 274.3 61.0 819.3 5158.2 
1 5378.2 2198.5 1321.4 493.6 3402.1 9743.8 

0.32 11684.4 5376.5 3251.4 1491.1 6605.3 12796.7 
0.1 14227.5 9282.2 7683.8 5770.8 12633.5 23972.5 

0.032 46513.9 26673.2 16782.8 8275.6 24561.6 41059.8 
0.01 74941.9 76424.0 52463.6 47398.5 65820.0 106151.6 

0.0032 159509.5 111482.6 132319.7 89801.9 136896.6 133036.4 
10-3 333776.3 346715.3 120671.4 182275.9 125594.4 193452.8 

3.2×10-3   113712.1 152489.1 119530.9 174832.0 
10-4   106 777652.3 1.1×106 991823.8 

ωmax [s-1] 100 100 631 464 464 464 
ωmin [s-1] 0.01 0.01 1.2×10-4 10-4 1.2×10-4 0.01 
η0 [Pa s] 40500 12000 6500 3500 18500 ≈200000 

 
Table 12-18: Relaxation Spectra of the homopolymers synthesized with cats. D and E (at T=150°C) 

τi [s] D1 D2 D3 D5 E3 
10000 13050.5  2629.6 1451.2  
3162.3 14057.2  3940.8 6540.9  
1000 21797.4 6588.6 4491.5 7581.6 16413.4 
316.2 27501.0 13518.5 5938.9 7082.2 7186.0 
100 57799.3 12433.8 7711.8 6838.4 5962.6 
31.6 110923.3 21141.7 17317.6 13968.6 13807.5 
10 146964.8 54804.2 31110.0 20666.0 17289.2 

3.16 196435.3 79172.1 69791.6 43297.5 45193.0 
1 178883.1 119480.1 137759.9 68066.4 79597.9 

0.32 152967.3 116575.0 210180.2 119459.1 149791.6 
0.1 124793.3 101870.7 179006.7 140442.1 210923.6 

0.032 99689.7 84660.3 148623.1 126937.6 197947.2 
0.01 80873.4 70371.2 124200.3 112037.6 136993.0 

0.0032 69336.1 61272.3 105454.7 100635.5 114990.0 
10-3 63026.1 55879.9 96011.5 93960.4 131977.9 

3.2×10-3    90853.4 185792.2 
10-4    451345.9 521971.8 

ωmax [s-1] 100 100 631 631 16413.4 
ωmin [s-1] 0.0158 6×10-3 10-3 0.0025 0.01 
η0 [Pa s] >>4×107 >>1×107 >>1×108 >>2×108 >5×107 
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Table 12-19: Relaxation Spectra of the homopolymers synthesized with catalyst F (at T=150°C) 

τi F1 F0/F3 F4 F5 F6 
[s]      

31622.8 2×10-4 0.072    
10000 0.0086 0.093    
3162.3 0.008 9.0    
1000 0.34 76.0 6121.0 1829.4 884.9 
316.2 0.10 342.1 8159.0 4097.7 1246.8 
100 14.6 630.6 11619.4 5149.1 3644.6 
31.6 112.4 1867.4 22920.0 7152.0 3431.1 
10 691.8 2115.1 53110.3 25145.6 7916.8 

3.16 1091.0 5057.1 152035.1 72843.6 24779.9 
1 3661.6 18094.3 187125.3 166503.7 58786.7 

0.32 7269.6 47438.0 244753.0 274415.2 154644.1 
0.1 27139.1 165244.4 183857.2 205244.1 243687.0 

0.032 87694.9 194906.8 156636.8 138728.4 203890.4 
0.01 194334.0 295524.6 115388.5 111844.6 167265.1 

0.0032 179714.6 197808.1 84971.6 156769.3 141170.4 
10-3 163989.5 6.3E-8 72582.3 137985.6 129663.0 

3.2×10-3 157235.4 343459.4 79102.4 127076.3 161212.1 
10-4 909495.3 2.1×106 674416.4 121143.6 478216.9 

ωmax [s-1] 464 215 464 464 464 
ωmin [s-1] 2.6×10-5 3.8×10-5 0.01 0.01 3.2×10-5 

Je
0 [10-4 Pa-1] 12 18    
η0 [Pa s] 3100 445000 >4×107 >4×107 ≈9e7 

 

 
Table 12-20: Relaxation Spectra of the copolymers synthesized with catalyst F(at T=150°C) – part I 

τi [s] F8A F8B F8C F18A F18B F18C 
31622.8 1.5   0.1   
10000 10.8 0.3  0.9   
3162.3 76.3 5.8 0.02 10.8 0.26 0.006 
1000 250.0 72.5 0.09 83.2 4.5 0.064 
316.2 557.7 247.0 0.66 333.9 61.9 0.9 
100 1044.0 826.4 21.4 791.0 267.2 9.0 
31.6 1375.3 1009.1 71.6 1607.3 453.1 74.7 
10 5682.6 3076.8 214.4 2819.6 1750.7 242.1 

3.16 15591.5 6833.3 1245.7 6111.0 3509.1 1088.5 
1 55174.0 20705.6 4166.0 32945.6 18630.1 8380.1 

0.32 155735.8 91271.6 41375.5 72167.5 59521.8 61657.7 
0.1 287145.3 173516.4 133387.8 210590.7 166226.8 118102.1 

0.032 205334.4 231770.1 174091.2 231652.0 219061.9 208059.5 
0.01 228680.6 161573.2 236313.3 233350.0 198316.7 185023.5 

0.0032 118691.2 240416.6 161767.6 157250.3 151321.0 185318.3 
10-3  173746.1 122972.8 126961.5 138977.8 128413.6 

3.2×10-3  143886.1 103932.9 115663.1 231444.0 107906.6 
10-4  132259.2 94068.4 812677.6 846989.6 608652.4 

ωmax [s-1] 215 464 215 215 215 464 
ωmin [s-1] 4.35×10-5 2.6×10-5 2.6×10-4 1.3×10-5 6.3×10-5 6.9×10-5 

Je
0 [10-4 Pa-1] 18 11 2.2 15 6.4 1.4 
η0 [Pa s] 1.2×106 440000 51000 498000 164000 55000 
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Table 12-21: Relaxation Spectra of the copolymers synthesized with catalyst F(at T=150°C) – part II 

τi [s] F26A F26B F26C F12A F12B 
3162.3 8.7 1.8  1.5  
1000 65.5 21.1  24.2 1.3 
316.2 332.7 138.7 2.5 138.7 15.4 
100 671.8 505.9 14.8 471.6 146.6 
31.6 1324.1 486.9 59.2 906.8 298.0 
10 3090.7 3156.3 520.9 1957.1 1043.7 

3.16 6084.3 6073.9 2530.7 3589.4 2068.8 
1 22003.5 33052.5 19345.9 19892.4 12155.4 

0.32 97724.4 101457.6 86943.0 68461.9 44973.0 
0.1 169140.4 154752.0 127018.2 149553.0 139519.8 

0.032 241022.9 224073.8 197585.7 250140.7 228897.1 
0.01 173093.3 173735.2 168063.3 226202.0 167081.4 

0.0032 157157.4 127221.1 126717.0 181024.8 151211.7 
10-3 224644.6 103733.6 106766.2 156744.1 196376.0 

3.2×10-3 267969.2 95160.0 117065.3 147941.4 348724.9 
10-4 403888.9 541082.5 532969.6 562945.9 583458.3 

ωmax [s-1] 464 464 464 215 215 
ωmin [s-1] 6.0e-5 2.8e-5 3.1e-5 2.9e-5 3.5e-5 

Je
0 [10-4 Pa-1] 11 7.6 1.6 14 5.6 

η0 [Pa s] 450000 284000 87000 251000 100000 

 

12.9. SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

The symbols and abbreviations are sorted alphabetically. Greek symbols are sorted according 
to their pronunciation (i.e. λ is found as ‘lambda’). The designations of the rheological quan-
tities are in accordance to the definitions of Dealy.[280] 
a, a1, a2 – Parameters describing the width of the 
‘knee’ in the viscosity function in the Carreau-Yasuda 
equation and other derived equations, [-] 
aT – shift factor of TTS, [-] 
cf. – compare  
CR – creep recovery test 
De – Decene (C10H20) 
δ – phase angle, [°] 
Do – Dodecene (C12H24) 
DSC – differential scanning calorimetry 
e.g. – for example 
Ea – activation energy, [kJ/mol] 
η0 – zero shear-rate viscosity, [Pa s] 
η(γ ) – viscosity function of steady shear test, [Pa s] 
η+(t, γ ) – transient viscosity of steady shear test, 
[Pa s] 
|η*(ω)| – absolute of the complex viscosity as a func-
tion of the angular frequency. [Pa s] 
FS – frequency sweep 
Hc, W2 – Hexacosene (C26H52) 
Hex – Hexene (C6H12) 
γ – deformation, [-] 
γ – strain rate, [s-1] 
G’ – elastic or storage modulus, [Pa] 

G” – loss modulus, [Pa] 
G(t) – relaxation modulus, [Pa] 
|G*| – absolute of the complex modulus, [Pa] 
g(M) – contraction factor, [-] 
g(τ) – discrete relaxation spectrum, [Pa] 
Γ(τ) – continuous relaxation spectrum, [Pa] 
h(λ) – discrete retardation spectrum, [Pa-1] 
Η(Λ) – continuous retardation spectrum, [Pa-1] 
HDPE – high density polyethylene 
hPBd – hydrated polybutadiene 
i.e. – which is 
J(t’) – creep compliance, [Pa-1] 
J0 – spontaneous elastic compliance, [Pa-1] 
Je – stationary value of the creep recovery compliance, 
[Pa-1] 
Je

0 – elastic recovery compliance, [Pa-1] 
Jr – creep recovery compliance, [Pa-1] 
J’ – elastic or storage compliance, [Pa-1] 
J” – loss compliance, [Pa-1] 
λ, λ1, λ2 – characteristic relaxation times in the Car-
reau-Yasuda model and in the modified Carreau-
Yasuda model, [s] 
LLDPE – linear low density polyethylene 
LDPE –low density polyethylene 
m – metallocene catalyzed 
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MALLS – multi angle laser light scattering 
MLS – molar mass determined by light scattering, 
[g/mol], [kg/mol] 
MM – macromer 
Mn – number-average molar mass, [g/mol], [kg/mol] 
Mw – weight-average molar mass, [g/mol], [kg/mol] 
Mz – z-average molar mass, [g/mol], [kg/mol] 
Mw/Mn, PDI – polydispersity index [-] 
n, n1, n2 – slope factor in the Carreau-Yasuda equation 
and in the extended Carreau-Yasuda equation, [-] 
n(M) – frequency distribution, [-] 
NMR – nuclear magnetic resonance 
Od – Octadecene (C18H32) 
Oc – Octene (C8H16) 
ω – oscillation frequency, [s-1] 
ωc – crossover frequency, [s-1] 
q – heating rate, [K/min] 
<s²>0.5 – radius of gyration, [nm] 
PE – polyethylene  

PP – polypropylene (iPP – isotactic PP, aPP – atactic 
PP, sPP – syndiotactic PP) 
ppoly – polymerization pressure [bar] 
PS – polystyrene  
PBd – polybutadiene 
Ψ(t), Ψ(t’) – viscoelastic function of the creep or creep 
recovery test [Pa] 
SEC – size exclusion chromatography 
t – creep recovery time, relaxation time, steady-shear 
time, elongational time, test time, [s], [h] 
tpoly – time of polymerization [min], [h] 
Tpoly – polymerization temperature [°C] 
t’ – creep time [s] 
tanδ - loss factor [-] 
τ – shear stress [Pa] 
TCB – 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (C6H3Cl3) 
TTS – time-temperature superposition 
w(M) – weight distribution, [-] 
z(M) – z distribution, [-] 
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